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ABSTRACT 
It is well-known that statistical inference based on Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 
estimators and the classical normal theory assumption is sensitive to outliers and errors 
that come from a heavy-tailed distribution. Robust regression procedures have received 
considerable attention in statistics literature. Many robust regression procedures currently 
are made available  in popular saftware packages. For example, there are procdures 
ROBUSTREG in SAS, rreg in Stata, rlm and rreg in R and robustfit in Matlab. Despite 
the vulnerability of OLS and the availability of robust regression approaches, they are 
slow to gain popularity and attention in application. 
There are many factors contributing to this (Hampel et al. 1986;Stromberg, 2004). One of 
the key factors is the practitioners who have used the robust regression approaches either 
are unaware of the fact that their properties (Efficiency, robustness) can be dramatically 
affected by the tuning parameters, or are bewildered how to make an appropriate choice 
of tuning parameters of specified robust regression approaches in application. 
In this dissertation, we proposed several novel Adaptive Robust Approaches. The main 
purpose of the proposed adaptive robust approaches is: (a) To facilitate the decision on 
whether it is more pertinent to use a robust or a standard technique. (b) To provide an 
easy but relatively safe alternative to robust approaches without too much struggle about 
how to choose one among a variety of robust approaches and how to select the 
parameters (such as trimming portion, tuning constant).  
The proposed adaptive robust regression approaches are constructed by combining 
regular robust regressions (such as M-estimators/ LTS ) with application of optimization 
procedure and characteristics of data in terms of tail weight index(TWI) and normality 
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test. Three main adaptive robust regression approaches are proposed and the related 
algorithms are also implemented in programs (SAS MACROS and S-PLUS application):  
(1) Adaptive Robust M-Estimator with optimal tuning constant based on the empirical 
distribution function (EDF) of the standardized absolute residuals. The algorithm is 
similar to standard IRWLS, but the TWI and normality test of residuals are investigated 
to adjust the tuning constant in each iteration within iterative re-weighted least square 
algorithm (IRWLS) loop. The adaptive approach is implemented in SAS 
macro %BIWREG()(with Parameter ADAPT=TW). 
(2) Adaptive Robust M-Estimator with optimal tuning constant based on minimizing the 
asymptotic variance estimate. Two different algorithms are proposed and compared. The 
adaptive approaches are implemented in SAS macro %BIWREG(). One is statically 
adaptive approach (with Parameter ADAPT=AV_S) in which the optimal tuning constant 
is obtained through many IRWLS processes. The other is dynamically adaptive approach 
(with Parameter ADAPT=AV_D). 
(3) Least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators with adjusted cut-off (denoted as 
ACLATS _ ). The proposed approach ACLATS _ is implemented in the Menu-driven 
application (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus). 
The proposed adaptive robust approaches were demonstrated in both extensive simulation 
studies and application examples. 
 
Seongho Song, Ph.D., Chair 
Paul Horn, Ph.D., Co-chair 
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 INTRODUCTION CHAPTER 1.
1.1 Background 
Classical statistics are based on parametric models and assumptions. Standard examples 
are Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimators in linear regression and their extensions, 
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), and the corresponding likelihood based statistical 
tests. Many classic statistic approaches are well known for not being robust because of 
their crucial dependency of the model assumptions. These approaches are optimal when 
the assumed model is exactly satisfied, but they are biased and inefficient even when 
small deviations from the model are present. The results obtained by classic approaches 
therefore can be misleading on real data applications. In linear regression, it has always 
been highlighted that even if a small proportion of observations behave differently from 
the vast majority of the data, classical estimations by OLS may be strongly influenced by 
several influential observations of the data that do not represents the population. An 
observation is said to be influential if removing the observation substantially changes the 
estimate of coefficients. Influence can be thought of as the product of leverage points and 
outliers. In statistics literature, an outlier is defined as an observation whose dependent 
variable value is unusual given its values on the predictor variables. An outlier may 
indicate a sample peculiarity or may indicate a data entry error or other problem. A 
leverage point is an observation with an extreme value on some predictor variables. To 
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deal with the presence of outliers and high leverage points that might bias the results, 
various techniques such as standardized residuals, studentized residuals, Cook distances, 
etc. have been proposed to identify the outliers in data. Unfortunately, they all suffer 
from the fact that these techniques are based on residuals that are calculated on a non-
robust regression line or hyper-plane. 
The drawbacks of the classic approaches opened up the door to search for better 
alternatives which are resistant to the presence of outliers and the small deviation from 
the assumed model for data analysis. Tukey’s path-breaking paper (1960) demonstrated 
the dramatic loss efficiency of optimal statistical approaches in the presence of small 
deviations from the assumed model. Along with the fundamental papers by Huber (1964) 
and Hampel (1968) it laid the foundations for the development of modern robust statistics. 
One approach, which is called M-estimation proposed by Huber (1964) for the location 
model and Huber (1973,1981) for the regression model, uses an objective function in the 
calculation that gives less weight to extreme observations. A variety of objective 
functions have been proposed for M-estimators which are usually achieved by iterative 
methods. Another type of estimators is to use a linear combination of order statistics, or 
more generally, of some function of them, which are called L-estimators. In one-
parameter location problems, the L-estimators, such as trimmed  means, are very 
attractive because they are easy to calculate. However, unless relatively inefficient high 
trimming rates are used, the trimmed  mean has very poor breakdown properties. 
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The situation is particularly bad for small sample sizes. For example, the 10% trimmed 
mean cannot cope with more than one outlier (on the same side of the sample) for sample 
size less than 20.  R-estimator uses the ranks assigned to the residuals from a preliminary 
linear model. These estimators go back to Hodges and Lehmann (1963). For both L-
estimators and R-estimators, the influence function /curve depend on the underlying 
distribution, which make them very unstable under small changes. However, the 
influence functions of M-estimators are always proportional to the derivative,  ,of the 
chosen objective function at any distribution (Hampel, 1986, Section 2.3). So M-
estimators are more straightforward to handle than either L-estimators or R-estimators. 
This is especially true in multiple parameter caseswhere they are much more flexible. If 
we want to construct a robust estimator at the distribution 0F , we can start with a  -
function that is bounded, but otherwise closely proportional to 
'
0 )(log f . If we feel that 
very far-out outliers should be totally discarded, we can choose a re-descending  -
function that decreases to zero (Huber, 1981, Section 3.5). Due to that flexibility and 
straightforwardness of M-estimators, adaptive M-estimator approaches are explored and 
investigated later in this paper, since in their basic forms, the L-estimators, R-estimators 
and even M-estimators are not adaptive because they are defined by some predetermined 
influence function to limit the influence of the heavy tails or outliers. 
In the 1980s, several alternatives to the M-estimators were proposed. Yohai and 
Rousseeuw (1984) defined an S-estimator of regression by minimizing the estimator of 
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scale, ))(),...,((ˆ 1minarg 

nn rrS , and the estimator of scale ))(),...,(( 1  nn rrS  
solves the equation b
S
xy
pn
n
i n
ii 



1
'
)(
1 
  where loss function )(x  is a symmetric, 
continuous and non-decreasing with respect to || x . Generally b is defined by 
))(( xEb   with )(x  being the standard normal distribution function. That makes 
))(),...,(( 1  nn rrS  to be consistent to the standard deviation for normal data. Observe 
that ))(),...,(( 1  nn rrS  coincides with standard deviation estimator 
2/1
1
2 )(
1









n
i
ir
pn

if 
2)( xx  . Ruppert (1992) and Marazzi (1993) provided sampling algorithms for S-
estimators.  
In fact, let 

 be the S-estimator corresponding to a given )(x  and parameter b. If we 
put nnn srrS

))(),...,(( 1  , then the S-estimator has the property of minimizing 




n
i n
ii
s
xy
pn 1
'
)
ˆ
(
1 
 . Therefore the S-estimator can be thought as self-scaled M-
estimator whose scale is estimated simultaneously with the regression parameters. 
Unfortunately S-estimators with smooth )(x  cannot simultaneously have a high 
breakdown value and high normal efficiency, which is shown by Hossjer (1992). 
Actually the Gaussian efficiency and breakdown point of S-estimator are directly related 
to tuning constant choice of loss function )(x . For example, if the Tukey biweight loss 
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function )(x  is used in S-estimator (a default implemented for S-estimator in procedure 
ROBUSTREG in SAS), the two commonly used tuning constants are 1.548 and 2.936 
with breakdown point and Gaussian efficiency listed below: 
 
 
Tuning constant of S-estimator Breakdown point Gaussian Efficiency 
1.548 0.5 0.287 
2.936 0.25 0.759 
 
The Relationship between Gaussian Efficiency and Breakdown point for S-estimator is 
explored in the following figure (1.0A) (by 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\QUAD_EFF_BP_S.SAS). 
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Fiture (1.0A) actually demonstrates how to balance   robustness and efficiency for S-
estimator by appropriate choice of tuning constant when Tukey biweight loss function
)(x  is used in S-estimator. The larger the tuning constant, the less robust and more 
sensitive to outliers they are, but the more efficient they are when the errors are normally 
distributed. Usually the coefficient and scale estimates of an S-estimator with a high 
breakdown value, but possibly low normal efficiency, are recommended for use as the 
initial estimate in MM-estimator (p130, Maronna, 2006). 
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Yohai (1987) introduced MM-estimation, which is a combination of a high breakdown 
value S-estimator and efficient M-estimator. It proceeds by two steps. First, we find 
highly robust and resistant S-estimator (corresponding to a specific )()( 1 xx    that 
can yield high breakdown value) then an M-estimator of the scale of the residuals (the 
first M in the name), then with the scale estimator fixed, the iteratively re-weighted least 
squares (IRWLS) algorithm is used to compute the M-estimator (corresponding to 
another specific )()( 2 xx    that can yield high efficiency value, the second M) as the 
final MM-estimator. The procedure ROBUSTREG in SAS version 9 also provides S-
estimators, M-estimators and robust MM-Estimators. They are also implemented by 
functions rreg and lmRobMM in S-PLUS. 
 
There are numerous other types of estimators that are used as robust techniques. Some of 
them already play a significant role in applications. Least Trimmed Squares ( )(LTS ) is 
introduced by Rousseeuw (1984) as )(
2
][ ir , where 



])1[(
1
2
][
)( )(ˆ minarg
nh
i
i
R
LTS r
p


   
where )(
2
][ ir  represents the -th order statistic among   niri ,...,2,1,)(2   with 
 Tiii xyr )( . The h is usually called as trimming constant, and the related   is 
called trimming portion. The two parameters are related by ])1[( nh   The trimming 
portion  has to satisfy 
2
1
0  , or    nh
n

2
 is satisfied. It is a highly robust 
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method for fitting a linear regression model. One flexibility is that it can achieve any 
given breakdown value (smallest fraction of contamination that can ruin the estimate) 
from 0 to 50% by setting a proper trimming portion. )(LTS  is equivalent to ordering 
the residuals from an ordinary least square fit, trimming %100  of observations that 
correspond to the largest squared residuals, and then computing a least squares regression 
model for the remaining observations. Since the )(LTS  computation is very time-
consuming, Rousseeuw and Van Driessen (1998) developed a new algorithm called 
FAST-LTS, which implements "selective iteration" and "nested extensions" techniques to 
achieve faster computation. The )(LTS  method is available as LTS (IML function) in 
SAS 9 and as LTSREG procedure in S-Plus 6. There is a tradeoff in that the Gaussian 
efficiency of )(LTS  seems to rapidly increase to that of OLS estimator as the trimming 
portion tends to 0, but the breakdown value decreases to 0.  It should be noted that by 
default, the trimming constant h of LTS (IML function) is , which 
corresponds to the highest possible breakdown value(see Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, 
Theorem 6). The range of h available for use is  4)13(,12  pnn , whereas the 
default trimming constant h of LTSREG in S-Plus is  and the range of h available 
for use is roughly  nn ,2 .  
 

   2/)1(2  pn
 n9.0
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Similar to the Least Trimmed Squares estimator is a method called Least Median of 
Squares (LMS) introduced by Rousseeuw (1984). Rather than minimize a sum of the 
squared residuals as )(LTS , LMS minimizes the median of squared residuals. LMS has 
a high breakdown value of almost 50%. That is, almost 50% of the data can be corrupted 
in an arbitrary fashion, and the LMS estimators continue to fit the majority of the data 
well. However, the disadvantages of LMS estimators are the complexity of algorithm and 
inefficiency. According to Martin (2002), the LMS estimator lacks a smooth squared 
residual function and takes a long time to converge. The LMS method is available as 
LMS in SAS/IML and as LMSREG procedure in S-Plus.  
 
Least absolute deviation (LAD), sometimes called Least Absolute Value, Median 
regression or 1L regression, seeks to minimize the sum of absolute residuals rather than 
the sum of squares of the residuals as in ordinary least squares regression(OLS). LAD 
provides a robust alternative to least squares regression since it is less sensitive to outliers 
and skewness than is OLS. However the shortcomings are that the asymptotic efficiency 
of LAD for normal errors is 637.0/2   which is a rather low value, and there is some 
evidence that it can be affected by high leverage values even though LAD is not as 
greatly affected by outliers as in LS regression. In fact the  LAD and OLS have the same 
finite sample breakdown point (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, p.12). Some weighted LAD 
approaches were proposed in order to improve the finite sample breakdown point of LAD 
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by down-weighting the observations that are far from the bulk of the data. Rousseeuw 
and van Zomeren (1992) proposed using ordinary LAD after omitting the identified 
outliers ( a weighting scheme where weights are 0 for all outliers and the weights are 1 
for the rest). Hubert and Rousseeuw (1997) proposed a weighing scheme that was based 
on the computationally intense high break-down minimum volume ellipsoid estimator 
(Rousseeuw,1985). To avoid the high computational burden, by using the robust 
approach of selecting the clean subset (2000, Biller), Giloni (2006) proposed that the 
weights were taken to be inversely proportional to the distance from the clean set 
(including 60% of the data is preferred). (no zero weight in this weighting scheme) The 
Least absolute deviation estimator is available as LAD in SAS/IML and as L1FIT in S-
Plus.  It should be mentioned that the LAD is an instance of quantile regression in which 
the 50% quantile (median) is used. Quantile regression (Koenker and Bassett, 1978) is a 
generalization of median regression in which any quantile, α, 10  can be selected 
and the objective function )(x  is defined as
)0(*)1()0(*)(  xIxxIxx  . Quantile regressions are especially useful  
when the data are heterogeneous in the sense that the tails and the central location of the 
conditional distributions vary differently with the covariates or when the rate of change in 
the conditional quantile, expressed by the regression coefficients, depends on the quantile. 
The quantile regression is available in SAS/STAT QUANTREG. 
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Some of the  robust estimation techniques mentioned above, such as LAD and Huber’s 
M-estimate, can perform well only if  the influence of outliers is moderate, but they still 
have zero breakdown point (roughly speaking, the breakdown point represents the 
smallest fraction of contaminated data that causes the estimator to take on values 
arbitrarily far from the “true” unknown parameter). Some of them, like LMS, 
)5.0( LTS  for example, are very robust and have very high breakdown point close to 
0.5, but the robustness is achieved at the sacrifice of efficiency. It can be argued that the 
loss of efficiency in some situations is unnecessary. Other procedures, such as re-
descending Tukey’s biweight M-estimator, Andrews’ Wave M-estimator and )(LTS  
have a tuning constant or parameter that may be chosen to balance   robustness and 
efficiency. For the re-descending estimators, the larger the tuning constant, the  less 
robust and more sensitive to outliers they are, but the more efficient they are when the 
errors are normally distributed. For estimator )(LTS , based on the asymptotic variance 
of )(LTS  (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, p. 180, p. 191), it can be derived that )(LTS  
has breakdown point of   and Gaussian Efficiency 
  )(**21
)),((
1
kk
LTSV




, where   is the standard normal probability 
density function,  is the corresponding cumulative density function  and 
)
2
1(1

 k  (Olive, chapter 7, 2006). In another word, the estimator )(LTS  is 
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equivalent to LS if the trimming portion is 0 , but it loses its resistance to outliers 
totally. It can be resistant to outliers as much as one half of the data if the trimming 
portion 5.0  whereas it loses as much as 92.9% Gaussian efficiency. The relationship 
between its Gaussian efficiency, breakdown point and the trimming portion  can be 
displayed in the following Figure (1.0B). (it is produced by 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\LTS_EFF_BP.SAS).  
All the programs used in this paper are briefly documented and tabulated in appendix (H). 
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One other approach of interest is called adaptive or data-driven robust approach. Hogg 
(1967, 1974) proposed adaptive robust estimation of a location parameter from one of 
four trimmed means ( 



gn
gi i
X
h
m
1 )(
1
)( ), where   is usually selected so that 
ng   is an integer, otherwise g is set to be the greatest integer that is less than or equal 
n  (i.e. ][ ng  ), and where )21(2  ngnh  and )()2()1( nXXX   are 
the order statistics of a random sample of size n from a unknown distribution.  
The particular trimmed  mean is selected by a criterion based on the sample kurtosis 
(standardized fourth moment) k that is used to examine the tail length of the underlying 
symmetric distribution, but its performance was only fair in the Princeton study (Hogg. 
1974, p.913). Other criteria were also studied by Hogg (1972) and Randles et al (1973)  
among others. One of them is a ratio of two linear functions of the order statistics
)5.0()5.0(
)()(
)(
LU
LU
Q




 , which is better indicator of the length of the distribution 
function, Where )(U  is the average of the largest n  order statistics (fractional items 
are used if n  is not an integer) and )(L  is the average of the smallest n  order 
statistics. Values 0.05 and 0.2 are usually used for . The particular trimmed  mean 
is selected by a criterion based on the sample ratio )(Q . This proved to be superior to 
the same kurtosis criterion for symmetric underlying distribution. Other ratios of two 
linear functions of the order statistics, such as  
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)25(.)75(.
)()1(
),(
11
11
2 




FF
FF
FR

 , were explored for adaptive robust trimmed  mean 
estimation (Crow et al, 1967). Where  )1(1 F  is )%1(100  percentile estimation. 
Hogg et al. (1975) proposed adding another selector statistic, which is also a ratio of 
other linear functions of the order statistics, to examine the skewness of the underlying 
distribution.  Yuh and Hogg (1988) proposed using two ratios of two linear functions of 
the order statistics to investigate whether the distribution is skewed and/or heavy-tailed. 
The distribution is classified as light-tailed, heavy-tailed or skewed based on the two 
sample ratios. A different weight function is selected for M-estimation method for each 
of the classifications. Crow et al (1967) suggested using 2.0  for distributions ranged 
from the normal to the double exponential and 25.0  for distributions ranged from the 
normal to the Cauchy. 
But in practice, it might be more appropriate to select a specific   after the sample is 
drawn. For single sample,Tukey and McLaughlin (1963) and later Jaeckel (1971) thought 
that an adaptive robust estimator would result if   was selected to minimize the standard 
error of the trimmed mean ( )(m ) after observing the sample. The specific   is 
called an optimal trimming rate based on the sample. In particular, Jaeckel let   range 
through some set of permissible values, say )2()1(   , so that ng   is an integer 
such that 
2)21(
)(



SS
 is a minimum. 
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Where 2)(
1
2
2
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2
)1( ))()(1())(())()(1()(  mXgmXmXgSS gn
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ig  


   is 
noted as the Winsorized sum of squares. Later it was further studied by Hall (1981), 
Dodge and Jureckova (1997). In the asymmetric situations, the trimmed means can 
be generalized to trimmed),( 21  means ( 



2
11 )(21
1
),(
gn
gi i
X
h
m  ), where 
),( 21   are usually selected so that 11 ng   and 22 ng   are integers, otherwise 
][1 1ng   ][2 2ng   are used, and where )1(21 21   nggnh . In the 
same manner, an adaptive estimator can be derived by minimizing 
2
21
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2
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ig  


  . 
Based on the sample kurtosis, Harter et al (1972, 1973, 1974) proposed a unified adaptive 
approach for the estimators of  Location, Scale, and Regression Parameters by 
minimizing the sum of the pth  powers of absolute deviations (also called as 
estimateLp  ) for p=1,2, and  , respectively, which actually are the maximum 
likelihood estimators for the double exponential, normal and uniform error distributions. 
Harter suggested that if the estimated kurtosis 2.2k  then error distribution is taken to 
be Uniform and the estimateL   , or minimax method, is used, for 8.32.2  k  then 
least squares is recommended, and finally for 8.3k  the least absolute deviation (LAD) 
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method is used. Harter’s proposition was verified in a simulation study by Beuret (1999). 
He reported the adaptive criteria of the kurtosis can be applied to the regression only for 
large samples.   Forsythe (1972) actually advocated use of p=1.5 as a compromise choice 
for error distributions ranging from the normal (p=2 is optimal) to the double exponential 
(p=1 is optimal). Huber (Harter et al., 1974, p.927) argued that only p=1 provides 
robustness in a sense that resistance against arbitrary outliers is achieved.  
Arthanari and Dodge (1981) introduced an estimation method based on a convex 
combination of least squares and the least absolute deviations (LAD) estimators with a 
fixed weight   in minimization of 12 ||||||||)1()(  XYXYG  , where 
10   .  It is the usual least squares method if   is set to be 0, and it becomes the 
LAD minimization problem if   is set to be 1. This approach is robust against small 
deviations from normal distribution, but the weight   needs to be chosen in advance, so 
it is hard to achieve good properties for the estimators in this way. Later, Dodge and 
Jureckova (1987) introduced an adaptive convex combination of LS and LAD estimators 
by minimizing the asymptotic variance with respect to   under the condition 10   . 
This approach is actually an adaptive M-estimator with loss function defined as
||)1()( 2 xxx   . Dodge and Jureckova (1988, 1992, 2000)  also studied the 
adaptive convex combination of trimmed LS and LAD, trimmed LS and LS and 
the adaptive convex of combination of M-estimator and LAD  by minimizing the 
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asymptotic variance with respect to   under the condition 10   , where 10   and 
the  is fixed in advance. 
Kelly (1992, 1996) investigated the performance of the different choices of tuning 
constant of Huber’s and Tukey’s M-estimators and showed that the choice is critical in 
the trade-off between bias and variance. He also proposed an adaptive approach to choose 
the tuning constant by minimizing the jackknife estimate of the asymptotic mean-square 
error of the estimators.   
O’Gorman (2001) proposed an adaptive weighted least squares method (AWLS) based 
on the initial Least squares estimates and the lengths of the tails of the distribution of 
residuals. The left length measure ( )(Lt ) and right length measure ( )(Rt ) are defined 
as 
)25(.)75(.
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Where )(ˆ qQ is the q-quantile of the distribution of the residuals and the tail portion
02.0  is used in the AWLS approach. The adaptive weight is set to 1.0 for 
observations having residuals between quantileth 25  and quantileth 75 . Observations 
having residuals between quantileth 75  and quantileth  )1(100   are given a linearly 
interpolated weight between 1.0 and )(1 Rt . In the same way, Observations having 
residuals between quantileth 25  and quantileth 100  are given a linearly interpolated 
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weight between 1.0 and )(1 Lt . The weights for observations with residuals less than  
quantileth 100  or more than quantileth  )1(100   are obtained by lineal 
extrapolation beyond  )(1 Rt  or )(1 Lt . in another word, smaller weights are assigned 
to those observations that have residuals in the tails of the heavy tailed distributions and 
lager weights are assigned to observations having residuals in the tails of light tailed 
distribution. 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) preferred an initial robust estimate to initial Least squares 
estimates in order to maintain better break-down point. They proposed a hard-rejection  
weighting scheme in which a fixed cutoff value 5.20 t  is used and the weights are 
defined as  






0
0
||,0
||,1
tr
tr
w
i
i
i  where the standardized residuals }{ ir  are calculated based 
on the specified initial robust estimator and corresponding scale estimate. It is known that 
this approach improves the efficiency under normal errors and maintains the breakdown 
point of the initial robust estimator. However the asymptotic efficiency still can be 
improved. For that purpose, Gervini and Yohai (2002) introduced a new class of robust 
weighted least squares estimators, an approach to use the weighted least squares strategy 
with a data-dependent cutoff value. The data-dependent cutoff values are computed based 
on the empirical distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals. The resulting 
adaptive weighted least squares estimator is asymptotically efficient (i.e. the Asymptotic 
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Eff. = 1) under normal errors and is robust under some deviations from normal 
assumption. 
The advantage of all the robust approaches is that they yield estimations resistant to 
outliers but, unfortunately, the price to pay is a loss of efficiency. An essential question 
that comes to mind at this point is whether the gain in validity is more valuable than the 
corresponding loss in efficiency. The answer to this question is not trivial. To decide if it 
is more adequate to use a classical regression technique or a robust one, a statistical test is 
needed, but unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no such test exists. One safe way 
is to try both approaches. As Tukey (1975a) put it:  
It is perfectly proper to use both classical and robust/resistant methods routinely, and only 
worry when they differ enough to matter. But when they differ, you should think hard.  
One issue that perplexes the data analysts and statisticians is that there are many robust 
approaches available for use, but they can lead to different and even conflicting 
conclusions in some situations. That can confuse the users and put them in dilemma, 
especially when they are not aware of all the pros and cons of different robust approaches. 
The adaptive robust approaches cannot rule out this issue or solve the dilemma, but they 
can do better based on available information in terms of achieving the desired 
combination of robustness and efficiency.  
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1.2 Examples for the introduction of adaptive robust approaches 
To motivate the introduction of adaptive robust approaches, a simple analysis for the 
well-known Phone Calls data set is given here to illustrate and justify the concerns above. 
The data set, which comes from the Belgian Statistical Survey and was analyzed by 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) and other researchers, describes the number of international 
phone calls from Belgium in the years 1950-1973. OLS, Tukey’s biweight M-estimator 
and Huber’s M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-estimator are used for the linear 
regression. For the comparison among OLS, M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-estimator, 
the regression results (by D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICATION\CALLS\calls_plot.sas) are 
listed in Table 1.1A. The differences among them can be clearly depicted on Figure 1.1A. 
On the other hand, for the comparison among OLS, Tukey’s biweight M-estimator and 
Huber’s M-estimator, the tuning constants are chosen to achieve 95% and 98% Gaussian 
efficiency for each M-estimator respectively. The regression results are shown in Table 
1.1B. The differences among them are displayed on Figure 1.1B. Apparently, there is a 
heavy contamination caused by a different measurement system in years 1964-1969 and 
parts of year 1963 and 1970, instead of the number of phone calls, the total number of 
minutes of these calls was reported. It is not surprising to see that the outliers have very 
strong adverse effect on the OLS estimator; however, it is more interesting to notice the 
following two facts: 
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Fact (1):  The results of the M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-estimator are different, the 
MM-estimator and S-estimator seem to break down in this example even though they 
have higher theoretical breakdown point than M-estimator (SAS V.9.2), whereas the M-
estimator does not appear to breakdown. 
Fact (2): The two robust M-estimator estimators (Tukey and Huber) with the same 
Gaussian efficiency (95%) have two very different estimates. Moreover, as the tuning 
constants increase, the two M-estimators can break down just like OLS, as expected. 
One could argue that the contamination was quite high and evident after a brief 
inspection of the data. However, such an effect might be caused even by a single 
observation, and in addition to that, determining whether there are outliers in multi-
dimensional data is not as straightforward.  
 
Table (1.1A): Linear Regression Results for OLS and M, MM and S-estimators 
Methods   Parameter Estimate 
Tuning 
Constant 
Gaussian 
Efficiency 
Intercept Slope 
OLS N/A N/A -26.006 0.5042 
M-estimator( default ) 4.685 .95 -5.2303 0.1098 
MM-estimator( default )  3.440 .85 -16.2864   0.3222 
S-estimator( default ) 2.937 .76 -9.8807 0.2006 
 
 
Table (1.1B): Linear Regression Results for OLS and M-estimators 
Methods   Parameter Estimate 
Tuning 
Constant 
Gaussian 
Efficiency 
Intercept Slope 
OLS N/A N/A -26.006 0.5042 
Tukey’s biweight M-estimator 4.685 .95 -5.2303 0.1098 
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Huber’s M-estimator 1.345 .95 -10.253 0.204 
Tukey’s biweight M-estimator 5.90 .98 -23.289 0.4526 
Huber’s M-estimator 1.76 .98 -23.139 0.4517 
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1.3 Outline and Contributions of the dissertation  
In this dissertation, three main adaptive robust regression approaches are proposed and 
the related algorithms are also implemented in programs (SAS MACROS and S-PLUS 
application): (1) Adaptive Robust M-Estimator with optimal tuning constant based on the 
empirical distribution function (EDF) of the standardized absolute residuals; (2) Adaptive 
Robust M-Estimator with optimal tuning constant based on minimizing the asymptotic 
variance estimate; (3) Least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators with adjusted 
cut-off (denoted as ACLATS _ ). The proposed approach ACLATS _ is implemented in 
the Menu-driven application (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus).  
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Three commonly used definitions of TWI are introduced. Their Infulence functions and 
related theoretic asymptotic properties are derived with rigous proof.The asymptotic 
variances of TWI are obtained both analytically by integration based on formula and 
approximately by simulation. The TWI is appropriately used in adaptive Robust 
approaches. 
The adaptive robust approaches are an attempt to attain simultaneously good breakdown 
properties and reasonable asymptotic efficiency.  Tukey’s biweight M-estimator is 
preferred in the adaptive approaches due to its popularity based on the previous and 
current studies (Maronna et al., 2006, p.29, p.65). Many Robust procedures such as 
ROBUSTREG in SAS V.9.2 use Tukey’s biweight as the default for M-estimation, MM-
estimator, 
 The main purpose of the proposed adaptive robust approaches is: 
 (1) To facilitate the decision on whether it is more pertinent to use a robust or a standard 
technique. It is sometimes extremely difficult to determine if the gain in consistency 
attained using the robust estimator is more valuable than the loss of efficiency due to not 
using OLS. 
(2)  To provide an easy but relatively safe alternative to robust approaches without too 
much struggle about how to choose one among a variety of robust approaches and how to 
select the parameters (such as trimming portion, tuning constant) related to a given robust 
procedure. For example, the procedure ROBUSTREG in SAS can provide up to 10 M-
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estimators with different objective functions or weight functions, and there are different 
choices of parameters for every one of the 10 M-estimatrors. Usually,the estimates are 
more sensitive to the choice of parameters of these M-estimators than to the type of these 
M-estimators (such as Biweight, Huber, Hampel, et al) (see SAS v9.2).  
A rule of thumb is that: if the influence of the outliers is limited, the estimated regression 
parameters obtained by ordinary least squares (OLS) and by an adaptive robust method 
should be similar, but OLS will be preferred as it is more efficient. In the opposite case, 
the adaptive robust estimator will be preferred over classical estimators.  
A general introduction to M-estimator is given in the following chapter, since the main 
adaptive robust approaches proposed in this study are based on M-estimators and their 
properties. Then three adaptive robust approaches are presented in detail, and Monte 
Carlo simulations are studied to investigate the performances of the proposed adaptive 
robust approaches by comparison with classic OLS estimator and commonly used robust 
estimators such as M-estimators, S-estimators and MM-estimators. Finally some 
examples are given to illustrate the advantage of adaptive robust approaches over classic 
OLS estimator and commonly used robust estimators in some situations.    
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 INTRODUCTION TO M-ESTIMATORS CHAPTER 2.
 
2.1 Commonly used M-estimators 
One of the most popular classes of robust estimators is the class of M-estimators which 
were introduced by Huber (1964) for the location model and Huber (1973) for the 
regression model. They have been playing an important role in the development of robust 
statistics and in the construction of robust procedures. Their properties are quite well-
known. The name "M-estimators" comes from "generalized Maximum likelihood 
estimators". Indeed, a motivation behind M-estimators can be to generalize maximum 
likelihood estimators. When using a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), the aim is to 
maximize 

n
i
ixf
1
)(  or, equivalently, minimize 


n
i
ixf
1
)(log , where )(xf  is a 
probability density function, It is known that the MLE would be optimal in the sense that 
the minimum asymptotic variance is achieved among a reasonable class of estimators  if 
the distribution )(xf  is known exactly (Maronaa, 2006, page 348). Unfortunately we 
only know the distribution approximately in most cases. Huber proposed generalizing this 
to the minimization of 

n
i
ix
1
)( , where )(x  is called objective function or loss 
function, (it should be symmetric, positive-definite function with a unique minimum at 
zero, more details will be given later ). Maximum likelihood estimators are therefore a 
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special case of M-estimators. The principle of the M-estimators is to limit the influence 
of outliers by replacing the square of the residuals with a less rapidly increasing loss 
function of the data value x, and parameter estimate  , ),(  x .  The function ),(  x , or 
its derivative called the score function, ),(  x  can be chosen in such a way as to have 
good behavior when the data are truly from the assumed distribution (good in terms of 
bias and efficiency), and 'not bad' behavior when the data are generated from a model that 
is, in some sense, close to the assumed distribution. 
M-estimators are scalers   minimizing

n
i
ix
1
),(  . There are two types of M-estimators 
based on the approach to minimizing

n
i
ix
1
),(  .  This can either be done directly or 
more simply by differentiating (


n
i
ix
1
0),(  ). We should be aware that the two 
approaches are not necessarily equivalent unless the convexity of  )(x  is satisfied 
(Huber, 1981).  If differentiation is not possible, it is called as M-estimator of type . 
Otherwise, the M-estimator is said to be of type . In most practical cases, the M-
estimators are of type , which are more convenient to be computed.  We are only 
concerned with type  M- estimators in this paper for that reason.  
A reasonable )(x  of type  M-estimator should have the following properties (Fox, 
1997): 
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1) 0)( x  
2) 0)0(   
3) )()( xx    
4) )()( ji xx    if |||| ji xx    
The )(x  functions for some commonly used M-estimators are listed in Table.2.1, and 
are graphically depicted in Figure 2.1(by D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\PLOTFUNC.SAS).  The 
nature of )(x  determines the properties of the M-estimator in terms of bias, efficiency 
and robustness. Note that the OLS ( )(
2
uL ) can be considered as an M-estimator, but it is 
not robust because the objective function can grow indefinitely and outliers may 
dominate LAD ( )(
1
uL ) can reduce the influence of large errors, but it cannot handle the 
really serious outliers. The least power estimator ( )(u
pL
 ) actually represents a family of 
estimators, It is OLS ( )(
2
uL ) with p=2 and LAD ( )(1 uL ) with p=1.  The range of 
interest for parameter p is )2,1(p . Like LAD ( )(
1
uL ), it can only provide moderate 
robustness, the selection of optimal p has been investigated, and for p around 1.2, a good 
estimate may be expected. However, many difficulties are encountered in the 
computation, because residuals equal to zero are troublesome. Tukey’s biweight 
( )()( ucT ) is one of most popular re-descending M-estimators.  It can achieve 95% 
Gaussian asymptotic efficiency can be obtained with the tuning constant c=4.685. 
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Another redescending M-estimator is Andrew’s Cosine wave achieving 95% Gaussian 
asymptotic efficiency with tuning constant c=1.339. Huber’s M-estimator is the optimal 
M-estimator in the sense of minimizing the asymptotic variance (or, for biased estimators, 
the mean square error) if the residuals have Gaussian centre and double-exponential tails. 
Note that it is equivalent to LAD ( )(
1
uL ) if the tuning constant is 0, and equivalent to 
OLS ( )(
2
uL ) as the tuning constant approaches to infinity. The tuning constant c=1.345 
gives 95% Gaussian asymptotic efficiency. There still exist many other )(x  functions 
such as Hampel’s function, Welsch’s function, and Cauchy’s to name a few (see SAS 
V.9.2).   
Table 2.1: Commonly used objective/Score/Weighting functions of M-estimators: 
Estimator 
Type 
Objective Function 
)(u  
Score Function 
)(' u  
 
)(' u  
Weight 
Function 
u
w

  
Range  
of u 
Commonly 
used 
denominator 
Mean 
)(
2
uL  
2
2
1
u  
    u      1       1 ),(   None 
Median 
)(
1
uL  
|| u  )(usign      )(u  
u
usign )(
 
),(   None 
Least 
Powers  
pu
p
||
1
 
1||)( puusign  2||)1(  pup  2|| pu  ),(   None 
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Figure 2.1: Graphic representations of a few common M-estimators: 
Type )(x  )(x  xxw /)(  
Mean 
( 2L ) 
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Median 
( 1L ) 
 
  
Least 
Powers  
( pL ) 
 
  
Huber 
(c) 
)()( ucH
 
 
  
Tukey 
(c) 
)()( ucT  
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Andrew
(c) 
)()( ucA  
 
  
 
 
2.1.1 Choice of  objective function )(x  for M-estimator: 
It seems difficult to select a )(x  or )(x function for general use without being rather 
arbitrary. Following Rey (1983), for the location (or regression) problems, the best choice 
is the pL  in spite of its theoretical non-robustness: they are quasi-robust. However, it 
suffers from its computational difficulties. In many practical situations, the choice of the 
)(x function is not critical to gaining a good robust estimate, and many choices will 
give similar results that offer great improvements, in terms of efficiency and bias, over 
classical estimates in the presence of outliers (Huber, 1981).  
Robust M-estimators limit the influence of extreme observations. The influence function
)(x , of Huber estimators, Figure 1-9, is bounded, and the weight function )(xW , Figure 
1-10, decreases to zero at infinity. The )(x functions are linear in the middle to achieve 
good Gaussian efficiency and have resistance to rounding and grouping, but they do not 
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eliminate completely the influence of large gross errors and can have difficulties with 
severe outliers. 
The re-descending M-estimators (such as Tukey’s, Andrews’, and Hampel’s) can reduce 
considerably, or even eliminate completely, the influence of large gross errors. That is 
due to that fact that the influence function )(x  as well as the weight function )(xW ,  
Figure (1-14, 1-15, 1-17, 1-18) are 0 beyond the rejection point. It should be noticed that 
the re-descending M-estimators can have difficulties converging or may yield multiple 
solutions, but the re-descending M-estimators are still preferred. As proposed by Goodall 
(1983, p.398), re-descending M-estimators are preferred for overall efficiency and 
robustness. Among the re-descending M-estimators, Tukey's biweight (also known as 
bisquare) function is a popular choice. Maronna et al (2006) recommend the biweight 
function with efficiency at the normal set to 85%. 
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2.2 M-estimator’s algorithm and asymptotic variance  
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression estimates can behave badly when the error 
distribution is not Gaussian, particularly when the errors are heavy-tailed. One remedy is 
to remove influential observations from the least-squares fit. Another approach, termed 
robust regression, is to employ a fitting criterion that is not as vulnerable as least squares 
to unusual data. 
The most common general method of robust regression is M-Estimator, introduced by 
Huber ( 1964). An advantage of an M-estimators is that it can be implemented using a 
simple iterative re-weighted least square algorithm (IRWLS), which is the focus of this 
section. As the name suggests, a weighted least squares fit is carried out inside each 
iteration loop of IRWLS. For each iteration, a set of weights for the observations is used 
in the least squares fit. The weights are constructed by applying a weight function to the 
current residuals. Initial weights are based on residuals from an initial fit. The iteration 
terminates when a convergence criterion is satisfied.  
The maximum number of iterations, the weight function and the convergence criteria 
need be specified.  IRWLS algorithms define a family of iterative methods that solve an 
otherwise complicated numerical optimization problem by breaking it into a series of 
weighted least squares (WLS) problems, each WLS is easier in principle than the original 
problem. The following notation is used throughout this section. 
 Consider the linear model 
ipipiiii xxxxy   ...22110   (2.2.1) 
for i=1,2,…,N. In matrix notation, these N linear equations are expressed as 
  *Xy    (2.2.2) 
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Where
0ix =1, y is an N by 1 vector of dependent variables, X is an N by p+1 matrix of 
predictors,   is a (p+1) by 1 vector of unknown parameters, and   is an N by 1 vector 
of unknown errors. Equivalently, 
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Given an estimate b of  , the corresponding vector of predicted or fitted values is 
denoted as bXy *ˆ  . The residuals are expressed in matrix as bXyyye *ˆ  . 
The actual OLS aims at solving for b the following linear system ybX *  as above. 
The IRWLS algorithm employed by M-estimators aims at solving the linear system
yWbXW ***  , where weight diagonal matrix W is obtained and updated through 
the following process at each iteration: 
The general M-estimator minimizes the objective function 
)()(
1
'
1
bxye
N
i
ii
N
i
i 

    (2.2.3A) 
where the function (.) gives the contribution of each residual to the objective function. 
(.) should satisfy the four conditions described in previous section.  
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Let (.)
'   be the derivative of  . Differentiating the objective function with respect 
to the coefficients, b, and setting the partial derivatives to 0, produces a system of p+1 
estimating equations for the coefficients: 
0)()()(
1
'
1
''
1
'  

N
i
iii
N
i
ii
N
i
i xbxybxye     (2.2.4A) 
In general, an auxiliary scale estimate S is used to obtain the scaled or standardized 
residuals
S
e
S
bxy
r iiii 


'
. Hence, the counterparts of (2.2.3A) and (2.2.4A) can be 
written as  
)()(
1
'
1




N
i
ii
N
i
i
S
bxy
S
e
   (2.2.3B) 
0)()()(
1
'
1
'
'
1
' 



 

N
i
i
ii
N
i
ii
N
i
i x
S
bxy
S
bxy
S
e
    (2.2.4B) 
Most M-estimators use a multiple of the Median of Absolute Deviation (MAD) as a scale 
estimate which has 50% breakdown point. The MAD is defined as follows 
|})({|})({ jjiii eMedeMedeMAD   (2.2.5) 
The most common scale estimate used is MAD
MAD
*483.1
)75(.1


 where the 1.483 
factor adjusts the scale for consistency (for σ) in data that come from a Gaussian 
distribution (refer to link at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median_absolute_deviation for 
more detail). There are also some alternatives for the scale estimate (see SAS V.9.2, 
Splus v6.). 
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The weighting function is defined as
r
r
rw
)(
)(

 . The commonly used weighting 
function is listed in table 2.1. Note that each of the weighting functions has different pros 
and cons and should be carefully chosen according to the problem we are trying to solve. 
Generally speaking, they all aim to weight down outliers in the data. Let )( ii rww  . 
Then the estimating equation (2.2.4B) can be re-written as  
0)(
1
' 

N
i
iiii xbxyw            (2.2.6) 
It can be written in matrix notation as  
yWbXW ***                    (2.2.7) 
Where ),...,,( 21 nwwwdiagW   is a diagonal matrix. This results in the optimal closed 
form solution:  
WyXWXXb `)`( 1              (2.2.8) 
Solving the estimating equations is a weighted least-squares problem, minimizing
0
1
22 

N
i
ii ew . The weights, however, depend upon the residuals, the residuals depend 
upon the estimated coefficients, and the estimated coefficients depend upon the weights. 
An iterative solution (called iteratively reweighted least-squares, IRWLS) is therefore 
required. 
Step 1) Select initial estimate
)0(b , such as the least-squares estimates or robust least    
trimmed-squares estimates(robust estimates with high breakdown point are highly 
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preferred). The least trimmed-squares estimate )5.0( LTS  is used as the default in 
this study. 
Step 2) At each iteration t, calculate residuals
)1( t
ie , scaled residuals 
)1( t
ir   and 
associated weights )(
)1()1(   ti
t
i r from the previous iteration. 
Step 3) Solve for the new weighted least-squares estimates as follows: 
            yWXXWXb ttt )1(1)1()( `)`(   
            where }{ )1()1(   ti
t diagW  . 
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the convergence criteria are satisfied or a specified 
maximum number of iterations is reached.  Relative change in the coefficient estimates, 
defined as )1(*10|||| 51
)1()(   pbb L
tt , is specified as the convergence criterion and 
100 is used as default maximum number of iteration in IRWLS procedure. A warning is 
issued if this criterion is not satisfied as the maximum number of iteration is reached. The 
Flow Chart for general IRWLS Algorithm in linear regression is demonstrated in 
appendix Figure G (2.1). 
 
Computation issue of M-estimators: 
For many choices of influence function )(x , no closed form solution exists and an 
iterative approach to computation is required. It is possible to use standard function 
optimization algorithms, such as Newton-Raphson. However, an iterated reweighting 
algorithm can be constructed for univartiate problems, and is usually the preferred 
method. The iterations are usually begun from robust starting points such as the LTS or 
LMS estimator, and the median absolute deviation as an estimate of scale. For some 
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choices of )(x , specifically, re-descending functions, there is no unique solution. Thus, 
some care is needed in ensuring that good starting points are chosen. The problem is 
particularly important in multivariate regression when serious leverage points and outliers 
exist in data, which will be presented in Chapter 3. 
 
Huber (1981, p. 45) derived the theoretical asymptotic variance of M-estimators, from 
which the finite sample approximation to the variance can be achieved: 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of b is  
1'
2'
2
)(
)]([
)(
)(  XX
E
E
bV


                      (2.2.9) 
 
The sample version estimated asymptotic covariance matrix of b can be expressed in the 
following ways: 
 
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Where 
2'
'
)(
)(
1


E
Var
N
p
K   is a correction factor, W is weight diagonal matrix defined as 
)(( ' irDiagW  . Note that the weight matrix  )(' irDiag  used for computation of 
asymptotic covariance in (2.2.10C) is approximated by  ii rrdiag )(  in IRWLS 
described above. In order to perform statistical inference, the asymptotic covariance 
estimate has to be chosen. )(1 bV  is used as the default in the paper because of its 
simplicity and stability (SAS V.9.2). Refer to Huber (1981, p. 173). All the covariance 
estimators above are unbiased. It is worth mentioning that the asymptotic covariance 
estimate does not hold in some practical situations where robust methods are 
recommended (Salibian-Barrera and Zamar, 2002). Jackknife, bootstrap and other 
computation intensive re-sampling methods can be employed to get the estimate of the 
covariance instead of the asymptotic covariance estimate. 
 
2.3 General Robust linear hypothesis tests 
General tests for a linear combination of the parameters can be obtained through the 
regression M-estimates and its asymptotic covariance. A brief review of linear hypothesis 
tests based on OLS and WLS are presented for comparison. 
 
2.3.1 Hypothesis testing based on OLS regression: 
Consider the general linear model of section 2.2 for general linear hypothesis testing. It is 
known that the classic statistical theory of linear models is based on the strict 
assumptions as follows: 
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Error   is normally distributed with  0)( E  and IV 2)(    (homoscedasticity). 
If the conditions are satisfied, the ordinary least-square (OLS) estimates are the best 
linear unbiased estimates (BLUE). That is, the estimates have minimum variance among 
the class of estimators that are unbiased and linear functions of the observations. 
yXXXb `)`(ˆ 1                                                                  (2.3.1)                                                              
])`(,[~ˆ 21 XXN                                                               (2.3.2) 
There are different kinds of hypothesis testing that can be of interest in widely different 
fields of applications. There are four commonly used hypotheses (Searle, 1971): 
  (A): 
0H : 0   
  (B): 
0H : 0b  
  (C): 
0H :  
'l  
  (D):
0H : 0L  
Hypothesis (A) tests whether all elements of the parameter are equal to zero. The 
hypothesis (B) considers whether the parameter is equal to some specified vector value. 
The hypothesis (C) is used to test whether a single linear combination of parameter 
equals a specified scale value. The last one is constructed to test whether a subset of the 
elements of the parameter are equal to zero. Note that L is a )1(*)1(  pp  diagonal 
square matrix with either 1 or 0 as its value. All these hypothesis tests of interest can be 
constructed and tested in the same approach. The general linear hypotheses of interest can 
be expressed as 
    
0H : 0* bKh                                                         (2.3.3) 
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hK  is a )1(*)1(  pp  square matrix, and 0b  is a 1*)1( p  vector. To test the 
hypothesis, the linear function 
0* bbKh   is taken with respect to the parameter estimates. 
The variance can be estimated as 21'0 `)`(*)(*)*( hhhhh KXXKKbVKbbKV
 . 
 
The classical F-test for testing 
0H  can be constructed as 
2
0
11
0
0
ˆ)(
)*(`))`()`(*(
)(
h
hhhh
Kr
bbKKXXKbbK
HF



     (2.3.4) 
Where
)(
))`(`(
)(
ˆ
'1
2
XrN
yXXXXIy
XrN
SSE
MSE






 ,  
and )(Mr is the rank of matrix M.  
Under the null hypothesis (
0H  in 2.3.3), it is proved in standard textbooks that )( 0HF  is 
distributed as F based on the theories in linear model (Searle, 1971, page 110). 
)(),(0 ~)( XrNKr hFHF                                                  (2.3.5) 
The corresponding hypothesis and confidence interval or ellipsoid for parameter   at 
given significance level   can be done based on (2.3.5).  
 
2.3.2 Hypothesis testing based on WLS regression: 
In many situations it may not be reasonable to assume that the variances of the errors 
}{ i  are the same for all levels ),...,,( 21 ipiii xxxx   of the independent variable. However, 
it may be characterized by the dependence of 21)(   ii wV . That is, we can assume that 
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}{ i  are normally distributed with  0)( E  and DV
2)(    for some unknown 
diagonal matrix D (heteroscedasticity). 
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is  
WyXWXXbw `)`(
ˆ 1                                                           (2.3.6) 
21)`(,[~  WXXNbw                                                             (2.3.7) 
where 1 DW . 
Suppose the same general linear hypotheses are considered. The similar test can be 
derived as follows: 
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 , 
 and )(Mr is the rank of matrix M and
wN  is the total non-zero weights in W.  
Under the null hypothesis (
0H ), )( 0HFw  is distributed as F. 
)(),(0 2/1
~)(
XWrNKrw wh
FHF
                                                        (2.3.9) 
In another approach, the linear hypotheses testing in WLS can be derived easily as 
follows (Neter, et al 1996, chap. 10): 
    YWYw
2/1  
   XWX w
2/1  
   
2/1Ww                                                                      (2.3.10) 
We obtain: 
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    0)()(
2/1   EWE w                                             (2.3.11) 
    IWtVWV w  )()()(
2/12/1                               (2.3.12) 
 
That means the standard regression procedures such as (OLS 2.3.1 – 2.3.5) can be applied 
to this transformed regression model. The same results (WLS 2.3.6– 2.3.9) can be derived. 
 
If the assumptions above are not satisfied, the results of regression analysis such as OLS 
or WLS are unreliable. The results should be interpreted in a cautious, exploratory 
fashion under these circumstances. Box (1966) and Mosteller and Tukey (1977, Chapters 
12 and 13)) discuss the problems that are encountered with regression data. 
 
 
 
2.3.3 Hypothesis testing based on M-estimator: 
M-estimators are usually obtained by using iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRWLS) 
algorithm.  
We obtain:  
yWXXWXb mmm `)`(
ˆ 1                                                 (2.3.13) 
The limiting expression for the covariance of the robust estimate can be derived as [HP2] 
1'
2'
2
)(
)]([
)(
)(  XX
E
E
bV m


                                                   (2.3.14) 
Where 
mW  is assumed the final weight in IRWLS. 
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For large n, mbˆ  is asymptotically normally distributed as 
])(
)]([
)(
,[~ 1'
2'
2
XX
E
E
Nbm


                                               (2.3.15) 
Usually )( mbV  is estimated by the following asymptotic co-variance choices from 
(2.2.10A) to (2.2.10D). For detail, refer to Huber (1981) and Kafadar (1979). 
 
For the same general linear hypotheses testing 
The F test is no longer valid and the Wald 
2
)(k test is used instead. 
)*()(ˆ)`(*()( 0
1
00
2 bbKbVbbKH mhmmhk 
               (2.3.16) 
The advantage of the Wald 
2
)(k test is that it does not require the assumption that the 
errors are normally distributed, whereas the F test does. However, this means that Wald 
2
)(k test is only an asymptotic one whereas the F test is valid regardless of sample size 
if the normality of errors is assumed. Refer to Hampel et. al. (1986, Chapter 7) for detail 
and other type of test.  
We note that the M-estimator in some sense can be regarded as a weighted linear 
regression at the final step. So the test (2.3.9) can be used for M-estimation. The 
proposed adaptive robust M-estimators in this study are actually M-estimator, therefore 
both test (2.3.9) and (2.3.16) can be used to test the difference between OLS estimate and 
adaptive robust M-estimator. 
   
2.4 Properties of Robustness of M-estimators: 
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Resistance and robustness of efficiency are the two often used properties to describe a 
robust M-estimator. These are discussed in Huber (1972), Hampel (1974), and Mosteller 
and Tukey (1977). An M-estimator is called resistant if the value of the M-estimator is 
insensitive to small changes in the underlying sample (small changes in all data or large 
changes in a small subset of the data). Small changes in all data are usually called 
rounding and grouping errors, the large changes in a small subset of the data are called 
gross errors. An M-estimator is resistant to rounding and grouping errors if it responds 
continuously to small errors. An M-estimator is resistant to gross errors if a small subset 
of the data cannot have a disproportionate effect on the estimate. (A single observation 
can dominate the mean of a sample, but not the median). Usually we are more concerned 
with effects of gross errors than those of rounding and grouping, but for the best case, we 
prefer an M-estimator which responds smoothly to rounding and grouping while 
remaining resistant to gross errors. 
An M-estimator is said to have robustness of efficiency over a range distributions if its 
variance (or, for biased estimators, its mean squared error) is close to optimal for each 
distribution. 
The basic tools used to describe and measure robustness are the influence function, 
sensitivity curve, and the breakdown point. 
 
2.4.1 Influence function: 
The influence function/curve was introduced by Hampel (1968, 1974 and 1986) as 
t
FTtFtT
TFxIF x
t
)())1((
),;( lim
0



           (2.4.1) 
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Where F is a certain distribution, x  is the probability measure which gives mass 1 to x, 
and T is an estimator.  
It describes the effect of an infinitesimal contamination at the point x on the estimate we 
are seeking, standardized by the mass t of the contamination (the asymptotic bias caused 
by contamination in the observations). 
The influence function is perhaps the most useful heuristic tool of robust statistics, some 
useful properties such as the rejection point, gross-error sensitivity or local-shift 
sensitivity of M-estimator can be derived from influence function. The asymptotic 
covariance of the M-estimator can be computed directly based on its influence function. 
 
It can be shown that the influence function of an type  M-estimator T is proportional 
to )(x  (Huber, 1981, page 45), which means we can derive the properties of such an 
M-estimator (such as its rejection point, gross-error sensitivity or local-shift sensitivity) 
when its )(x  function is chosen. The influence function and )(x  are related as 
follows: 
)())(,()/(
))(;(
),;(
xdFFTx
FTx
TFxIF
 



          (2.4.2) 
)(x  is sometimes called the influence function for that reason. 
Influence function can be easily derived from the formula above, once the )(x  function 
and its derivative are known. For illustration, two simple examples are given here for 
location M-estimators. 
Assume the mean and median for specified distribution F is mean  and med  respectively.  
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For 2L  type M-estimator 2T , we have  
Θ= meanFT )(2  
meanmeanmean xxx   )(),(  
1),()/(  meanx   
meanx
xdFFTx
FTx
TFxIF 





 )())(,()/(
))(;(
),;(
2
2
2       (2.4.3) 
 
For 1L  type M-estimator 1T , we have  
Θ= medFT )(1  
))(()()()(),( medmedmedmedmed xHxHxsignxx    
))(()(),()/( medmedmed xxx    
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


   (2.4.4) 
where )( xH  is the Heaviside function or unit step function, and )(  x  is called 
Dirac delta function. They are defined as follows: 
 









x
x
xH
,0
,1
)(  









x
x
x
,0
,
)(  
and which is also constrained to satisfy the identity 
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


 1)( dxx   
The Heaviside function is an anti-derivative of the Dirac delta function, 
)()('   xxH . This is sometimes written as   
x
dttxH )()(  . 
 
 
Under sufficient regular conditions [1], it can be shown that M-estimators )( nFT   are 
asymptotically normal with mean )(FT  and variance ),( TFA . That is 
)),(,0(~))()(( TFANFTFTn n      
Where nF  is the empirical distribution, and the asymptotic variance equals 
 )(),,(),(
2 xdFTFxIFTFA            (2.4.5) 
The formula (2.4.5) almost provides a convenient solution in most cases (Hampel, 1986, 
p.85). Besides, it can be used to compute the asymptotic relative efficiency of a pair of 
estimators. However, the importance and popularity of influence function ),;( TFxIF  is 
chiefly based on its heuristic use. It provides an intuitively appealing description of local 
robustness of the estimators. Many robustness measures can be derived from it. Hampel 
(1968, 1974) introduced three important ones from influence function; these are Gross-
error Sensitivity, Local-shift Sensitivity and Rejection Point. 
The Gross-error Sensitivity of estimator T at distribution F(x) is defined by  
)},;({:),( sup* TFxIFTF
Xx
                  (2.4.6) 
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It is used to measure the worst influence which a small amount of contamination of fixed 
size can have on the value of the estimator.  Therefore it can be regarded as an upper 
bound on the asymptotic bias of the estimator. The estimator is called bias robust if 
),(* TF  is bounded. Usually, bounded  ),(* TF  is the first step in constructing a 
robust estimator even though it often conflicts with the aim of asymptotic efficiency. 
Local-shift Sensitivity is defined by 
|}
),;(),;(
{|:),( sup
,,
*
2 yx
TFyIFTFxIF
TF
yxXyx




      (2.4.7) 
This value, which looks like a Lipchitz condition, represents the effect of shifting an 
observation slightly from x to a neighboring point y, i.e. add an observation at y and 
remove one at x. therefore it can be regarded as the measurement of worst effect of small 
data fluctuations or shifting. 
Rejection Point is defined as  
}||,0),;(:{: inf
0
* rxTFxIFr
r


                      (2.4.8) 
It is simply the area where the ),;( TFxIF  varnishes. in other word, it is the place where 
the outliers do not have any influence on the estimator at all. 
These robustness measures can be used as common criteria for the choice of estimator. A 
good candidate of estimators should have a "good" influence function in the sense that it 
has the following desirable properties:  
Small gross-error sensitivity
* , small local-shift sensitivity *  and finite rejection point
* .  
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2.4.2 Sensitivity curve: 
The sensitivity curve was proposed by Tukey around 1970. It is designed to assess the 
sensitivity of an estimator to the position of observations not present in the sample. It is 
actually a variant of the Jackknife and a finite sample version of Hampel’s influence 
function. It is defined by   
)),...,,(),,...,,(()( 12111211   nnnnn xxxTxxxxTnxSC    (2.4.9A) 
It can be re-written as 
n
FTnFnT
xSC nxnn
/1
)()/)/11((
)( 111



                   (2.4.9B) 
Where the estimator ),...,,()( 1211   nn xxxTFT is for sample },...,,{ 121 nxxx  and the 
corresponding empirical distribution function )(1 xFn .    
A simple comparison between (2.4.9B) and (2.4.1) shows that sensitivity curve )(1 xSCn  
is actually a special case of influence function ),;( TFxIF  or called as empirical 
influence function with )(1 xFn  as an approximation for )(xF  and with contamination 
nt /1 . In many cases, )(1 xSCn  will therefore converge to ),;( TFxIF  as the sample 
size n approaches to infinity.    
Take two typical location estimators for example. One is 2L  type M-estimator 2T  which 
is mean; the other is 1L  type M-estimator 1T  which is median. Their corresponding 
sensitive curves can be easily derived by simple algebra as follows: 
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 },..,,{},,..,,{),( 1211211   nnn xxxmedianxxxxmediannxMedianSC    (2.4.11) 
The curves (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) for location estimators mean and median look much like 
the corresponding asymptotic influence functions (2.4.3) and (2.4.4). The most important 
aspect is that the influence function and the sensitive curve of the mean are unbounded as 
x approaches to infinity, whereas those of the median remain constant. 
 
2.4.3 Breakdown Point: 
The breakdown point, or breakdown bound, was introduced by Hampel (1968) to 
measure the robustness of an estimator in the presence of outliers. The empirical 
breakdown point of a regression estimator, which is used most of the time in the literature, 
is defined as the largest fraction of data that may be replaced by arbitrarily large values 
without making the Euclidean Norm 
2
|||| L  of the parameter estimate tend to infinity. 
The Euclidean Norm of the parameter estimate is defined as  22|||| iL  . 
Any estimator with a breakdown point close to 0.5 is called a high breakdown point 
estimator. An estimator is resistant only if its breakdown point is greater than 0. To 
illustrate the concept of breakdown point, consider the simple location problem for the 
given n independent random variables ),(~),...,(
2
1 NXX n and the corresponding 
realizations nxx ,...,1 , we can use the 2L type M-estimator (sample mean) 


n
i
in X
n
X
1
1
 
to estimate the mean. Such an M-estimator has a breakdown point of 0 because we can 
make nx arbitrarily large just by changing any value of nxx ,...,1 . The higher the 
breakdown point of a M-estimator, the more robust it is. Intuitively, we can understand 
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that a breakdown point cannot exceed 0.5 because if more than half of the observations 
are contaminated, it is not possible to distinguish between the underlying distribution and 
the contaminating distribution. Therefore, the maximum breakdown point is 0.5 and there 
are M-estimators which achieve such a breakdown point. For example, for the n 
independent random variables given above, the 1L -type M-estimator (Sample Median) 
),...,( 1 nXXMedian  to estimate the center of symmetry has a breakdown point of 
approximately 0.5. For convenience, consider an odd sample size n; it is possible to set 
]2/[n  of the observations to be infinity without the median tending to be infinity.  
 
2.5 Coefficient of Determination generalized to M-estimator: 
A statistic that is widely used to determine how well a regression fits is the coefficient of 
determination, denoted by 2R . It is defined as follows: 
2
2
2
)(
)ˆ(
11





yy
yy
SSTO
SSE
R
i
ii
 
Where SSTO denotes total sum of squares, it measures the variation in the observations 
Y when no account of the predictor variables X is taken. SSE stands for error sum of 
squares, it measures the variation in the observations Y when a regression model using a 
set of predictor variables X. 
2R represents the fraction of variability in Y that can be explained by the regression on X. 
In other words, 2R measures the proportionate reduction of total variation in Y associated 
with the use of the set of X variables. i.e., how close the points are to the regression line. 
In the simple linear regression case, 2R is simply the square of the correlation coefficient? 
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Since adding more predictor variables X in the regression model can only increase the 
coefficient of determination 2R , it is sometimes recommended that a modified 2R  be 
used that adjusts for the number of X variables used in the model. It is called as adjusted 
coefficient of determination denoted by 2aR . It adjusts
2R  by dividing each sum of squares 
by its associated degrees of freedom: 
 22 11111
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1 R
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Adjusted coefficient of determination 2aR  could become smaller when other X variables 
are added into the model, because any decrease in SSE could be more than offset by the 
loss of degrees of freedom in the denominator n-p. 
By replacing SSE with 
2
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yi  , the robust version 
of coefficient of determination 2R   and adjusted coefficient of determination 2aR  are 
defined  respectively as  
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(.) is the object function of M estimator, C is the given tuning constant, Sˆ  is one M 
estimator of the scale parameter in the full model, and ˆ  is the M estimator of location 
given Sˆ  and C obtained in the full model. 
 
2.6 Relative Efficiency (RE) and Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (ARE): 
Unbiased estimators are usually compared in terms of their variances. Let )(ˆ1 nT  and 
)(ˆ2 nT  be two unbiased estimators with sample size n and let ))(
ˆ( 1 nTVar  and ))(
ˆ( 2 nTVar  
denote their respective variances, then the Efficiency of )(ˆ1 nT  relative to )(
ˆ
2 nT  is defined 
as 
))(ˆ(
))(ˆ(
)ˆ,ˆ(
1
2
21
nTVar
nTVar
TTRE   
Consider two estimators that measure different characteristics, for example, the mean 
absolute deviation ||
1
)( xx
n
nd i    and the root mean square deviation
2/1
2)(
1
)( 





  xx
n
ns i  are two traditional measures of spread,  However, )(ns
converges to , while )(nd converges to 

2
. Thus, an adjustment must be made so 
that the estimators are estimating the same quantity.  In this case, RE is defined as 
2
11
2
22
21
))(ˆ(/))(ˆ(
))(ˆ(/))(ˆ(
)ˆ,ˆ(
nTEnTVar
nTEnTVar
TTRE   
The limit (as the sample size tends to infinity) of the ratio of the variance of the second 
estimator to the variance of the first estimator is called Asymptotic Relative Efficiency 
(ARE) of the first estimator with respect to the second one. It is defined as follows: 
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n 
                    , if  ))(ˆ())(ˆ( 21 nTEnTE   
ARE is usually difficult to calculate and it relies on asymptotic results, but it can be 
obtained by numerical approximation or simulations  Simulation studies of exact RE 
based on small sample sizes show that the ARE gives a good approximation to the RE in 
many cases. Thus, in situations where ARE has been evaluated they serve as a useful 
compact summary of the RE between the two estimators.  
The ARE provides an indication of the comparative efficiency between two estimators, 
and thus can be used as an aid in how to select or compare the estimators in a specific 
situation.  
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 CHARACTERISTICS/BEHAVIORS OF DATA  CHAPTER 3.
There are many measures used to describe the characteristics or behaviors of data. For 
example, the ratio of order statistics is used to measure the tail heaviness of data, the 
classic kurtosis defined as the ratio of the fourth and the second central moment of data is 
often regarded as a measure of both the tail weight and peakedness of a distribution 
relative to the normal distribution. Some adaptive approaches mentioned in previous 
chapter are based on these measures. However, the interpretation of kurtosis is still not 
very clear, and there is no agreement on what it really measures (Brys, et al, 2006). In 
this study, several measures of tail weight and   tests of normality are introduced for 
univariate continuous distributions. Proposed adaptive robust approaches will be 
constructed based on these measures. 
 
3.1 Tail Weight Index (TWI)  
There are many ways to construct the formula for tail weight (e.g., Hoaglin, et al, 1983; 
O’Gorman, 2001; Brys, et al, 2006). The common feature is that it is defined as a ratio of 
some linear functions of order statistics to express how the extreme portion of the 
distribution spreads out relative to the width of the center of data.  Given a specific  and 
distribution F, the relative distances of )%1(100  percentile and 75th percentile from 
the median are calculated. The ratio of these two distances, i.e.
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Standard normal distribution N(0,1) is computed as  
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Another definition of Tail Weight Index, taking into account both sides, is expressed as 
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It can also be defined by using the absolute values of the residuals and the Half Normal 
distribution (see appendix (A) as (O’Gorman, 2001) 
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where AF  is denoted as the distribution of absolute of r, given r is from distribution of F. 
The definition of ),(3 F  is a little different from one of the length of tails defined by 
O’Gorman, but it is more related to the other two definitions. It is worth noting that 
)5(.
1
AF  in ),(3 F  is actually a consistent estimate of Median of Absolute Deviation 
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(MAD) of distribution of F, and consequently the  
)2/5.01(
)5(.
1
1


AF  in ),(3 F  is actually 
a consistent estimate of deviation of distribution of F.  It is also not hard to see that 
),(1 F , ),(2 F  and )2,(3 F  are equivalent when distribution F is symmetric at 
zero. Distributions with ),( F  less than 1, such as Uniform Normal distribution, are 
called light-tailed, distributions with ),( F  more than 1, such as Cauchy distribution, 
are called heavy-tailed, those with ),( F  close to 1 are called neutral-tailed (more 
Gaussian-like). 
Based on the influence function introduced by Hampel (1986) and the influence function 
of )(1 sF  , i.e. the quantiles  ,derived by Huber (1981), the following theorem gives the 
influence function of tail weight index for any continuous cumulative distribution 
function )(xF  with density function )(xf  satisfying the conditions 0))(( 1  Ff  and 
0))1(( 1  Ff .  
 
Theorem 1: 
  If the cumulative distribution function )(xF  is continuous and its density function 
0)( xf  at given quantiles )(1 F  and )1(1 F . The influence functions of ),(1 F , 
),(2 F  and ),(3 F  can be derived as following (Refer to appendix (B) for detail): 
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


 FFk

 
             211
11
11
2 )25(.)75(.*
)25(.)75(.
)()1( 





 FFk

 
            
21
1
1
3 )5(.*
)2/5.01(
)2/1( 




 AFk

  
 
and 
))((
))((1
))(,(
1
1
1
sFf
sFxHs
sFxIF


  .  
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Here )( xH  is the Heaviside function, or unit step function, defined as previously: 
 









x
x
xH
,0
,1
)(  
The following figure 3.1 displays the influence functions of the three tail weight indexes 
defined above at tail portion 05.0  for )()( xxF   the standard normal distribution. 
 
Figure 3.1: Influence Function of Tail Weight Indexes 
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The influence function gives a very nice description of the asymptotic properties of any 
estimator T. Its asymptotic variance ),( FTV (Huber, 1981) is give by 
.)(),,(),( 2 xdFFTxIFFTV      (3.1.7) 
From that, the asymptotic variances of the three tail weight index estimators ),(1 F , 
),(2 F  and ),(3 F  can be derived as in the following corollary 1, and it will be used 
to classify the tail behavior of error distributions and to generate cut-off thresholds in the 
algorithms of this paper. 
 
Corollary 1: 
Let  )()( xxF   be the standard normal distribution, and 
nF  be the sample (sample 
size=n) drawn from )(x , then the tail weight index estimators ),(1 nF , ),(2 nF  and 
),(3 nF are asymptotically normal, i.e. 
  ),0(),( 2 ),(11 1  Fn NFn                  (3.1.8) 
  ),0(),( 2 ),(22 2  Fn NFn                (3.1.9) 
  ),0(),( 2 ),(33 3  Fn NFn                (3.1.10) 
With 1321   for )()( xxF  , given any tail portion   and 
.)()),,(,( 21
2
),(1   xdFFFxIFF                  (3.1.11) 
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.)()),,(,( 22
2
),(2   xdFFFxIFF                 (3.1.12) 
.)()),,(,( 23
2
),(3   xdFFFxIFF                 (3.1.13) 
 
Proof: It is obvious that 1321   for any tail portion    if )()( xxF   
according to definitions from (3.1.1) to (3.1.3). 
 Base on the Influence Functions that are derived for the tail weight index estimators
),(1 nF , ),(2 nF  and ),(3 nF  in theorem 1 above, the corresponding asymptotic 
variances 
2
),(1 
 F , 
2
),(2 
 F  and 
2
),(3 
 F  can be directly derived from formula 3.1.4 
to 3.1.7. 
The asymptotic variances (in table 3.1) can be obtained analytically by integration based 
on formulas (3.1.11) to (3.1.13).  
It is implemented in program (D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\QUAD_TWI_IF_V1.SAS); they 
also can be approximately computed by simulation. It is implemented in program 
(D:\ZZJ\RB2006\AD_TWIMM\TWI_SIMU_V1.SAS). The results (in table 3.1a) by 
simulation can serve as auxiliary confirmation on the asymptotic properties for the tail 
weight index estimators specified in theorem 1 and Corollary 1.  
Both approaches are also provided in the Menu-driven application package 
LTS_ADP.SSC (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus developed by author) as shown 
in figure D.1 in appendix (D). First, navigate to the menu interface in S-Plus and Left-click 
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on the Menu item (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1), then select “TWI asymptotic VAR by 
Integration” or “TWI asymptotic VAR by simulation” from the sub-menu item list. 
 
The asymptotic variances of tail weight index estimators ),(1 F , ),(2 F  and 
),(3 F  , obtained by numerical integration and by simulation, are displayed by the 
following table 3.1, table 3.1a  and Figure 3.3 (Refer to appendix (C) for detail): 
Table 3.1 )()( xxF   (by Integration) 
Tail ( ) 2
),(1 
 F  
2
),(2 
 F  
2
),(3 
 F  
0.250 0.0000 0.0000 0.9651 
0.200 0.9249 0.4611 1.1140 
0.100 2.2531 1.1140 1.4547 
0.050 2.9599 1.4547 1.7563 
0.025 3.5859 1.7563 2.1169 
0.020 3.8043 1.8622 2.2588 
0.010 4.6165 2.2588 2.8314 
0.005 5.7780 2.8314  3.7137 
0.004 6.2666 3.0733 4.0957 
                      
Table 3.1a )()( xxF   (by Simulation with repetition=10000 for sample size=200,600 )                                
 
Tail ( ) 
2
),(1 
 F  
2
),(2 
 F  
2
),(3 
 F  
N=200 N=600 N=200 N=600 N=200 N=600 
0.250 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9719 0.9907 
0.200 0.9509 0.9196 0.4463 0.4602 1.1206 1.1412 
0.100 2.3186 2.2667 1.1047 1.1212 1.4575 1.4900 
0.050 3.0291 2.9954 1.4657 1.4764 1.7603 1.7925 
0.025 3.6991 3.6704 1.7699 1.7713 2.1297 2.1524 
0.020 3.9326 3.8974 1.8738 1.8756 2.2660 2.2960 
0.010 4.7285 4.6785 2.2446 2.2682 2.7541 2.8299 
0.005 5.8250 5.7356 2.7859 2.7739 3.6179 3.5891 
0.004 6.3357 6.1555 3.0437 2.9603 4.0440 3.9602 
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Figure 3.3: Asymptotic Variance of Tail Weight Index 
 
We can see that for )()( xxF  , the asymptotic variance 
2
),(1 
 F  of one-sided TWI 
estimator ),(1 F  is about two times the asymptotic variance 
2
),(2 
 F of two-sided 
TWI estimator ),(2 F , and    the asymptotic variance 
2
),(2 
 F of two-sided TWI 
estimator ),(2 F  is the same as the asymptotic variance 
2
)2,(3 
 F of half normal 
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based TWI estimator )2,(3 F . In fact, ),(2  F  is equivalent to )2,(3  F  in 
the sense that they have the same means and asymptotic variances. It can be proved and 
derived by Influence Function approach (refer to program 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\IQR_MAD_AV_CK.SSC). These are the reasons why ),(2 F  
and )2,(3 F  are preferred in practice. 
For an i.i.d. sample }{},,...,,{ 121 inn xxxxx  , the 
thk  order statistics is denoted as )(kx ; 
the absolute values of the sample are denoted as set }|{|}||,||,...,||,|{| 121 inn xxxxx  , 
and its thk  order statistics is denoted as )(|| kx .  The finite sample version of the TWI is 
based on order statistic estimates of the percentiles by using the ideal depth of the order 
statistic corresponding to the tail area. The ideal depth is based on the relationship, 
proposed by Blom (1958), between order statistics and fractions. There is a family of 
relationship definitions parameterized by  : 
 


21
)Pr( )(



n
i
xfractionp i , which is called tail. 
The common choices for   are 1,
2
1
,
8
3
,
3
1
,0 .  (Note that 
8
3
 is used in SAS as default) 
The value 
8
3
  is used in this procedure. For additional information about the 
adjustment value  , see Chambers et al. (1983). 
The ideal depth of tail p is defined as 
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  )21(*),( nppD                                                                     (3.1.14) 
Let )],([ pDg   be the largest integer less than or equal to ),( pD  
Let gpDr  ),(   be the fractional part of ),( pD . 
The percentile estimate is defined by linear interpolation as   
)1()()),(( )1()(
ˆ


 ggpD rXXrXpQ                                                       (3.1.15)   
Where 




2121
1





n
n
p
n
 
 The sample-version TWI is defined as: 
)5(.)75(.
)5(.)1(
)5(.ˆ)75(.ˆ
)5(.ˆ)1(ˆ
),ˆ(
11
11
1 








QQ
QQ
F                                  (3.1.16) 
)25(.)75(.
)()1(
)25(.ˆ)75(.ˆ
)(ˆ)1(ˆ
),ˆ(
11
11
2 








QQ
QQ
F                                  (3.1.17) 
)2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ
)2/1(/)1(ˆ
)2/5.01(
)2/1(
)5(.ˆ
)1(ˆ
),ˆ(
1
1
1
1
3










A
A
A
A
Q
Q
Q
Q
F

         (3.1.18) 
Where )(ˆ pQA  is the percentile estimate of }|{| ix  and  )(
ˆ pQ  is the percentile estimate of 
}{ ix . It should be noticed that ),
ˆ(3 F can also be manipulated algebraically into the 
form 
)2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ
)2/1(/)1(ˆ
1
1




A
A
Q
Q 
 for easy interpretation. Because )2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ 1 AQ  
and )5(.ˆ AQ  are consistent estimators of standard deviation and MAD for )()( xxF   
separately, for convenience, if we denote }|{| iax   as }|{| ix  standardized by adjusted 
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scale estimator )2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ 1 AQ , and }|{| iux   as }|{| ix  standardized by un-
adjusted scale estimator )5(.ˆ AQ ,  then ),
ˆ(3 F  can be re-expressed as the following 
useful ratios 
)2/1(
||
),ˆ(
1
)),1((
3






Dax
F          
With 
)2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ
)1(ˆ
||
1)),1(( 



A
A
Da
Q
Q
x

                  (3.1.18.A) 
)2/5.01(/)2/1(
||
),ˆ(
11
)),1((
3






Dux
F        
With  
)5(.ˆ
)1(ˆ
|| )),1((
A
A
Du
Q
Q
x



                                      (3.1.18.B) 
Where   )21(*)1(),1( nD  is the ideal depth of tail )1(   )),1((|| Dax , 
and )),1((|| Dux  are defined as the  linear interpolations of two order statistics as shown 
in formula (3.1.15)  .     
 
3.2 Normality Assumption Test  
Most parametric statistical methods assume an underlying distribution in the derivation of 
their results. Often it is the normality assumption. It is often required to check the 
normality in many data analyses, although normality is implicitly or conveniently 
assumed in reality. If the assumption is violated, interpretations and inferences based on 
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the models are unreliable or invalid. There are numerous methods of testing normality 
such as the Chi-Square test, Shapiro-Wilk’ test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) D test, 
Anderson-Darling test and Cramer-von Mises test. 
The Chi-Square test, introduced by Pearson in 1900, is the oldest and best known 
goodness-of-fit test. is based on the probability density function (PDF) of the assumed 
distribution. If the distribution is appropriate, its PDF should contain, approximately, the 
data range, the data range is conveniently divided into several subintervals (k), the 
number of observed data points (
io ) is computed in each subintervals, then the number of 
expected data points (
ie ), which should fallen into these same subintervals, are computed 
according to the PDF of normal distribution. Finally the two results are compared  by the 
statistics ( 



k
i i
ii
e
oe
1
2
2 )( ). This statistics that uses the difference between expected 
and observed values follows a Chi-Square distribution. The drawbacks are  that it 
requires a sufficient sample size in order for the chi-square approximation to be valid, 
also grouping the data into subintervals sacrifices information, especially if the 
underlying variable is continuous. The choice of subintervals of the data range is arbitrary 
and can affect the result, and  the average expected subinterval count should  not be drops 
below five (Snedecor and Cochran (1980). This test is available in S-Plus. 
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The Shapiro-Wilk statistic W (1965) is the ratio of the best estimator of the 
variance(based on the square of a linear combination of the order statistics) to the usual 
corrected sum of squares estimator of the variance. The statistic is positive and less than 
or equal to one; being close to one indicate normality. The W statistic requires that the 
sample size need to greater than or equal to seven and less than or equal to 2,000. Unlike 
some other normality tests, Shapiro-Wilk test does not require specifying the mean and 
variance in advance and it is very powerful to detect the small departure from normality, 
but it does not indicate the source of abnormality. It is available in SAS, S-Plus and SPSS. 
 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is based on the empirical distribution function (EDF). The 
test statistic, K-S |)()(| xFxFSupD nx  , is the largest vertical distance between the 
distribution function )(xF and the EDF )(xFn , which is a step function that takes a step 
of height 1/n at each observation. To test normality, the K-S D statistic is computed using 
the sample data against a normal distribution with mean and variance equal to the sample 
mean and variance (SAS Institute, 1999). The attractive feature of this test is that it is 
distribution free. However, it is not as powerful as some other tests due to the same 
reason. This test tends to be more sensitive near the center of the distribution than at the 
tails. Another limitation is that if location, scale and shape parameters are estimated from 
the data, the critical region of K-S test is no longer valid. So the distribution parameters 
must be fully pre-specified and this can be achieved through simulation. A large sample 
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size (>2000) is clearly preferable in K-S test. This test is implemented in several software 
packages such as SAS, S-Plus and SPSS. 
 
The Anderson-Darling statistic and the Cramer-von Mises statistic belong to the same 
quadratic class of EDF statistics. This class of statistics is based on the squared difference 
2))()(( xFxFn  . The quadratic statistics have the following general form 
 )()())()(( 2 xdFxxFxFQ n   .   
The weight function for Anderson-Darling statistic 2A  is defined as 
  1)(1)(()(  xFxFx , whereas the weight function for Cramer-von Mises statistic 2W  
is defined as 1)( x .The Anderson-Darling (AD) test is the recommended test that uses 
the EDF by Stephens (1986). It gives more weight to the tails than does the K-S test by 
using a function based on the weighted the square difference. Many analysts prefer the 
Anderson-Darling test to the K-S test for this reason. Also, the Anderson-Darling test 
makes use of the specific distribution in calculation of critical values. This leads to a 
more powerful test than K-S test, but critical values must be calculated for each 
distribution. The Cramer-von Mises and Anderson-Darling tests are available in SAS. 
Anderson-Darling (AD) test is among the best EDF-based goodness of fit tests for small 
samples (Romeu, 2003), and also can be used for large samples. In comparisons of power, 
Stephens (1974) found AD test to be one of the best EDF statistics for detecting most 
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departures from normality. Based on these advantages Anderson-Darling (AD) is used in 
one of the adaptive criteria in this study.     
 
3.3 Outliers and leverage points detection  
Frequently in multiple regression applications, the data contain outlying or extreme 
values with respect to the response variables (Y), the explanatory variables (X), or both. 
It is common practice to distinguish between two types of outliers. Outliers in the 
response variable are usually called outliers. Outliers with respect to the explanatory 
variables are called leverage points. Both the outliers and leverage points can affect the 
regression model, the perverse effects were discussed by Ritschard and Antille (1992).  
Many diagnostic measures of outlyingness have been developed to identify them. 
Classical diagnostics of leverage points are closely related to the so called hat matrix 
denoted as H  which is derived from the Least Square estimator. It is defined as 
    `` 1 XXXXhH ij

  (3.3.1).  
The LS estimate can be expressed as Hyy 

. That is, the fitted value is a linear 
combination of the observed response Y values. It can be seen that the element ijh  of H  
actually measures the effect of the jth observation on the iy

 and iih  is the weight of 
observed value iy  in determining the fitted value iy

. Thus, the larger is iih , the more 
important is iy  in determining iy

, that means  the large values of  diagonal elements iih  
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are supposed to indicate high leverage points.  It is known that the diagonal elements iih  
have two useful properties: 
10  iih ,  ph
n
i
ii 
1
, so the mean leverage value is 
n
p
h
n
h
n
i
ii  
1
1
. Usually the 
observations with leverage value greater than 
n
p2
are considered to be leverage points 
(Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch, 1980, p.17, Neter, et al, 1996, p.377). 
 The reason diagonal elements iih  of hat matrix is usually considered as leverage value 
can be further confirmed by its relation with the Mahalanobis diatance )( ixMD .  The 
)( ixMD  is defined as     ˆˆˆ)(
1   i
T
ii xxxMD  (3.3.2).  
Where  


n
i
ix
n 1
1
ˆ and    




n
i
i
T
i xx
n 1
ˆˆ
1
1ˆ  . Here  Tipiii xxxx )21 ,...,, do 
not include the constant . The )( ixMD  is related to the leverage value iih  by the relation 
(Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, p. 225) 
n
xMD
n
h iii
1
)(
1
1 2 

  (3.3.3) 
 Thus, the observations with high leverage values are far from the bulk of data in terms of 
Mahalanobis diatance. 
However, the usual approach of using Mahalanobis diatance )( ixMD  to look for the 
leverage points suffers from the infamous masking effect of sample mean ˆ  and 
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covariance matrix ˆ . The approach based on leverage value iih does not work well  either 
since it is mathematically equivalent to using )( ixMD . As an alternative to the 
Mahalanobis diatance )( ixMD ,some robust distance approaches were proposed based on  
robust estimators of the location Rˆ  and scale Rˆ . Several multivariate location and 
scale estimators can therefore be taken into account, for example, the minimum volume 
ellipsoid estimator  MVE (Rousseeuw, 1985), minimum Covariance Determinant 
Estimator MCD ( Rousseeuw and Driessen, 1999), various types of S-estimators (Davies, 
1987; Lopuhaa, H.P., 1989; Maronna and Yohai, 1995; Rocke, 1996). The robust 
distance )( ixRD  is defined as 
    RiR
T
Rii xxxRD  ˆ
ˆˆ)( 1    (3.3.4) 
Where  Rˆ and Rˆ  are the robust location and scale estimates by some robust estimators. 
The leverage points identifier based on Rˆ and Rˆ  by the robust estimators above is 
defined as     2 1,1 ˆˆˆ,:    pRRTRpR xxRxLP  (3.3.5) 
The common choice of  is 025.0 . 
The effectiveness of )( ixRD  based on robust MVE estimator to detect the leverage points 
was illustrated by Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) and Rousseeuw and van Zomeren (1990). 
The MCD and MVE estimators are implemented in many statistical software such as 
SAS and S-Plus. 
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In the same way, classical diagnostics of outliers with respect to the response variables 
(Y) are based on least squares residuals iii yyr

 , standardized residuals 
ˆ
ir  and 
studentized residuals 
ii
i
h
r
1ˆ
with 


n
i
ir
pn 1
21ˆ , but usually they are inadequate 
due to the fact that the residuals ir  are attracted towards outliers and the standardized 
deviation ˆ is inflated by them, thus the least squares fit could be highly influenced by 
outliers in such a way that the outliers are not clearly revealed in the residuals, while the 
robust fit clearly exposes the outliers. Rousseeuw (1991) recommended using a robust fit 
and the corresponding standardized residuals to detect the outliers as follows.   
 


 

otherwise
kr
rOL
RRi
RiR
,1
ˆ||,0
:
,
,

 (3.3.6) 
Where RiiRi yyr ,,

 , Riy ,

is from some specific robust fit such as LMS, LTS, M-
estimators or MM-estimators, and Rˆ is the corresponding scale estimate. Constant k is 
usually as 2.5, 3.0 or other preferred cutoff value.  
 
Rousseeuw (1991) also proposed a very popular diagnostic plot of robust residuals Rir ,  
versus robust distance )( ixRD  to distinguish among the four types of observations 
 ii yx ,  that may occur: regular observations with small )( ixRD  and small Rir , , vertical 
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outliers with small )( ixRD  but large Rir , , good leverage points with large )( ixRD  but 
small Rir , , and bad leverage points with large )( ixRD  and large Rir , . They can be defined 
by rules (3.3.5) RLP  and (3.3.6) ROL   as follows:  
Regular observations 
   
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2
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,  (3.3.7A) 
Vertical outliers
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 Good leverage points
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Bad leverage points
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     (3.3.7D) 
For comparison and validation of the proposed adaptive M-estimators in this paper, MCD 
is used for robust location and covariance Rˆ and Rˆ . 025.0 and 3k  are used  in 
(3.3.7) as in SAS procedure (SAS v.9.0, p4010)  
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 ADAPTIVE ROBUST M-ESTIMATOR BASED ON THE STANDARDIZED CHAPTER 4.
ABSOLUTE RESIDUALS WITHIN IRWLS 
4.1 Motivations: 
Robust regression approaches attempt to fit regression models to data so that the fit is less 
sensitive to the behavior on the tails of the error distribution. They should be reasonably stable 
when the errors are contaminated with outliers or come from a heavy-tailed distribution. Among 
the popular robust approaches used in regression analysis are M-estimators (Huber 1981). 
However, one of the significant drawbacks of the M-Estimators described above is that the best 
value of the cut-off point (Tuning Constant c) is dependent on the degree of contamination or 
how seriously the assumptions are violated. Lange and Sinsheimer (1993) argue for using 
adaptive robust regression methods that are based on M-estimators so that the adaptive robust 
approaches can provide an attractive compromise between classical OLS and robust approaches 
(Hogg 1974).  
It is known that the re-descending M-estimators are more sensitive to the wrong choice of cut-off 
point, which can lead to poor performances (Huber, 1981, p102). Mosteller and Tukey (1977, p. 
205) recommend a value of tuning constant c such that (cs) is between 4  and 6  in the 
Gaussian case. Some choose the tuning constant to obtain 95% ARE under normal error 
distribution, but Yohai, Stahel and Zamar (1991) warned  in their proposal for a robust estimator 
in linear regression, that choosing the cutoff tuning constant to keep 95% efficiency in normal 
error distribution probably worsens the bias-robustness properties of the estimators. Maronna et 
al (2006) recommend using Tukey’s Biweight estimator with the tuning constant to obtain 85% 
efficiency for the normal error distribution. However there are still some problems to be solved: 
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(1) the estimator with fixed tuning constant could still break down when the data are 
contaminated highly enough. That happens very often in practice, as will be shown in later 
simulations.  (2) Even though the data perfectly follow the Normal error distribution, there would 
be a small probability that the )(x function with fixed tuning constant would generate weights 
0 to a small part of the data. Thus such an M-estimator cannot be asymptotically efficient, but it 
may be reasonably close.        
Robustness, in Tukey’s view, is an attribute of the statistical procedures, typically to be achieved 
by weighting or trimming the observations (Huber, 2002). In the same manner, an adaptive 
procedure can be obtained through adaptive weighting or trimming the observations based on 
some characteristics of data. In this chapter, an adaptive M-estimator is proposed by finding the 
adaptive cutoff tuning constant. The cutoff tuning constant is chosen in such a way that the 
adaptive M-estimator is asymptotically efficient under normal error distribution and is robust 
under some deviations from the normal assumption. It has a very appealing property of achieving 
the balance of robustness and efficiency. The choice of )(x function is not very critical to 
gaining a good robust estimator, and many choices will give similar results that offer great 
improvements, in terms of efficiency and bias, over classical estimates in the presence of outliers 
(Huber, 1981). Besides, the re-descending )(x functions are preferred and Tukey's biweight 
function is a popular choice (Maronna et al, 2006). Due to these reasons, here we focus on how 
to achieve the adaptive tuning constant for Tukey's biweight M-estimator. The same procedure 
can be applied to other M-estimators with little change. 
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4.2 Algorithm for proposed Adaptive robust M-estimator: 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) carried out a simulation study investigating a one-step re-weighted 
least squares based on the LMS   with cut-off value 5.20  to construct the weight. Gervini and 
Yohai (2002) used them as the initial values for the adaptive one-step weighted LS, it is also 
called as Robust and Efficient Weighted Least Squares estimators (REWLSE). The cut-off value 
used in weight function in REWLSE is adaptively calculated based on empirical distribution 
function (EDF) of the standardized absolute residuals so that REWLSE can attain full asymptotic 
efficiency under the normal error distribution and at the same time have enough breakdown point 
and small maximum bias.  
The adaptive robust M-estimator proposed in this chapter is motivated by and extended from the 
Robust and Efficient Weighted Least Squares estimator (REWLSE). As in REWLSE, the 
empirical distribution function (EDF) of the standardized absolute residuals is used to derive the 
adaptive tuning constant in proposed adaptive approach in this chapter.  The differences are: (1) 
The Tail weight index )(TWI  and Anderson-Darling (AD) statistics are involved in the 
adaptive scheme to get a better initial tuning constant to replace the fixed initial tuning constant 
used in REWLSE. (2) The weights are generated through the adaptive tuning constant, the )(x
function, and the standardized absolute residuals from previous iteration. (3) The standard 
Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares approach (multiple-step procedure) is applied to achieve 
better asymptotic efficiency instead of one-step REWLSE. 
For an initial robust estimator LTS is preferred for its high breakdown point in the adaptive 
IRWLS procedure. The adaptive cutoff tuning constant is defined in each step of IRWLS. The 
initial robust estimator LTS is denoted as )0( . At the
thk iteration, let the empirical distribution 
function of the standardized absolute residuals be  
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 and )1(ˆ k  is the robust scale estimator for which there are many 
choices available. The adjusted median absolute deviation (MAD) based on }{ )1( kir  are used as 
the default scale estimate at the 
thk iteration. 
In order to identify outliers, one intuitive idea is to compare the empirical distribution function 
)(tFn
  with the distribution function )(tFnull
 of the standardized absolute errors under an 
assumed model. Typically, it is assumed that the errors are from normal model. That means 
)(tFnull
   is actually a half normal distribution (See Appendix (A)); that is,    
)|(|1)(2)( txPttFnull 
                                           (4.2), 
where ~x , the standard normal distribution function. 
If )()( tFtF nulln
  , the sample proportion of the standardized absolute residuals that exceed t is 
greater than the assumed theoretical proportion. If this happens for a relatively large t, it means 
that outliers are probably present in the sample. For convenience, let )()2()1( ||...|||| nrrr   are 
the order statistics of the standardized absolute residuals }{ )1( kir  .  
Let   )( 0
1
0 
 nullF                                                           (4.3)  
where 
0  should be close to 1 so that 0  is large enough to screen off possible outliers. . 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) carried out a simulation study investigating a one-step re-weighted 
least squares based on the LMS   with 5.20  to construct the weight. Gervini and Yohai (2002) 
used them as the initial values for the adaptive one-step weighted LS, it is also called as 
REWLSE (Robust and Efficient Weighted Least Squares estimators).  
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In the approach we proposed here, in each iteration, a screening Anderson-Darling (AD) 
Normality test’s p-value (AD_PVAL)  and  )(TWI related threshold value are used for the 
choice of 
0 . 
 The threshold is generated by the one-sided 99% upper bound for quantile ratio statistics 
)2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ
)1(ˆ
1 


A
A
Q
Q 
. Here )(ˆ AQ  represents the )*100(  percentile estimate of the absolute 
residuals from the regression. 
From formulas (3.1.10) and (3.1.13), the one-sided 99% upper bound for the )(TWI is 
approximated as )99(.
ˆ
1 1
)( 
n
TWI 
. Based on formula (3.1.18.A), the one-sided 99% upper 
bound for 
)2/5.01(/)5(.ˆ
)1(ˆ
1 


A
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Q
Q 
can be derived as )2/1()99(.
ˆ
1 11
)(

 








 
n
TWI
. 
Here, ),ˆ(3 F  is used for )(TWI  and the default of tail proportion is set as  








 01.0,
21
5.1



n
Max , 8/3  is used as default, the cutoff point 0.01 is used to avoid 
extreme small portion as sample size goes very large. Some paper (O’Gorman, 2001) uses bigger 
cutoff points for the tail portion in calculation of the )(TWI . 
How the tail proportions are chosen and how the threshold values are derived is tabulated in the 
following table 4.1 for some sample sizes (Refer to Appendix (E) for more detail).  
 
 
Table 4.1 
 
Sample 
size (N) 
Tail portion 








01.0,
21
5.1


n
Max  
UB99_TWI 








  )99(.
ˆ
1 1
)(
n
TWI 
 
Initial Threshold value 
)2/1()99(.
ˆ
1 11
)(

 








 
n
TWI
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20 0.056 1.680 3.216 
40 0.028 1.526 3.355 
60 0.019 1.456 3.425 
80 0.014 1.413 3.472 
100 0.011 1.384 3.508 
120 0.010 1.357 3.496 
140 0.010 1.331 3.428 
160 0.010 1.309 3.373 
180 0.010 1.292 3.327 
200 0.010 1.277 3.289 
       
The logic to choose initial threshold 
0  is shown in the following Flow Chart Figure (4.1): 
 
      
 
As a measure of the proportion of outliers, we define 
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Where {.}  denotes the positive part. In the final sample, we have 


 })1()|(|{max)( )(
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0
0
nirFd inull
ii 
                                         (4.6) 
The resulting cutoff is 
)}(1)(:min{ 0 dtFt na 

                                               (4.7), 
In the final sample, it is convenient to use the following formula: 
}},...,1,|{|),(1)(:min{ )(0 nirtdtFt ina 
           (4.8), 
 
That is, ))((|| aia r    with )](*[)( 0 dnni a                       (4.9). 
The equivalence of (4.8) and (4.9) can be proved by  
 )}(1
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due to the fact that 1)](*[)(*)](*[ 000   dndndn . 
 Here )](*[ 0dn  is denoted as the largest integer less or equal to ).(* 0dn  If ni )( 0 , that is, 
all the standardized absolute residuals are less than the initial cutoff 
0 , the best choice would be 
a  for better asymptotic efficiency. The maximum cutoff can be set for the adaptive 
IRWLS. It is set as large value such as 11 in this approach.  This procedure guarantees that 
 )()( 0 ii a   and ( 0 a )                                                       (4.10) 
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Since it can be derived form (4.6) that 
 nininirFd inull
ii
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Consequently, from (4.8) we have  
)()])(1(*[)](*[)( 000  ininndnni a   
That also concludes  0))(())(( 0||||    iia rr a  
The cutoff 
a  is used as the adaptive tuning constant. That means the weights are defined as   
)(
)(
)(
||
)||(
)|(|
i
ai
i
r
r
rw

                                                           (4.11) 
Where )(x  is the score function derived from Tukey’s biweight M-estimator. 
 The algorithm (see appendix Figure G (2.1a)) is implemented with option (ADAPT=TW in 
program). It can be described as an IRWLS Algorithm with Dynamically adaptive tuning 
constant constant based on the EDF of the standardized absolute residuals (See appendix figure 
G (2.1a)). 
This proposed adaptive procedure can be justified and summarized in this way: 
Firstly, according to the  Flow Chart Figure (4.1), the initial threshold 
0  is chosen based on 
both Anderson-Darling (AD) Normality test and tail weight index TWI calculation within each 
iteration. As the Anderson-Darling (AD) Normality test shows the Normality assumption is not 
seriously violated or the tail weight index TWI is not too large,  then the initial cutoff is set to 
higher for better asymptotic efficiency; In the same way, as the Anderson-Darling (AD) 
Normality test shows the Normality assumption is possibly  seriously violated or the tail weight 
index TWI is  too large, then the initial cutoff is set to lower for higher breakdown point to 
reduce the influence of outliers.  
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Secondly, The potential outliers, whose weights are set to zero by 
)(
)(
)(
||
)||(
)|(|
i
ai
i
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rw

 , not 
only require that 0)(|| ir , but also air )(|| . The adaptive cutoff a  tends to be large as the 
error assumption is approximately valid, that leads to better asymptotic efficiency than the M-
estimator with fixed tuning constant 
0 ; whereas The adaptive cutoff a  tends to be close to 
fixed tuning constant 
0  as the error assumption is possibly violated, that leads to keeping high 
breakdown point for the M-estimator. In summary, the resulting tuning constant tends to produce 
the corresponding weights to down-weight influential residuals to achieve an adaptive fit. 
 
In comparison to the non-adaptive M-estimators, the adaptive M-estimator based on empirical 
distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals with TWI and Anderson-Darling test 
is achieved by the same IRWLS algorithm which is used in the non-adaptive M-estimators 
except that the tuning constant is adaptively chosen by the proposed procedure above within each 
step in IRWLS, whereas the tuning constant has to be specified first in the non-adaptive M-
estimators. A little extra computation time for TWI and Normality test is needed at the cost of 
achieving better robustness. It needs a little bit more time than the non-adaptive M-estimators, 
but it is a good time-robustness tradeoff.  
 
4.3 Demonstration of Adaptive Robust Mestimator with step-by-step Examples 
In order to demonstrate how the adaptive M-estimator works based on empirical distribution 
function of the standardized absolute residuals with TWI and Anderson-Darling test, two 
examples are given as below. It is done by program  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\BIWEIGHT_PKGE_JK_test_case_demo.sas. 
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Example 4.1:  
A sample with 100 observations are generated by using the simple model  
iii xy   10     (4.11) 
)0.2,0.1(),( 10    is specified. Double exponential errors }{ i  and 4
2   are used. 
Explanatory variable values }{ ix  are generated between -10 and 10 by uniform distribution. The 
steps are shown in the following table 4.2.A. 
 
 
 
Interim and Final Results  (Table 4.2.A) 
by Adaptive Approach based on AD test and TWI 
Steps and Actions 
ˆ = (0 .008767893, 1.83407) 
UB of 90%, 95%, 99% for TWI= (1.2113, 1.2712, 1.3836) 
Initial threshold derived from UB99_TWI=3.508  
TWI= 1.6725, (AD Value, AD Pval) =(1.3635708 , 0.0014797) 
Adaptive TC= 3.6331709 
Initialization  
(LTS as default) 
ˆ = (0.5939151, 1.9439323), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.6950128 
TWI= 1.5084, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (1.1619, 0.0047) 
Adaptive TC= 3.7111652 
1 
ˆ = (0.7660384, 1.979382), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.207573 
TWI= 1.4774, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (1.023 , 0.0104 ) 
Adaptive TC= 3.6607389         
2 
ˆ = (0.8021739, 1.987653), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0444065 
TWI= 1.4922, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (0.980 , 0.013 )      
Adaptive TC= 3.7025154           
3 
ˆ = (0.8096258, 1.9895485), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0093474 
TWI= 1.4915, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (0.967 , 0.014 ) 
Adaptive TC= 3.702 
4 
ˆ = (0.8111508, 1.9899819), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0019583                                       
TWI= 1.4912, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (0.967 , 0.014 ) 
Adaptive TC=3.702 
5 
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ˆ = (0.8114601, 1.9900808), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0004082 
TWI= 1.4912, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (0.966 , 0.014 ) 
Adaptive TC= 3.702 
6 
ˆ = (0.8115221, 1.9901033 ), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0000845 
TWI= 1.4912, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (0.9660,  0.0143 ) 
Adaptive TC=3.702    
7 
ˆ = (0.8115343, 1.9901084), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0000173 
TWI= 1.4912, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (0.9660337, 0.0143 ) 
Adaptive TC= 3.702 
8 stops at condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L  
 
It can be seen that in this example, the adaptive solution is achieved by about 8 iterative steps in 
IRWLS. The tuning constant (TC) is adaptively calculated based on the tail weight index and 
Anderson-Darling normality test from the estimate of previous step. The residuals, specified 
objective function and adaptive TC are used to compute the weights
mW  in (2.3.13) for the next 
step. It still can be seen from table (4.2.B) that adaptive M-estimator performs very well. 
Table (4.2.B) Comparisons among different estimators for example 4.1 
Estimator Estimate for )0.2,0.1(),( 10    
OLS (0.6568, 2.05389) 
M-estimator  (0.7894, 2.0066) 
MM-estimtor (0.7979, 1.9865) 
S-estimator (0.7675, 1.9808) 
Adaptive M-estimator (Adapt=TW) (0.8115, 1.9901) 
 
   Example 4.2:  
As in the example 4.1 above, a sample with 100 observations are generated by using the same 
model as in (4.11) with )0.2,0.1(),( 10   , but the errors }{ i  are derived from 
contaminated normal distribution )1,9,25.(  kmpCN as defined in chapter 4. The steps are 
shown in table 4.3.A. 
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Interim and Final Results  (Table 4.3.A) 
by Adaptive Approach based on AD test and TWI 
Steps and Actions 
ˆ = (0.64495, 2.05253) 
UB of 90%, 95%, 99% for TWI= (1.2113, 1.2712, 1.3836) 
Initial threshold derived from UB99_TWI=3.508  
TWI=3.2951, (AD Value, AD Pval) =(12.4821, <0.0001 ) 
Adaptive TC= 5.8573362  
Initialization  
(LTS as default) 
ˆ = (0.95273 2.01586 ), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.3444555  
TWI=3.0711 , (AD Value, AD Pval) = (12.8942, <0.0001 ) 
Adaptive TC= 5.4207503  
1 
ˆ = (0.9667454, 2.0132018), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.0166738  
TWI=3.0346, (AD Value, AD Pval) = (12.9138, <0.0001 ) 
Adaptive TC= 5.3553176  
2 
ˆ = (0.9674147, 2.0130153), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0008558   
TWI=3.0373, (AD Value, AD Pval) =  (12.915126, <0.0001 ) 
Adaptive TC= 5.3600428  
3 
ˆ = (0.967448, 2.0130027), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0000459   
TWI=3.0375, (AD Value, AD Pval) =  (12.915214, <0.0001 ) 
Adaptive TC=5.3603078  
4 
ˆ = (0.9674497, 2.0130019), 1||
ˆ|| L =2.5561E-6   
TWI=3.0375 , (AD Value, AD Pval) =  (12.91522 , <0.0001 ) 
Adaptive TC=5.3603231  
5 stops at condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L  
 
    
As a comparison with example 4.1, the adaptive solution is obtained by about 5 iterative steps in 
IRWLS. It can be shown from table (4.3.B) that adaptive M-estimator performs best among OLS 
and other robust estimators. The M, MM and S estimators applied with default options cannot 
withstand the influence of outliers, whereas the adaptive approach performs well in this situation. 
 
Table (4.3.B) Comparisons among different estimators for example 4.2 
Estimator Estimate for )0.2,0.1(),( 10    
OLS (3.55256  2.57840 ) 
M-estimator  (3.5935    2.5831 ) 
MM-estimtor (3.6059    2.584 ) 
S-estimator (3.7648    2.6066 ) 
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Adaptive M-estimator (Adapt=TW) (0.9674, 2.0130) 
 
4.4 The Monte Carlo Simulation Study: 
In order to assess finite sample efficiency and robustness of the proposed adaptive robust M-
estimator, the Monte Carlo Simulations are carried out. Rather than considering the broadest 
possible combination of estimators and sampling situations, we only focus on the classic OLS 
estimator and the most commonly used robust estimators such as M-estimator, S-estimator and 
MM-estimator as benchmarks for the proposed adaptive robust M-estimator. The robust 
procedure RobustReg in SAS v.9 is used to get M-estimator, S-estimator and MM-estimator in 
the simulation. The behavior of the estimators is investigated in small to moderate sample sizes 
under several scenarios of error distributions. 
In this section, the finite sample performances of the proposed adaptive Robust M-estimator 
along with the OLS estimator and the current robust procedure (RobustReg in SAS v.9) in the 
presence of contaminated data, normal, light-tailed and heavy-tailed distribution of errors are of 
particular interest. The biases, variances, and the finite-sample efficiencies of the estimators 
relative to the locally optimal estimator are investigated. Here the locally optimal estimator refers 
to the most efficient estimator among the five estimators at given situation in the simulation.     
A simple linear regression model is considered for the Monte   Carlo Simulations, that is , 
iii xy   10  ni ,...,2,1            (4.12) 
 where 2,1 10    are chosen. The values of explanatory variable x are generated by the 
uniform distribution as follows: 
 d0)RANUNI(see*__ xRangexMinxi   with Min_x= -10 and Range_x=20.  
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That generates values for x between -10 and 10. The response variable 
iy  is generated according 
to model iii xy   10  where the regression error terms }{ i  are generated by specific 
error distribution. Even though our focus is restricted to the case of simple linear regression with 
one explanatory variable, the proposed adaptive robust regression can be used for multi-variable 
linear regression due to the fact that they have the same formula for the estimator and its 
asymptotic variance.   
 
The sample sizes of 50, 100, 200 and 400 are selected, and 11 kinds of error distributions listed 
in the table (4.4) are used in the simulations. That ends up with 44 scenarios or combinations. 
These scenarios are likely to cover a small to middle range of sample size and a reasonably broad 
range of stretched-tailed distributions and distributions contaminated with outliers. 
For each of the scenario / combination considered, 500 data sets are generated to assess the 
performance of proposed adaptive robust M-estimator by estimating the bias and relative 
efficiency. 
 
Table (4.4) List of error distributions:   
Distribution (
i ) Notes 
Normal )1,0(N   Normal tail weight 
)10,0),((  kmippCN  With p(i)=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 
respectively  
)1,12),((  kmippCN  With p(i)=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 
respectively  
Double Exponential (DE)   With heavy tail weight 
Uniform distribution With light tail weight 
 
Here the contaminated normal distributions denoted as ),,( kmpCN are constructed as follows: 
),()(),0()1(),,( 222  kmNpNpkmpCN   
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Where p refers to the proportion of the contamination ( ),( 22kmN ), m means that m  is used as 
the mean of ),( 22kmN , and k refers to scale multiplier of ),( 22kmN . 
 
The finite sample performances of the proposed adaptive Robust M-estimator along with the 
least squares and the current robust procedure (RobustReg in SAS v.9) are illustrated in Table 
(4.5). The summary in table (4.5) is from simulation results ADP_CASES_Update1_TW.TXT 
by program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\SIMULATION\ADP_CASES_Update1.sas.  
The variability of the choice of tuning constant is also investigated. To test the differences 
among the classic least squares, the current robust procedure and proposed Adaptive M-estimator, 
three kinds of hypotheses are provided. The significance level=0.05 is used. 
Test 1: Based on the LS’s F test )(),( XrNKr h
F  , test the difference between adaptive and LS 
estimators in terms of all coefficients or slopes only. 
Test 2: Based on the Weighted LS’s F test 
)(),( 2/1 XWrNKr wh
F

, test the difference between adaptive 
and LS estimators in terms of all coefficients or slopes only. The weight used by WLS is the 
final weight obtained by the adaptive approach. 
Test 3: Based on the Wald 
2
)(k test derived from the adaptive M-estimator, test the difference 
between adaptive and LS estimators in terms of all coefficients or slopes only. 
 
4.5 Criteria for performance evaluation: 
To evaluate the performance of different estimators from the simulation results 
It is very important to investigate the sensitivity of an estimator to deviation from an assumed 
model. In the traditional sense, the sensitivity can be evaluated in terms of variance and bias. A 
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good estimator should have low bias and low variance. There are many ways to compare the 
estimators if the dimension of the parameters is greater than one. Some prefer to pick one 
important parameter such as slope for comparison in terms of bias and variance (O’Gorman, 
2001; Kelly, 1996), some prefers to compare all the parameters individually (You, 1999),  others 
like to take into account all the parameters altogether (Wong, 2000; Cizek, 2007). In this paper, 
we consider all estimated parameters for performance comparison as default criterion.      For 
convenience, the bias and variance of estimator ˆ  is defined as 
   )ˆ()ˆ( EBias                                                                           (4.13) 
)||)ˆ()ˆ((||))ˆ(( 2
2L
EEVartr                                                         (4.14)         
Where 


p
i
iL
1
2
2
||||  , ))ˆ(( Vartr is the trace of  co-variance estimate )ˆ(Var . 
A quantity that combines both is called the Mean Square Error (MSE). It is defined as 
22
22
||)ˆ(||))ˆ(()||ˆ(||)ˆ( LL BiasVartrEMSE                    (4.15) 
Since the equality 222 )||)ˆ((||)|)ˆ(ˆ(||)||))ˆ(()ˆ(ˆ(||
222 LLL
EEEEEEE    is 
true for any estimator ˆ . 
The average Mean Square Error (AMSE) defined as 
p
MSE
AMSE
)ˆ(
)ˆ(

    is sometimes 
preferred for use. Here p is the dimension of estimator ˆ  (Olive, Hawkins, 2003)    
MSE is a popular performance criterion for estimators, since the estimator has to have both small 
bias and small variance if an estimator has small MSE. To compare two estimators, a more 
convenient criterion is the relative efficiency of estimator 1ˆ  with respect to 2ˆ  , which is defined 
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as the ratio of their Mean Square Errors
)ˆ(
)ˆ(
)ˆ,ˆ(
1
2
21



MSE
MSE
RE  . If the two estimators are 
unbiased it is actually equivalent to the ratio of their variances. It is usually better to define the 
relative efficiency of estimator jˆ  with respect to the locally optimal one among estimators 
},..,2,1;ˆ{ kii   as  
)ˆ(
}),...,2,1);ˆ(({
}),..,2,1;ˆ{,ˆ(
j
i
ij
MSE
kiMSEMIN
kiRE




                  (4.16) 
if more than two estimators are involved.  In most cases, the variance is on the order of sample 
size n, so the relative efficiency can be interpreted as relative sample size. We note that the bias 
is usually defined as   )ˆ()ˆ( EBias   when the dimension of parameter   is one. However 
the dimension for ˆ  is greater than one in our simulation.  
 
4.6 The Monte Carlo results and Summary: 
The following Table (4.5) ,which is from D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OUTPUT\BS_JK\SIMULATION 
ADP_CASES_Update1_TW.rtf  by  program ADP_CASES_Update1.sas, (Refer to Appendix (F) 
for details on how Macros are invoked in simulations.) presents the average Mean Square Errors
p
MSE
AMSE
)ˆ(
)ˆ(

  , the biases   )ˆ()ˆ( EBias  and the relative efficiencies 
}),..,2,1;ˆ{,ˆ( kiRE ij   for all estimators involved based on the simulation design above. The 
variability (mean and standard deviation) of the tuning constant of the adaptive robust M-
estimator (based on empirical distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals, TWI 
and Anderson-Darling test) is also investigated. For brevity, we restrict the choice of robust 
estimators to M-estimator, S-estimator and MM-estimator with default options implemented in 
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SAS procedure RobustReg. Note that the default options of M-estimator are 95% Gaussian 
efficiency and Tukey’s bisquare function; the default options of MM-estimator are 25% 
breakdown point, 85% Gaussian efficiency and Tukey’s bisquare function; the default options of 
S-estimator are 25% breakdown point, 75.9% Gaussian efficiency and Tukey’s bisquare 
function(SAS V.9.2). The breakdown point and the Gaussian efficiency for S-estimator is 
directly related to tuning constant choice. 
The relative efficiencies in table (4.5) show that OLS estimator is more efficient than the 
Adaptive Robust approach, robust M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator in the cases 
that the errors are normally distributed (with normal tail ) or uniformly distributed (with light 
tail), this is as expected, since the errors have normal or light tails. However, in the two cases, 
the proposed Adaptive Robust approach can adaptively select bigger tuning constants than the 
default used in M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator. It turns out that the adaptive 
approach outperforms the M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator and also it is very 
close to OLS estimator in efficiency. All the estimators have little bias based on the results in the 
two cases. The hypothesis test of the difference between OLS and adaptive robust approach 
almost 100% confirms that there is not much difference in them.  
Except the two cases mentioned above, in the simulations, both the Adaptive Robust approach 
and the three robust estimators outperform OLS estimator in terms of efficiency because they can 
handle the influence of outliers better than OLS estimator.  
 
If the data are generated from double exponential distribution, the performance of the Adaptive 
Robust approach is very close to that of M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator. Again, 
all the robust estimators do not appear to be seriously biased based on the results in this situation. 
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The hypothesis test of the difference between OLS and adaptive robust approach sometimes 
confirms that they are significantly different. More attention should be paid to check the data if 
that happens, OLS should be cautioned for use and the robust approaches should be preferred. 
As the data are generated from the following four contaminated normal distributions 
),0()(),0()1( 222  kNpNp   with scale multiplier k=10, proportion of the contamination 
p=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 respectively, one noticeable finding is that the performance of 
Adaptive Robust approach over that of the robust M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-
estimator improves as the proportion of the contamination p grows. In particular, the M-
estimator outperforms others for p=0.05; the S-estimator outperforms others for p=0.15; It is also 
noticed that Adaptive Robust approach does well with regards to the efficiency and estimate 
biases. However, the Adaptive Robust approach consistently does much better than others as 
contamination p is equal to or larger than 0.25.  The hypothesis test of the difference between 
OLS and adaptive robust approach shows that, as expected, the percentage of times that a 
significant difference is detected grows as the proportion of the contamination p grows. The bias 
of all estimators is still not very serious in the four cases. 
        
 As the data are generated from the other four contaminated normal distributions 
),12()(),0()1( 22  NpNp   with proportion of the contamination p=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 
0.30  respectively, it is interesting to notice that the adaptive robust approach is superior to both 
OLS and other  three robust estimators. The OLS estimator breaks down with large bias for all 
the cases, the adaptive robust approach does well with acceptable bias, whereas the M-estimator 
breaks down as p grows as large as 0.2 since the M-estimator with fixed tuning constant 
(default=4.685) cannot handle the outliers’ influence anymore. MM-estimator already has fairly 
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large bias due to the influence of outliers.. It is not surprising  that the M-estimator, MM-
estimator and S-estimator break down as p is as large as 0.25, since the default break-down point 
of them in procedure ROBUSTREG is less than 0.25, however the adaptive approach still works 
well with appropriate  choice of tuning constant and the use of a high break-down estimate as an 
initial value. Another important characteristic of the adaptive robust approach is that it can 
achieve very good robustness and efficiency by adaptive choice of very big tuning constant 
(about 5 to 7), whereas the robust M-estimator breaks down even with smaller tuning constant 
4.685. This is due to the fact that the adaptive robust approach uses high break-down estimate 
(such as LTS or LMS) as the initial value in the IRWLS process. The hypothesis test of the 
difference between OLS and adaptive robust approach claims that the two estimates are much 
different at significance level 0.05 in almost all cases.    
  
It is know in descptive statistics that Box-and-whiskers plot [Tukey,1977] is a very convenient 
way of graphically depicting groups of numerical data through their quartiles. Combined with 
scatter plot it is used here to vividly display the performances (in term of relative efficiency to 
the Optimal one) of different approaches based on the simulation summary results out of table 
(4.5). The Box and Scatter Plots (Figures 4.5.A – 4.5.E) are actually equivalent to and visualize 
the simulation summary results out of table (4.5). The Box and Scatter Plots (Figures 4.5.F, 
4.5.G – 4.5.J) vividly show the overall performance (in term of the relative efficiency) of 
adaptive robust M-estimator  is much better with all  scenarios listed in table (4.4) taken into 
consideration. In the same manner, the Box and Scatter Plots (Figure 4.5.K - 4.5.L) visualize the 
summary on the biases of intercept and slope for all scenarios listed in table (4.4) combined. It is 
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shown that the biases of the adaptive robust M-estimator  is much smaller in overall. The plots 
are done by program 
 D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\SIMULATION\ADP_CASES_Update1_box_plot.sas). 
 
 In summary, the results in table (4.5) combined with the related The Box and Scatter Plots 
(Figures 4.5.A – 4.5.L) provide a compelling evidence for abandoning the OLS estimator in 
favor of the adaptive robust approach in the situation that the normality assumption is violated or 
outliers exist in the data. They also show that there is a considerable advantage to using adaptive 
robust M-estimator approaches compared with the static robust (non-adaptive) counterparts. In 
applications, it is never known how serious the assumption is violated or how bad the effect of 
outliers is. It gets more complicated in multiple-variable regression. As Tukey recommended, it 
is always proper to use both classical and robust/resistant methods routinely, and only worry 
when they differ enough to matter. This adaptive Robust M-estimator also provides and 
recommends testing the difference.   
 
Table (4.5): Simulations for Adaptive Robust M-Estimator based on the standardized absolute 
residuals within IRWLS  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: NORMAL                                                                                                       
        50  0.0110    0.0122    0.0115    0.0135    0.0112    10.79    -0.005    -0.005    -0.004    -0.005    -0.005   
            [1.0000]  [0.9011]  [0.9596]  [0.8123]  [0.9803]  (1.21)   (-0.001)  (-0.000)  (-0.001)  (-0.000)  (-0.001) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0056    0.0063    0.0058    0.0070    0.0057    10.76    -0.011    -0.011    -0.010    -0.011    -0.011   
            [1.0000]  [0.8782]  [0.9593]  [0.7917]  [0.9797]  (1.29)   (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0024    0.0029    0.0026    0.0032    0.0025    10.87    0.002     0.003     0.002     0.003     0.002    
            [1.0000]  [0.8566]  [0.9486]  [0.7615]  [0.9940]  (0.99)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0012    0.0015    0.0013    0.0017    0.0012    10.88    0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002    
            [1.0000]  [0.8342]  [0.9439]  [0.7328]  [0.9942]  (0.92)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: LAPLACE                                                                                                      
        50  0.0224    0.0159    0.0165    0.0155    0.0169    6.91     -0.006    -0.005    -0.005    -0.003    -0.003   
            [0.6907]  [0.9719]  [0.9410]  [1.0000]  [0.9159]  (3.44)   (-0.002)  (-0.002)  (-0.002)  (-0.001)  (-0.002) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0109    0.0078    0.0079    0.0078    0.0079    4.96     -0.009    -0.006    -0.006    -0.005    -0.005   
            [0.7151]  [0.9935]  [0.9802]  [1.0000]  [0.9772]  (2.54)   (-0.002)  (-0.001)  (-0.001)  (-0.001)  (-0.001) 
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0052    0.0037    0.0037    0.0037    0.0037    3.61     0.001     -0.000    -0.000    0.001     0.001    
            [0.7032]  [1.0000]  [0.9852]  [0.9982]  [0.9790]  (1.02)   (0.002)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0027    0.0019    0.0020    0.0019    0.0018    3.19     -0.003    -0.002    -0.002    -0.001    -0.001   
            [0.6742]  [0.9395]  [0.9185]  [0.9730]  [1.0000]  (0.08)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: UNIFORM                                                                                                      
        50  0.0009    0.0013    0.0010    0.0017    0.0009    10.98    0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002    
            [1.0000]  [0.6882]  [0.8448]  [0.5290]  [0.9728]  (0.34)   (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0004    0.0006    0.0004    0.0007    0.0004    11.00    0.003     0.003     0.003     0.004     0.003    
            [1.0000]  [0.6801]  [0.8584]  [0.5099]  [0.9751]  (0.00)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0002    0.0003    0.0002    0.0004    0.0002    11.00    -0.001    -0.002    -0.001    -0.002    -0.001   
            [1.0000]  [0.6836]  [0.8642]  [0.5153]  [0.9759]  (0.00)   (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0001    0.0001    0.0001    0.0002    0.0001    11.00    0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000    
            [1.0000]  [0.6714]  [0.8591]  [0.5019]  [0.9749]  (0.00)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.05,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.0502    0.0123    0.0119    0.0132    0.0121    7.79     -0.016    -0.002    -0.001    -0.002    -0.001   
            [0.2378]  [0.9729]  [1.0000]  [0.9022]  [0.9862]  (2.72)   (-0.004)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0347    0.0066    0.0063    0.0071    0.0064    5.67     -0.033    -0.009    -0.009    -0.009    -0.008   
            [0.1820]  [0.9629]  [1.0000]  [0.8923]  [0.9829]  (2.03)   (-0.006)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (-0.000)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0175    0.0031    0.0030    0.0034    0.0031    4.45     -0.002    0.004     0.004     0.004     0.004    
            [0.1691]  [0.9536]  [1.0000]  [0.8806]  [0.9597]  (1.10)   (-0.000)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0086    0.0016    0.0015    0.0017    0.0016    3.67     -0.012    0.004     0.003     0.004     0.004    
            [0.1710]  [0.9395]  [1.0000]  [0.8523]  [0.9103]  (0.53)   (-0.003)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.15,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.1415    0.0159    0.0162    0.0158    0.0163    5.04     -0.031    0.000     0.002     -0.001    0.000    
            [0.1119]  [0.9938]  [0.9759]  [1.0000]  [0.9691]  (1.60)   (-0.008)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0978    0.0084    0.0086    0.0085    0.0084    4.31     -0.050    -0.004    -0.005    -0.004    -0.004   
            [0.0864]  [1.0000]  [0.9808]  [0.9975]  [0.9993]  (0.82)   (-0.010)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0485    0.0046    0.0048    0.0045    0.0046    3.69     0.012     0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002    
            [0.0929]  [0.9704]  [0.9301]  [1.0000]  [0.9877]  (0.32)   (0.003)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0230    0.0022    0.0023    0.0022    0.0022    3.35     0.001     0.003     0.003     0.004     0.003    
            [0.0961]  [0.9830]  [0.9508]  [1.0000]  [0.9935]  (0.18)   (-0.001)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.25,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.2577    0.0512    0.0415    0.0394    0.0296    4.27     -0.036    0.015     0.005     0.008     0.000    
            [0.1149]  [0.5781]  [0.7127]  [0.7511]  [1.0000]  (0.86)   (-0.008)  (0.004)   (0.002)   (0.002)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.1599    0.0269    0.0205    0.0206    0.0168    3.93     -0.055    -0.013    -0.010    -0.009    -0.009   
            [0.1048]  [0.6235]  [0.8190]  [0.8134]  [1.0000]  (0.41)   (-0.012)  (-0.000)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0810    0.0133    0.0107    0.0107    0.0084    3.52     0.030     0.004     0.004     0.003     0.001    
            [0.1032]  [0.6284]  [0.7791]  [0.7801]  [1.0000]  (0.20)   (0.005)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0361    0.0063    0.0054    0.0052    0.0042    3.24     0.007     0.002     0.001     0.002     0.004    
            [0.1167]  [0.6676]  [0.7752]  [0.8028]  [1.0000]  (0.11)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.30,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.3203    0.1471    0.0978    0.1157    0.0623    4.05     -0.043    0.019     0.019     0.022     0.009    
            [0.1945]  [0.4236]  [0.6370]  [0.5387]  [1.0000]  (0.68)   (-0.009)  (0.004)   (0.004)   (0.005)   (0.002)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.1844    0.0663    0.0410    0.0496    0.0272    3.84     -0.055    -0.017    -0.011    -0.017    -0.009   
            [0.1474]  [0.4100]  [0.6621]  [0.5478]  [1.0000]  (0.32)   (-0.012)  (-0.001)  (0.000)   (-0.001)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0933    0.0298    0.0198    0.0240    0.0134    3.47     0.019     0.007     0.005     0.004     0.002    
            [0.1440]  [0.4501]  [0.6788]  [0.5603]  [1.0000]  (0.16)   (0.004)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0446    0.0152    0.0101    0.0118    0.0067    3.21     0.011     0.006     0.004     0.005     0.005    
            [0.1509]  [0.4419]  [0.6696]  [0.5686]  [1.0000]  (0.08)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.05,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  0.1228    0.0121    0.0118    0.0131    0.0116    9.87     -0.455    -0.003    -0.003    -0.003    -0.003   
            [0.0942]  [0.9543]  [0.9828]  [0.8862]  [1.0000]  (1.88)   (-0.129)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (0.000)   (-0.001) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.2204    0.0065    0.0062    0.0070    0.0060    9.63     -0.632    -0.009    -0.009    -0.009    -0.008   
            [0.0273]  [0.9276]  [0.9731]  [0.8627]  [1.0000]  (1.78)   (-0.175)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.2406    0.0030    0.0028    0.0033    0.0028    9.03     -0.670    0.004     0.004     0.004     0.004    
            [0.0116]  [0.9229]  [0.9800]  [0.8510]  [1.0000]  (2.09)   (-0.167)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.2241    0.0015    0.0014    0.0017    0.0014    7.87     -0.644    0.004     0.004     0.004     0.004    
            [0.0062]  [0.9251]  [0.9928]  [0.8411]  [1.0000]  (2.29)   (-0.175)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.15,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  1.3567    0.0138    0.0138    0.0140    0.0136    9.15     -1.590    -0.002    -0.002    -0.002    -0.001   
            [0.0100]  [0.9867]  [0.9849]  [0.9704]  [1.0000]  (1.52)   (-0.402)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  1.8549    0.0074    0.0096    0.0075    0.0073    8.52     -1.867    -0.006    -0.009    -0.006    -0.006   
            [0.0040]  [0.9957]  [0.7679]  [0.9836]  [1.0000]  (1.23)   (-0.463)  (0.001)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  2.0816    0.0035    0.0035    0.0036    0.0034    8.12     -1.990    0.003     0.003     0.003     0.003    
            [0.0016]  [0.9841]  [0.9810]  [0.9605]  [1.0000]  (1.09)   (-0.447)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  1.9469    0.0017    0.0017    0.0018    0.0017    7.80     -1.919    0.003     0.003     0.003     0.003    
            [0.0009]  [0.9856]  [0.9863]  [0.9643]  [1.0000]  (0.91)   (-0.457)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.25,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  3.9542    4.1363    4.0606    4.6092    0.0164    7.76     -2.735    -2.800    -2.773    -2.957    -0.002   
            [0.0041]  [0.0040]  [0.0040]  [0.0036]  [1.0000]  (1.34)   (-0.636)  (-0.642)  (-0.639)  (-0.663)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  5.0131    5.1572    5.1071    5.5413    0.0099    7.17     -3.092    -3.138    -3.122    -3.255    -0.004   
            [0.0020]  [0.0019]  [0.0019]  [0.0018]  [1.0000]  (0.93)   (-0.674)  (-0.675)  (-0.675)  (-0.685)  (0.002)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  5.5837    5.8125    5.7290    6.4320    0.0046    6.89     -3.277    -3.346    -3.321    -3.524    -0.001   
            [0.0008]  [0.0008]  [0.0008]  [0.0007]  [1.0000]  (0.67)   (-0.651)  (-0.651)  (-0.651)  (-0.662)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  5.2615    5.4488    5.3743    5.9168    0.0023    6.68     -3.174    -3.233    -3.210    -3.372    0.002    
            [0.0004]  [0.0004]  [0.0004]  [0.0004]  [1.0000]  (0.51)   (-0.667)  (-0.667)  (-0.667)  (-0.675)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.30,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  6.1698    6.9023    6.4612    7.4982    0.0213    6.86     -3.431    -3.632    -3.512    -3.787    -0.001   
            [0.0034]  [0.0031]  [0.0033]  [0.0028]  [1.0000]  (1.18)   (-0.741)  (-0.766)  (-0.751)  (-0.786)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  7.1363    7.7401    7.3914    8.3960    0.0122    6.44     -3.701    -3.858    -3.768    -4.021    -0.003   
            [0.0017]  [0.0016]  [0.0017]  [0.0015]  [1.0000]  (0.86)   (-0.750)  (-0.764)  (-0.756)  (-0.779)  (0.002)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  7.9074    8.8936    8.2956    9.8337    0.0056    6.22     -3.909    -4.151    -4.006    -4.369    0.003    
            [0.0007]  [0.0006]  [0.0007]  [0.0006]  [1.0000]  (0.61)   (-0.726)  (-0.742)  (-0.732)  (-0.757)  (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  7.4797    8.2947    7.7857    9.0832    0.0028    6.00     -3.795    -4.001    -3.874    -4.191    0.001    
            [0.0004]  [0.0003]  [0.0004]  [0.0003]  [1.0000]  (0.46)   (-0.745)  (-0.759)  (-0.750)  (-0.773)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the RE versus the Optimal 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 4.5.A Normal with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.B Double Exponential with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.C Uniform with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.D CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 0 k= 10 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.E CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 12 k= 1 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.F All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.G All Error Distributions investigated with size=50 
Figure 4.5.H All Error Distributions investigated with size=100 
Figure 4.5.I All Error Distributions investigated with size=200 
Figure 4.5.J All Error Distributions investigated with size=400 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the bias of intercept and slope 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 4.5.K All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 4.5.L All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the RE versus the Optimal 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
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Figure 4.5.A 
 
Figure 4.5.B 
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Figure 4.5.C 
 
Figure 4.5.D 
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Figure 4.5.E 
 
Figure 4.5.F 
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Figure 4.5.G 
 
Figure 4.5.H 
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Figure 4.5.I 
 
Figure 4.5.J 
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Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the bias of intercept and slope 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 4.5.K 
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Figure 4.5.L 
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 ADAPTIVE ROBUST M-ESTIMATOR BASED ON MINIMIZING THE CHAPTER 5.
ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE ESTIMATE 
5.1 Motivations: 
We introduce this adaptive approach through some simple but motivating examples. First is the 
location model, but many of the concepts and results can be generalized to linear regression. In 
the simple location model where the underlying distribution is symmetric, in which the main 
interest focuses on the location estimate by mean or median, there is a random sample of 
observations of y, denoted as  nyyy ,...,, 21 . The simplest assumption is that the error acts 
addictively, i.e. 
iiy     (5.1) 
 Where the error },...,,{ 21 n  e have the same distribution F with  0)( E  and 
IV 2)(   .  
If the distribution is known, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) would be the optimal in 
the sense that asymptotic variance is minimized (Maronna, et al, 2006, p.348). The joint 
probability density function, which is also called likelihood function,  is denoted as 



n
i
in yfyyyL
1
21 )();,...,,(     (5.2) 
)( iyf  is the density function related to the F distribution. The MLE of the location   is the 
value 

 such that 
 );,...,,(argˆ 21max 

nyyyL    (5.3) 
Since the Logarithm is an increasing function, if the )( yf  is positive, then equivalent Log 
MLE is  
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


n
i
iy
1
)(argˆ min 

   (5.4) 
Where )(log)(   yfy  is called objective function or loss function. 
If )(  y  is differentiable, differentiating (5.4) with respect to   yields  
0)()(
11





n
i
i
n
i
i yy 

 (5.5) 
With )()( yy
y



 . Note that )(  y  is even and hence )(  y  is odd if )( iyf  a 
symmetric function. The solutions of (5.4) or (5.5) are called specific(.) M-estimators.  They 
are equivalent to that of (5.5) if )(  y  is differentiable. 
Under certain regularity conditions, it can be shown (refer to section 3.2 Huber 1981 and Chap 
10; Maronna, et al, 2006) that the M-estimator ˆ  of the location is asymptotically normal, which 
is denoted as  
),(
n
v
N   with )
))((
))((
2
2
rE
rE
v
rF
F


    (5.6) 
  It is well known that, the mean (i.e. the L2 or LS estimator), which is equivalent to selecting 
2)()(   yy  as loss function, is the optimal estimator if the data are normally distributed, 
and the median (i.e. the L1 or LAD estimator), which is equivalent to selecting 
||)(   yy  as loss function, is the optimal estimator if the data are from double 
exponential distribution. Since it is seldom known how data are exactly distributed the realistic 
goal should be to find estimators which satisfy the following criteria (Maronna, et al, 2006, p.22): 
(A) Nearly optimal when distribution F  is exactly normal. 
(B) Nearly optimal when distribution F  id approximately normal. 
At this point, If only two estimators the mean and median are available for selection based on 
given data then there are many ways to make a choice. For example, normality hypothesis test 
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can be used. If the test is not rejected at some significant level, the mean is chosen, otherwise, the 
median. One natural approach is to compare the asymptotic variances of the mean and the 
median, and select the estimator with smaller asymptotic variance, that means the more efficient 
estimator is preferred in terms of asymptotic relative efficiency. 
To formalize the idea of approximate normality, we can consider a proportion (1-p) of the data 
are generated by the normal model while a proportion cp of data are generated by a unknown 
distribution. This distribution F  can be denoted as HpGpF )()1(     
where ),( 2NG   and H can be any distribution; for example, another normal with different 
variance and a possibly different mean. This distribution is sometimes called the contaminated 
normal distribution, which was used by Tukey (1960) to show the dramatic lack of robustness of 
the standard deviation. )*,( 22  kNH   is considered in this example, and 0  and 1  
are assumed without loss of generality. 
For ),0()()1,0()1( kNpNpF   , the variances of mean and median can be obtained 
by using influence function: 
n
kpp
yMeanVar
2*)1(
))((

   
22 )/1(2)0(*4
1
))((
kppnnf
yMedianVar



. 
The asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of Median compared to mean is defined as the ratio 
 

22 )/1(*)1(2
))((
))((
)(
kppkpp
yMedianVar
yMeanVar
MedianARE

    
The following figure 5.1 also shows that ARE of Median compared to mean is an increasing 
function of p and k in the case of ),0()()1,0()1( kNpNpF   . It can grow rapidly 
with p and k.  
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The ARE of the Median compared to the Mean are tabulated in the following table 5.1 (Refer to 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\QUAD_EFF_L1_L2.sas). Here we can see the trade-off between 
robustness and efficiency. It follows that for p=0.05 and k=10, i.e. distribution
)10,0()05.0()1,0()05.01( 2NNF  , Median is as about 3.45 times efficient as Mean, while 
Median is as about 0.636/2   as efficient as Mean in the case of errors being normally 
distributed. The gain in robustness due to using the Median is countered by a 35.4% loss in 
efficiency (an increase in variance) at the normal distribution. That may be not best approach that 
we are looking for. We shall develop some estimators which can satisfy the two conditions (A, B) 
above, i.e., combine the high efficiency of the Mean at the normal distribution with the 
robustness of the Median under other distributions, such as the contaminated Normal. The 
following example will further explore how to find such estimators by using M-estimators.       
Table 5.1 Asymptotic Relative Efficiency of Median versus Mean in 
the following contaminated distributions as errors 
),0()()1,0()1( kNpNp    
 p 
k 0.0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 
      
1.0 0.63662 0.63662 0.63662 0.63662 0.6366 
1.5 0.63662 0.64029 0.65405 0.66925 0.6932 
2.0 0.63662 0.64918 0.69596 0.74691 0.8251 
2.5 0.63662 0.66203 0.75623 0.85784 1.0106 
3.0 0.63662 0.67841 0.83284 0.99822 1.2432 
3.5 0.63662 0.69816 0.92494 1.16646 1.5201 
4.0 0.63662 0.72117 1.03209 1.36177 1.8398 
4.5 0.63662 0.74741 1.15408 1.58372 2.2017 
5.0 0.63662 0.77683 1.29076 1.83204 2.6054 
5.5 0.63662 0.80942 1.44204 2.10658 3.0504 
6.0 0.63662 0.84517 1.60785 2.40722 3.5368 
6.5 0.63662 0.88407 1.78817 2.73389 4.0643 
7.0 0.63662 0.92611 1.98295 3.08654 4.6328 
7.5 0.63662 0.97130 2.19219 3.46513 5.2424 
8.0 0.63662 1.01961 2.41586 3.86962 5.8929 
8.5 0.63662 1.07106 2.65394 4.30001 6.5843 
9.0 0.63662 1.12563 2.90644 4.75626 7.3166 
9.5 0.63662 1.18334 3.17335 5.23836 8.0897 
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10.0 0.63662 1.24417 3.45465 5.74631 8.9037 
10.5 0.63662 1.30813 3.75034 6.28010 9.7585 
11.0 0.63662 1.37521 4.06042 6.83972 10.6542 
 
 
Figure 5.1 (ARE of Median compared to mean is an increasing function of p and k in the case of 
distribution as ),0()()1,0()1( kNpNpF   ) 
 
 
Choice among a class of Location M-estimators: 
Suppose there is a pool of M-estimators, rather than only two estimators Mean and Median, 
available for selection based on given data. Here we assume the pool of M-estimators are directly 
related to the objective functions )(  y  of the three well-known M-estimators, 
}0),(),(),({ )()()(  cyyy cAcTcH  , which represent the Huber’s, Tukey’s and 
Andrew’s M-estimators respectively. For the convenience of discussion, )(cT  is referred to as 
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the class of Tukey-type M-estimators with all different tuning constants, )(cH  as the class of 
Huber-type M-estimators with all different tuning constants, and )(cA  as the class of Andrews-
type M-estimators with all different tuning constants. Given an objective function )(  y , an 
M-estimator of location is a solution of (3.5). Our goal is to find the objective function )(  y  
in order to satisfy the two conditions (A) and (B) above. In literature, it is known that in order to 
obtain 95% ARE compared to the optimal LS estimator under normal assumption, the tuning 
constant is 4.685 for Tukey’s estimator, 1.345 for Huber’s estimator and 1.339 for Andrews’ 
estimator. The normal efficiency is directly associated with the choice of tuning constant. 
Actually it is an increasing function of the tuning constant and approaches to 1 as the tuning 
constant become infinite as shown in Figure 5.3.A. Some commonly used tuning constants are 
tabulated in the following table 5.2 (from data DS_ARE_CN_CP00CK10_M derived by SAS 
program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\QUAD_EFF_CN_M.sas). 
   
 
 
Estimators 
Table 5.2 Tuning constants for specified Asymptotic Relative Efficiency 
compared to LS estimator with error= ),0( 2N  
 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.99 
Tukey( )(cT ) 2.898 3.137 3.443 3.882 4.685 7.04 
Huber( )(cH ) 0.337 0.540 0.732 0.984 1.345 1.960 
Andrews( )(cA ) 0.837 0.901 0.988 1.111 1.339 2.015 
 
However, the LS estimator is not the optimal estimator anymore if the error distribution is not 
Normal; in the same way, the LAD is not the optimal estimator if the error distribution is not 
double exponential. In fact, given the error distribution, the optimal estimator can be found 
within a specified class of M-estimator by maximizing the Asymptotic Relative Efficiency to 
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find the optimal tuning constant  for the classes of Tukey( )(cT ),Huber( )(cH ) and 
Andrews( )(cA ) respectively. For error distributions such as )1,0(N , 
)10,0()05.0()1,0()95.0( 2NN  , )10,0()1.0()1,0()9.0( 2NN  , )10,0()15.0()1,0()85.0( 2NN  , 
)10,0()2.0()1,0()8.0( 2NN   and Double Exponential, the Optimal Asymptotic Relative 
Efficiency compared to LS and LAD estimators  are tabulated in Tables 5.3.A and 5.3.B. The 
corresponding Tuning constants are calculated and listed in the tables.   
 
 
Error distributions 
Table 5.3.A Tuning constants for Optimal Asymptotic 
Relative Efficiency compared to LS estimator with 
different errors 
Tukey( )(cT ) Andrews( )(cA ) Huber( )(cH ) 
TC ARE TC ARE TC  ARE 
)1,0(N    1.00   1.00   1.00 
)10,0()05.0()1,0()05.01( 2NN   5.83 5.32 1.65 5.32 1.44 4.85 
)10,0()1.0()1,0()1.01( 2NN   5.23 8.90 1.50 8.90 1.20 7.61 
)10,0()15.0()1,0()15.1( 2NN   4.87 11.83 1.40 11.83 1.04 9.58 
)10,0()2.0()1,0()2.01( 2NN   4.63 14.14 1.34 14.15 0.96 10.92 
Double Exponential  3.40 1.43 1.00 1.42 0 2.00 
 
 
 
Error distributions 
Table 5.3.B Tuning constants for Optimal Asymptotic 
Relative Efficiency compared to LAD estimator with 
different errors 
Tukey( )(cT ) Andrews( )(cA ) Huber( )(cH ) 
TC ARE TC ARE TC  ARE 
)1,0(N    
1.57   1.57   1.57 
)10,0()05.0()1,0()05.01( 2NN   
5.83 1.54 1.65 1.54 1.44 1.40 
)10,0()1.0()1,0()1.01( 2NN   
5.23 1.55 1.50 1.55 1.20 1.32 
)10,0()15.0()1,0()15.1( 2NN   
4.87 1.57 1.40 1.57 1.04 1.27 
)10,0()2.0()1,0()2.01( 2NN   
4.63 1.59 1.34 1.59 0.96 1.23 
Double Exponential  3.40 0.71 1.00 0.71 0 1.00 
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The relationship between the ARE (compared to LS and LAD) and Tuning constant for 
Tukey( )(cT ),Huber( )(cH ) and Andrews( )(cA ) M-estimators under different error distributions 
are shown through Figure 5.3.(A,B) to 5.5.(A,B) as follows. 
 
 
Figure 5.3.A:  
ARE(TC) w.r.t. LS estimator 
Error distribution= )1,0(N  
Figure 5.3.B: 
ARE(TC) w.r.t. LAD estimator 
Error distribution= )1,0(N  
  
 
 
 
Figure 5.4.A:  
ARE(TC) w.r.t. LS estimator 
Error= )10,0()05.0()1,0()05.01( 2NN   
Figure 5.4.B:  
ARE(TC) w.r.t. LAD estimator 
Error= )10,0()05.0()1,0()05.01( 2NN   
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Figure 5.5.A:  
ARE(TC) w.r.t. LS estimator 
Error distribution=Double Exponential 
Figure 5.5.B:  
ARE(TC) w.r.t. LAD estimator 
Error distribution=Double Exponential 
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Tables from 5.3.A to 5.3.B and Figures from 5.3.(A,B) to 5.5.(A,B) are derived from SAS 
program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\QUAD_EFF_CN_M.sas, it can be shown that  
(1) in the case of normal distribution, the optimal estimator is well known as LS estimator. with 
proper choice of tuning constant, the M-estimators Tukey( )(cT ), Huber( )(cH ) and 
Andrews( )(cA ) can approach to be optimal  LS estimator (see Figure 5.3.A).  
(2) In the case of double exponential distribution, the optimal estimator is LAD estimator. the 
M-estimators such as Tukey( )(cT ) and Andrews( )(cA ) could never approach to be the  
optimal  estimator. the M-estimators Tukey( )(cT ) and Andrews( )(cA ) can , at most, only 
be about 71% as efficient as the optimal LAD estimator (see Figure 5.5.(A,B) ) . Note that 
M-estimator Huber( )(cH ) with tuning constant=0 is equivalent to LAD estimator. 
(3) In the case of mixed normal distribution ),0()()1,0()1( kNpNp    , the optimal 
estimator of given class M-estimator such as Tukey( )(cT ), Huber( )(cH ) and 
Andrews( )(cA )  can be more efficient than both LS and LAD estimators (see Figure 
5.4.(A,B) ). 
 
 
5.2 Algorithm for proposed Adaptive robust M-estimator:  
In general, the tuning constant for the optimal ARE of a given class M-estimator varies under 
different error distributions. In practice the exact error distribution is unknown. Some preferred 
choices of tuning constants can be found in the literatures. In some statistical packages, for 
example, the ROBUSTREG in SAS V.9, the default tuning constant 4.685 for  
Tukey( )(cT ),1.345 for Huber( )(cH ) and  1.339 for Andrews( )(cA )  (Table 5.2) are used to 
obtain 95% ARE for normal error distribution, but it is still up to the users to make a choice of 
the tuning constant. It could be a good choice without any knowledge of the error distribution    
but in practice, it is still a better approach to find the approximate optimal tuning constant of 
interest for an M-estimator class by the criterion of maximizing the ARE or equivalently 
minimizing the asymptotic variance based on the given data. In this approach, like Huber’s Mini-
max method, the robustness is measured in terms of asymptotic relative efficiency (or asymptotic 
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variance) since the asymptotic normality of M-estimators allow to use the asymptotic variance as 
a characteristic for both efficiency and robustness ((Shevlyakov, et al, 2002, p.10). 
 
The robust regression M-estimator of Tukey’s ( )(cT ) M-estimator, Andrews’ ( )(cA ) M-
estimator, Huber’s Mini-max type ( )(cH ) M-estimator and others usually involve the use of an 
objective   function which replaces the objective function 2)( xx   of the ordinary least square 
estimator. This objective function )(x  is not completely specified, however, and requires the 
choice of tuning constant. Huber’s (1964) Mini-max approach for asymptotic performance 
criteria (asymptotic variance or bias) was based on minimizing Fisher formation in the chosen 
neighborhood of error distribution. The Mini-max strategy works well if the neighborhood of 
error distribution is appropriately selected. Yohia (1974) considered a class of symmetric )(xF  
as the neighborhood of error distribution in the linear model and for Huber’s estimator showed 
how to select the tuning constant so that the resulting estimator was Mini-max over the class
)(xF . For each member of the class )(xF , the asymptotic variance of Huber’s estimator can be 
estimated by using the empirical distribution function of the residual that is only a function of the 
tuning constant. The tuning constant is then chosen to minimize the estimated asymptotic 
variance. Lind et al. (1992) extended this to a class )(xF  which included asymmetric error 
distributions. However, the estimators that they considered require the specification of an initial 
consistent estimator. In this choice it is decided in advance how much asymmetry in the class 
)(xF  is allowed. An optimal estimator is then found. Kelly (1992, 1996) proposed an adaptive 
approach that uses leave-one-out jackknife to estimate the asymptotic variance and bias which 
are used to yield the asymptotic mean-square error (MSE). The optimal tuning constant is chosen 
by minimizing the MSE for Tukey’s and Huber’s M-estimators. The variability of tuning 
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constant in this approach is investigated through simulation under different error distributions. 
One more question remains, however; that is how different are the estimates from classic OLS 
regression and Adaptive M-estimator and what the appropriate methods are used to test the 
difference.  
There are many ways to find the approximate optimal tuning constant for an M-estimator by the 
criterion of maximizing the ARE or equivalently minimizing the asymptotic variance or the scale 
estimate based on the given data. One simple and straightforward approach is to calculate the M-
estimator ( )(
ˆ
iTC ) and corresponding scale estimate ( )(
ˆ
iTCS ) for tuning constant )(iTC , where  
)(iTC  is bounded by a reasonable range, denoted as  TCTC UBiTCLB )(0 , and 
TCNi ,...,2,1 . The M-estimator with minimum scale estimate among the set of 
 )(,,ˆ )()( iTCS iTCiTC  can be regarded as the adaptive estimator with approximate optimal tuning 
constant. It is can be denoted as 
      })(,ˆ{ )()(
1
iTCS iTCiTC
Ni
A Minimize
TC


        (5.7).   
The algorithm (see appendix Figure G (2.3a)) is implemented with option (ADAPT=AV_S in 
program). It can be described as a IRWLS Algorithm with Statically adaptive tuning constant by 
Min (AV). It is simple and straightforward, but the tradeoff is that it is very time-consuming, 
especially if a large 
TCN  is chosen for better accuracy. 
 In order to reduce the running time by algorithm (ADAPT=AV_S), A similar algorithm with Bi-
section searching (see appendix Figure G (2.3b)) is proposed. The Bisection searching is usually 
used as an effective numerical method of finding the roots of equations, but it is can be adapted 
to find approximate optimal tuning constant with minimum scale estimate TCSˆ  of M-estimator in 
given tuning constant range ],[ TCTC UBLB  by repeatedly narrowing the distance between the two 
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guesses. The algorithm can be described as IRWLS Algorithm with Statically adaptive tuning 
constant by Min(AV) through Bi-section Search. It is implemented with option 
(ADAPT=AV_S_BI) in program. This algorithm usually works well in finding the approximate 
optimal tuning constant of the M-estimator. For example, in this paper, for M-estimator of 
Tukey’s ( )(cT ) type, tuning constant range is set as ]0.11,0.3[],[ TCTC UBLB , the stop value of 
Bisection  is set as 0.2. Usually less than 10 computations of M-estimators are required to find 
the adaptive solution.   
The two adaptive approaches (with options ADAPT=AV_S and ADAPT=AV_S_BI) are 
statically adaptive in the sense that the optimal tuning constant are obtained through many 
IRWLS processes. Statically adaptive approach (with option ADAPT=AV_S_BI) is still a little 
bit time consuming even through it improves over statically adaptive approach with repect to 
running time used (with option ADAPT=AV_S). For more details, Appendix Figures G (2.3a) 
and G (2.3b) can be referred for the algorithms used for statically adaptive approaches (with 
options ADAPT=AV_S and ADAPT=AV_S_BI). 
 
To reduce the running time, two alternative dynamically adaptive approaches (with options 
ADAPT=AV_D and ADAPT=AV_D_BI) are proposed. The approaches are implemented by 
finding and updating the tuning constant by minimizing covariance / Scale estimate TCSˆ (such as 
formula (2.2.10D) ) at each iteration within only one IRWLS process of M-estimator.  
The dynamically adaptive approach (with option ADAPT=AV_D) can be described as an 
IRWLS Algorithm with Dynamically adaptive tuning constant by Min (AV) (See appendix 
figure G (2.2a)). Optimization routines such as NLPNRR() in SAS can be used to find the 
optimal tuning constant within each iteration of IRWLS, but the Optimization routines usually 
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have convergence issues over large search domain, or Optimization cannot be completed within 
restrained search domain. For example, the message “ERROR: NRRIDG Optimization cannot be 
completed. WARNING: Optimization routine cannot improve the function value” is shown in 
the log file in a simple case demonstrated in program 
 D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\ADP_AVE_Optimal_BI_comparison.sas. 
In order to avoid the issues encountered by dynamically adaptive approach using Optimization 
routines (with option ADAPT=AV_D), a modified version (with option ADAPT=AV_D_BI) is 
also investigated, in which a Bi-section search is used to replace the Optimization routine to 
search the approximate optimal tuning constant at each iteration of IRWLS of the M-estimator. It 
can be described as an IRWLS Algorithm with Dynamically adaptive tuning constant by Min 
(AV) through Bi-section Search. How Bi-section search works in each step within one IRWLS 
process is demonstrated in program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHERADP_AVE_Optimal_BI_check.sas. 
The data derived and used in the program are 1000 observations with 15% outliers displayed in 
following figure 5.6.A. Tukey’s biweight ( )()( ucT ) M-estimator is used in this example. The 
variance estimates    
1'
''
2
)(
|)()(|
)(
),(3 



 XX
prr
rN
rcV
iic
ic


 as given in formula (2.2.10D) 
for given residuals in the location model are shown in the following plot (Figure 5.6.B)      
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The following Figure 5.6.C shows how the Bi-section Search locates the approximate optimal 
tuning constant 6.96875 which is very close to the optimal tuning constant 6.95606 by 
Optimization routine NLPNRR().  
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Figure 5.6.C: Demonstration on How Bi-section Search locates the approximate optimal tuning 
constant. 
 
 
For more details, Appendix Figures G (2.2a), G (2.2b) and G (2.2c) can be referred for the 
algorithms used for dynamically adaptive approaches (with options ADAPT=AV_D and 
ADAPT=AV_D_BI). 
The common point of the four related Adaptive approaches is to find the optimal Tuning 
Constant by minimizing the asymptotic variance; the different point is where and how to 
implement it. The characteristics are summarized in following table: 
Algorithms of Adaptive 
approaches  
ADAPT  
Option 
Characteristics  
IRWLS with Statically 
adaptive TC by Min (AV) 
AV_S Adaptive approach is implemented by doing multiple 
IRWLS Processes. It is straightforward but time 
consuming and slow. 
IRWLS with Statically 
adaptive TC by Min(AV) 
through Bi-section Search 
AV_S_BI Adaptive approach is implemented by doing multiple 
IRWLS Processes. The Bi-section search is used to reduce 
the number of IRWLS processes. Speed improves, but still 
time consuming. 
IRWLS with Dynamically 
adaptive TC by Min (AV) 
AV_D Very fast with only one IRWLS process needed. 
IRWLS with Dynamically 
adaptive TC by Min (AV) 
through Bi-section Search 
AV_D_BI Very fast with only one IRWLS process needed. The Bi-
section search is used to avoid the convergence issues of 
Optimization routines such as function NLPNRR(). 
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5.3 Demonstration of Adaptive Robust Mestimator with step-by-step Examples 
As in previous chapter, two examples are given as below to further demonstrate how the 
statically and dynamically adaptive M-estimators work. It is done in program 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\BIWEIGHT_PKGE_JK_test_case_demo.sas. 
 
Example 5.1:  
For the convenience of comparing the results by different adaptive approaches, the same data 
and model as in example 4.1 is used in example 5.1. A sample with 100 observations are 
generated by using the simple model iii xy   10  with )0.2,0.1(),( 10   . Double 
exponential errors }{ i  and 4
2   are used.  
Three adaptive approaches listed below are demonstrated by detailed steps tabulated in tables 
5.4.A, 5.4.B and 5.4.C respectively.  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV)  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through Bi-section Search 
 IRWLS with Statically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through Bi-section Search 
 
 
Interim and Final Results  (Table 5.4.A) 
by Dynamically Adaptive Approach (Adapt=AV_D) 
Steps and Actions  
ˆ = (0 .008767893, 1.83407) 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.92548 
Initialization  
(LTS as default) 
ˆ = (0.625708, 1.950007), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.7328806 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.74055 
1 
ˆ = (0.772602, 1.980760), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.177648 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.65378 
2 
ˆ = (0.803433, 1.987930), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.037999 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.77865 
3 
ˆ = (0.811118, 1.990294), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.01005 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.86484 
4 
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ˆ = (0.813400, 1.991638), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.003626 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.694423 
5 
ˆ = (,), 1||
ˆ|| L = 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC = 
6 ---- 97 
ˆ = (0.811801, 1.990425), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0029688 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.86322 
98 
ˆ = (0.813530, 1.991665), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0029687 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.69415 
99 
ˆ = (0.811801, 1.990425), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0029688 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =3.86322 
100 stops at condition 
# of interations >100 
 
 
 
Interim and Final Results  (Table 5.4.B) 
by Dynamically Adaptive Approach through Bi-section Search 
(Adapt=AV_D_BI) 
Steps and Actions  
ˆ = (0 .008767893, 1.83407) 
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =5.03125 
Initialization  
(LTS as default) 
ˆ = (0.6891409, 1.9741901), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.8204965 
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
1 
ˆ = (0.7907588, 1.9901079), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.1175357 
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
2 
ˆ = (0.8090577, 1.9935489), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.0217399 
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
3 
ˆ = (0.8122104, 1.994332), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0039359                                                                        
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
4 
ˆ = (0.8127062, 1.9945334), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0006971                                                                       
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
5 
ˆ = (0.8127707,1.9945863), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0001175  
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
6 
ˆ = (0.8127747,1.9946005), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0000181  
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =4.03125 
7 stops at condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L  
 
It is worth to point out how the Bi-section Search locates the approximate optimal tuning 
constant within each step of IRWLS process is demonstrated in Figure 5.6.A and Figure 5.6.B.   
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Interim and Final Results  (Table 5.4.C) 
by statically Adaptive Approach (Adapt=AV_S_BI) 
Steps and Actions  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(2.181686, 3)            ),
ˆ( MIDTCS =(2.222093, 7) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS =(2.309057, 11)            
Initialization  
Loop 1 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.181686, 3)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.140829, 5) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.222093, 7)           
Loop 2 
 Keep ),ˆ( MIDTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.113588, 4)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.140829, 5) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.182353, 6) 
Loop 3 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.113588, 4)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.128806, 4.5) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.140829, 5) 
Loop 4 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.113588, 4)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.12228, 4.25) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.128806, 4.5)  
Loop 5 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.113588, 4)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.118545 4.125) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.12228, 4.25) 
Loop 6 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.113588, 4)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.116274, 4.0625) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.118545 4.125) 
Loop 7 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS = (2.113588, 4)           ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.11499 4.03125) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (2.116274, 4.0625)  
Loop 8 
),ˆ( MIDTCS = (2.11499 4.03125)  
)(int,ˆ slp =(0.81277   1.9946) 
Stop   
 
Table 5.4.C is summarized from the log file (shown below) derived by running the SAS progam.  
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Table (5.4.D) Comparisons among different estimators for example 5.1 
Estimator Estimate for )0.2,0.1(),( 10    Time (s)* 
OLS (0.6568, 2.05389)  
M-estimator  (0.7894, 2.0066)  
MM-estimtor (0.7979, 1.9865)  
S-estimator (0.7675, 1.9808)  
Dynamically Adaptive Approach 
(Adapt=AV_D) 
(0.8118, 1.9904) 9.65 
Dynamically Adaptive Approach 
through Bi-section Search 
(Adapt=AV_D_BI) 
(0.8128,1.99460) 1.45 
Statically Adaptive Approach 
(Adapt=AV_S_BI) 
(0.81277   1.9946) 17.21 
Adaptive M-estimator (Adapt=TW) (0.8115, 1.9901)  ---Table(4.2.B) 1.30 
 
It can be seen that in this example, For IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) , 
only one IRWLS process is needed, but 100 steps are needed due to stop condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L ; For IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through Bi-
section Search, one IRLWS process is needed, and it only takes 7 steps to meet the stop 
condition )dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L ; For IRWLS with Statically adaptive TC by Min (AV) 
through Bi-section Search, 11 IRWLS processes are needed as shown in Interim and Final 
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Results  (Table 5.4.C). it is also shown in table 5.4.D that Adaptive approach with multiple 
IRWLS process is more time consuming than the adaptive approach with one IRWLS process. 
Note that the running time might be slightly different depending on the hardare and software.   
The results by the three adaptive approaches introduced in this chapter are also very close to the 
one in table (4.2.B) by the adaptive approach based on the tail weight index and empirical 
distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals introduced in chapter 4. 
It also shows from table (5.4.D) that all the estimators perform well in this case, but the adaptive 
approaches are consistently more robust to the no-normality (Double exponential errors) in this 
example.  
    
Example 5.2:  
As in the example 5.1 above, a sample with 100 observations are generated by using the same 
model as in (4.11) with )0.2,0.1(),( 10   , but the errors }{ i  are derived from 
contaminated normal distribution )1,9,25.(  kmpCN as defined in chapter 4.  
Also as in the example 5.1, three adaptive approaches listed below are demonstrated by detailed 
steps tabulated in tables 5.5.A, 5.5.B and 5.5.C respectively.  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV)  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through Bi-section Search 
 IRWLS with Statically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through Bi-section Search 
 
 
Interim and Final Results  (Table 5.5.A) 
by Dynamically Adaptive Approach (Adapt=AV_D) 
Steps and Actions 
ˆ = (0.64495, 2.05253) 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC = 5.8573263 
Initialization  
(LTS as default) 
ˆ = (0.95273 2.01586 ), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.3444554  
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =5.420747 
1 
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ˆ = (0.9667454, 2.0132018), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.0166739 
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =5.355313 
2 
ˆ = (0.9674147, 2.0130153), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0008558   
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =5.360038 
3 
ˆ = (0.967448, 2.0130027), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0000459   
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =5.360304 
4 
ˆ = (0.9674497, 2.0130019), 1||
ˆ|| L =2.5565E-6   
By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: Adaptive TC =5.360319 
5 stops at condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L  
 
Interim and Final Results  (Table 5.5.B) 
by Dynamically Adaptive Approach through Bi-section Search 
(Adapt=AV_D_BI)  
Steps and Actions 
ˆ = (0.64495, 2.05253) 
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC = 5.46875 
Initialization  
(LTS as default) 
ˆ = (0.9501379, 2.0165183), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.3412053  
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =5.40625 
1 
ˆ = (0.9665671, 2.0132734), 1||
ˆ|| L = 0.0196741 
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =5.34375 
2 
ˆ = (0.9673944, 2.0130265), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0010743  
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =5.34375 
3 
ˆ = (0.9674298, 2.0130137), 1||
ˆ|| L =0.0000481  
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =5.34375 
4 
ˆ = (0.9674313, 2.0130013), 1||
ˆ|| L =2.2113E-6   
By Bi-section Search within IRWLS: Adaptive TC =5.34375 
5 stops at condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L  
 
 
Interim and Final Results  (Table 5.5.C) 
by statically Adaptive Approach (Adapt=AV_S_BI) 
Steps and Actions  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.162966, 3)        ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.215712, 7) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (3.111004, 11)     ),( DIST = (4, 0.2) 
Initialization 
 Keep ),ˆ( BGNTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.162966, 3)        ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.100017, 5) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS =(1.215712, 7)          ),( DIST =(2, 0.2) 
 
 Keep ),ˆ( MIDTCS    
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.116681, 4)        ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.100017, 5) 
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),ˆ( ENDTCS =(1.107476, 6)          ),( DIST =(1, 0.2) 
 Keep ),ˆ( MIDTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.106742, 4.5)     ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.100017, 5) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS =(1.098276, 5.5)     ),( DIST =(0.5, 0.2) 
 
 Keep ),ˆ( ENDTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.100017, 5)        ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.097415, 5.25) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (1.098276, 5.5)    ),( DIST =(0.25, 0.2) 
 
 Keep ),ˆ( MIDTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.098664 5.125)  ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.097415, 5.25) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (1.096616 5.375) ),( DIST =(0.125, 0.2) 
 
 Keep ),ˆ( ENDTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.097415, 5.25)   ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = (1.096826 5.3125) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (1.096616 5.375)   ),( DIST =(0.0625, 0.2) 
 
 Keep ),ˆ( ENDTCS  
),ˆ( BGNTCS =(1.096826 5.3125)  ),
ˆ( MIDTCS = ( 1.09654 5.34375) 
),ˆ( ENDTCS = (1.096616 5.375) ),( DIST =(0.0625, 0.2) 
 
),ˆ( MIDTCS = ( 1.09654 5.34375)  
)(int,ˆ slp = (0.96743,   2.01301 ) 
STOP  
 
Table 5.5.C is summarized from the log file (shown below) derived by running the SAS progam.  
 
 
Table (5.5.D) Comparisons among different estimators for example 5.2 
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Estimator Estimate for )0.2,0.1(),( 10    Time (s)* 
OLS (3.55256  2.57840 )  
M-estimator  (3.5935    2.5831 )  
MM-estimtor (3.6059    2.584 )  
S-estimator (3.7648    2.6066 )  
Dynamically Adaptive Approach 
(Adapt=AV_D) 
(0.9674497, 2.0130019) 1.50 
Dynamically Adaptive Approach through 
Bi-section Search (Adapt=AV_D_BI) 
(0.9674313, 2.0130013) 1.23 
Statically Adaptive Approach 
(Adapt=AV_S_BI) 
(0.96743,   2.01301 )  28.9 
Adaptive M-estimator (Adapt=TW) (0.9674, 2.0130)  ----Table (4.3.B) 1.22 
 
It can be seen that in this example, For IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) , 
one IRWLS process is needed, and only 5 steps are needed to satisfy stop condition 
)dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L ; For IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through Bi-
section Search, one IRLWS process is needed, and it only takes 5 steps to meet the stop 
condition )dim(*10||ˆ|| 51 
 L ; For IRWLS with Statically adaptive TC by Min (AV) 
through Bi-section Search, 13 IRWLS processes are needed as shown in Interim and Final 
Results  (Table 5.5.C). Again it is demonstrated in table 5.5.D that Adaptive approach with 
multiple IRWLS process is more time consuming than the adaptive approach with one IRWLS 
process.   
The results by the three adaptive approaches introduced in this chapter are also very close to the 
one in table (4.3.B) by the adaptive approach based on the tail weight index and empirical 
distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals introduced in chapter 4.    
It also shows from table (5.5.D) that all adaptive approaches perform well and are very robust to 
the no-normality (due to outliers), whereas the OLS estimator and other robust estimators such as 
M, MM and S estimators with default options cannot withstand the influence of outliers. That is 
shown in the table 5.5.D. 
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5.4  The Monte Carlo Simulation Study 
As in previous chapter,  in order to assess finite sample efficiency and robustness of the  adaptive 
robust M-estimators  proposed in this chapter ,the same Monte Carlo Simulation Studies are 
designed to compare the adaptive approach with LS, M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-
estimator using the same criteria. In other words, the same model (4.12) is used in simulations; 
The sample sizes of 50, 100, 200 and 400 are selected, and 11 kinds of error distributions listed 
in the table (4.4) are used in the simulations. That ends up with 44 scenarios or combinations  
These scenarios are likely to cover a small to middle range of sample size and a reasonably broad 
range of stretched-tailed distributions and distributions contaminated with outliers. The classic 
OLS estimator and the most commonly used robust estimators such as M-estimator, S-estimator 
and MM-estimator are used as benchmarks for the proposed adaptive robust M-estimators.   
 
As demonstrated in example 5.1 and 5.2, the the proposed dynamically adaptive approaches and 
statically adaptive approach are pretty close in performance, but the dynamically adaptive 
approaches are much faster and easier to implement.  So only the Dynamically Adaptive 
Approach (Adapt=AV_D) is selected for simulation without loss of any generosity.  Again, for 
each of the scenario / combination considered, 500 data sets are generated to assess the 
performance of proposed adaptive robust M-estimator by estimating the bias and relative 
efficiency. 
 
5.5 The Monte Carlo results and Summary: 
The following Table (5.6) ,which is from D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OUTPUT\BS_JK\SIMULATION 
ADP_CASES_Update1_AV_D.rtf  by  program ADP_CASES_Update1.sas (Refer to Appendix 
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(F) for details on how Macros are invoked in simulations.), presents the average Mean Square 
Errors
p
MSE
AMSE
)ˆ(
)ˆ(

  , the biases   )ˆ()ˆ( EBias  and the relative efficiencies 
}),..,2,1;ˆ{,ˆ( kiRE ij   for all estimators involved based on the simulation design above. The 
variability (mean and standard deviation) of the tuning constant of the adaptive robust M-
estimator (dynamically adaptive approach (noted as Adapt=AV_D) based on Minimization of 
Variance estimator within IRWLS) is also investigated. As in chapter 4, for brevity, we restrict 
the choice of robust estimators to M-estimator, S-estimator and MM-estimator with default 
options implemented in SAS procedure RobustReg. Note that the default options of M-estimator 
are 95% Gaussian efficiency and Tukey’s bisquare function; the default options of MM-
estimator are 25% breakdown point, 85% Gaussian efficiency and Tukey’s bisquare function; the 
default options of S-estimator are 25% breakdown point, 75.9% Gaussian efficiency and Tukey’s 
bisquare function(SAS V.9.2). 
It is intuitive to compare the performances of adaptive robust M-estimator based on 
Minimization of Variance estimator within IRWLS shown in Table (5.6) with the performances 
of adaptive robust M-estimator based on empirical distribution function of the standardized 
absolute residuals within IRWLS shown in Table (4.5). The two adaptive robust M-estimators 
are pretty similar with respect to relative efficiencies and biases.  There are no evidences to show 
that the adaptive robust M-estimator based on Minimization of Variance estimator within 
IRWLS outperforms the adaptive robust M-estimator based on empirical distribution function of 
the standardized absolute residuals within IRWLS, but for the variability of the tuning constant 
for the two adaptive robust M-estimators in simulations behave much differently in heavy tailed 
error distributions. For the same heavy tailed error distribution, the variability of the tuning 
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constant by adaptive robust M-estimator based on Minimization of Variance estimator within 
IRWLS (noted as Adapt=AV_D) is much smaller across different sample sizes than the 
variability of the tuning constant by adaptive robust M-estimator based on empirical distribution 
function of the standardized absolute residuals within IRWLS (noted as Adapt=TW). It is 
demonstrated in table (5.7) which is summarized based on Table (5.6) and (4.5). 
  
The relative efficiencies in table (5.6) show that OLS estimator is more efficient than the 
Adaptive Robust approach, robust M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator in the cases 
that the errors are normally distributed (with normal tail ) or uniformly distributed (with light 
tail), this is as expected, since the errors have normal or light tails. However, in the two cases, 
the proposed Adaptive Robust approach can adaptively select bigger tuning constants than the 
default used in M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator. It turns out that the adaptive 
approach outperforms the M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator and also it is very 
close to OLS estimator in efficiency. All the estimators have little bias based on the results in the 
two cases. The hypothesis test of the difference between OLS and adaptive robust approach 
almost 100% confirms that there is not much difference in them.  
Except the two cases mentioned above, in the simulations, both the Adaptive Robust approach 
and the three robust estimators outperform OLS estimator in terms of efficiency because they can 
handle the influence of outliers better than OLS estimator.  
 
If the data are generated from double exponential distribution, the performance of the adaptive 
robust M-estimator based on Minimization of Variance estimator within IRWLS is very close to 
that of M-estimator, MM-estimator and the S-estimator. Again, all the robust estimators do not 
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appear to be seriously biased based on the results in this situation. The hypothesis test of the 
difference between OLS and adaptive robust approach sometimes confirms that they are 
significantly different. More attention should be paid to check the data if that happens, OLS 
should be cautioned for use and the robust approaches should be preferred. 
 
As the data are generated from the following four contaminated normal distributions 
),0()(),0()1( 222  kNpNp   with scale multiplier k=10, proportion of the contamination 
p=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 respectively, just like the adaptive robust M-estimator based on 
empirical distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals within IRWLS, the 
performance of the adaptive robust M-estimator based on Minimization of Variance estimator 
within IRWLS improves as the proportion of the contamination p grows. 
        
 As the data are generated from the other four contaminated normal distributions 
),12()(),0()1( 22  NpNp   with proportion of the contamination p=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 
0.30  respectively, the adaptive robust M-estimator based on Minimization of Variance estimator 
within IRWLS outperforms  both OLS and other  three robust estimators. The performance with 
respect to relative efficiencies and biases  is similar to the adaptive robust M-estimator based on 
empirical distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals within IRWLS.   
 
As in previous chapter, the Box-and-whiskers plots combined with scatter plots  are also 
employed to display the performances (in term of relative efficiency to the Optimal one) of 
different approaches based on the simulation summary results out of table (5.6). The Box and 
Scatter Plots (Figures 5.7.A – 5.7.E) are also equivalent to and visualize the simulation summary 
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results out of table (5.6). The Box and Scatter Plots (Figures 5.7.F, 5.7.G – 5.7.J) vividly show 
the overall performance of adaptive robust M-estimator (Adapt=AV_D) proposed in this chapter 
is much better with all  scenarios listed in table (4.4) taken into consideration. similarly, the Plots 
(Figure 5.7.K – 5.7.L) visualize the summary on the biases of intercept and slope for all 
scenarios listed in table (4.4) combined. It is shown that the biases of the adaptive robust M-
estimator  is much smaller in overall. 
 
 In summary, the results in table (5.6) combined with the related The Box and Scatter Plots 
(Figures 5.7.A – 5.7.L), as in table (4.5), provide a compelling evidence for abandoning the OLS 
estimator in favor of the adaptive robust approach in the situation that the normality assumption 
is violated or outliers exist in the data. They also show that there is a considerable advantage to 
using adaptive robust M-estimator approaches compared with the static robust (non-adaptive) 
counterparts.                
Table (5.6): Simulations for dynamically adaptive approach (Adapt=AV_D) based on 
Minimization of (Variance estimator) within IRWLS 
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: NORMAL                                                                                                       
        50  0.0110    0.0122    0.0115    0.0135    0.0113    9.68     -0.005    -0.005    -0.004    -0.005    -0.005   
            [1.0000]  [0.9011]  [0.9596]  [0.8123]  [0.9769]  (2.52)   (-0.001)  (-0.000)  (-0.001)  (-0.000)  (-0.001) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0056    0.0063    0.0058    0.0070    0.0056    9.67     -0.011    -0.011    -0.010    -0.011    -0.010   
            [1.0000]  [0.8782]  [0.9593]  [0.7917]  [0.9865]  (2.21)   (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0024    0.0029    0.0026    0.0032    0.0025    9.87     0.002     0.003     0.002     0.003     0.002    
            [1.0000]  [0.8566]  [0.9486]  [0.7615]  [0.9949]  (1.84)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0012    0.0015    0.0013    0.0017    0.0012    10.23    0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002    
            [1.0000]  [0.8341]  [0.9439]  [0.7328]  [0.9916]  (1.44)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: LAPLACE                                                                                                      
        50  0.0224    0.0159    0.0165    0.0155    0.0161    4.63     -0.006    -0.005    -0.005    -0.003    -0.002   
            [0.6907]  [0.9719]  [0.9410]  [1.0000]  [0.9618]  (2.31)   (-0.002)  (-0.002)  (-0.002)  (-0.001)  (-0.001) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0109    0.0078    0.0079    0.0078    0.0078    4.02     -0.009    -0.006    -0.006    -0.005    -0.004   
            [0.7148]  [0.9932]  [0.9798]  [0.9996]  [1.0000]  (1.40)   (-0.002)  (-0.001)  (-0.001)  (-0.001)  (-0.001) 
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0052    0.0037    0.0037    0.0037    0.0038    3.70     0.001     -0.000    -0.000    0.001     -0.000   
            [0.7032]  [1.0000]  [0.9852]  [0.9982]  [0.9606]  (0.84)   (0.002)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0027    0.0019    0.0020    0.0019    0.0019    3.55     -0.003    -0.002    -0.002    -0.001    -0.002   
            [0.6929]  [0.9655]  [0.9440]  [1.0000]  [0.9884]  (0.58)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: UNIFORM                                                                                                      
        50  0.0009    0.0013    0.0010    0.0017    0.0010    10.94    0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002    
            [1.0000]  [0.6882]  [0.8448]  [0.5290]  [0.8799]  (0.71)   (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0004    0.0006    0.0004    0.0007    0.0004    11.00    0.003     0.003     0.003     0.004     0.003    
            [1.0000]  [0.6801]  [0.8584]  [0.5099]  [0.9751]  (0.00)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0002    0.0003    0.0002    0.0004    0.0002    11.00    -0.001    -0.002    -0.001    -0.002    -0.001   
            [1.0000]  [0.6836]  [0.8642]  [0.5153]  [0.9759]  (0.00)   (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0001    0.0001    0.0001    0.0002    0.0001    11.00    0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000    
            [1.0000]  [0.6714]  [0.8591]  [0.5019]  [0.9749]  (0.00)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.05,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.0502    0.0123    0.0119    0.0132    0.0119    7.12     -0.016    -0.002    -0.001    -0.002    -0.001   
            [0.2372]  [0.9705]  [0.9976]  [0.9001]  [1.0000]  (2.54)   (-0.004)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0347    0.0066    0.0063    0.0071    0.0065    5.98     -0.033    -0.009    -0.009    -0.009    -0.009   
            [0.1820]  [0.9629]  [1.0000]  [0.8923]  [0.9703]  (1.56)   (-0.006)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (-0.000)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0175    0.0031    0.0030    0.0034    0.0030    5.69     -0.002    0.004     0.004     0.004     0.004    
            [0.1691]  [0.9536]  [1.0000]  [0.8806]  [0.9876]  (0.80)   (-0.000)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0086    0.0016    0.0015    0.0017    0.0015    5.60     -0.012    0.004     0.003     0.004     0.003    
            [0.1710]  [0.9395]  [1.0000]  [0.8523]  [0.9853]  (0.54)   (-0.003)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.15,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.1415    0.0159    0.0162    0.0158    0.0166    4.65     -0.031    0.000     0.002     -0.001    -0.000   
            [0.1119]  [0.9938]  [0.9759]  [1.0000]  [0.9517]  (1.24)   (-0.008)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.0978    0.0084    0.0086    0.0085    0.0086    4.32     -0.050    -0.004    -0.005    -0.004    -0.005   
            [0.0864]  [1.0000]  [0.9808]  [0.9975]  [0.9792]  (0.75)   (-0.010)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0485    0.0046    0.0048    0.0045    0.0047    4.17     0.012     0.002     0.002     0.002     0.002    
            [0.0929]  [0.9704]  [0.9301]  [1.0000]  [0.9660]  (0.46)   (0.003)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0230    0.0022    0.0023    0.0022    0.0022    4.14     0.001     0.003     0.003     0.004     0.004    
            [0.0961]  [0.9830]  [0.9508]  [1.0000]  [0.9847]  (0.31)   (-0.001)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.25,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.2577    0.0512    0.0415    0.0394    0.0271    3.79     -0.036    0.015     0.005     0.008     -0.000   
            [0.1052]  [0.5295]  [0.6528]  [0.6880]  [1.0000]  (0.76)   (-0.008)  (0.004)   (0.002)   (0.002)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.1599    0.0269    0.0205    0.0206    0.0156    3.51     -0.055    -0.013    -0.010    -0.009    -0.009   
            [0.0977]  [0.5815]  [0.7638]  [0.7585]  [1.0000]  (0.45)   (-0.012)  (-0.000)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0810    0.0133    0.0107    0.0107    0.0083    3.41     0.030     0.004     0.004     0.003     0.001    
            [0.1019]  [0.6205]  [0.7693]  [0.7703]  [1.0000]  (0.32)   (0.005)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0361    0.0063    0.0054    0.0052    0.0043    3.32     0.007     0.002     0.001     0.002     0.003    
            [0.1182]  [0.6762]  [0.7852]  [0.8132]  [1.0000]  (0.22)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.30,MO=0,KO=10)                                                                                       
        50  0.3203    0.1471    0.0978    0.1157    0.0490    3.45     -0.043    0.019     0.019     0.022     0.002    
            [0.1530]  [0.3332]  [0.5011]  [0.4237]  [1.0000]  (0.57)   (-0.009)  (0.004)   (0.004)   (0.005)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.1844    0.0663    0.0410    0.0496    0.0231    3.25     -0.055    -0.017    -0.011    -0.017    -0.010   
            [0.1253]  [0.3486]  [0.5629]  [0.4657]  [1.0000]  (0.32)   (-0.012)  (-0.001)  (0.000)   (-0.001)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.0933    0.0298    0.0198    0.0240    0.0126    3.15     0.019     0.007     0.005     0.004     0.001    
            [0.1346]  [0.4208]  [0.6346]  [0.5238]  [1.0000]  (0.21)   (0.004)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.0446    0.0152    0.0101    0.0118    0.0066    3.07     0.011     0.006     0.004     0.005     0.004    
            [0.1475]  [0.4318]  [0.6544]  [0.5557]  [1.0000]  (0.12)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.05,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  0.1228    0.0121    0.0118    0.0131    0.0116    8.95     -0.455    -0.003    -0.003    -0.003    -0.003   
            [0.0945]  [0.9570]  [0.9856]  [0.8888]  [1.0000]  (2.44)   (-0.129)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (0.000)   (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  0.2204    0.0065    0.0062    0.0070    0.0061    8.79     -0.632    -0.009    -0.009    -0.009    -0.008   
            [0.0277]  [0.9426]  [0.9888]  [0.8767]  [1.0000]  (2.05)   (-0.175)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  0.2406    0.0030    0.0028    0.0033    0.0027    8.88     -0.670    0.004     0.004     0.004     0.004    
            [0.0114]  [0.9067]  [0.9628]  [0.8360]  [1.0000]  (1.61)   (-0.167)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  0.2241    0.0015    0.0014    0.0017    0.0014    8.98     -0.644    0.004     0.004     0.004     0.004    
            [0.0061]  [0.9012]  [0.9672]  [0.8194]  [1.0000]  (1.22)   (-0.175)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.15,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  1.3567    0.0138    0.0138    0.0140    0.0140    7.87     -1.590    -0.002    -0.002    -0.002    -0.003   
            [0.0102]  [1.0000]  [0.9982]  [0.9835]  [0.9893]  (2.29)   (-0.402)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  1.8549    0.0074    0.0096    0.0075    0.0074    7.44     -1.867    -0.006    -0.009    -0.006    -0.005   
            [0.0040]  [0.9985]  [0.7700]  [0.9863]  [1.0000]  (1.73)   (-0.463)  (0.001)   (0.000)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  2.0816    0.0035    0.0035    0.0036    0.0034    7.45     -1.990    0.003     0.003     0.003     0.003    
            [0.0016]  [0.9880]  [0.9849]  [0.9643]  [1.0000]  (1.31)   (-0.447)  (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)   (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  1.9469    0.0017    0.0017    0.0018    0.0017    7.55     -1.919    0.003     0.003     0.003     0.003    
            [0.0009]  [0.9865]  [0.9872]  [0.9652]  [1.0000]  (0.92)   (-0.457)  (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)   (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.25,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  3.9542    4.1363    4.0606    4.6092    0.0166    6.62     -2.735    -2.800    -2.773    -2.957    -0.002   
            [0.0042]  [0.0040]  [0.0041]  [0.0036]  [1.0000]  (1.89)   (-0.636)  (-0.642)  (-0.639)  (-0.663)  (-0.000) 
                                                                                                                        
       100  5.0131    5.1572    5.1071    5.5413    0.0100    6.22     -3.092    -3.138    -3.122    -3.255    -0.004   
            [0.0020]  [0.0019]  [0.0020]  [0.0018]  [1.0000]  (1.50)   (-0.674)  (-0.675)  (-0.675)  (-0.685)  (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  5.5837    5.8125    5.7290    6.4320    0.0046    6.17     -3.277    -3.346    -3.321    -3.524    -0.000   
            [0.0008]  [0.0008]  [0.0008]  [0.0007]  [1.0000]  (1.16)   (-0.651)  (-0.651)  (-0.651)  (-0.662)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  5.2615    5.4488    5.3743    5.9168    0.0023    6.26     -3.174    -3.233    -3.210    -3.372    0.002    
            [0.0004]  [0.0004]  [0.0004]  [0.0004]  [1.0000]  (0.81)   (-0.667)  (-0.667)  (-0.667)  (-0.675)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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                  MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                              Bias Intercept(Slope)               
   Sample   ------------------------------------------------  TC Mean  ------------------------------------------------ 
    Size     LS        MM         M         S       Adp       (Std)     LS        MM         M         S       Adp      
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                        
    Error Distribution: CN(PO=0.30,MO=12,KO=1)                                                                                       
        50  6.1698    6.9023    6.4612    7.4982    0.0213    5.99     -3.431    -3.632    -3.512    -3.787    0.000    
            [0.0035]  [0.0031]  [0.0033]  [0.0028]  [1.0000]  (1.65)   (-0.741)  (-0.766)  (-0.751)  (-0.786)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
       100  7.1363    7.7401    7.3914    8.3960    0.0123    5.59     -3.701    -3.858    -3.768    -4.021    -0.003   
            [0.0017]  [0.0016]  [0.0017]  [0.0015]  [1.0000]  (1.31)   (-0.750)  (-0.764)  (-0.756)  (-0.779)  (0.002)  
                                                                                                                        
       200  7.9074    8.8936    8.2956    9.8337    0.0057    5.57     -3.909    -4.151    -4.006    -4.369    0.004    
            [0.0007]  [0.0006]  [0.0007]  [0.0006]  [1.0000]  (1.05)   (-0.726)  (-0.742)  (-0.732)  (-0.757)  (0.001)  
                                                                                                                        
       400  7.4797    8.2947    7.7857    9.0832    0.0028    5.63     -3.795    -4.001    -3.874    -4.191    0.001    
            [0.0004]  [0.0003]  [0.0004]  [0.0003]  [1.0000]  (0.74)   (-0.745)  (-0.759)  (-0.750)  (-0.773)  (0.000)  
                                                                                                                        
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Table (5.7): Summary on the tuning constant by the adaptive approaches (Adapt=AV_D, TW) 
 
 
                                               TC Mean(Std) for ADAPT=AV_D                TC Mean(Std) for ADAPT=TW      
                                            ----------------------------------        ---------------------------------- 
  Error Distribution:                       SS=50    SS=100   SS=200   SS=400         SS=50    SS=100   SS=200   SS=400  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
  LAPLACE                                   4.63     4.02     3.70     3.55           6.91     4.96     3.61     3.19    
                                            (2.31)   (1.40)   (0.84)   (0.58)         (3.44)   (2.54)   (1.02)   (0.08)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.05,MO=0,KO=10)                    7.12     5.98     5.69     5.60           7.79     5.67     4.45     3.67    
                                            (2.54)   (1.56)   (0.80)   (0.54)         (2.72)   (2.03)   (1.10)   (0.53)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.15,MO=0,KO=10)                    4.65     4.32     4.17     4.14           5.04     4.31     3.69     3.35    
                                            (1.24)   (0.75)   (0.46)   (0.31)         (1.60)   (0.82)   (0.32)   (0.18)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.25,MO=0,KO=10)                    3.79     3.51     3.41     3.32           4.27     3.93     3.52     3.24    
                                            (0.76)   (0.45)   (0.32)   (0.22)         (0.86)   (0.41)   (0.20)   (0.11)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.30,MO=0,KO=10)                    3.45     3.25     3.15     3.07           4.05     3.84     3.47     3.21    
                                            (0.57)   (0.32)   (0.21)   (0.12)         (0.68)   (0.32)   (0.16)   (0.08)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.05,MO=12,KO=1)                    8.95     8.79     8.88     8.98           9.87     9.63     9.03     7.87    
                                            (2.44)   (2.05)   (1.61)   (1.22)         (1.88)   (1.78)   (2.09)   (2.29)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.15,MO=12,KO=1)                    7.87     7.44     7.45     7.55           9.15     8.52     8.12     7.80    
                                            (2.29)   (1.73)   (1.31)   (0.92)         (1.52)   (1.23)   (1.09)   (0.91)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.25,MO=12,KO=1)                    6.62     6.22     6.17     6.26           7.76     7.17     6.89     6.68    
                                            (1.89)   (1.50)   (1.16)   (0.81)         (1.34)   (0.93)   (0.67)   (0.51)  
                                                                                                                         
  CN(PO=0.30,MO=12,KO=1)                    5.99     5.59     5.57     5.63           6.86     6.44     6.22     6.00    
                                            (1.65)   (1.31)   (1.05)   (0.74)         (1.18)   (0.86)   (0.61)   (0.46)  
                                                                                                                         
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
  Abbreviations: SS = Sample Size; TC = Tuning Constant;                                                                             
  ADAPT=AV_D for dynamically adaptive approach based on Minimization of Variance estimator within IRWLS                              
  ADAPT=TW   for dynamically adaptive approach based on EDF of the standardized absolute residuals within IRWLS                      
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the RE versus the Optimal 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 5.7.A Normal with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.B Double Exponential with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.C Uniform with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.D CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 0 k= 10 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.E CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 12 k= 1 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.F All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.G All Error Distributions investigated with size=50 
Figure 5.7.H All Error Distributions investigated with size=100 
Figure 5.7.I All Error Distributions investigated with size=200 
Figure 5.7.J All Error Distributions investigated with size=400 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the bias of intercept and slope 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 5.7.K All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 5.7.L All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the RE versus the Optimal 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
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Figure 5.7.A 
  
 
Figure 5.7.B 
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Figure 5.7.C 
 
Figure 5.7.D 
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Figure 5.7.E 
 
Figure 5.7.F 
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Figure 5.7.G 
 
Figure 5.7.H 
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Figure 5.7.I 
 
Figure 5.7.J 
 
 
 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the bias of intercept and slope 
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Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 5.7.K 
 
Figure 5.7.L 
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 ADAPTIVE LEAST TRIMMED SQUARES )(LTS  CHAPTER 6.
6.1 Review on High breakdown (HB) estimators with )(LTS  
As in (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), Let us consider the linear regression model 
ipipiiii xxxxy   ...22110   (6.1.1) 
for i=1,2,…,n.  
In matrix notation, these n linear equations are expressed as 
  *XY    (6.1.2) 
where Y is an 1n  vector of dependent variables, X is an )1(  pn  matrix of predictors, and 
  is an 1n  vector of errors.    If   follows a normal distribution, then ordinary least squares 
(OLS) provides the optimal maximum likelihood estimator of  , but OLS may perform poorly 
if outliers exist in data. 
In the robust regression literature, there have been many high breakdown (HB) estimators 
proposed to address the problem of obtaining reliable parameter estimates when data are badly 
contaminated by outliers. Among them, there is an interesting and important class of HB 
estimators that can have breakdown value close to 0.5.  Their objective functions are related to a 
given coverage ( ])1[( nh  ) with trimming proportion satisfying 
2
1
0  , or nh
n

2
, 
a norm ( ||).|| ,  and the ordered absolute residuals )(|| ][ br i  based on the estimator b of .  Let 
 ][]2[]1[ ||,...,||,|| hh rrrR  , the estimators can be obtained by minimizing |||| hR . Different 
choices of norm give rise to different estimators with given trimming proportions. Three of the 
classical HB estimators are defined by minimizing |||| hR  with norms L , 2L  and 1L . 
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Minimization of |||| hR  in the L (Chebyshev) norm corresponds to minimization of the 
thh  
smallest squared residual )ˆ(|| 2 ][ hr , which is the least quantile of squares estimator denoted as 
).(LQS  If 
2
1
  the )(LQS  is well known as the least median of squares (LMS) estimator 
that was proposed by Hampel (1975, p.380) and further developed by Rousseuw 
(1984).Similarly, minimization of |||| hR  in 2L  norm corresponds to minimization of 



])1[(
1
2
][ )(||
nh
i
ir

 , which is the well-known least trimmed sum of squares ( )(LTS ) estimator 
(Rousseeuw 1984).  Minimization of |||| hR  in 1L  norm corresponds to minimization of 



])1[(
1
][ )(||
nh
i
ir

 , which is actually the least trimmed sum of  absolute deviations ( )(LTA ) 
estimator (Bassett  1991, Hossjer 1994). 
Among the three HB estimators, the )(LTA estimator has not attracted much attention despite 
its favorable computational and robustness properties (Hawkins and Olive, 1999). The 
asymptotic properties are known in the location (Tableman, 1994) and linear regression models 
(Hossjer, 1994). The LMS estimator suffers from slow convergence (Rousseeuw, 1984) and low 
asymptotic efficiency. In fact, it has a statistical efficiency of zero if errors are normally 
distributed (Hawkins, Olive, 1999). The )(LTS estimator belongs to the class of affine 
equivalent estimators. Under some conditions, the asymptotic and robust properties of this 
estimator have already been studied by Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987), Visek (20001) and Cizek 
(1999, 2004). In terms of robustness, an appropriate break down value   (
2
1
0  ) can be 
achieved. Yohai and Zamar (1993) also show that )(LTS  has finite maximum asymptotic bias 
when the contamination proportion is less than 1 . In terms of efficiency, yconsistencn   
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and asymptotic normality have been derived. However, it has not been widely used until recently. 
One of the major reasons is the computational complexity of the approximate algorithms. Exact 
computation of the estimator is impractical in all but small data sets, since it involves the 
combinatorial problem by solving 
h
nC  ordinary least squares problems for all subsets of N = 
{ 1 , . . , n}. Now the availability of good and fast approximation algorithms, for example, the C-
step technique by Rousseeuw and Van Driessen (1999), X—cluster approach by Hawkins and 
Olive (2002), and faster computers make )(LTS  more attractive for its reasonable efficiency 
and high breakdown value. It has been receiving a lot of attention from the theoretical, 
computational and application points of view.   
 
6.2 Consistency and asymptotic normality of )(LTS estimator: 
If errors i  are independently and identically distributed with a cumulative distribution function 
(cdf) )(xF  that is continuous and strictly increasing on its interval support with a symmetric,  
unimodal, differentiable probability density function (pdf) )(xf  that strictly decrease as |x| 
increases on the support, then the )(LTS estimator ( )(
ˆ
 LTS  ) is asymptotically normal  as 
follows:  
 )(1)( )`(,~ˆ   LTSLTS VXXN                                                        (6.1.3) 
 211
)2/1(
)2/(
2
)(
))2/1(()2/1(21
)(
1
1











FfF
wdFw
V
F
F
LTS                       (6.1.4) 
Where )(LTSV  is the asymptotic variance of )(LTS  for specific error distribution )(xF . 
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The rigorous proof of (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) can be found in Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987, p. 180) 
and Tableman (1994a, p.337) for location model, and in Visek (2001) and Cizek (2004) for 
linear (and non-linear) regression model.  
However, difficulties in approximating the asymptotic variance )(LTSV of )(LTS  should be 
emphasized in order to use the asymptotic normality of )(LTS . Firstly, as pointed out in 
deriving formula (6.1.4), this formula for )(LTSV  is only valid under appropriate conditions, 
secondly, even though the empirical asymptotical )(LTSV  can be used, it is not likely to yield an 
accurate approximation since both cumulative distribution function estimate )(ˆ xF  and 
probability density function estimate )(ˆ xf  are involved in approximation.  Alternatively, 
bootstrapping methods (Efron, 1979) can be used, but it can be extremely time consuming 
because )(LTS  are computationally intensive estimators, besides, the classical bootstapping 
methods on robust )(LTS  estimators can break down even if the original )(LTS  estimators 
did not (Stromberg, 1997, Singh, 1998). Recently, Willems and Van Aelst (2005) claimed to 
have developed a fast and robust bootstrapping short-cut procedure to estimate the asymptotic 
variance of )(LTS  based on formula (6.1.4) and the assumption that observations identified as 
outliers by the original )(LTS  estimate are also outliers when they appear in bootstrap samples.  
 
6.3 Motivating examples 
The asymptotic variance of )(LTS  can be calculated without much difficulty if the distribution 
function )(xF  is known. In some cases, the explicit formula can be derived, for example, the 
asymptotic variances can be derived explicitly for Normal, Double Exponential cases in the 
following examples, but in most cases, such as contaminated normal distributions, explicit 
formula cannot be derived, the numerical calculation is needed.   
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Example 1: As errors are normally distributed ( )1,0(N ),  
 )(21
1
),(
qq
V FLTS



                                                    (6.1.5) 
Where )(x  is the standard normal pdf and )2/1(1  q  
Example 2: As errors are derived from standard double exponential distribution,  
 2
2
),(
)exp(1
)exp()22(2
qq
qqq
V DEFLTS




                                    (6.1.6) 
where )log(k . 
The asymptotic normality (6.1.3) and variance (6.1.4) show that the variance )(LTSV  is actually a 
function of trimming proportion (i.e. the breakdown value) for any specific distribution )(xF . 
Even though the exact )(xF  will be never known in practice, the choice of trimming proportion 
  is very important because it influences or balances the robustness and efficiency (Variance) 
of )(LTS , thus it can be used to determine whether there is a trade-off between breakdown 
value   and the efficiency (variance) (Cizek, 2004). 
In order to demonstrate this, the relationship between the trimming proportion/breakdown value
 and the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of )(LTS  with respect to the LS estimator (as 
)(
))((
LSVar
LTSVar 
) is investigated for the simple location model  under several specific error 
distributions listed in following table (6.1). 
 
 Table (6.1) List of error distributions:   
Distribution (
i ) Notes 
Normal )1,0(N   Normal tail weight 
Double Exponential (DE)   With heavy tail weight 
)10,0),((  kmippCN  With p(i)=0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25  
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In the literature, contaminated normal distributions are usually employed as a model for outliers. 
As mentioned before, a contaminated normal distribution is a mixture of two or more normal 
distributions with different means and/or variances. The common family of contaminated normal 
distributions ),,( kmpCN  are constructed as follows  
),()(),0()1(),,( 222  kmNpNpkmpCN  .  
Here )10,0),((  kmipCN   and 1  are used to generate a composite of two normal 
distributions with the same mean, but with different variances, such that only a minority of the 
values come from the distribution with the larger variance. That is, sample values are obtained 
from )1,0(N with probability 1 - p and from )100,0(N with probability p, where p is .05, 0.1, 
0.15, 0.2, and 0.25. The characteristic of  )10,0),((  kmipCN  is that the distribution is 
symmetric and unimodal. Other asymmetric or not unimodal distributions as models for outliers 
are not used to investigate the relationship between the trimming proportion/breakdown value
and the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of )(LTS  due to the fact that the formula (6.1.4) 
for )(LTSV  is not valid anymore, but it would be investigated by simulations later.   
The following Figure 6.1.A and Figure 6.1.C are derived by program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER 
\LTS_EFF_BP_CASES.sas based on Formula (6.1.4) for the specific error distributions listed in 
table (6.1) above. For the purpose of  cross-check and confirmation, the  following Figure 6.1.B 
and Figure 6.1.D are derived by program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER 
\ LTS_EFF_BP_CASES_simulation.sas based on simulations for the same error distributions. 
The simulations data are derived by S program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS \LTS_ADP.SSC. 
 
Figure 6.1.A (Normal and Double Exponential) ---  by Formula (6.1.4) 
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Figure 6.1.B (Normal and Double Exponential)  --- by Simulations 
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Figure 6.1.C ( )10,0),((  kmipCN  ) --- by Formula (6.1.4) 
 
 
Figure 6.1.D ( )10,0),((  kmipCN  ) --- by Simulations  
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It is interesting, but expected, that in the case of the Normal distribution (as shown in Figure 
6.1.A and Figure 6.1.B), the trade-off is very significant The relative efficiency increases rapidly 
and monotonically from 0.071 to 1 as the trimming proportion decreases from 0.5 to 0. In 
particular, the LS estimator ( )0( LTS ) is about 14 times efficient as the )5.0( LTS .  
Moreover, even a relatively minor decrease of trimming proportion (for example, from  
15.0  to 10.0 ) , )5.0( LTS ), the relative efficiency increases by 26.7% from 0.4425 
to 0.5607. On the other hand, in the case of double exponential distribution, the trade-off 
between breakdown value and efficiency is relatively negligible because the relative efficiency 
range is from 0.7066 to 1.1148 for trimming proportion  5.0,0 , it can be seen that the 
optimal trimming is about 0.07, the worst trimming is at 0.5, the relative efficiency increase by 
less than 58% from 0.7066 to 1.1148, even )(LTS  goes from worst trimming scenario to the 
best trimming scenario.  
For the symmetric and unimodal contaminated normal distributions )10,0),((  kmipCN  as 
shown in Figure 6.1.C and Figure 6.1.D, the trade-off is very evident, and gets larger as the 
contamination proportion )(ip  increases. Even though there is evidence that outliers exist in data, 
inappropriate trimming could make it worse. For example, in the case of
)10,0,05.0)((  kmipCN , the optimal trimming is around 0.04 with relative efficiency 
5.306, but if it is over trimmed like )5.0( LTS , its relative efficiency goes down to 0.4637 
which means it is worse than the LS estimator without trimming. 
 
In order to further investigate the finite-sample properties of )(LTS , the sample standard 
deviations (SD) and the Relative Efficiencies of )(LTS  to the LS estimator are computed 
based on 2000 replications for the simple location model. Three common choices of trimming 
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proportion (0.50, 0.25 and 0.10) are studied for the list of unimodal error distributions in Table 
(6.1). It is worth mentioning that trimming proportions 0.50 and 0.25 are the default choice and 
smallest choice respectively in SAS, whereas 0.10 is the default choice in S-Plus for a comprise 
between Gaussian efficiency and robustness.   The simulation results are displayed in table 6.2 as 
follows. The results indicate that the relative efficiency of )(LTS   and n  SD converge to the 
corresponding asymptotic relative efficiency limits (using formula (6.1.4) as )(LTSV  in the 
calculation of ARE) as the sample size (n) approaches infinity. They also show that the 
asymptotic normality and variance of )(LTS  can be applied in the approximation of the 
relative efficiency and the statistical inference for the parameters of the regression model. 
However, it also can be seen that the convergence rates vary for different )(LTS  estimators 
under different distributions in terms of finite-sample variance. It is evident that the n  SD of 
)(LTS  estimators converges slower in the cases of normal distributions and contaminated 
normal distributions, and the convergence rate of )5.0( LTS  is the slowest one among the 
three estimators, whereas the n  SD of )(LTS  estimators converge faster in the case of the 
double exponential distribution.     
 
Table 6.2: Monte Carlo Relative Efficiencies and n  SD of )(LTS  estimators 
Error Distribution Sample 
Size 
)50(.LTS  
RE ( n  SD) 
)25(.LTS  
RE ( n  SD) 
)10(.LTS  
RE ( n  SD) 
)1,0(N  100 0.125 (2.892) 0.322 (1.806) 0.604 (1.318) 
 200 0.107 (3.165) 0.308 (1.866) 0.600 (1.338) 
 300 0.098(3.254) 0.291(1.891) 0.588(1.331) 
 400 0.089 (3.405) 0.289 (1.891) 0.578 (1.338) 
 2000 0.077 (3.670) 0.286 (1.923) 0.586 (1.343) 
    0.071 (3.744) 0.276 (1.902) 0.561 (1.335) 
     
Double Exponential 100 0.696 (1.682) 0.978 (1.419) 1.099 (1.338) 
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 200 0.731 (1.660) 0.966 (1.422) 1.178 (1.308) 
 300 0.745(1.652) 1.026(1.407) 1.138(1.336) 
 400 0.721 (1.670) 0.986 (1.426) 1.096 (1.353) 
 2000 0.674 (1.725) 0.985 (1.427) 1.116 (1.340)  
    0.707 (1.682)       0.997 (1.416)        1.109 (1.343) 
     
)10,0()05.0()1,0()05.01( 2NN   
100 0.775 (2.820) 2.045 (1.736) 3.917 (1.255) 
 200 0.651 (3.052) 1.924 (1.775) 3.769 (1.268) 
 300 0.630(3.167)      2.008(1.773)       4.015(1.254) 
 400 0.584 (3.268) 1.907 (1.809) 4.082 (1.236) 
 2000 0.469 (3.549) 1.749 (1.838) 3.640 (1.274) 
       0.464 (3.582) 1.824 (1.806)    3.807 (1.250) 
     
)10,0()1.0()1,0()1.01( 2NN   
100 1.437 (2.773) 4.069 (1.648) 7.994 (1.175) 
 200 1.317 (2.962) 4.003 (1.699) 8.075 (1.196) 
 300 1.223(3.042)      3.986(1.685)       8.312(1.167) 
 400 1.109 (3.178) 3.893 (1.696) 8.466 (1.150) 
 2000 0.955 (3.406) 3.717 (1.727) 7.967 (1.179) 
    0.932 (3.419)             3.730 (1.709) 8.043 (1.164) 
     
)10,0()15.0()1,0()15.1( 2NN   100 2.251 (2.670) 6.444 (1.578) 8.910 (1.342) 
 200 2.060 (2.847) 6.648 (1.585) 9.707 (1.312) 
 300 1.846(2.974)      6.486(1.587)       9.849(1.288) 
 400 1.726 (3.042) 6.281 (1.595) 9.653 (1.286) 
 2000 1.581 (3.204) 6.127 (1.628) 10.13 (1.265) 
    1.494 (3.250)           6.099 (1.612)       10.01 (1.258) 
     
)10,0()2.0()1,0()2.01( 2NN   100 3.247 (2.580) 9.653 (1.496) 5.693 (1.949) 
 200 2.875 (2.765) 9.802 (1.497) 5.955 (1.921) 
 300 2.550(2.866)      9.441(1.489)       5.850(1.892) 
 400 2.484 (2.897) 9.267 (1.500) 5.956 (1.871) 
 2000 2.308 (3.051) 9.001 (1.544) 6.172 (1.865) 
    2.172 (3.095)   9.059 (1.515) 6.194 (1.833) 
     
)10,0()25.0()1,0()25.01( 2NN   100 4.160 (2.532) 12.97 (1.434) 3.828 (2.640) 
 200 3.632 (2.698) 12.82 (1.436) 3.773 (2.647) 
 300 3.354(2.816)      13.012(1.429)      3.916(2.606) 
 400 3.288 (2.823) 13.22 (1.408) 4.076 (2.536) 
 2000 3.144 (2.927) 12.57 (1.464) 4.267 (2.513) 
   2.994 (2.933) 12.69 (1.424) 3.969 (2.547) 
 
Notes: 
Table 6.2 are done by  LTS_EFF_BP_CASES.sas, LTS_EFF_BP_CASES_simulation.sas and  
LTS_ADP.SSC;  
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Even though the results above are derived from just several specific error distributions, in 
practice one can approximate the error distribution by distribution tests, residual analysis, etc. 
The trade-off between robustness and efficiency demonstrated in Figure 6.1.A to Figure 6.1.D 
still can provide insight into selecting the trimming proportion of )(LTS  estimators.  
 
6.4 Algorithm for proposed least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimator 
Olive and Hawkins (2003) proposed a class of adaptive robust )(LTS  regression with 
appropriate small trimming proportion to improve its statistical performance/efficiency while 
maintaining high outlier resistance. It is usually called )(RLTS , which combines the two 
concepts of variable coverage ( ])1[( nh  ) and a two-stage process of identification. Define a 
finite set of estimators )( jLTS   corresponding to trimming proportions Gj   with 
},...,2,1|5.00{ LjG j   , for illustration, we take 5L  estimators )( jLTS   
corresponding to trimming proportions }0.0,01.0,1.0,25.0,5.0{Gj  as an example. The 
exact coverage cj is defined by ])1[( nj . For convenience, the corresponding coverages are 
denoted as ]2/)1[(]2/[1,  pncc nn , ]75.0[2, ncn  , ]90.0[3, ncn  , ]99.0[4, ncn  , and 
ncn 5, . The )(RLTS  estimator is defined as the estimator )( RLTS   where R  is the 
smallest Gj    or largest coverage ])1[( nj  such that  
 )5.0(ˆ])1[(   LTSnj Cn                                      (6.2.a) 
where 
  .)]()([)](||)(|[|
1
)(
22
)(
2
1
)()( 


n
i
cCi
n
i
cCin brkbrIbrkbrIbC nn            (6.2.b) 
Where the indicator function )(xI is defined as 






0,0
0,1
)(
x
x
xI . 
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 It is worth note that there is no need to compute all of the L estimators, although L estimators 
)( jLTS   were defined; only two are needed - )5.0( 1 LTS to get a resistant scale and define 
the trimming proportion / coverage needed, and the final estimator )( RLTS  .  
The )(RLTS  can be denoted as ),( GkRLTS C  for convenience, since it is actually determined 
by the cut-off tuning parameter 1Ck  and a pre-specified finite set G of trimming proportions. 
The strategy implemented by ),( GkRLTS C  is very straightforward.  
Step (1): Compute the most resistant )5.0( 1 LTS  estimator )5.0(
ˆ
LTS  and obtain the 
corresponding residuals. Count the number nC of absolute residuals that are no larger than 
)(|| ncC rk , which is approximately )|(| iC rMEDk  or )( iC rMADk if the residuals are symmetric. 
 
Step (2): Find the corresponding GR   satisfying conditions (6.2.a) and (6.2.b). 
The ),( GkRLTS C  estimator has the same breakdown point as the initial )5.0( 1 LTS . Hence 
the ),( GkRLTS C  is more resistant and stable than the commonly used estimators )(LTS  with 
fixed trimming proportions 25.0 (default in SAS) and 10.0 (default in S-PLUS), but it 
takes only about twice as long to compute. 
Another class of robust )(LTS  regression with adaptive trimming proportion, proposed by 
Olive (2008, p231), is also motivated by the idea of varying the trimming proportion to better 
model the data. It slightly differs from ),( GkRLTS C  in that the trimming proportion is 
determined in the same way as in ),( GkRLTS C  except without the limitation of the finite set of 
pre-specified trimming proportions },...,2,1|5.00{ LjG j   . It is usually called the least 
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adaptively trimmed sum of squares )( CkLATS . In other words, )( CkLATS  is defined as the 
estimator )( ALTS   where 
 
n
C LTSn
A
)5.0(
ˆ
1



  is directly derived from (6.2.b). 
Under certain regularity conditions, Olive and Hawkins (2003) proved that the coverage of the
)( CkLATS  estimator, defined by
 
n
C LTSn )5.0(
ˆ

, converges in probability to 
))75(.())75(.( 11   FkFFkF CC  denoted as: 
 
))75(.())75(.()(
ˆ
11)5.0(   FkFFkFk
n
C
CCCF
P
LTSn

 
   (6.2.c). 
 
where F represents the CDF of the error distribution. Further, they proved that ),( GkRLTS C  is 
actually asymptotically equivalent to an )( jLTS   estimator with Gj   if 
 
1),(
ˆ
Pr 1
)5.0(








 

P
jj
LTSn
G
n
C

 
 (6.2.d).  
 It is worth noting that both ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators reduce to the highest 
breakdown versions of the )5.0( LTS  with a fixed trimming proportion if 1Ck  and to the 
classical LS estimators if Ck . As do the ),( GkRLTS C  estimators, )( CkLATS  estimators 
also inherit the high breakdown point of )5.0( LTS  and the stability of the )( ALTS   where 
the trimming proportion A  is typically close to zero, but there are important outlier 
configurations where the robustness and efficiency of the two estimators differ. 
Even though both ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators can greatly increase the coverage 
and hence their statistical performances while maintaining high breakdown point, formulas (6.2.c) 
and (6.2.d) mean that their performances are still based on, and sensitive to, the prior choices of 
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the cut-off Ck  and the finite set G . In simulations, Olive and Hawkins (2003) demonstrated  
),( GkRLTS C  do not perform very well whenever “borderline” outliers around cut-off Ck  area 
exist in data. It is also obvious that ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators will fail to screen 
out the outliers that are within the cut-off Ck  area if a large Ck  is chosen. In order to reduce the 
sensitivity of the prior choices of cut-off Ck  and finite set G , a modified algorithm of 
)( CkLATS  is proposed. It is called the least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators with 
adjusted cut-off (denoted as ACLATS _  for convenience in this study). 
The purpose of the modified algorithm is to relieve the burden on specifying prior choices of cut-
off Ck . The cut-off Ck is derived automatically by the proposed procedure ACLATS _ based on 
Normality test, tail weight index and contamination rate estimate as follows:   
Step (1): Two tail proportions T  and L  are defined for use as 







 001.0,
*21
5.1
max



n
T  
and 







 05.0,
*21
5.1
max



n
L  to avoid extremely small proportions for large sample sizes. 
The common choices for eta   are 1,
2
1
,
8
3
,
3
1
,0 . 
8
3
  is used in this paper. 
Perform a Normality test (pval.nm) and calculate the tail weight index ( ),ˆ(3 TF  ) based on the 
residuals from the )5.0(
ˆ
LTS  estimate. Here the Anderson-Darling test and the tail weight index 
defined by the half-normal distribution are employed. 
The 90% and 95% upper bounds (as UB90, UB95) of ),(3 TNORMF   are computed (as 
shown in Figure 6.2).  
The 99% upper bounds (as UB99) for ),(3 TNORMF   and ),(3 LNORMF   are also  
computed. Based on the definition of the tail weight index 
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F ). the two related thresholds for the absolute residuals 
standardized by the unadjusted MAD are defined by the 99% upper bounds of 
)2/5.01(/)2/1(*),( 113 
 F  with LT  , . The two thresholds (as shown in 
Figure 6.3) are derived from formula as follows:   
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             (6.2.e) 
Estimate the percentage of observations in the interval  ,.LThres  as contamination rate ( c.r)   
Step (2): Adjust the cut-off as ACk  by the procedure as follows:  
IF pval.nm>=0.05 OR  )01.0,(95)01.0,ˆ( 33   NORMFUBF , Then UThreskAC .  
ELSE IF 3.0. rc  in  ,.LThres , Then   




 

3.0
0.
...
rc
LThresUThresUThreskAC  
ELSE IF 3.0. rc  in  ,.LThres , Then   




 

2.0
3.0.
0.1..
rc
LThresLThreskAC    (6.2.f) 
The relationship between the adjusted cut-off ACk  and the estimated contamination rate is shown 
in Figure 6.4. 
The rationale to dynamically adjust the cut-off in ACLATS _  is that it is desirable to adjust the 
cut-off bigger if there is strong evidence that the residuals are Normally distributed or from a 
light-tailed distribution.  Otherwise, to be conservative, re-adjust the cut-off to be smaller based 
on the estimate of contamination rate. 
Step (3):  )(_ ACkLATSACLATS   
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One important part involved in the modified algorithm above is how to derive the asymptotic 
variance of ),(3 NORMF   in order to compute the upper bound of the tail weight index 
),(3 NORMF   for any given tail proportion  . The asymptotic variance of 
),(3 NORMF   can be derived analytically based on formulas (3.1.11) and (3.1.13). It also 
can be approximately computed by simulation. Both methods are provided in the Menu-driven 
application (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus developed by author) as shown in figure D.1 
in appendix (D). First, navigate to the menu interface in S-Plus and Left-click on the Menu item 
(Adaptive LTS Regression V.1), then select “TWI asymptotic VAR by Integration” or “TWI 
asymptotic VAR by simulation” from the sub-menu item list. 
 The Figures from 6.2 to 6.4 used for the proposed ACLATS _  estimator can be obtained using 
the Menu-driven application (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus) as shown in figure D.1 in 
appendix (D). First navigate to the menu interface in S-Plus and Left-click on the Menu item 
(Adaptive LTS Regression V.1, then select “C.I. of TWI by Integration” from the sub-menu item 
list. Two panels (Data Input and Plots Output) of “C.I. of TWI(tail) & Thresholds derived” 
dialog  window as shown in figure D.2 in appendix (D) can be used to derive plots and information 
of interest. 
Figure 6.2: The upper bound plots of TWI ),(3 TNORMF   and ),(3 LNORMF   
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Figure 6.3: The thresholds  
)2/5.01(
)2/1(
*),(99
1
1
3


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
 
NORMFUB  with LT  ,  
 
Figure 6.4: The relation between adjusted cut-off ACk  and estimated contamination rate  
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6.5 The Monte Carlo Simulation Study for ACLATS _  
In order to assess finite sample efficiency and robustness of the proposed adaptive robust 
)(LTS  estimator, simulations are carried out in which the proposed adaptive robust )(LTS  
estimator is compared with 9 benchmark estimators as follows: the classic OLS estimator, M-
estimator, MM-estimator, S-estimator, )(LTS  estimators with common trimming proportion 
choices of  5.0,25.0,1.0 , adaptive ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  with cut-off 6Ck  and 
set trimming proportions }0.0,01.0,1.0,25.0,5.0{G . Without loss of generality, the specific M-
estimator, MM-estimator, S-estimator are selected for the convenience of investigation such that 
their relative efficacies to optimal LS are 0.95,0.85 and 0.25 respectively in the case of Normal 
distribution.  
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The behavior of the estimators is investigated in small to moderately large sample sizes under 
several scenarios of error distributions such as contaminated data, normal, light-tailed and heavy-
tailed data.  
A simple linear regression model is considered for the simulations, that is , 
iii xy   10  ni ,...,2,1            (6.2.1) 
 where 1,1 10    are chosen. But this choice does not affect the performance results since 
)(LTS  is a scale and affine equivariant estimator. The values of explanatory variable x are 
generated by the uniform distribution as follows: 
 d0)RANUNI(see*__ xRangexMinxi   with Min_x= -10 and Range_x=20.  
That generates values for x between -10 and 10. The response variable 
iy  is generated according 
to model iii xy   10  where the regression error terms }{ i  are generated by a specific 
error distribution. Even though our focus is restricted to the case of simple linear regression with 
one explanatory variable, the proposed adaptive robust )(LTS  estimator can be used for 
multivarite linear regression.   
 
The sample sizes 50, 100, 200 and 400 are selected, and 15 kinds of error distributions listed in 
the table (6.4) are used in the simulations. The combinations of a variety of error distributions 
with different sample sizes are likely to cover a small to middle range of sample size and a 
reasonably broad range of stretched-tailed distributions and distributions contaminated with 
outliers. 
For each of the combinations considered, 500 data sets are generated to assess the performance 
of the proposed adaptive robust )(LTS  estimator by estimating the variance, the bias of 
estimates and the relative efficiency to the optimal among the 9 chosen benchmark estimators. 
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Table (6.4) List of error distributions:   
Distribution (
i ) Notes 
Normal )1,0(N   Normal tail weight 
Double Exponential (DE)   With heavy tail weight 
Uniform distribution With light tail weight 
)10,0),((  kmippCN  With p(i)=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 
respectively 
)1,5.5),((  kmippCN  With p(i)=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 
respectively 
)1,12),((  kmippCN  With p(i)=0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 
respectively 
 
Here the contaminated Normal distributions denoted as ),,( kmpCN are constructed as follows: 
),()(),0()1(),,( 222  kmNpNpkmpCN   Where p refers to the proportion of the 
contamination ( ),( 22kmN ), m  is used as the mean of ),( 22kmN , and k refers to scale 
multiplier of ),( 22kmN . In the simulations, )10,0),((  kmippCN  is used to represent 
“scale” contaminated data, )1,5.5),((  kmippCN  are chosen as possibly the worst 
“location” contaminated cases for adaptive ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  with cut-off 6Ck , 
as these types of contaminants are just small enough that many will pass the cut-off screens 
(Olive ,2003). The worst “location” contaminations are constructed by choosing 
5.1*6745.  Ckm  as the center of the contamination source. The “location” contamination 
)1,12),((  kmippCN  is used to test the estimators under catastrophic contamination.       
 
The finite sample performances of the proposed ACLATS _  estimator can be investigated using 
the Menu-driven application Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus developed by author. To 
run the simulation, first navigate to the menu interface in S-Plus and Left-click on the Menu item 
Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 as shown in Figure D.1 in appendix (D), then select Adaptive LTS 
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simulation from the sub-menu item list. The adaptive LTS simulation dialog user interface as 
shown in figure D.3 in appendix (D) appears for use. The simulation results are summarized in 
tables (6.5.a) and (6.5.b). Table (6.5.a) summarizes Simulation results with respect to the  
relative Efficacy versus the Optimal and Bias of estimates; Table (6.5.b) summarizes Simulation 
results  with focus on the trimming proportion by the proposed Adaptive LTS regression 
ACLATS _ , adaptive ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  with cut-off 6Ck . 
Notes: The tables (6.5.a) and (6.5.b) are generated by the program 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\Export\SPLUS_TO_SAS_REPORT_K6.SAS based on the Adaptive 
LTS simulation results. The related The Box and Scatter Plots (Figures 6.5.A – 6.5.I) based on 
the simulation results summarized in table (6.5.a) are generated by program   
SPLUS_TO_SAS_REPORT_K6_box_plot.sas. 
 
6.6 The Simulation results and summary for ACLATS _ : 
The following Tables (6.5.a) and (6.5.b) present the simulation results based on the simulation 
design above. The average of Mean Square Error )ˆ(AMSE  and the relative efficiency versus 
the Optimal are computed for proposed ACLATS _  estimator and the following 9 benchmark 
estimators: the classic OLS estimator, M-estimator, MM-estimator, S-estimator, )(LTS  
estimators with common trimming proportion choices of  5.0,25.0,1.0 , adaptive 
),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  with pre-specified cut-off Ck  and set trimming proportions 
}0.0,01.0,1.0,25.0,5.0{G .     
As shown in table (6.5.a), In the case of the Normal distribution, the ACLATS _ estimator is 
barely distinguishable from the ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators except that it has a little 
less relative efficiency than they when the sample is small.  However, all of them behave with 
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relative efficiency close to one.  Like the optimal OLS estimator in this case, they are 
consistently superior to the )(LTS  estimators with common trimming proportion choices of 
 5.0,25.0,1.0 . It is also shown in the related Box-and-whiskers plot combined with scatter 
plot Figure 6.5.A for this case. The efficiencies of MM, M and S estimators are close to (.85, .95 
and .25) respectively as expected in the design of simulations, and the efficiencies of
)10.( LTS , )25.( LTS  and )50.( LTS  are close to the theoretical values (.561, .271, 
0.071) shown in table (6.2). It is also worth noting that the influence of fixed trimming 
proportion on the performance of the )(LTS  estimator is very large. In fact the efficiency of 
)(LTS  drops sharpely from 1 to 0.071 as the trimming proportion increases from 0 to 0.5.  
 
In the case of the double exponential distribution, the ACLATS _ estimator performs similar to 
),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS , but outperforms the )(LTS  estimators with fixed trimming 
proportions  5.0,25.0,1.0 . It can be seen in the related Box-and-whiskers plot combined 
with scatter plot Figure 6.5.B. It is also noteworthy that the influence of a fixed trimming 
proportion on the performance of the )(LTS  estimator is not as big as in the case of the Normal 
distribution. It is consistent with the findings in Figure 6.1.A and 6.1.B.  It is known that the 1L  
estimator is optimal in this case, but the MM and M estimators perform best among the nine 
estimators involved in the simulations. 
 
In the case of the short-tailed uniform distribution, the ACLATS _  estimator again performs 
similar to the ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators except that ),( GkRLTS C , )( CkLATS   
have slightly higher efficiency than the ACLATS _  estimator for small sample sizes. However 
all of the three estimators have a huge advantage over the )(LTS  estimators with fixed 
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trimming proportions  5.0,25.0,1.0  as vividly shown in the related Box-and-whiskers plot 
combined with scatter plot Figure 6.5.C, since the influence of fixed trimming proportion on the 
performance of the )(LTS  estimator is large. Take the sample size n = 400 in the simulation: 
the relative efficiency of )(LTS  drops drastically from 1 to 0.085, 0.023 and 0.009 as the 
trimming proportion increases from 0 to 0.1, and 0.25 and 0.5. This means that the choice of 
trimming proportion for the )(LTS  estimator critically influences its performance and no 
trimming is strongly preferred if evidence shows that the residuals are from a light-tailed 
distribution. 
 
If the error distributions are from a scale contaminated Normal distribution, 
)10,0),((  kmippCN , ACLATS _  performs as well as ),( GkRLTS C  and outperforms 
)( CkLATS  estimator, which is shown in the related Box-and-whiskers plot combined with 
scatter plot Figure 6.5.D.  
For error distributions from the “borderline” (with respect to cut-off Ck ) location contaminants, 
)1,5.5),((  kmippCN , the ACLATS _  performs much better than both ),( GkRLTS C  and 
)( CkLATS  estimators. As shown in the related Box-and-whiskers plot combined with scatter 
plot Figure 6.5.E, it is interesting to notice that both ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators  
do not even perform as well as )5.0( LTS  and )25.0( LTS  because ),( GkRLTS C  and 
)( CkLATS  estimators  are dependant on pre-specified cut-off Ck , thus they are sensitive to the 
“borderline” (with respect to cut-off Ck ) location contaminants. The results confirm the 
concerns (Olive ,2003) for ),( GkRLTS C  and )( CkLATS  estimators. It is one of the motivations 
to propose ACLATS _ in which there is no need to specify the cut-off Ck  as threshold.  
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When the error distributions are from the “catastrophic”  location contaminations 
)1,12),((  kmippCN , the ACLATS _ and )( CkLATS  perform better than ),( GkRLTS C , 
and ),( GkRLTS C  outperforms all the )(LTS  estimators with fixed trimming proportions 
 5.0,25.0,1.0  as displayed in the related Box-and-whiskers plot combined with scatter plot 
Figure 6.5.F. 
The Box and Scatter Plot (Figure 6.5.G) vividly shows the overall performance of proposed 
ACLATS _ estimator with all  scenarios (4X15=60 with 4 different sample sizes and 15 
different error distributions) listed in table (6.4) taken into consideration. ACLATS _  performs 
much better than all the )(LTS  estimators with fixed trimming proportions  5.0,25.0,1.0 , 
and it also improves and outperforms adaptive ),( GkRLTS C , and ),( GkRLTS C  estimators in 
overall. The Box and Scatter Plots (Figure 6.5.H and Figure 6.5.I) visualize the summary on the 
biases of intercept and slope for all scenarios listed in table (6.4). It is shown that the biases of 
the proposed ACLATS _ is smaller than those in ),( GkRLTS C , and ),( GkRLTS C  estimators.  
 
The simulation results summarized in tables (6.5.a), combined with the related The Box and 
Scatter Plots (Figures 6.5.A – 6.5.M), demonstrate that the proposed adaptive ACLATS _  
estimator outperforms the two-stage adaptive algorithms employed by the ),( GkRLTS C  and 
)( CkLATS  estimators. The simulation results support the use of ACLATS _  as an improved 
adaptive approach that can provide the robustness of a traditional 50% breakdown estimator with 
better efficiency and stability associated with higher coverage for )(LTS  estimator. Table 
(6.5.b) summarizes on the trimming proportion by the proposed Adaptive LTS regression.   
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Table (6.5.a): Simulation results (Efficacy versus the Optimal, Bias of estimates) for the proposed Adaptive LTS Regression  
                                                                                                                                   
                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: norm                                                                                                         
        50  0.0107      0.0137      0.0117      0.0386      0.0191      0.0377      0.0677      0.0113      0.0110      0.0126     
            [1.000]     [0.782]     [0.912]     [0.277]     [0.560]     [0.284]     [0.158]     [0.944]     [0.971]     [0.849]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.0054      0.0067      0.0058      0.0207      0.0099      0.0202      0.0431      0.0056      0.0055      0.0057     
            [1.000]     [0.802]     [0.926]     [0.261]     [0.542]     [0.266]     [0.125]     [0.961]     [0.976]     [0.951]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0025      0.0029      0.0026      0.0094      0.0047      0.0092      0.0232      0.0025      0.0025      0.0025     
            [1.000]     [0.840]     [0.956]     [0.260]     [0.519]     [0.266]     [0.106]     [0.991]     [1.000]     [0.980]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0013      0.0015      0.0013      0.0044      0.0023      0.0048      0.0141      0.0013      0.0013      0.0013     
            [0.998]     [0.829]     [0.939]     [0.286]     [0.550]     [0.262]     [0.090]     [1.000]     [0.999]     [0.967]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: de                                                                                                           
        50  0.0226      0.0150      0.0153      0.0213      0.0194      0.0235      0.0341      0.0174      0.0169      0.0164     
            [0.663]     [1.000]     [0.978]     [0.705]     [0.773]     [0.639]     [0.440]     [0.863]     [0.890]     [0.917]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.0097      0.0073      0.0075      0.0089      0.0095      0.0111      0.0144      0.0089      0.0088      0.0088     
            [0.754]     [1.000]     [0.983]     [0.830]     [0.771]     [0.661]     [0.509]     [0.822]     [0.833]     [0.831]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0052      0.0034      0.0036      0.0041      0.0045      0.0051      0.0073      0.0044      0.0046      0.0045     
            [0.650]     [1.000]     [0.947]     [0.813]     [0.749]     [0.656]     [0.460]     [0.763]     [0.741]     [0.757]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0024      0.0017      0.0017      0.0022      0.0022      0.0028      0.0038      0.0022      0.0022      0.0022     
            [0.690]     [1.000]     [0.987]     [0.747]     [0.773]     [0.592]     [0.435]     [0.763]     [0.761]     [0.749]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: norm                                                                                                         
        50  -0.007     -0.006     -0.006     0.001      -0.010     0.003      0.006      -0.005     -0.006     -0.004    
            (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.003)   (-0.003)   (-0.003)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.001     -0.002     -0.001     0.001      -0.000     0.003      0.006      -0.000     -0.001     -0.002    
            (-0.000)   (-0.001)   (-0.000)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.003     -0.003     -0.003     0.003      -0.001     0.001      0.006      -0.003     -0.003     -0.003    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (-0.000)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  -0.001     -0.002     -0.002     -0.001     -0.003     -0.000     -0.009     -0.001     -0.001     -0.001    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (-0.001)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: de                                                                                                           
        50  0.000      0.005      0.004      0.003      0.007      0.004      0.010      0.003      0.001      0.001     
            (0.001)    (-0.000)   (0.000)    (-0.001)   (0.000)    (-0.000)   (-0.002)   (-0.000)   (0.000)    (-0.000)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  0.000      0.003      0.002      -0.001     0.006      0.001      -0.009     0.001      0.000      -0.000    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.002)    (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.002)   
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.003     -0.002     -0.003     0.002      -0.002     -0.002     0.006      -0.001     -0.004     -0.004    
            (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  0.001      0.000      0.001      -0.002     0.000      -0.002     -0.001     0.002      0.002      0.000     
            (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.001)   (-0.000)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (0.000)    (0.000)    (-0.000)  
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: uni1                                                                                                         
        50  0.0103      0.0160      0.0121      0.1140      0.0383      0.1072      0.2075      0.0105      0.0104      0.0127     
            [1.000]     [0.644]     [0.853]     [0.091]     [0.269]     [0.096]     [0.050]     [0.984]     [0.990]     [0.811]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.0054      0.0079      0.0063      0.0797      0.0277      0.0789      0.1838      0.0054      0.0054      0.0055     
            [1.000]     [0.681]     [0.862]     [0.068]     [0.195]     [0.068]     [0.029]     [1.000]     [1.000]     [0.981]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0026      0.0038      0.0031      0.0572      0.0195      0.0678      0.1759      0.0026      0.0026      0.0026     
            [1.000]     [0.686]     [0.860]     [0.046]     [0.134]     [0.039]     [0.015]     [1.000]     [1.000]     [1.000]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0013      0.0019      0.0015      0.0380      0.0159      0.0592      0.1580      0.0013      0.0013      0.0013     
            [1.000]     [0.712]     [0.869]     [0.035]     [0.085]     [0.023]     [0.009]     [1.000]     [1.000]     [1.000]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  0.0826      0.0142      0.0129      0.0371      0.0173      0.0347      0.0637      0.0161      0.0131      0.0139     
            [0.157]     [0.913]     [1.000]     [0.349]     [0.746]     [0.373]     [0.203]     [0.804]     [0.986]     [0.930]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.0318      0.0070      0.0064      0.0190      0.0088      0.0182      0.0408      0.0089      0.0067      0.0066     
            [0.200]     [0.907]     [1.000]     [0.335]     [0.726]     [0.349]     [0.156]     [0.719]     [0.951]     [0.967]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0167      0.0029      0.0027      0.0090      0.0037      0.0087      0.0252      0.0037      0.0030      0.0028     
            [0.162]     [0.926]     [1.000]     [0.301]     [0.735]     [0.313]     [0.108]     [0.735]     [0.901]     [0.966]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0079      0.0016      0.0015      0.0043      0.0023      0.0043      0.0127      0.0023      0.0018      0.0016     
            [0.191]     [0.926]     [1.000]     [0.353]     [0.665]     [0.352]     [0.118]     [0.665]     [0.850]     [0.943]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: uni1                                                                                                         
        50  -0.002     -0.001     -0.002     -0.001     -0.005     -0.008     -0.018     -0.003     -0.002     -0.000    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.002)    (0.003)    (0.003)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.002     -0.001     -0.002     0.016      0.002      0.013      0.017      -0.002     -0.002     -0.002    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.003)    (0.002)    (0.003)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       200  0.001      0.001      0.001      -0.002     0.006      -0.001     -0.007     0.001      0.001      0.001     
            (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.003)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.005)    (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.000)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  0.001      0.002      0.001      0.011      0.007      0.006      0.025      0.001      0.001      0.001     
            (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (0.000)    (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)  
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  -0.008     -0.008     -0.010     -0.002     -0.015     -0.009     0.007      -0.014     -0.011     -0.013    
            (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.004)   (-0.002)   (-0.005)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  0.013      -0.003     -0.003     -0.001     -0.006     -0.000     -0.003     -0.007     -0.002     -0.004    
            (0.003)    (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.000)   (-0.001)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.003     -0.003     -0.003     0.001      -0.006     0.000      0.005      -0.006     -0.002     -0.002    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (-0.002)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  -0.002     -0.002     -0.001     -0.002     -0.001     0.001      -0.007     -0.001     -0.002     -0.002    
            (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (-0.001)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  0.1862      0.0199      0.0221      0.0382      0.0380      0.0355      0.0734      0.0292      0.0271      0.0221     
            [0.107]     [1.000]     [0.901]     [0.520]     [0.523]     [0.560]     [0.271]     [0.680]     [0.735]     [0.900]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.0810      0.0094      0.0098      0.0192      0.0136      0.0161      0.0432      0.0129      0.0130      0.0104     
            [0.116]     [1.000]     [0.958]     [0.489]     [0.690]     [0.583]     [0.218]     [0.727]     [0.724]     [0.902]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0444      0.0042      0.0045      0.0095      0.0067      0.0087      0.0251      0.0066      0.0066      0.0053     
            [0.094]     [1.000]     [0.928]     [0.435]     [0.618]     [0.478]     [0.165]     [0.628]     [0.628]     [0.781]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0214      0.0021      0.0021      0.0044      0.0034      0.0041      0.0122      0.0032      0.0036      0.0026     
            [0.097]     [1.000]     [0.965]     [0.470]     [0.603]     [0.499]     [0.169]     [0.646]     [0.577]     [0.785]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  0.2662      0.0470      0.0669      0.0518      0.2410      0.0445      0.0886      0.0470      0.0805      0.0607     
            [0.167]     [0.948]     [0.666]     [0.859]     [0.185]     [1.000]     [0.503]     [0.947]     [0.553]     [0.734]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.1246      0.0189      0.0228      0.0221      0.1043      0.0216      0.0470      0.0230      0.0360      0.0253     
            [0.152]     [1.000]     [0.828]     [0.853]     [0.181]     [0.874]     [0.402]     [0.823]     [0.525]     [0.748]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0682      0.0083      0.0106      0.0118      0.0530      0.0098      0.0292      0.0100      0.0202      0.0118     
            [0.121]     [1.000]     [0.782]     [0.700]     [0.156]     [0.847]     [0.283]     [0.831]     [0.409]     [0.700]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0353      0.0041      0.0051      0.0055      0.0254      0.0047      0.0145      0.0047      0.0110      0.0061     
            [0.118]     [1.000]     [0.810]     [0.756]     [0.163]     [0.882]     [0.287]     [0.882]     [0.378]     [0.684]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  -0.029     -0.010     -0.016     -0.003     -0.014     -0.008     0.013      -0.015     -0.018     -0.010    
            (-0.005)   (-0.003)   (-0.004)   (-0.003)   (-0.003)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.003)   (-0.004)   (-0.003)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.007     -0.002     -0.006     0.003      -0.005     -0.003     0.013      -0.003     -0.007     -0.005    
            (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  0.010      -0.004     -0.004     -0.001     -0.004     -0.002     0.007      -0.006     -0.004     -0.002    
            (0.004)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (-0.001)   (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  0.004      -0.000     0.001      -0.001     0.006      0.001      -0.004     0.001      0.002      0.002     
            (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.003)    (0.001)    (-0.000)   (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.002)   
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  -0.031     -0.020     -0.017     0.000      -0.050     -0.018     0.000      -0.018     -0.020     -0.020    
            (-0.006)   (-0.004)   (-0.003)   (-0.002)   (-0.009)   (-0.003)   (-0.002)   (-0.003)   (-0.002)   (-0.003)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.006     -0.005     -0.009     -0.002     -0.029     -0.001     0.013      0.001      -0.010     -0.009    
            (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.006)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.000     0.001      0.000      -0.003     0.005      -0.004     -0.005     -0.002     -0.007     0.007     
            (0.002)    (0.002)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.003)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.002)    (-0.001)   (0.002)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  0.016      -0.001     -0.000     -0.002     -0.002     -0.006     -0.002     -0.006     -0.005     0.004     
            (0.004)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.002)    (0.000)    (-0.000)   (0.002)   
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                      
        50  0.2982      0.0835      0.1140      0.0651      0.3745      0.0673      0.1149      0.0693      0.1271      0.0851     
            [0.218]     [0.779]     [0.571]     [1.000]     [0.174]     [0.967]     [0.567]     [0.939]     [0.512]     [0.765]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.1571      0.0324      0.0487      0.0289      0.1988      0.0292      0.0586      0.0305      0.0749      0.0424     
            [0.184]     [0.893]     [0.594]     [1.000]     [0.146]     [0.992]     [0.494]     [0.948]     [0.386]     [0.683]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0787      0.0146      0.0200      0.0145      0.0952      0.0140      0.0326      0.0140      0.0419      0.0203     
            [0.178]     [0.963]     [0.700]     [0.967]     [0.147]     [1.000]     [0.430]     [1.000]     [0.335]     [0.692]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0397      0.0074      0.0098      0.0071      0.0479      0.0072      0.0183      0.0072      0.0216      0.0114     
            [0.179]     [0.959]     [0.725]     [1.000]     [0.148]     [0.987]     [0.387]     [0.987]     [0.328]     [0.620]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  0.0780      0.0138      0.0133      0.0362      0.0158      0.0345      0.0669      0.0185      0.0156      0.0140     
            [0.170]     [0.962]     [1.000]     [0.366]     [0.838]     [0.385]     [0.198]     [0.718]     [0.849]     [0.949]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.0485      0.0069      0.0065      0.0187      0.0083      0.0176      0.0404      0.0090      0.0086      0.0069     
            [0.134]     [0.951]     [1.000]     [0.350]     [0.786]     [0.370]     [0.161]     [0.722]     [0.756]     [0.940]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.0452      0.0029      0.0028      0.0088      0.0036      0.0085      0.0247      0.0039      0.0045      0.0030     
            [0.062]     [0.960]     [1.000]     [0.318]     [0.768]     [0.329]     [0.113]     [0.708]     [0.616]     [0.919]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.0434      0.0016      0.0016      0.0042      0.0021      0.0041      0.0129      0.0021      0.0029      0.0018     
            [0.037]     [0.981]     [1.000]     [0.379]     [0.774]     [0.387]     [0.123]     [0.774]     [0.560]     [0.893]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                      
        50  -0.042     -0.020     -0.013     -0.007     -0.054     -0.016     -0.016     -0.012     0.004      -0.025    
            (-0.007)   (-0.004)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.010)   (-0.003)   (-0.003)   (-0.002)   (0.002)    (-0.005)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.005     -0.004     -0.014     0.002      -0.014     -0.000     0.017      0.002      -0.025     0.002     
            (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.003)   (-0.000)   (-0.004)   (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (-0.005)   (0.000)   
                                                                                                                         
       200  0.001      0.001      0.001      -0.005     0.002      -0.004     -0.004     -0.004     -0.007     0.001     
            (0.002)    (0.002)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.002)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  0.012      0.002      0.000      0.000      0.002      -0.001     0.006      -0.001     -0.010     0.005     
            (0.004)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.002)    (0.001)    (0.003)    (0.001)    (-0.001)   (0.002)   
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  -0.346     -0.009     -0.026     -0.001     -0.013     -0.005     0.004      -0.025     -0.038     -0.017    
            (-0.095)   (-0.003)   (-0.007)   (-0.004)   (-0.003)   (-0.005)   (-0.002)   (-0.006)   (-0.010)   (-0.004)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.278     -0.005     -0.015     -0.001     -0.006     -0.001     -0.005     -0.010     -0.036     -0.013    
            (-0.079)   (-0.001)   (-0.004)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.003)   (-0.010)   (-0.003)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.280     -0.004     -0.013     0.001      -0.007     0.002      0.006      -0.008     -0.035     -0.012    
            (-0.078)   (0.001)    (-0.002)   (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (-0.002)   (0.001)    (-0.009)   (-0.002)  
                                                                                                                         
       400  -0.279     -0.002     -0.010     -0.001     -0.003     0.001      -0.005     -0.003     -0.030     -0.009    
            (-0.078)   (0.001)    (-0.001)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (-0.000)   (0.001)    (-0.008)   (-0.001)  
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  0.4637      0.0312      0.3636      0.0352      0.1415      0.0286      0.0709      0.0827      0.0960      0.0358     
            [0.062]     [0.916]     [0.079]     [0.813]     [0.202]     [1.000]     [0.403]     [0.346]     [0.298]     [0.799]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.3815      0.0096      0.2469      0.0165      0.0694      0.0139      0.0408      0.0449      0.0726      0.0181     
            [0.025]     [1.000]     [0.039]     [0.583]     [0.138]     [0.692]     [0.235]     [0.214]     [0.132]     [0.530]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.3762      0.0047      0.2502      0.0085      0.0641      0.0072      0.0233      0.0302      0.0647      0.0081     
            [0.013]     [1.000]     [0.019]     [0.554]     [0.074]     [0.651]     [0.202]     [0.156]     [0.073]     [0.584]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.3720      0.0022      0.2589      0.0040      0.0593      0.0036      0.0115      0.0249      0.0575      0.0044     
            [0.006]     [1.000]     [0.009]     [0.551]     [0.037]     [0.618]     [0.192]     [0.088]     [0.038]     [0.500]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  1.1628      0.9518      1.2061      0.2220      1.3583      0.3170      0.2838      0.6170      1.0441      0.5949     
            [0.191]     [0.233]     [0.184]     [1.000]     [0.164]     [0.700]     [0.782]     [0.360]     [0.213]     [0.373]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  1.0253      0.7603      1.0538      0.0574      1.1809      0.0790      0.0721      0.5551      0.9905      0.3390     
            [0.056]     [0.076]     [0.054]     [1.000]     [0.049]     [0.726]     [0.795]     [0.103]     [0.058]     [0.169]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  1.0189      0.7932      1.0483      0.0180      1.2098      0.0406      0.0331      0.6112      1.0869      0.1988     
            [0.018]     [0.023]     [0.017]     [1.000]     [0.015]     [0.443]     [0.544]     [0.029]     [0.017]     [0.091]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  1.0123      0.8638      1.0409      0.0118      1.2282      0.0082      0.0121      0.6373      1.1848      0.0617     
            [0.008]     [0.010]     [0.008]     [0.694]     [0.007]     [1.000]     [0.676]     [0.013]     [0.007]     [0.133]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  -0.907     -0.058     -0.764     -0.000     -0.455     -0.003     0.005      -0.152     -0.259     -0.079    
            (-0.225)   (-0.015)   (-0.187)   (-0.003)   (-0.112)   (-0.002)   (-0.006)   (-0.040)   (-0.064)   (-0.020)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.831     -0.023     -0.608     0.002      -0.336     -0.004     0.004      -0.132     -0.260     -0.057    
            (-0.212)   (-0.006)   (-0.153)   (-0.002)   (-0.087)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.034)   (-0.066)   (-0.015)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.834     -0.021     -0.646     -0.002     -0.336     -0.004     0.006      -0.122     -0.284     -0.047    
            (-0.211)   (-0.004)   (-0.161)   (0.001)    (-0.084)   (0.001)    (0.000)    (-0.030)   (-0.071)   (-0.010)  
                                                                                                                         
       400  -0.833     -0.014     -0.681     -0.001     -0.328     -0.005     -0.004     -0.116     -0.285     -0.038    
            (-0.210)   (-0.002)   (-0.170)   (0.001)    (-0.082)   (0.000)    (0.001)    (-0.028)   (-0.071)   (-0.008)  
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  -1.461     -1.119     -1.489     -0.179     -1.560     -0.282     -0.196     -0.696     -1.237     -0.655    
            (-0.321)   (-0.237)   (-0.323)   (-0.035)   (-0.327)   (-0.053)   (-0.040)   (-0.146)   (-0.264)   (-0.133)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -1.381     -0.960     -1.400     -0.037     -1.463     -0.082     -0.032     -0.677     -1.255     -0.424    
            (-0.311)   (-0.205)   (-0.312)   (-0.008)   (-0.314)   (-0.016)   (-0.009)   (-0.146)   (-0.269)   (-0.088)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -1.386     -1.027     -1.406     -0.012     -1.503     -0.051     -0.011     -0.765     -1.374     -0.275    
            (-0.310)   (-0.219)   (-0.311)   (-0.001)   (-0.319)   (-0.008)   (-0.001)   (-0.163)   (-0.291)   (-0.056)  
                                                                                                                         
       400  -1.385     -1.129     -1.405     -0.011     -1.524     -0.024     -0.001     -0.788     -1.476     -0.144    
            (-0.309)   (-0.240)   (-0.309)   (-0.001)   (-0.319)   (-0.004)   (0.001)    (-0.165)   (-0.309)   (-0.029)  
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  1.5247      1.5961      1.5933      0.8072      1.8061      1.9162      0.6057      1.5705      1.6220      1.2580     
            [0.397]     [0.380]     [0.380]     [0.750]     [0.335]     [0.316]     [1.000]     [0.386]     [0.374]     [0.482]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  1.4585      1.5988      1.5184      0.5471      1.7721      2.0111      0.3637      1.7289      1.7044      1.1444     
            [0.249]     [0.228]     [0.240]     [0.665]     [0.205]     [0.181]     [1.000]     [0.210]     [0.213]     [0.318]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  1.4527      1.6145      1.5129      0.3708      1.7887      2.1342      0.1475      1.8324      1.7188      1.0118     
            [0.102]     [0.091]     [0.098]     [0.398]     [0.083]     [0.069]     [1.000]     [0.081]     [0.086]     [0.146]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  1.4454      1.6344      1.5044      0.1848      1.8052      2.2754      0.0291      1.9025      1.6978      0.9597     
            [0.020]     [0.018]     [0.019]     [0.157]     [0.016]     [0.013]     [1.000]     [0.015]     [0.017]     [0.030]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  0.3253      0.0137      0.0123      0.0362      0.0155      0.0337      0.0661      0.0158      0.0116      0.0122     
            [0.036]     [0.849]     [0.946]     [0.321]     [0.748]     [0.345]     [0.176]     [0.737]     [1.000]     [0.949]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  0.2100      0.0068      0.0061      0.0187      0.0084      0.0178      0.0401      0.0084      0.0060      0.0062     
            [0.029]     [0.881]     [0.989]     [0.323]     [0.715]     [0.339]     [0.151]     [0.715]     [1.000]     [0.978]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  0.2047      0.0029      0.0026      0.0088      0.0036      0.0084      0.0246      0.0036      0.0028      0.0027     
            [0.013]     [0.905]     [1.000]     [0.298]     [0.735]     [0.310]     [0.106]     [0.735]     [0.948]     [0.949]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  0.2013      0.0016      0.0015      0.0042      0.0022      0.0041      0.0128      0.0022      0.0016      0.0016     
            [0.007]     [0.909]     [1.000]     [0.349]     [0.683]     [0.354]     [0.114]     [0.683]     [0.944]     [0.941]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  -1.682     -1.661     -1.720     -0.655     -1.826     -1.755     -0.456     -1.556     -1.658     -1.205    
            (-0.350)   (-0.333)   (-0.353)   (-0.120)   (-0.364)   (-0.329)   (-0.084)   (-0.308)   (-0.332)   (-0.237)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -1.655     -1.710     -1.690     -0.453     -1.826     -1.863     -0.257     -1.742     -1.776     -1.112    
            (-0.348)   (-0.346)   (-0.351)   (-0.083)   (-0.362)   (-0.346)   (-0.044)   (-0.340)   (-0.354)   (-0.213)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -1.662     -1.741     -1.696     -0.314     -1.846     -1.984     -0.105     -1.847     -1.806     -0.970    
            (-0.347)   (-0.350)   (-0.349)   (-0.053)   (-0.363)   (-0.362)   (-0.016)   (-0.357)   (-0.358)   (-0.179)  
                                                                                                                         
       400  -1.661     -1.769     -1.695     -0.162     -1.860     -2.081     -0.011     -1.907     -1.801     -0.899    
            (-0.346)   (-0.354)   (-0.348)   (-0.027)   (-0.361)   (-0.370)   (-0.001)   (-0.363)   (-0.356)   (-0.160)  
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  -0.747     -0.007     -0.008     -0.001     -0.011     -0.006     0.005      -0.011     -0.008     -0.008    
            (-0.206)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.004)   (-0.002)   (-0.005)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -0.606     -0.003     -0.004     -0.001     -0.006     -0.001     -0.005     -0.006     -0.004     -0.004    
            (-0.173)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -0.609     -0.003     -0.004     0.001      -0.007     0.001      0.005      -0.007     -0.003     -0.003    
            (-0.171)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (-0.001)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  -0.607     -0.002     -0.002     -0.001     -0.004     0.000      -0.004     -0.004     0.001      0.001     
            (-0.170)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (-0.000)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  2.1523      0.0156      0.7246      0.0330      0.5731      0.0281      0.0674      0.0281      0.0146      0.0150     
            [0.007]     [0.939]     [0.020]     [0.443]     [0.026]     [0.519]     [0.217]     [0.519]     [1.000]     [0.976]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  1.7941      0.0078      0.0842      0.0165      0.3684      0.0139      0.0402      0.0139      0.0072      0.0075     
            [0.004]     [0.931]     [0.086]     [0.439]     [0.020]     [0.519]     [0.180]     [0.519]     [1.000]     [0.966]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  1.7771      0.0035      0.0305      0.0085      0.3570      0.0071      0.0229      0.0071      0.0035      0.0035     
            [0.002]     [0.987]     [0.114]     [0.409]     [0.010]     [0.488]     [0.152]     [0.488]     [1.000]     [0.995]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  1.7635      0.0018      0.0017      0.0040      0.3498      0.0036      0.0112      0.0036      0.0018      0.0018     
            [0.001]     [0.942]     [1.000]     [0.432]     [0.005]     [0.480]     [0.154]     [0.480]     [0.949]     [0.946]    
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  5.4712      0.0215      5.6929      0.0319      7.0147      0.0216      0.0727      0.0216      0.0231      0.0219     
            [0.004]     [1.000]     [0.004]     [0.674]     [0.003]     [0.995]     [0.296]     [0.995]     [0.930]     [0.979]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  4.8574      0.0099      5.0062      0.0158      6.3545      0.0099      0.0381      0.0099      0.0099      0.0100     
            [0.002]     [1.000]     [0.002]     [0.624]     [0.002]     [0.996]     [0.260]     [0.999]     [0.998]     [0.993]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  4.8336      0.0048      4.9819      0.0085      6.7050      0.0049      0.0235      0.0049      0.0049      0.0049     
            [0.001]     [1.000]     [0.001]     [0.557]     [0.001]     [0.976]     [0.203]     [0.976]     [0.976]     [0.976]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  4.8103      0.0026      4.9557      0.0042      6.9686      0.0028      0.0120      0.0028      0.0028      0.0028     
            [0.001]     [1.000]     [0.001]     [0.610]     [0.000]     [0.924]     [0.215]     [0.924]     [0.924]     [0.926]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  -1.971     -0.005     -0.646     0.003      -0.997     -0.000     0.011      -0.000     -0.006     -0.007    
            (-0.490)   (-0.002)   (-0.154)   (-0.002)   (-0.253)   (-0.001)   (-0.006)   (-0.001)   (-0.001)   (-0.002)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -1.812     -0.001     -0.077     0.002      -0.808     -0.004     0.008      -0.004     -0.002     -0.001    
            (-0.462)   (-0.001)   (-0.018)   (-0.002)   (-0.209)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -1.817     -0.005     -0.035     -0.002     -0.808     -0.004     0.008      -0.004     -0.004     -0.004    
            (-0.460)   (0.000)    (-0.007)   (0.001)    (-0.207)   (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  -1.815     -0.001     -0.002     -0.001     -0.804     -0.003     -0.002     -0.003     -0.000     -0.000    
            (-0.458)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (-0.205)   (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  -3.181     -0.006     -3.245     -0.002     -3.582     -0.007     -0.014     -0.007     -0.009     -0.006    
            (-0.699)   (-0.001)   (-0.704)   (-0.002)   (-0.738)   (-0.001)   (-0.007)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.001)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -3.012     -0.002     -3.058     -0.001     -3.416     -0.001     -0.002     -0.001     -0.001     -0.001    
            (-0.679)   (-0.001)   (-0.680)   (-0.002)   (-0.716)   (-0.000)   (-0.003)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -3.021     -0.003     -3.068     -0.003     -3.554     -0.002     0.002      -0.002     -0.002     -0.003    
            (-0.677)   (0.001)    (-0.679)   (0.001)    (-0.732)   (0.001)    (0.000)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  -3.020     -0.003     -3.067     -0.003     -3.647     -0.001     -0.000     -0.001     -0.001     -0.002    
            (-0.674)   (0.001)    (-0.676)   (0.000)    (-0.742)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
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                                                       MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                                            
   Sample   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Size     LS          MM           M           S         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                   
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                      
        50  7.1901      0.0268      7.5507      0.0357      9.2518      9.1812      0.1161      0.1300      0.0730      0.0561     
            [0.004]     [1.000]     [0.004]     [0.751]     [0.003]     [0.003]     [0.231]     [0.206]     [0.368]     [0.478]    
                                                                                                                                   
       100  6.9189      0.0119      7.2486      0.0172      9.2714      11.2334     0.0437      0.0437      0.0124      0.0120     
            [0.002]     [1.000]     [0.002]     [0.688]     [0.001]     [0.001]     [0.272]     [0.272]     [0.961]     [0.987]    
                                                                                                                                   
       200  6.8970      0.0061      7.2229      0.0091      9.4536      12.3002     0.0224      0.0224      0.0060      0.0060     
            [0.001]     [0.987]     [0.001]     [0.659]     [0.001]     [0.001]     [0.269]     [0.269]     [0.996]     [1.000]    
                                                                                                                                   
       400  6.8711      0.0033      7.1932      0.0046      9.4966      13.2870     0.0116      0.0116      0.0035      0.0036     
            [0.001]     [1.000]     [0.001]     [0.716]     [0.000]     [0.000]     [0.284]     [0.284]     [0.941]     [0.927]    
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                                                      Bias of Intercept(Slope)                                           
            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Sample                                                                                                                
    Size     LS         MM          M          S        LTS(10%)   LTS(25%)   LTS(50%)   RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                         
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                      
        50  -3.661     -0.004     -3.755     -0.005     -4.168     -3.723     -0.027     -0.033     -0.023     -0.016    
            (-0.762)   (-0.001)   (-0.770)   (-0.002)   (-0.809)   (-0.648)   (-0.006)   (-0.007)   (-0.004)   (-0.003)  
                                                                                                                         
       100  -3.610     -0.003     -3.698     -0.000     -4.198     -4.425     0.003      0.003      -0.002     -0.002    
            (-0.760)   (-0.001)   (-0.766)   (-0.001)   (-0.812)   (-0.762)   (-0.002)   (-0.002)   (-0.000)   (-0.000)  
                                                                                                                         
       200  -3.622     -0.003     -3.709     -0.006     -4.258     -4.750     -0.003     -0.003     -0.000     -0.000    
            (-0.758)   (0.001)    (-0.764)   (0.001)    (-0.811)   (-0.789)   (0.000)    (0.000)    (0.002)    (0.002)   
                                                                                                                         
       400  -3.622     -0.001     -3.708     -0.001     -4.275     -5.039     0.002      0.002      -0.001     0.000     
            (-0.755)   (0.001)    (-0.761)   (0.001)    (-0.809)   (-0.820)   (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)    (0.001)   
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Table (6.5.b): Summary on the trimming proportion by the proposed Adaptive LTS regression 
 
 
                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: norm                                                                                                         
        50  0.0107      0.0191      0.0377      0.0677      0.0113      0.0110      0.0126         0.0054     0.0036     0.0132 
            [1.000]     [0.560]     [0.284]     [0.158]     [0.944]     [0.971]     [0.849]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.0054      0.0099      0.0202      0.0431      0.0056      0.0055      0.0057         0.0018      0.001     0.0037 
            [1.000]     [0.542]     [0.266]     [0.125]     [0.961]     [0.976]     [0.951]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0025      0.0047      0.0092      0.0232      0.0025      0.0025      0.0025         0.0006     0.0003     0.0009 
            [1.000]     [0.519]     [0.266]     [0.106]     [0.991]     [1.000]     [0.980]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0013      0.0023      0.0048      0.0141      0.0013      0.0013      0.0013         0.0004     0.0001     0.0005 
            [0.998]     [0.550]     [0.262]     [0.090]     [1.000]     [0.999]     [0.967]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: de                                                                                                           
        50  0.0226      0.0194      0.0235      0.0341      0.0174      0.0169      0.0164         0.0441     0.0268     0.0541 
            [0.663]     [0.773]     [0.639]     [0.440]     [0.863]     [0.890]     [0.917]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.0097      0.0095      0.0111      0.0144      0.0089      0.0088      0.0088         0.0583     0.0204     0.0452 
            [0.754]     [0.771]     [0.661]     [0.509]     [0.822]     [0.833]     [0.831]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0052      0.0045      0.0051      0.0073      0.0044      0.0046      0.0045         0.0661     0.0181     0.0399 
            [0.650]     [0.749]     [0.656]     [0.460]     [0.763]     [0.741]     [0.757]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0024      0.0022      0.0028      0.0038      0.0022      0.0022      0.0022         0.0771      0.017      0.039 
            [0.690]     [0.773]     [0.592]     [0.435]     [0.763]     [0.761]     [0.749]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: uni1                                                                                                         
        50  0.0103      0.0383      0.1072      0.2075      0.0105      0.0104      0.0127         0.0003     0.0002     0.0036 
            [1.000]     [0.269]     [0.096]     [0.050]     [0.984]     [0.990]     [0.811]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.0054      0.0277      0.0789      0.1838      0.0054      0.0054      0.0055              0          0     0.0002 
            [1.000]     [0.195]     [0.068]     [0.029]     [1.000]     [1.000]     [0.981]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0026      0.0195      0.0678      0.1759      0.0026      0.0026      0.0026              0          0          0 
            [1.000]     [0.134]     [0.039]     [0.015]     [1.000]     [1.000]     [1.000]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0013      0.0159      0.0592      0.1580      0.0013      0.0013      0.0013              0          0          0 
            [1.000]     [0.085]     [0.023]     [0.009]     [1.000]     [1.000]     [1.000]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  0.0826      0.0173      0.0347      0.0637      0.0161      0.0131      0.0139         0.0851     0.0439     0.0553 
            [0.157]     [0.746]     [0.373]     [0.203]     [0.804]     [0.986]     [0.930]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.0318      0.0088      0.0182      0.0408      0.0089      0.0067      0.0066         0.0973     0.0344     0.0401 
            [0.200]     [0.726]     [0.349]     [0.156]     [0.719]     [0.951]     [0.967]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0167      0.0037      0.0087      0.0252      0.0037      0.0030      0.0028            0.1     0.0342     0.0378 
            [0.162]     [0.735]     [0.313]     [0.108]     [0.735]     [0.901]     [0.966]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0079      0.0023      0.0043      0.0127      0.0023      0.0018      0.0016            0.1     0.0336     0.0366 
            [0.191]     [0.665]     [0.352]     [0.118]     [0.665]     [0.850]     [0.943]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  0.1862      0.0380      0.0355      0.0734      0.0292      0.0271      0.0221         0.1701     0.1038     0.1199 
            [0.107]     [0.523]     [0.560]     [0.271]     [0.680]     [0.735]     [0.900]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.0810      0.0136      0.0161      0.0432      0.0129      0.0130      0.0104          0.151     0.0963     0.1099 
            [0.116]     [0.690]     [0.583]     [0.218]     [0.727]     [0.724]     [0.902]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0444      0.0067      0.0087      0.0251      0.0066      0.0066      0.0053         0.1465     0.0956     0.1082 
            [0.094]     [0.618]     [0.478]     [0.165]     [0.628]     [0.628]     [0.781]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0214      0.0034      0.0041      0.0122      0.0032      0.0036      0.0026         0.1372     0.0951     0.1073 
            [0.097]     [0.603]     [0.499]     [0.169]     [0.646]     [0.577]     [0.785]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                     
        50  0.2662      0.2410      0.0445      0.0886      0.0470      0.0805      0.0607         0.2414     0.1556     0.1818 
            [0.167]     [0.185]     [1.000]     [0.503]     [0.947]     [0.553]     [0.734]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.1246      0.1043      0.0216      0.0470      0.0230      0.0360      0.0253         0.2416     0.1479     0.1753 
            [0.152]     [0.181]     [0.874]     [0.402]     [0.823]     [0.525]     [0.748]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0682      0.0530      0.0098      0.0292      0.0100      0.0202      0.0118         0.2488     0.1472     0.1762 
            [0.121]     [0.156]     [0.847]     [0.283]     [0.831]     [0.409]     [0.700]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0353      0.0254      0.0047      0.0145      0.0047      0.0110      0.0061           0.25     0.1458     0.1769 
            [0.118]     [0.163]     [0.882]     [0.287]     [0.882]     [0.378]     [0.684]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 0 k= 10 )                                                                                      
        50  0.2982      0.3745      0.0673      0.1149      0.0693      0.1271      0.0851         0.2494     0.1719     0.2052 
            [0.218]     [0.174]     [0.967]     [0.567]     [0.939]     [0.512]     [0.765]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.1571      0.1988      0.0292      0.0586      0.0305      0.0749      0.0424         0.2479     0.1675     0.2051 
            [0.184]     [0.146]     [0.992]     [0.494]     [0.948]     [0.386]     [0.683]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0787      0.0952      0.0140      0.0326      0.0140      0.0419      0.0203           0.25     0.1672     0.2083 
            [0.178]     [0.147]     [1.000]     [0.430]     [1.000]     [0.335]     [0.692]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0397      0.0479      0.0072      0.0183      0.0072      0.0216      0.0114           0.25     0.1657     0.2102 
            [0.179]     [0.148]     [0.987]     [0.387]     [0.987]     [0.328]     [0.620]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  0.0780      0.0158      0.0345      0.0669      0.0185      0.0156      0.0140         0.0949     0.0552     0.0664 
            [0.170]     [0.838]     [0.385]     [0.198]     [0.718]     [0.849]     [0.949]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.0485      0.0083      0.0176      0.0404      0.0090      0.0086      0.0069         0.0978     0.0436     0.0508 
            [0.134]     [0.786]     [0.370]     [0.161]     [0.722]     [0.756]     [0.940]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.0452      0.0036      0.0085      0.0247      0.0039      0.0045      0.0030         0.0993     0.0432      0.049 
            [0.062]     [0.768]     [0.329]     [0.113]     [0.708]     [0.616]     [0.919]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.0434      0.0021      0.0041      0.0129      0.0021      0.0029      0.0018            0.1     0.0434     0.0486 
            [0.037]     [0.774]     [0.387]     [0.123]     [0.774]     [0.560]     [0.893]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  0.4637      0.1415      0.0286      0.0709      0.0827      0.0960      0.0358         0.2038     0.1199     0.1517 
            [0.062]     [0.202]     [1.000]     [0.403]     [0.346]     [0.298]     [0.799]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.3815      0.0694      0.0139      0.0408      0.0449      0.0726      0.0181         0.1904     0.1088     0.1428 
            [0.025]     [0.138]     [0.692]     [0.235]     [0.214]     [0.132]     [0.530]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.3762      0.0641      0.0072      0.0233      0.0302      0.0647      0.0081          0.191     0.1059     0.1436 
            [0.013]     [0.074]     [0.651]     [0.202]     [0.156]     [0.073]     [0.584]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.3720      0.0593      0.0036      0.0115      0.0249      0.0575      0.0044         0.1957      0.106     0.1444 
            [0.006]     [0.037]     [0.618]     [0.192]     [0.088]     [0.038]     [0.500]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                    
        50  1.1628      1.3583      0.3170      0.2838      0.6170      1.0441      0.5949         0.1716      0.125     0.2061 
            [0.191]     [0.164]     [0.700]     [0.782]     [0.360]     [0.213]     [0.373]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  1.0253      1.1809      0.0790      0.0721      0.5551      0.9905      0.3390         0.1732     0.1139      0.222 
            [0.056]     [0.049]     [0.726]     [0.795]     [0.103]     [0.058]     [0.169]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  1.0189      1.2098      0.0406      0.0331      0.6112      1.0869      0.1988         0.1694     0.1065     0.2341 
            [0.018]     [0.015]     [0.443]     [0.544]     [0.029]     [0.017]     [0.091]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  1.0123      1.2282      0.0082      0.0121      0.6373      1.1848      0.0617         0.1711     0.1004     0.2394 
            [0.008]     [0.007]     [1.000]     [0.676]     [0.013]     [0.007]     [0.133]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 5.5 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  1.5247      1.8061      1.9162      0.6057      1.5705      1.6220      1.2580          0.145     0.0994     0.1993 
            [0.397]     [0.335]     [0.316]     [1.000]     [0.386]     [0.374]     [0.482]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  1.4585      1.7721      2.0111      0.3637      1.7289      1.7044      1.1444         0.1343     0.0846     0.2324 
            [0.249]     [0.205]     [0.181]     [1.000]     [0.210]     [0.213]     [0.318]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  1.4527      1.7887      2.1342      0.1475      1.8324      1.7188      1.0118         0.1305     0.0754     0.2639 
            [0.102]     [0.083]     [0.069]     [1.000]     [0.081]     [0.086]     [0.146]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  1.4454      1.8052      2.2754      0.0291      1.9025      1.6978      0.9597         0.1253     0.0656     0.2844 
            [0.020]     [0.016]     [0.013]     [1.000]     [0.015]     [0.017]     [0.030]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.05 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  0.3253      0.0155      0.0337      0.0661      0.0158      0.0116      0.0122         0.1006     0.0616     0.0686 
            [0.036]     [0.748]     [0.345]     [0.176]     [0.737]     [1.000]     [0.949]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  0.2100      0.0084      0.0178      0.0401      0.0084      0.0060      0.0062            0.1     0.0505     0.0532 
            [0.029]     [0.715]     [0.339]     [0.151]     [0.715]     [1.000]     [0.978]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  0.2047      0.0036      0.0084      0.0246      0.0036      0.0028      0.0027            0.1     0.0501     0.0511 
            [0.013]     [0.735]     [0.310]     [0.106]     [0.735]     [0.948]     [0.949]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  0.2013      0.0022      0.0041      0.0128      0.0022      0.0016      0.0016            0.1     0.0501     0.0506 
            [0.007]     [0.683]     [0.354]     [0.114]     [0.683]     [0.944]     [0.941]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.15 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  2.1523      0.5731      0.0281      0.0674      0.0281      0.0146      0.0150           0.26     0.1604     0.1637 
            [0.007]     [0.026]     [0.519]     [0.217]     [0.519]     [1.000]     [0.976]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  1.7941      0.3684      0.0139      0.0402      0.0139      0.0072      0.0075           0.25     0.1501     0.1518 
            [0.004]     [0.020]     [0.519]     [0.180]     [0.519]     [1.000]     [0.966]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  1.7771      0.3570      0.0071      0.0229      0.0071      0.0035      0.0035           0.25       0.15     0.1507 
            [0.002]     [0.010]     [0.488]     [0.152]     [0.488]     [1.000]     [0.995]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  1.7635      0.3498      0.0036      0.0112      0.0036      0.0018      0.0018           0.25       0.15     0.1505 
            [0.001]     [0.005]     [0.480]     [0.154]     [0.480]     [0.949]     [0.946]                                     
                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.25 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                     
        50  5.4712      7.0147      0.0216      0.0727      0.0216      0.0231      0.0219         0.2613     0.2601     0.2613 
            [0.004]     [0.003]     [0.995]     [0.296]     [0.995]     [0.930]     [0.979]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  4.8574      6.3545      0.0099      0.0381      0.0099      0.0099      0.0100         0.2505       0.25     0.2505 
            [0.002]     [0.002]     [0.996]     [0.260]     [0.999]     [0.998]     [0.993]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  4.8336      6.7050      0.0049      0.0235      0.0049      0.0049      0.0049           0.25       0.25     0.2505 
            [0.001]     [0.001]     [0.976]     [0.203]     [0.976]     [0.976]     [0.976]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  4.8103      6.9686      0.0028      0.0120      0.0028      0.0028      0.0028           0.25       0.25     0.2504 
            [0.001]     [0.000]     [0.924]     [0.215]     [0.924]     [0.924]     [0.926]                                     
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                                                                                                      Trimming proportion       
                                     MSE [Efficiency vs The Optimal]                           ------------------------------- 
   Sample   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  
    Size     LS         LTS(10%)    LTS(25%)    LTS(50%)     RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)    Adp LTS    RLTS(k=6)  LATS(k=6)   Adp LTS  
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                                                
    Error Distribution: cn (p= 0.3 m= 12 k= 1 )                                                                                      
        50  7.1901      9.2518      9.1812      0.1161      0.1300      0.0730      0.0561         0.4791     0.2998     0.3008 
            [0.004]     [0.003]     [0.003]     [0.231]     [0.206]     [0.368]     [0.478]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       100  6.9189      9.2714      11.2334     0.0437      0.0437      0.0124      0.0120           0.49        0.3     0.3002 
            [0.002]     [0.001]     [0.001]     [0.272]     [0.272]     [0.961]     [0.987]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       200  6.8970      9.4536      12.3002     0.0224      0.0224      0.0060      0.0060          0.495        0.3     0.3004 
            [0.001]     [0.001]     [0.001]     [0.269]     [0.269]     [0.996]     [1.000]                                     
                                                                                                                                
       400  6.8711      9.4966      13.2870     0.0116      0.0116      0.0035      0.0036         0.4975        0.3     0.3003 
            [0.001]     [0.000]     [0.000]     [0.284]     [0.284]     [0.941]     [0.927]                                     
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Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the RE versus the Optimal 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 6.5.A Normal with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.B Double Exponential with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.C Uniform with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.D CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 0 k= 10 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.E CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 5.5 k= 1 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.F CN(p= 0.05/0.15/0.25/0.3 m= 12 k= 1 ) with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.G All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.H All Error Distributions investigated with size=50 
Figure 6.5.I All Error Distributions investigated with size=100 
Figure 6.5.J All Error Distributions investigated with size=200 
Figure 6.5.K All Error Distributions investigated with size=400 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the bias of intercept and slope 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
Figure 6.5.L All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
Figure 6.5.M All Error Distributions investigated with size=50/100/200/400 
 
 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the RE versus the Optimal 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
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Figure 6.5.A 
 
Figure 6.5.B 
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Figure 6.5.C 
 
Figure 6.5.D 
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Figure 6.5.E 
 
Figure 6.5.F 
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Figure 6.5.G 
 
Figure 6.5.H 
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Figure 6.5.I 
 
Figure 6.5.J 
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Figure 6.5.K 
 
 
 
Box and Whisker Plot Overlaid on Scatter Plot of the bias of intercept and slope 
Plots Error Distributions investigated in simulations and plots 
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Figure 6.5.L 
 
Figure 
6.5.M 
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 APPLICATION IN HAWKINS-BRADU-KASS DATA CHAPTER 7.
In the previous chapters, a few adaptive robust approaches are proposed, and we use 
simulations to verify and demonstrate the validity of the proposed adaptive robust 
approaches. Here we illustrate the proposed approaches by applying them to some well-
known benchmark data, which have been studied by both classic OLS and robust 
approaches, and comparing their performance on the data.  
For the first example of adaptive robust data analysis below, we will use the well-known 
Hawkins-Bradu-Kass benchmark data. It was constructed by Hawkins, Bradu and Kass 
(1984) for illustrating some of the merits of a robust technique. The data set (attached in 
the appendix) consists of 75 observations in four dimensions (one response and three 
explanatory variables). It is known that the first 10 observations are bad leverage points 
or outliers, and the next four points are good leverage points (i.e., their x are outlying, but 
the corresponding y fit the model quite well). The following linear model is considered: 
   3322110 XXXY , where the response variable is Y, the independent 
variables are 321 ,, XXX , and   is the error. 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) used these data to show how robust techniques can 
substantially improve the OLS results. Chen (2002) analyzed this data with the 
ROBUSTREG Procedure. 
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Here the adaptive approaches proposed in this paper are applied to Hawkins-Bradu-Kass 
data and clean Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data (without the first 10 observations) respectively. 
Three adaptive approaches are investigated and applied. The first one is adaptive robust 
M-estimator (as Adapt=TW)  based on empirical distribution function of the standardized 
absolute residuals with TWI and Anderson-Darling test within IRWLS, which is 
introduced in chapter 4; The second one is the dynamically adaptive robust M-estimator 
(as Adapt=AV_D) based on Minimization of (Variance estimator) within IRWLS, which 
is introduced in chapter 5; The last one is the least adaptively trimmed sum of squares 
estimators with adjusted cut-off (as ACLATS _ ), which is introduced in chapter 6.  For 
each case, we compare the adaptive estimators with OLS estimator, M-estimator, MM-
estimator and S-estimator using default options in procedure ROBUSTREG. 
For convenience, the first two adaptive robust M-estimators (as Adapt=TW and AV_D) 
are  investigated because both of them are implemented in SAS macro; the least 
adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators with adjusted cut-off (as ACLATS _ ) is 
developed and implemented in S-PLUS Menu-driven application.   
The parameter estimates (P.E) and corresponding standard errors (S.E) and p-values (vs. 
zero) are reported in the following tables from (7.1.a) to (7.1.g).  
 
Method Table.7.1.a Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
OLS Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.3876 0.4165 0.3553 -0.1805 0.1045       0.0891 
x1             0.2392    0.2625    0.3652 0.0814        0.0667       0.2269 
x2             -0.3346   0.1551      0.0343 0.0399         0.0405       0.3281 
x3             0.3833    0.1288    0.0040 -0.0517 0.0354 0.1492 
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Method Table.7.1.b Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ROBUSTREG 
(M c=4.685)                  
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.9459 0.1359 <0.0001 -0.1940 0.1129 0.0858 
x1             0.1449     0.0857      0.0908 0.0871    0.0721     0.2266 
x2             0.1974     0.0506    <.0001 0.0415    0.0438     0.3428 
x3             0.1803     0.0420      <.0001 -0.0547    0.0382    0.1529 
                     
          
Method Table.7.1.c Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ROBUSTREG 
(MM Default)  
               
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.1940 0.1138 0.0884 -0.2144 0.1267 0.0906 
x1             0.0871 0.0726 0.2301 0.0960 0.0807 0.2344 
x2             0.0415 0.0433 0.3382 0.0436 0.0473 0.3566 
x3             -0.0547 0.0382 0.1520 -0.0589 0.0420 0.1609 
 
Method Table.7.1.d Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ROBUSTREG 
(S Default)  
               
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.9845 0.1599 <.0001 -0.2455 0.1468 0.0945 
x1             0.1500 0.0965 0.1202 0.1099 0.0934 0.2397 
x2             0.2126 0.0865 0.0140 0.0465 0.0538 0.3881 
x3             0.1701 0.0616 0.0058 -0.0649 0.0481 0.1774 
 
Method Table.7.1.e Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ADAPT(AV_D):  
 
 
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.1821 0.1123 0.1050 -0.1825      0.1060    0.0843 
x1             0.0821 0.0708 0.2462 0.0823    0.0678    0.2230 
x2             0.0401 0.0418 0.3374 0.0402     0.0410    0.3271 
x3             -0.0520 0.0347 0.1341 -0.0521      0.0359      0.1454 
 
Method Table.7.1.f Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ADAPT(TW):  
 
 
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.1821 0.1123 0.1050 -0.1825      0.1060    0.0843 
x1             0.0821 0.0708 0.2462 0.0823    0.0678    0.2230 
x2             0.0401 0.0418 0.3374 0.0402     0.0410    0.3271 
x3             -0.0520 0.0347 0.1341 -0.0521      0.0359      0.1454 
 
Method Table.7.1.g Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ADAPT(N)**:  
 (LS & c=4.685)                  
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -0.9459 0.1359 <0.0001 -0.1940 0.1129 0.0858 
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x1             0.1449     0.0857      0.0908 0.0871    0.0721     0.2266 
x2             0.1974     0.0506    <.0001 0.0415    0.0438     0.3428 
x3             0.1803     0.0420      <.0001 -0.0547    0.0382    0.1529 
                     
It can be seen that only the MM-estimator and two adaptive robust M-estimators (as 
Adapt=TW and AV_D) do not break down for Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data. By comparing 
the results for both the Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data and Clean HBK data, results also 
suggest that the two adaptive approaches have less bias than MM-estimator in this 
example.  
It is worth mentioning that both the adaptive robust approaches (as ADAPT=TW / AV_D) 
are implemented in SAS macro %BIWREG().The macro %BIWREG() is actually equivalent 
to the default of SAS procedure ROBUSTREG when the LS estimate is set as initial 
value and the adaptive option is blocked (i.e. Setting parameters ADAPT=N and 
INITREG=LS in macro %BIWREG()). It is demonstrated in table (7.1.b) and table (7.1.g). 
 
It is worthwhile to notice that two adaptive approaches are tabulated in table (7.1.e) and 
table (7.1.f), One approach is adaptive robust M-estimator (as Adapt=TW)  based on 
empirical distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals with TWI and 
Anderson-Darling test within IRWLS, the other one is the dynamically adaptive robust 
M-estimator (as Adapt=AV_D) based on Minimization of (Variance estimator) within 
IRWLS. As shown in the summary on tuning constant in table (5.7), the tuning constants 
by the two proposed adaptive approaches are usually slightly different, but the two 
proposed adaptive approaches (with two different adaptive algorithms) end up with 
concluding the same optimal tuning constant TC=11.0 and deriving the same results 
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consequently for data in this example. Note that M-estimator (ROBUSTREG with 
TC=4.685) actually breaks down due to the outliers’ influence.  Both adaptive approaches 
conclude that adaptive estimates are significantly different from OLS estimate under 
critical level=0.05. 
It is also instructive to compare these results with those based on the clean data set with 
the first 10 observations deleted. In table (7.1.e) and table (7.1.f), if we compare the 
adaptive estimates for both Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data and clean Hawkins-Bradu-Kass 
data, it is very interesting to observe that even though the two adaptive approaches pick 
up very large tuning constants as the optimal choices; their estimates are still very robust 
with less bias. The common knowledge about M-estimators is (see Lu, 2004) that the 
smaller the tuning constant, the more robust the method is, and the less efficiency the 
method has. The bigger the tuning constant, the less robust the method is, and the more 
efficiency the method has, since decreasing the tuning constant increases the down-
weight assigned to large residuals, and increasing the tuning constant decreases the 
down-weight assigned to large residuals. The commonly used M-estimator procedures 
such as ROBUSTREG in SAS and RREG in S-Plus only provide default tuning constants 
give coefficient estimates that are approximately 95% as statistically efficient as the 
ordinary least squares estimates, provided the response has a normal distribution with no 
outliers. It is still up to users to pick up the tuning constant for the balance of efficiency 
and robustness. 
 
Two important points about the differences between M-estimator and the adaptive M-
estimator approaches are worth mentioning to explain the case discussed above. One is 
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that the adaptive M-estimator approaches prefer LTS with high break down points as 
initial estimator, whereas the M-estimator implemented in SAS and S-plus uses LS as 
initial estimator. Thus, in the IRWLS algorithm, the M-estimator can end up being 
trapped in the local minimum area. The second is that the adaptive M-estimator 
approaches are data driven in the sense that they try to find the bigger tuning constant and 
weigh down the influence of possible outliers at the same time, whereas the tuning 
constant of M-estimator has to be chosen by users, or the default is assigned.  Actually 
from the diagnostic plot in Figure (7.3.TA2), it can be seen that the 10 outliers have 
robust standardized residuals as large as 13, but the robust standardized residuals of the 
rest observations are within 3. this is why the adaptive M-estimators do not break down 
with bigger tuning constant, whereas the M-estimator breaks down with smaller default 
tuning constant.    
Since the Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data, which have 10 outliers (bad leverage points) and 4 
good leverage points out of 75 observations,  are used to validate the proposed adaptive 
M-estimators against other estimators, further investigations and efforts are worthwhile.  
It is interesting to observe the following aspects by diagnostic plots for each estimator: 
By the rule in formula (3.3.5) to identify leverage points , the robust distance based on 
MCD estimator can correctly identify all the 14 leverage points; whereas the classic 
Mahalanobis distance based on OLS estimator can only identify 12
th
 and 14
th
 
observations as leverage points, as illustrated in Figure (7.1.A) and (7.1.B). That shows 
that the classic Mahalanobis distance, just like OLS, is not robust and can suffer from the 
well-known masking effect. The robust Mahalanobis distance is preferred in diagnostic 
measures. 
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By the rules (3.3.7A) to (3.3.7D), the data can be classified into four categories which are 
regular observations, vertical outliers, good leverage points, and bad leverage points 
proposed by Rousseeuw (1991). The four categories are determined by three reference 
lines (Robust Mahalanobis Distance 
2
1,)(   pxRD  and Standardized Residual
k
r
rSR
R

ˆ
)( ) in the diagnostic plots of 
R
Rir
ˆ
,
versus )( ixRD . The diagnostic plots in 
this example are displayed in Figure (7.3.LS) for OLS estimator, Figure (7.3.M) for M-
estimator, Figure (7.3.S) for S-estimator, Figure (7.3.MM) for MM-estimator, Figure 
(7.3.TW) for Adaptive M-estimator (Adapt=TW) and Figure (7.3.AV_D) for Adaptive 
M-estimator (Adapt=AV_D) as follows:  
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The diagnostic plots above suggest that the M-estimator (default ROBUSTREG with 
TC=4.685 efficiency=.95) fails to identify the first 10 observations as bad leverage points. 
Even worse, they wrongly pick the 4 good leverage points (11
th
 to 14
th 
observations) to be 
bad leverage points, which are demonstrated in Figure (7.3.M). It is worthy noticing that 
M-estimators are very sensitive to high leverage points (S-Plus 6, Chapter 11, p.390), and they 
cannot distinguish good leverage points from the bad leverage points (Chen, 2002) even 
though they can be robust in some sense. In such case, estimators with high breakdown 
values are preferred, or estimators with high breakdown value are strongly recommended 
for use as the initial value for M-estimators.     
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Like the M-estimator in this example, the S-estimator (with efficiency=.759 breakdown 
point=.25) fails to identify the first 10 observations as bad leverage points. On the 
contrary, it wrongly picks the 4 good leverage points (11
th
 to 14
th 
observations) to be bad 
leverage points, which are demonstrated in Figure (7.3.S). It is interesting to notice that 
the S-estimator with breakdown point=.25 in this example still breaks down even though 
there are only 10 bad leverage points out of 75 observations. Further investigation is 
needed for this case in S-estimator. 
 
The OLS estimator fails to identify the first 10 observations as bad leverage points; on 
the contrary, it suggests two of the 4 good leverage points (11
th
 and 12
th
 observations) to 
be bad leverage points, which can be shown in Figure (7.3.LS). The reason the OLS 
estimator does not pick up the bad leverage points and wrongly identify some of the good 
leverage points as bad leverage points is due to the well-known fact that OLS estimator is 
not robust with zero break-down point, and it can seriously suffer from the masking 
effect (Antille, et al, 1992). 
 
Both the MM-estimator and the two proposed adaptive M-estimators can correctly 
identify the first 10 observations as bad leverage points, the next 4 observations (11
th
 to 
14
th 
) to be good leverage points, and the rest  are regular observations as illustrated in 
Figure (7.3.MM), Figure (7.3.AV_D)  and Figure (7.3.TW).  
 
It is known that the tuning constant determines both the efficiency and breakdown value 
of the procedures. Changing the values of the tuning constant can alter the results 
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considerably. The differences of the same robust estimators across different statistical 
software packages (such as SAS and R) were investigated (O’Kelly, 2006). The 
variability of coefficient and scale estimates was also explored among the same robust 
estimator with a set of different tuning constants (Lu, 2004). In this example, the 
variability of M-estimator with a wide range of tuning constant is examined. Without loss 
of generality, the M-estimators with Tukey’s bisquare weight function and a set of tuning 
constants {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.3, 3.6, 3.9, 4.2, 4.5, 4.689, 5.0, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 20, 
30, 100} are  applied to both the unclean and clean Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data. For 
comparison, the results by the OLS estimator, M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-
estimator and adaptive M-estimator (tabulated in table.7.1a to table.7.1f) are added in the 
following plots (Figure 7.4.A and Figure 7.4.B).  
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In the plots above, the parameter estimates  3210 ,,,   for intercept,X1, X2 and X3 
by the M-estimators with a set of tuning constants are displayed with dots without 
connection, but  the parameter estimates  by the OLS estimator, M-estimator, MM-
estimator and S-estimator and adaptive M-estimator are connected respectively for easy 
identification, the plots suggest that the variability of the parameter estimates tends to be 
larger for contaminated data than for relatively clean data. They also demonstrate that 
the proposed adaptive approaches can be used to achieve better balance of efficiency and 
robustness than static M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-estimator.         
Note: the results and figures of this application above are derived from the following 
programs: 
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   D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICATION\HBK\ HBK_PLOT_ADP.sas. 
   D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICATION\HBK\HBK_LEV_OUT_CHECK.sas. 
 
As demonstrated in chapter 6, the Menu-driven application (Adaptive LTS Regression 
V.1 in S-Plus)  can be used to do the least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimator 
with adjusted cut-off ( ACLATS _ ). As shown figure D.4 in the appendix, the 
ACLATS _  is implemented based on the  Data and the related regression model 
(y~x1+x2+x3 in this application) provided in the interface. The adaptive estimator 
ACLATS _  is applied to both Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data and cleaned HBK data. The 
results are saved in D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\data\hbk1984_test.txt, which can be 
summarized in following three tables (7.1.h to .7.1.i and 7.1.j)    
 
Method Table.7.1.h Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data Clean HBK data 
ACLATS _  
 
Parameter   P.E   P.E   
Intercept                       -0.1946 UThres.  5.1317 -0.1805     UThres.  5.0970 
x1             0.0751 LThres.  3.9403 0.0814    LThres.  4.0170 
x2             0.0316 C.R 0.1333 0.0399    C.R 0.0154 
x3             -0.0476 
ACk  4.6022 -0.0517      ACk  5.0970 
 
 
Table.7.1.i Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data 
  
Parameter   ACLATS _
 
)5.( LTS
 
)25.( LTS
 
)1.( LTS
 
),( GkRLTS C
 
)( CkLATS
 
Intercept                       -0.1946 -0.5240 -0.3331 -1.1008 -0.3331  -0.1946 
x1             0.0751 0.2723 0.1663 0.1955 0.1663 0.0751  
x2             0.0316 0.0552 0.0533 0.2102 0.0533 0.0316 
x3             -0.0476 -0.1187 -0.0900 0.1596 -0.0900 -0.0476 
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Table.7.1.j Clean HBK data 
Parameter   ACLATS _
 
)5.( LTS
 
)25.( LTS
 
)1.( LTS
 
),( GkRLTS C
 
)( CkLATS
 
Intercept                       -0.1805 -0.5652 -0.5757  -0.3700 -0.1805 -0.1805 
x1             0.0814 0.2220 0.1762 0.1807 0.0814 0.0814 
x2             0.0399 0.1285 0.0456 0.0567 0.0399 0.0399 
x3             -0.0517 -0.1426 -0.0750 -0.0900 -0.0517 -0.0517 
 
The table (7.1.h) is derived by the least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators 
with adjusted cut-off (as ACLATS _ ). It is known that )(_ ACkLATSACLATS  . ACk  
is the adjusted cut-off  of LATS . UThres.  and LThres.  are the two threshold bounds 
defined in formula (6.2.e), C.R. is as the initial contamination rate in  ,.LThres . The 
adjusted cut-off ACk  is automatically derived by UThres. , LThres. and C.R shown in 
formula (6.2.f) or Figure (6.4).   
The tables (7.1.i and 7.1.j) are used to compare the results by ACLATS _  with the 
results by ),( GkRLTS C ,  )( CkLATS  and three common )(LTS  estimators with fixed 
trimming proportions  5.0,25.0,1.0 . Without loss of generality, cut-off Ck =6 and 
set trimming proportions }0.0,01.0,1.0,25.0,5.0{G  are specified as in chapter 6.   
Similar to the two adaptive robust M-estimators (as Adapt=TW and AV_D) , 
ACLATS _ can also identify the first 10 observations as bad leverage points, the next 4 
observations (11
th
 to 14
th 
) to be good leverage points. It is demonstrated in the diagnostic 
plots for  ACLATS _ . 
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For the Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data, obviously )1.( LTS  under-trim the data; 
)25.( LTS  and )5.( LTS  over-trim the data; ),( GkRLTS C  is same as 
)25.( LTS . Both ACLATS _  and adaptive )( CkLATS  derive the same results  with 
the right trimming to exclude the ten outliers.  
For the cleaned HBK data (with ten outliers excluded), all the )1.( LTS
)25.( LTS  and )5.( LTS  over-trim the data;  ),( GkRLTS C , )( CkLATS  and 
ACLATS _  draw the same conclusions with the same results.  It also suggests the 
adaptive )(LTS  estimators are more appropriate than the )(LTS  estimators with 
fixed trimming proportions when the unknown bad leverage points/ outliers exist in data.   
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 APPLICATION IN STACK LOSS DATA SET CHAPTER 8.
As in the previous chapter, we illustrate the proposed approaches by applying them to 
another well-known benchmark data, which is the well-known stack loss data set 
presented by Brownlee (1965) is used as one of benchmark data to illustrate the need for 
robust/adaptive alternatives to OLS. There are four variables and 21 observations in the 
stack loss data for 21 days of plant operation: 1X  = air flow, 2X  = cooling water inlet 
temperature, 3X  = acid concentration and Y=stack loss of ingoing ammonia. The stack 
loss of ingoing ammonia (Y) is assumed to be related to the operation of the factory to 
convert ammonia to nitric acid by the process of oxidation ( 321 ,, XXX ).  
It is a set of real data and it has been investigated by a great number of statisticians 
(Draper and Smith 1966, Daniel and Wood 1971, Andrews 1974, Andrews and Pregibon 
1978, Cook 1979, Dempster and Gasko-Green 1981, Atkinson 1982, Carroll and Ruppert 
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1985, Li 1985, and many others) by means of several approaches. Based on the findings 
cited in the literature, the 1
st
, 3
rd
, 4
th
 and 21
st
 observations are concluded as outliers by 
most people. The 2
nd
 observation is also reported as a borderline outlier by some too. As 
in the literature, the following linear model is considered: 
   3322110 XXXY , where the response variable is Y, the independent 
variables are 321 ,, XXX , and   is the error. 
As in the first example, three adaptive approaches are investigated and applied. The first 
one is adaptive robust M-estimator (as Adapt=TW)  based on empirical distribution 
function of the standardized absolute residuals with TWI and Anderson-Darling test 
within IRWLS, which is introduced in chapter 4; The second one is the dynamically 
adaptive robust M-estimator (as Adapt=AV_D) based on Minimization of (Variance 
estimator) within IRWLS, which is introduced in chapter 5; The last one is the least 
adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators with adjusted cut-off (as ACLATS _ ), 
which is introduced in chapter 6.  For each case, we compare the adaptive estimators with 
OLS estimator, M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-estimator using default options in 
procedure ROBUSTREG. 
 
For convenience, the first two adaptive robust M-estimators (as Adapt=TW and AV_D) 
are  investigated because both of them are implemented in SAS macro; the least 
adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators with adjusted cut-off (as ACLATS _ ) is 
developed and implemented in S-PLUS Menu-driven application.   
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The parameter estimates (P.E) and corresponding standard errors (S.E) and p-values (vs. 
zero) are reported in the following tables from (8.1.a) to (8.1.g).  
 
Method Table.8.1.a Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
OLS Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -39.920 11.896 0.00375 -35.484 4.526 <0.0001 
x1             0.716 0.135  0.00006 0.686 0.088 <0.0001 
x2             1.295 0.368 0.0026 0.567 0.153 0.003 
x3             -0.152 0.156 0.344 -0.017 0.063 0.789 
                                     
Method Table.8.1.b Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ROBUSTREG 
(M c=4.685)                  
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -42.285 9.505 <0.0001 -35.696 4.764 <0.0001 
x1             0.928 0.108 <0.0001 0.714 0.092 <0.0001 
x2             0.651 0.294 0.0269 0.495 0.161 0.0022 
x3             -0.112 0.125 0.368 -0.0155 0.066 0.8157 
                     
         Method Table.8.1.c Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ROBUSTREG 
(MM Default)  
               
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -42.321 9.440 <0.0001 -35.687 4.605 <0.0001 
x1             0.917 0.121 <0.0001 0.710 0.091 <0.0001 
x2             0.687 0.332 0.038 0.505 0.159 0.0015 
x3             -0.113 0.124 0.3617 -0.0154 0.066 0.814 
 
Method Table.8.1.d Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ROBUSTREG 
(S Default)  
               
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -41.192 8.579 <0.0001 -35.709 4.711 <0.0001 
x1             0.940 0.113 <0.0001 0.725 0.093 <0.0001 
x2             0.557 0.307 0.070 0.466 0.164 0.0046 
x3             -0.113 0.113 0.318 -0.0158 0.068 0.816 
 
 
Method Table.8.1.e Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ADAPT(AV_D):  
 
 
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -36.149 4.427 <0.0001 -36.685 2.810 <0.0001 
x1             0.744 0.050 <0.0001 0.739 0.054 <0.0001 
x2             0.400 0.137 0.0035 0.374 0.095 0.0001 
x3             -0.007 0.058 0.908 0.0089 0.039 0.820 
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Method Table.8.1.f Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ADAPT(TW):  
 
 
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -35.709 5.368 <0.0001 -35.542 4.532 <0.0001 
x1             0.722 0.061 <0.0001 0.690 0.088 <0.0001 
x2             0.474 0.166 0.0043 0.557 0.153 0.0003 
x3             -0.0160 0.071 0.8207 -0.0166 0.063 0.7927 
 
Method Table.8.1.g Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ADAPT(N)**:  
 (LS & c=4.685)                  
Parameter   P.E S.E P-value P.E S.E P-value 
Intercept                       -42.285 9.505 <0.0001 -35.696 4.764 <0.0001 
x1             0.928 0.108 <0.0001 0.714 0.092 <0.0001 
x2             0.651 0.294 0.0269 0.495 0.161 0.0022 
x3             -0.112 0.125 0.368 -0.0155 0.066 0.8157 
 
It can be seen that only the two adaptive robust M-estimators (as Adapt=TW and AV_D) 
do well for Stack Loss Data. All the OLS, the robust M-estimator, MM-estimator and S-
estimator actually break down due to the outliers’ influence in this example. For the 
purpose of sensitivity analysis, the same regressions are also done for the Stack Loss 
Data with five outliers (the 1
st
, 2
nd
, 3
rd
, 4
th
 and 21
st
 observations) removed.  
 
It is worthwhile to notice that two adaptive approaches are tabulated in table (8.1.e) and 
table (8.1.f), One approach is adaptive robust M-estimator (as Adapt=TW) based on 
empirical distribution function of the standardized absolute residuals with TWI and 
Anderson-Darling test within IRWLS, the other one is the dynamically adaptive robust 
M-estimator (as Adapt=AV_D) based on Minimization of (Variance estimator) within 
IRWLS. As shown in the summary on tuning constant in table (5.7), the tuning constants 
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by the two proposed adaptive approaches are usually slightly different. For the Stack 
Loss Data, the adaptive tuning constant is 3.0 for approach Adapt=AV_D, and the 
adaptive tuning constant is 3.47 for approach Adapt=TW; However for the Stack Loss 
Data with five outliers (the 1
st
, 2
nd
, 3
rd
, 4
th
 and 21
st
 observations) removed, the adaptive 
tuning constant ends up with 3.19 for approach Adapt=AV_D, and the adaptive tuning 
constant ends up with 11.0 for approach Adapt=TW. 
 
As reported in the literature, the Stack Loss Data have 4 obvious outliers (1
st
, 3
rd
, 4
th
 and 
21
st
) and one borderline outlier (2
nd
 observation), the data are also commonly used to 
validate the proposed adaptive M-estimators against other estimators, further 
investigations and efforts are worthwhile. It is interesting to observe the following 
aspects by diagnostic plots for each estimator used in the example: 
 
By the rule in formula (3.3.5) to identify leverage points, the robust distance based on 
MCD estimator can identify all the 9 leverage points; whereas the classic Mahalanobis 
distance based on OLS estimator identifies none as potential leverage points, as 
illustrated in Figure (8.1.A) and (8.1.B). That shows that the classic Mahalanobis distance, 
just like OLS, is not robust and can suffer from the well-known masking effect. The 
robust Mahalanobis distance is preferred in diagnostic measures. 
 
By the rules (3.3.7A) to (3.3.7D), the data can be classified into four categories which are 
regular observations, vertical outliers, good leverage points, and bad leverage points 
proposed by Rousseeuw (1991). The four categories are determined by three reference 
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lines (Robust Mahalanobis Distance 
2
1,)(   pxRD  and Standardized Residual
k
r
rSR
R

ˆ
)( ) in the diagnostic plots of 
R
Rir
ˆ
,
versus )( ixRD . The diagnostic plots in 
this example are displayed in Figure (8.3.LS) for OLS estimator, Figure (8.3.M) for M-
estiamtor, Figure (8.3.S) for S-estimator, Figure (8.3.MM) for MM-estimator, Figure 
(8.3.TW) for Adaptive M-estimator (Adapt=TW) and Figure (8.3.AV_D) for Adaptive 
M-estimator (Adapt=AV_D) as follows:  
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The diagnostic plot in Figure (8.3.LS) above shows the OLS estimator which fails to 
identify none of the five outliers; The M-estimator (default ROBUSTREG with 
TC=4.685 efficiency=.95) correctly identifies 4
th
 and 21
st
 observations as outliers, but 
fails to identify the 1
st
, 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 observations as outliers shown in Figure (8.3.M); both 
MM-estimator and the S-estimator (with efficiency=.759 breakdown point=.25) only 
identify the 21
st
 observation as outlier shown in Figure (8.3.MM) and Figure (8.3.S); 
However it can be clearly demonstrated in Figure (8.3.TW) and Figure (8.3.AV_D) that 
the two proposed adaptive M-estimators identify all 5 outliers with hint that the 2
nd
 
observation is a borderline outlier since its standardized residual is just out of the pre-
specified cut-off line.          
The results from (8.1.a) to (8.1.f) and all the diagnostic plots are done from the following 
two programs: 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICATION\StackLoss\StackLoss_PLOT_ADP.sas. 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICATION\StackLoss\ StackLoss_LEV_OUT_CHECK.sas. 
 
As demonstrated in chapter 6, the Menu-driven application (Adaptive LTS Regression 
V.1 in S-Plus) can also be used to do the least adaptively trimmed sum of squares 
estimator with adjusted cut-off ( ACLATS _ ). As shown figure D.4 in the appendix, the 
ACLATS _  is implemented based on the Data and the related regression model 
(y~x1+x2+x3 in this application) provided in the interface. The adaptive estimator 
ACLATS _  is applied to both Stack Loss Data and cleaned Stack Loss Data. The results 
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are saved in D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\data\StackLoss_test.txt, which can be summarized 
in following three tables (8.1.h to .8.1.i and 8.1.j)    
 
Method Table.8.1.h Stack Loss Data Clean Stack Loss Data  
ACLATS _  
 
Parameter   P.E   P.E   
Intercept                       -37.199 UThres.  4.786 -36.636 UThres.  4.683 
x1             0.871 LThres.  4.786 0.764 LThres.  4.683 
x2             0.421 C.R 0.238 0.389 C.R 0.188 
x3             -0.0821 
ACk  4.786 -0.0121 ACk  4.683 
 
 
Table.8.1.i Stack Loss Data 
  
Parameter   ACLATS _
 
)5.( LTS
 
)25.( LTS
 
)1.( LTS
 
),( GkRLTS C
 
)( CkLATS
 
Intercept                       -37.199 -35.609 -36.811 -38.822 -36.811 -37.199 
x1             0.871 0.730 0.829 0.880 0.829 0.871 
x2             0.421 0.392 0.444 0.669 0.484 0.421 
x3             -0.0821 -0.0014 -0.0737 -0.128 -0.0737 -0.0821 
 
 
Table.8.1.j Clean Stack Loss Data  
Parameter   ACLATS _
 
)5.( LTS
 
)25.( LTS
 
)1.( LTS
 
),( GkRLTS C
 
)( CkLATS
 
Intercept                       -36.636 -35.485 -35.771 -36.160 -35.771 -36.636 
x1             0.764 0.750 0.730 0.7390 0.730 0.764 
x2             0.389 0.258 0.360 0.479 0.360 0.389 
x3             -0.0121 0.015 0.0068 -0.0235 0.0068 -0.0121 
 
The table (8.1.h) is derived by the least adaptively trimmed sum of squares estimators 
with adjusted cut-off (as ACLATS _ ). It is known that )(_ ACkLATSACLATS  . ACk  
is the adjusted cut-off  of LATS . UThres.  and LThres.  are the two threshold bounds 
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defined in formula (6.2.e), C.R. is as the initial contamination rate in  ,.LThres . The 
adjusted cut-off ACk  is automatically derived by UThres. , LThres. and C.R shown in 
formula (6.2.f) or Figure (6.4).   
The tables (8.1.i and 8.1.j) are used to compare the results by ACLATS _  with the 
results by ),( GkRLTS C ,  )( CkLATS  and three common )(LTS  estimators with fixed 
trimming proportions  5.0,25.0,1.0 . Without loss of generality, cut-off Ck =6 and 
set trimming proportions }0.0,01.0,1.0,25.0,5.0{G  are specified as in chapter 6.   
Similar diagnostic plots are done for ACLATS _ in figure (8.3.ALTS) below. It is 
interesting to see that ACLATS _ correctly identify four obvious outliers (the 1st, 3rd, 4th 
and 21
st
 observations), but fails to identify the borderline outlier the 2
nd
 observation. it 
might suggest the adaptive )(LTS  estimators are also kind of sensitive to the borderline 
outliers in data.   
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APPENDIX 
 
(A) The Half Normal distribution: 
If h has a half normal distribution, denoted as ),(~ 2HNh , then the probability density 
function of h is )
2
)(
exp(
2
2
)(
2
2

uh
hf

  
where h , 0  and    is real. Let )(y  denote the standard normal cumulative 
density function, then it can be derived that the cumulative density function of 
),( 2HN  is 
1)(2)( 



h
hF  
Since 1)(2))(1(21)Pr( 000 

zzz
uh

, let 00 hz   , it can be re-
expressed as  
1)(2)Pr( 00 



h
hh . 
In the special case, the cumulative density function of half standard distribution )1,0(HN  
is 1)(2)(  hhF . It is used in one of the definitions of tail weight index. 
 
 
(B) Proof of Theorem 1 (for TWI): 
Note that Huber (1981, p56) showed that the influence function of the quantiles  , noted 
as )(1 sFTs
 , is given by 
))((
))((1
),,(
1
1
sFf
sFxHs
FTxIF s 

 .  
where )( xH  is the Heaviside function or unit step function defined as follows: 
 





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


x
x
xH
,0
,1
)(  
Let the contamination distribution of )(xF  be xt tFtxF  )1()( . Then by the 
definition of Influence function (Hampel, 1986), we have 
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
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Base on their definitions as follows: 
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( C ) Computation of asymptotic variances of tail weight index estimators (TWI): 
 
Both Numerical Integration method based on influence function (for theoretical values) 
and Simulation method (for approximate values) can be employed to derive asymptotic 
variances of tail weight index estimators. 
Two user defined functions twi.integration.av() and twi.simulation.av() in S-Plus codes 
are developed for this purpose. They are also imbedded in the Menu-driven application 
package LTS_ADP.SSC (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus developed by author). 
The computation is also implemented in the SAS programs Quad_TWI_IF_V1.SAS, 
Quad_TWI_IF_PLOT.SAS and TWI_SIMU_V1.SAS. 
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( D ) User Interfaces of Menu-driven application package LTS_ADP.SSC (in S-Plus): 
 
Figure D.1: Main Menu Interface of application (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1) 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.2: Dialog window with two panels driven by Menu Item (C.I. of TWI by 
Integration)  
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Figure D.3: Dialog window with two panels driven by Menu Item  (Adaptive LTS 
Simulation) 
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Figure D.4: Dialog window with two panels driven by Menu Item  (Adaptive LTS 
Regression) 
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( E ): Derivation of thresholds based on the confidence interval of tail weight index 
Table (4.1) are obtained using the Menu-driven application (Adaptive LTS Regression 
V.1 in S-Plus) as shown in figure D.1 in appendix (D). First navigate to the menu interface 
in S-Plus and Left-click on the Menu item (Adaptive LTS Regression V.1, then select 
“C.I. of TWI by Integration” from the sub-menu item list. Also it can be derived from 
program D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\Quad_TWI_IF_V1.SAS.  
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( F ): Macro Invocation Relation Flow Chart for Adaptive Robust Regression in simulations 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%Simulation_ADP_JK() 
In Simulation_ADP_PKGE_JK.SAS 
 
To specify Adaptive/Robust 
options with ADAPTION_SLT=TW 
     METHOD_SLT=TUKEY       
%Data_Generation_V1() 
In MACRO_PKGE.SAS 
 
To derive data sample for all 
simulations 
%BIWREG_JK() 
In BIWEIGHT_PKGE_JK.SAS 
 
To invoke core macro %BIWREG() 
with Adaptive/Robust options 
options 
%ut_sas8lchk() 
In ut_sas8lchk.SAS 
 
To check all log files 
for all simulations 
%BIWREG() 
In BIWEIGHT_PKGE_A.SAS 
 
To process core adaptive Robust 
Regression 
%ALL_CASES() 
In ADP_CASES_Update1.SAS 
 
To specify parameters for 
simulation scenarios 
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(G ): The Flow Charts for IRWLS Algorithm and (Static/Dynamic) Adaptive IRWLS 
Algorithms in linear regression. 
 
Figure G (2.1): The IRWLS Algorithm Flow Chart with specified tuning constant C 
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Figure G (2.1a): The Flow Chart of  IRWLS Algorithm with Dynamically adaptive 
tuning constant based on the EDF of the standardized absolute residuals  
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Figure G (2.2a): The IRWLS Algorithm with Dynamically adaptive tuning constant by 
Min(AV) Flow Chart  
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Figure G (2.2b): The IRWLS Algorithm with Dynamically adaptive tuning constant by 
Min(AV) Flow Chart  
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Figure G (2.2c): Flow Chart of Bi-section search implemented to find adaptive tuning 
constant to Min(AV)  within The IRWLS shown in Figure G (2.2b) 
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Figure G (2.3a): The IRWLS Algorithm with Statically adaptive tuning constant by 
Min(AV) Flow Chart  
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Figure G (2.3b): The IRWLS Algorithm with statically adaptive tuning constant by 
Min(AV) Flow Chart with Bi-section search implemented 
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( H ): Brief Descriptions/Documentations on the SAS/S-Plus Programs used in the dissertation  
 
Program Descptions 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BIWEIGH
T_PKGE_A.SAS 
Core Robust-Adaptive regression Macro %BIWREG ( ) is defined 
in BIWEIGHT_PKGE_A.SAS in which the following adaptive 
approaches can be done. 
 ADAPT   = AV_D:MIN(Asymptotical Variance) by 
Dynamically adaptive approach( Optimalization Process 
within the IRWLS)  
 ADAPT   = AV_D_BI :  MIN(Asymptotical Variance) by 
Dynamically approach (Bisection search to replace 
Optimalization within the IRWLS) 
 ADAPT   = TW (Y) : dynamically find Tuning Constant 
by TWI/AD-test within the IRWLS 
 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\ BIWEIGH
T_PKGE_JK.SAS 
Another core Macro %BIWREG_JK ( ) is defined in program 
BIWEIGHT_PKGE_JK.SAS in which the following approaches 
are implemented based % BIWREG ().  
 Two Statically Adaptive approaches (AV_S  and 
AV_S_BI) 
 Jack-knife used to estimate the bias and variances of 
parameters (As an initiative, not validated and used in the 
paper yet) 
 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\Simulation
_ADP_PKGE_JK.SAS 
Simulation Macro %Simulation_ADP_JK () is defined. It is the 
engine to invoke other core macros for simulations,  
It is demonstrated in the Appendix ( F ): Macro Invocation 
Relation Flow Chart for Adaptive Robust Regression in 
simulations 
 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\ MACRO_
PKGE.SAS 
There are three useful Macros defined in this program: 
 %Data_Generation_V1 () is used to derive simulation 
data. 
 % M_MM_S_DEFAULT()is used to get M MM and S 
default estimates from ROBUSTREG SAS procedure 
 % MACRO M_TC_FIXED() is used to get M estimator 
(Tukey emthod) with various fixed tuning constant 
estimates from ROBUSTREG SAS procedure 
 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\LT
S_ADP.SSC 
Adaptive LTS Regression V.1 in S-Plus developed by author. 
It is a Menu-driven application package in which the following 
functionalities are implemented: 
 Adaptive LTS regression 
 Adaptive LTS simulations 
 LTS Asymptotic Relative Efficincy (ARE) by Simulations 
 Tail weight index (TWI) 
 TWI Asympotic variance by Simulations 
 TWI Asympotic variance by Integration using analytic 
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formula 
 Confidence interval(C.I.) for TWI by integration 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\IQ
R_MAD_AV_CK.SSC It is used to show that the asymptotic variance 
2
),(2 
 F of two-
sided TWI estimator ),(2 F  is the same as the asymptotic 
variance 
2
)2,(3 
 F of half normal based TWI estimator
)2,(3 F  by Influence Function approach. In fact, 
),(2  F  is equivalent to )2,(3  F  in the sense that 
they have the same means and asymptotic variances. 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\SI
MULATION\ADP_CASES
_Update1.sas 
It is used to investigate the finite sample performances of the 
proposed adaptive Robust M-estimator along with the least squares 
and the current robust procedure (RobustReg in SAS v.9) 
illustrated in Table (4.5). 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\SI
MULATION\ADP_CASES
_Update1_box_plot.sas 
the Box and Scatter Plots (Figure 4.5.G - 4.5.H) visualize the 
summary on the biases of intercept and slope for all scenarios 
listed in table (4.4) combined.  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\BS_JK\BI
WEIGHT_PKGE_JK_test_
case_demo.sas 
It is used to demonstrated how the proposed Adaptive M-
estimators work in Examples (4.1), (4.2), (5.1) and (5.2):  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV)  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC by Min (AV) 
through Bi-section Search 
 IRWLS with Statically adaptive TC by Min (AV) through 
Bi-section Search  
 IRWLS with Dynamically adaptive TC based on 
Anderson-Darling (AD) Normality test and tail weight 
index TWI 
 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\Q
UAD_EFF_CN_M.sas 
For M-estimators such as Tukey( )(cT ),Huber( )(cH ) and 
Andrews( )(cA ), It is used to derive the  tuning constants for 
specified Asymptotic Relative Efficiency compared to LS 
estimator under different error distributions. The results are 
summarized in Table 5.2, tables 5.3.A and 5.3.B, figures from 
5.3.(A,B) to 5.5.(A,B). 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\Q
UAD_EFF_L1_L2.sas 
It is used to derive the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of 
Median (L1) compared to mean(L2) under different distributions. 
The results are summarized table 5.1 and figure 5.1.  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\A
DP_AVE_Optimal_BI_com
parison.sas. 
 
It is used to show how Optimization routines such as NLPNRR() 
in SAS can be used to find the optimal tuning constant within each 
iteration of IRWLS, and the possible scenarios in which the 
Optimization routines usually have convergence issues over large 
search domain. 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHERA
DP_AVE_Optimal_BI_che
ck.sas.   
It is used to demonstrated How Bi-section search (used to replace 
the Optimization routine to search the approximate optimal tuning 
constant) works in each step within one IRWLS process shown in 
Figure 5.6.A, Figure 5.6.B and Figure 5.6.C.    
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D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\L
TS_EFF_BP_CASES.sas 
It is used to explore the Relative Efficiencies of )(LTS  to the 
LS estimator shown in Table 6.2, Figure 6.1.A and Figure 6.1.B. 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\L
TS_EFF_BP_CASES_simu
lation.sas 
It is used to explore the Relative Efficiencies of )(LTS  to the 
LS estimator shown in Table 6.2, Figure 6.1.C and Figure 6.1.D. 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\Ex
port\SPLUS_TO_SAS_RE
PORT_K6.SAS  
 
The table (6.5.a) is generated by these programs based on the 
simulation results by LTS_ADP.SSC.  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\SPLUS\Ex
port\SPLUS_TO_SAS_RE
PORT_K6_box_plot.sas. 
 
The Box and Scatter Plots (Figures 6.5.A – 6.5.I)  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\ Q
UAD_EFF_BP_S.SAS 
It is used to explore the relationship between its Gaussian 
efficiency, breakdown point and the tuning constant for S-
estimator 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\L
TS_EFF_BP.SAS 
It is used to explore the relationship between its Gaussian 
efficiency, breakdown point and the trimming portion for LTS 
regression. 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICA
TION\CALLS\calls_plot.S
AS 
It is used to derive Table 1.1A and Figure 1.1A to demonstrate the 
different the regression results among OLS, M-estimator, MM-
estimator and S-estimator.  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\P
LOTFUNC.SAS 
It is used to derive the graphic representations of common M-
estimators in Figure 2.1 with respect to  objective function )(x , 
score function )(x  and weight function xxw /)(  
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER\Q
UAD_TWI_IF_V1.SAS 
It is used to derive the asymptotic variances for three Tail weight 
Index estimates (TWI) summarized in table 3.1. It is computed 
analytically by integration based on formulas (3.1.11) to (3.1.13).  
 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\OTHER 
QUAD_TWI_IF_PLOT.sas 
It is used to produce plots of Infulence Function (used by TWI) 
shown in Figure 3.1 
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\AD_TWI
MM\TWI_SIMU_V1.SAS 
It is used to derive the asymptotic variances for three Tail weight 
Index estimates (TWI) summarized in table 3.1a. It is derived by 
simulation. 
   
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICA
TION\HBK\UNCLEAN\hb
k_plot_rob.sas 
 
Adaptive approaches are applied to HBK data  with estimates 
comparison and plots 
   
D:\ZZJ\RB2006\APPLICA
TION\HBK\UNCLEAN\hb
k_lev_out_chk.sas 
Adaptive approaches are applied to HBK data with , Standardized 
residuals versus the robust distance plots to identify both good and 
bad leverage points. The the robust distance is based on MCD 
estimator. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
( H1) BIWEIGHT_PKGE_A.SAS 
Note: Other programs listed above are also available 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
/********************************************************************** 
BIWEIGHT_PKGE_A.SAS 
By 
Zongjun Zhang  
University of Cincinnati, 
Neuroscience Stats Product Team, Eli Lilly and Company 
 
METHOD  =TUKEY HUBER ANDREWS 
         M-estimator Choice, three methods are available so far 
         with Default TUKEY Biweight 
 
INITREG =LTS LMS For initial Regression with High breakdown point close 
to .5 or LS 
         Dedault=LTS 
ADAPT   =Y or N ,whether adaptive Re-weighted-Regression is performed  
         with Default=Y 
         TW (Y) : dynamically find Tuning Constant by TWI/AD-test 
within the IRWLS 
         AV_D:MIN(Asympotical Variance) by Dynamically adaptive 
approach (Optimalization Process within the IRWLS)  
         AV_D_BI :  MIN(Asympotical Variance) by Dynamically approach 
(Bisection search to replace Optimalization within the IRWLS) 
         AV2_D : Siminar to AV_D (within the IRWLS) 
         HN : Using Absolute Residual with half normal distribution 
comparison 
          
COVSLT  =CV1,CV2 CV3 
         with CV1 as default (refer to detail in the paper) 
DENOMSLT=CV1 CV2 CV3 (Using Scale Estimator) or M( Using Normalized MAD) 
         in the iterative Re-weighted-Regression , 
         whether the u=r/(c.S) or u=r/(c.aMAD) finally used in the 
weight vector. 
         
INITC   =Constant Tuning C for MAD or S in the form of u=r/(c.S) or 
u=r/(c.aMAD) 
         IF ADAPT=N 
         This option is used for expolatory purpose.  
         With Default=  
           METHOD=TUKEY INITC=4.685; 
           METHOD=HUBER INITC=1.345; 
           METHOD=ANDREWS INITC=1.339; 
HYPOTEST=Y/N 
         whether to display the hypothesis results(Adapitve and LS ) 
         Default=N 
SIGLEVEL=0.05 as default 
 
TWIMM   =N/Y default=N 
         used in simulation for Tail Weight Index and Max(|x(j)-
Med(x(i))|)/[c.Med(|x(j)-Med(x(i))|)] 
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ITDETAIL=N/Y Default=N 
**********************************************************************/; 
 
%MACRO BIWREG( 
DSET_IN=, 
DSET_OUT=, 
YVAR=, 
XVAR=, 
METHOD=TUKEY, 
INITREG=LTS, 
ADAPT=Y, 
COVSLT=CV1, 
DENOMSLT=MAD, 
INITC=, 
HYPOTEST=N, 
SIGLEVEL=0.05, 
TWIMM=N, 
TAILPART=%STR(), 
ITDETAIL=N); 
 
  %LET METHOD=%UPCASE(%CMPRES(&METHOD)); 
  %LET INITREG=%UPCASE(%CMPRES(&INITREG)); 
  %LET ADAPT=%UPCASE(&ADAPT); 
  %LET COVSLT=%UPCASE(&COVSLT); 
  %LET DENOMSLT=%UPCASE(&DENOMSLT); 
  %LET HYPOTEST=%UPCASE(&HYPOTEST); 
 
  %LET TWIMM=%UPCASE(&TWIMM); 
  %LET ITDETAIL=%UPCASE(&ITDETAIL); 
 
   %If %length(&DSET_OUT)=0 %then %let DSET_OUT=TempOut; 
 
  /********************************************** 
  Get # of Idependent variables in regression model 
  **********************************************/ 
  %LET K=1; 
  %LET VNAME&K=%NRBQUOTE(%SCAN(&XVAR,&K,' ')); 
  %DO %WHILE(%NRBQUOTE(&&VNAME&K) NE ); 
    %LET K=%EVAL(&K+1); 
    %LET VNAME&K=%NRBQUOTE(%SCAN(&XVAR,&K,' ')); 
  %END; 
  %LET N_XVAR=%EVAL(&K-1); 
  %PUT NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: &N_XVAR; 
 
  %IF NOT ((&METHOD=TUKEY) OR (&METHOD=HUBER) OR 
(&METHOD=ANDREWS)) %THEN %DO; 
    %PUT METHOD IN (TUKEY HUBER ANDREWS ); 
    %LET METHOD=TUKEY; 
  %END; 
 
  %IF NOT ((&INITREG=LTS) OR (&INITREG=LMS) OR (&INITREG=LS)) %THEN %DO; 
    %PUT INITREG  IN (LTS LMS LS); 
    %LET INITREG=LTS; 
  %END; 
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  %IF NOT ((&ADAPT=Y) OR (&ADAPT=N) OR (&ADAPT=HN) OR (&ADAPT=TW)  
          OR (&ADAPT=AV_D) OR (&ADAPT=AV_D_BI) OR 
(&ADAPT=AV_D_BI2)  ) %THEN %DO; 
    %PUT ADAPT IN (Y N HN TW AV_D AV_D_BI AV_D_BI2); 
    %LET ADAPT=Y; 
  %END; 
 
  %IF NOT ((&COVSLT=CV1) OR (&COVSLT=CV2) OR (&COVSLT=CV3)) %THEN %DO; 
    %PUT COVSLT IN (CV1 CV2 CV3 ); 
    %LET COVSLT=CV1; 
  %END; 
 
  %IF NOT ((&DENOMSLT=CV1) OR (&DENOMSLT=CV2) OR (&DENOMSLT=CV3) OR 
(&DENOMSLT=MAD) ) %THEN %DO; 
    %PUT DENOMSLT IN (CV1 CV2 CV3 MAD); 
    %LET DENOMSLT=MAD; 
  %END; 
 
  %********************************************************************
*** 
  If Adaptive method is not applied and Initial Tuning Constant is not  
     assigned then assign the default Tuning Constant for different 
Methods 
  
***********************************************************************
*; 
  %IF (&ADAPT=N) AND %LENGTH(&INITC)=0 %THEN %DO; 
    %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %LET INITC=4.685; 
 %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %LET INITC=1.345; 
    %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %LET INITC=1.339; 
  %END; 
 
  %********************************************************************
*** 
  Set the lbound and ubound for later use in Bi-section algorithm  
  The lbound and ubound for Tc are selected such that  
   TC=(3, 11) for ARE=(.77, .998) for Tukey 
   TC=(.8, 3.0) for ARE=(.72, .998) for Andrew 
   TC=(.4, 2.5) for ARE=(.76, .998) for Huber 
 
  ( Eff )   0.75 0.8     0.85 0.9  0.95 0.99 
   Tukey 2.898 3.137 3.443 3.882 4.685 7.04 
   Huber 0.337 0.54 0.732 0.984 1.345 1.96 
   Andrews 0.837 0.901 0.988 1.111 1.339 2.015 
 
  For more details, refer to the data Ds_are_cn_cp00ck10_m generated by 
program QUAD_EFF_CN_M.SAS 
  
***********************************************************************
*; 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
    %let lbound0= 3; 
    %let ubound0= 11; 
 %let tc_init0=3.5; 
  %END; 
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  %ELSE %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
     %let lbound0= 0.4; 
    %let ubound0= 2.5; 
 %let tc_init0=0.75; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
     %let lbound0= 0.8; 
    %let ubound0= 3.0; 
 %let tc_init0=1.0; 
  %END; 
 
 
 
 
PROC IML; 
 
  /****************************************************** 
 Module(1.1) MEDIAN(Y)to calculate the median  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
 RETURN: median of vector of y 
          
*******************************************************/ 
START MEDIAN(Y); 
  /**re-shape it into Row Vector**/ 
  Z=SHAPE(Y,1); 
  /**get rid of missing values**/ 
  Z1=Z[(LOC((Z^=.)=1))]; 
  /**Order the Vector Z1 in ascending order**/ 
  B=Z1; 
  Z1[RANK(Z1)]=B; 
  /**re-shape it into Row Vector**/ 
  Z1=Shape(Z1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Z1); 
  IF N>1 THEN 
    MED=CHOOSE(MOD(N,2)=0,(Z1[N/2]+Z1[1+N/2])/2,Z1[(N+1)/2]); 
  ELSE  
    MED=Z1; 
  RETURN(MED); 
FINISH MEDIAN; 
 
 
 
 /****************************************************** 
 Module(1.2) MEAN(Y)to calculate the mean  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
 RETURN: mean of vector of y 
          
*******************************************************/ 
START MEAN(Y); 
  /*** get rid of missing value and re-shape it into Row Vector***/ 
  Y1=Y[(LOC((Y^=.)=1))]; 
  Y1=SHAPE(Y1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Y1); 
  MEAN=SUM(Y1)/N; 
  RETURN(MEAN); 
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FINISH MEAN; 
 
 
 /****************************************************** 
 Module(1.3) STD(Y)to calculate the STD  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
 RETURN: STD of vector of y 
          
*******************************************************/ 
START STD(Y); 
  Y1=Y[(LOC((Y^=.)=1))]; 
  Y1=SHAPE(Y1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Y1); 
  MEAN=SUM(Y1)/N; 
  STDn= SQRT(SUM( (Y1-MEAN)#(Y1-MEAN) )/(N-1)); 
  RETURN (STDn); 
FINISH STD; 
 
 
 /****************************************************** 
 Module(1.4) VAR(Y,UB)to calculate the VARIANCE  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
         UB  --U for Unbiased, B for biased   
 RETURN: Variance of vector of y 
         
*******************************************************/ 
START VAR(Y,UB); 
  Y1=Y[(LOC((Y^=.)=1))]; 
  Y1=SHAPE(Y1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Y1); 
  MEAN=SUM(Y1)/N; 
  If UB='U' | UB='u' then do; 
    VARn= SUM( (Y1-MEAN)#(Y1-MEAN) )/(N-1); 
  end; 
  else do; 
    VARn= SUM( (Y1-MEAN)#(Y1-MEAN) )/N; 
  end; 
  RETURN (VARn); 
FINISH VAR; 
 
 
 /****************************************************** 
 Module(1.5) Anderson-Darling Test  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
         ADJ --sample Size Adjusted AD=AD*(1+ .75/N +2.25/(N*N) ) if 
ADJ=Y or n 
 RETURN: AD 
          
 AD Critical Value CV: 
       Alpha     0.1        0.05    0.025   0.01 
       AD        0.631      .752     .873   1.035 
*******************************************************/ 
START AD_NORM_TEST0(Y,ADJ); 
  /**get rid of missing values**/ 
  Y1=Y[(LOC((Y^=.)=1))]; 
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  /**Order the Vector Z1 in ascending order**/ 
  B=Y1; 
  Y1[RANK(Y1)]=B; 
  /**re-shape it into Row Vector**/ 
  Y1=Shape(Y1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Y1); 
  MEAN=SUM(Y1)/N;  
  STDn= SQRT(SUM( (Y1-MEAN)#(Y1-MEAN) )/(N-1)); 
  Z=(Y1-MEAN)/STDn; 
  Pz=Probnorm(Z); 
  co=Shape(0,1,N); 
  Lcdf=Shape(0,1,N); 
  Do i=1 to N; 
    co[i]=2*i-1; 
 Lcdf[i]=Log( max(min(PZ[i],0.999999),0.000001) ) + Log(1- 
max(min(PZ[N+1-i],0.999999),0.000001) ); 
  End; 
  AD=-N - SUM( co#Lcdf )/N; 
 
  If ADJ='Y' | ADJ='y' then do; 
    AD=AD*(1+ .75/N +2.25/(N*N) ); 
  end; 
  RETURN(AD); 
FINISH AD_NORM_TEST0; 
 
/****************************************************** 
 Module(1.6) Anderson-Darling Test'S P-value  
 INPUT : Y_I           --vector 
 OUTPUT: AD_O          --Anderson-Darling Statistics         
         AD_A_O        --Adjusted Anderson-Darling Statistics  
         AD_PVAL_O     ----Anderson-Darling P-value  
 Reference: 
  http://www.kevinotto.com/RSS/templates//Anderson-Darling Normality 
Test Calculator.xls  
     
*******************************************************/ 
START AD_NORM_TEST(AD_O,AD_A_O,AD_PVAL_O,Y_I); 
  /**get rid of missing values**/ 
  Y1=Y_I[(LOC((Y_I^=.)=1))]; 
  /**Order the Vector Z1 in ascending order**/ 
  B=Y1; 
  Y1[RANK(Y1)]=B; 
  /**re-shape it into Row Vector**/ 
  Y1=Shape(Y1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Y1); 
  MEAN=SUM(Y1)/N;  
  STDn= SQRT(SUM( (Y1-MEAN)#(Y1-MEAN) )/(N-1)); 
  Z=(Y1-MEAN)/STDn; 
  Pz=Probnorm(Z); 
  co=Shape(0,1,N); 
  Lcdf=Shape(0,1,N); 
  Do i=1 to N; 
    co[i]=2*i-1; 
 Lcdf[i]=Log( max(min(PZ[i],0.999999),0.000001) ) + Log(1- 
max(min(PZ[N+1-i],0.999999),0.000001) ); 
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  End; 
  AD=-N - SUM( co#Lcdf )/N; 
  AD_a=AD*(1+ .75/N +2.25/(N*N) ); 
 
  if (AD_a < 0.2) then  
    pval= 1 - exp(-13.436 + 101.14 * AD_a- 223.73 * AD_a*AD_a); 
  else if (AD_a < 0.34) then 
    pval= 1 - exp(-8.318 + 42.796 * AD_a - 59.938 * AD_a*AD_a); 
  else if (AD_a < 0.6) then 
    pval= exp(0.9177 - 4.279 * AD_a- 1.38 * AD_a*AD_a); 
  else  
    pval=exp(1.2937 - 5.709 * AD_a + 0.0186 * AD_a*AD_a); 
  /**output the results**/ 
  AD_O=AD; 
  AD_A_O=AD_a; 
  AD_PVAL_O=pval; 
FINISH AD_NORM_TEST; 
 
 
/******************************************************* 
 Module(2) MADCALC(Y)to calculate the MAD or Normalized MAD  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
         OPT --Option for Unscaled MAD or Normalized MAD 
               N or n for Mormalization 
 RETURN: MAD of y 
          
*******************************************************/ 
START MADCALC(Y,OPT); 
  med=Median(Y); 
  Ym=abs(Y-med); 
  MAD=Median(Ym); 
  If OPT='N' | OPT='n' then do; 
    MAD=1.4826*MAD; 
  end; 
  RETURN(MAD); 
FINISH MADCALC; 
 
/******************************************************* 
 Module(2.1) MADCALC0(Y)to calculate the Median of abslute 
Value(say,residual) 
             Normalized Median of abslute Value(say,residual)  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
         OPT --Option for Unscaled MAD or Normalized MAD 
               N or n for Mormalization 
 RETURN: MAD of y 
          
 Notes: This is not exactually the MAD, we can consider it as MAV, 
        but ROBUSTREG uses it as MAD.  
*******************************************************/ 
START MADCALC0(Y,OPT); 
  Ym=abs(Y); 
  MAD=Median(Ym); 
  If OPT='N' | OPT='n' then do; 
    MAD=1.4826*MAD; 
  end; 
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  RETURN(MAD); 
FINISH MADCALC0; 
 
 
/******************************************************* 
 Module(3) MADMAX_RATIO(Y)to calculate the ratio of  
 MAXimum( abs( y(i)-Med(y(j)) ) ) and  (MAD or NMAD-- Normalized MAD  
 INPUT : Y   --vector 
         OPT --Option for Unscaled MAD or Normalized MAD 
               N or n for Mormalization 
 RETURN: ratio 
          
*******************************************************/ 
START MADMAX_RATIO(Y,OPT); 
  med=Median(Y); 
  Ym=abs(Y-med); 
  MAD=Median(Ym); 
  If OPT='N' | OPT='n' then do; 
    MAD=1.4826*MAD; 
  end; 
  _ratio_=max(Ym)/MAD; 
  RETURN(_ratio_); 
FINISH MADMAX_RATIO; 
 
 
/****************************************************** 
 Module(4) 2-clustering partition algorithm  
 INPUT : Y_I           --vector 
 OUTPUT: ND2_O  :  Normalized Distance between 2 clusters (by being 
divided by (MAD/0.6745) 
         NrMin_O:  Min of Normalized residual in cluster 2 
         NrMax_O:  Max of Normalized residual in cluster 2     
 Reference: 
 N/A  
     
*******************************************************/ 
START Cluster2(ND2_O,NrMin_O,NrMax_O,Y_I); 
  /** take abslute value of residual for clustering **/ 
  Ya=abs(Y_I); 
  /**get rid of missing values**/ 
  Y1=Ya[(LOC((Ya^=.)=1))]; 
   
  /**Normalized MAD***/ 
  Nmad=MADCALC0(Y1,'N'); 
 
  /**Order the Vector Z1 in ascending order**/ 
  B=Y1; 
  Y1[RANK(Y1)]=B; 
  /**re-shape it into Row Vector**/ 
  Y1=Shape(Y1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Y1); 
 
  rdif=Y1[2:N]-Y1[1:(N-1)]; 
 
  /*find the location for the clutering**/ 
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  L=2; 
  D2=rdif[1]; 
  Do i=2 to N-1; 
    if rdif[i]>D2 then do; 
      D2=rdif[i]; 
   L=i+1; 
 end; 
  End; 
 
  /**output the results**/ 
  ND2_O  =D2/Nmad; 
  NrMin_O=Y1[L]/Nmad; 
  NrMax_O=Y1[N]/Nmad; 
FINISH Cluster2; 
 
/******************************************************** 
Module (5) 
Quantiles Estimates: Q(_tail) 
_tail    [ (1-_alpha)/(n+1-2*_alpha) , (n-_alpha)/(n+1-2*_alpha) ] 
_alpha   Common Choices: 0,1/3,3/8,4/8, 
         3/8 is prefered 
 
P(_tail)=(Dep-_alpha)/(N+1-2*_alpha)  ==>Dep=_tail*(N+1-2*_alpha) + 
_alpha 
********************************************************/; 
START Quantile(Y,_tail,_alpha); 
  /***re-shape it into Row Vector***/ 
  Z=SHAPE(Y,1); 
  /**get rid of missing values**/ 
  Z1=Z[(LOC((Z^=.)=1))]; 
  /**Order the Vector Z1 in ascending order**/ 
  B=Z1; 
  Z1[RANK(Z1)]=B; 
  /**re-shape it into Row Vector**/ 
  Z1=Shape(Z1,1); 
  N=NCOL(Z1); 
 
  /**COMPUTE THE INTEGER AND RESIDUAL PART FOR BOTH SIDES by ideal 
depth**/ 
  If _tail<(1-_alpha)/(n+1-2*_alpha) then _tail=(1-_alpha)/(n+1-
2*_alpha); 
  If _tail>(n-_alpha)/(n+1-2*_alpha) then _tail=(n-_alpha)/(n+1-
2*_alpha); 
 
  If _tail=(1-_alpha)/(n+1-2*_alpha) then do; 
 Q=Z1[1]; 
  end; 
  else If _tail=(n-_alpha)/(n+1-2*_alpha) then do; 
    Q=Z1[N]; 
  end; 
  else do;  
    Dep=_tail*(N+1-2*_alpha) + _alpha; 
 N0=INT(Dep); 
 r0=Dep-N0; 
 Q=Z1[N0]*(1-r0)+Z1[N0+1]*r0; 
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  end; 
 
  RETURN(Q); 
FINISH Quantile; 
 
 
 /******************************************************* 
Module (6) 
TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX() 
Y        -  resisual vector 
_tail    -  tail portion (0,1) 
_alpha   -  adjustment: Common Choices: 0,1/3,3/8,4/8, 
_Roption -  Y or y  
            2*MAD(un-adjusted) as IQR in sample 
            to achieve 50% break-down point robustness 
 
            D2  use standard formula (2-side)   
            M1  use standard formula (1max-side)  
            R1  use standard formula (Right-side)    
            HN Use half normal() criteria 
  
Notes for _Roption=Y or y 
 
Equivalent Sigma estimator:  
MAD=Q3=.6745=1/1.4826 
 
IQR/1.34898 
1.4826*MAD 
thus, IQR can be robustly estimated by 1.34898*1.4826*MAD=2*MAD(un-
adjusted) 
 
*******************************************************/; 
 
START TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,_tail,_alpha,_Roption); 
  L_tail=_tail; 
  R_tail=1-_tail; 
 
  
/**********************************************************************
****** 
  estimate the Diff of Sample Quantiles(1-eps)-Quantiles(eps) by 
Interpolation  
  estimate the Diff of Sample Quantiles(.75)-Quantiles(.25) by 
Interpolation  
  
***********************************************************************
******/ 
  dif_D2 =Quantile(Y,R_tail,_alpha) - Quantile(Y,L_tail,_alpha); 
  dif_M1 =max( abs(Quantile(Y,R_tail,_alpha)), 
abs(Quantile(Y,L_tail,_alpha)) ); 
  dif_R1= Quantile(Y,R_tail,_alpha)-Quantile(Y,.5,_alpha); 
  ****For Half normal; 
  Ya=abs(Y); 
  ratio_hn=Quantile(Ya,R_tail,_alpha) / Quantile(Ya,0.5,_alpha); 
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  If _Roption='Y' | _Roption='y'  then do;  /* use Robust  version*/ 
    ratio=0.5*dif_D2/MADCALC0(Y,'U'); 
  end; 
  else if _Roption='D2' | _Roption='d2' then do; /* use standard 
formula (2-side) */  
    ratio=dif_D2/( Quantile(Y,.75,_alpha) - Quantile(Y,.25,_alpha) ); 
  end; 
  else if _Roption='M1' | _Roption='M1' then do; /* use standard 
formula (1max-side) */  
    ratio=2.0*dif_M1/( Quantile(Y,.75,_alpha) - 
Quantile(Y,.25,_alpha) ); 
  end; 
  else if _Roption='R1' | _Roption='r1' then do; /* use standard 
formula (Right-side) */  
    ratio=dif_R1/( Quantile(Y,.75,_alpha) - Quantile(Y,.5,_alpha) ); 
  end; 
  else if _Roption='HN' | _Roption='hn' then do; /* Use half normal() 
*/  
    ratio=ratio_hn; 
  end; 
 
  if _Roption='HN' | _Roption='hn' then do; /* half normal() */  
    nratio=(probit(1-_tail/2)/probit(1-0.5/2)); 
  end; 
  else do; 
    nratio=(probit(R_tail)-probit(L_tail))/(probit(.75)-probit(.25)); 
  end; 
  rr=round(ratio/nratio,0.0001); 
 
  RETURN(rr); 
FINISH TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX; 
 
 
 
***************************************************** 
Module (7) TC_CUTOFF 
Adaptive tuning constant cutoff by half normal criteria 
(a)DO function creates a row vector containing a sequence 
   of numbers starting with start and incrementing by increment 
   as long as the elements are less than or equal to stop  
   (greater than or equal to stop for a negative increment).  
    This function is a generalization of the index creation operator 
(:).  
  DO( start, stop, increment) 
(b)finds the maximum value of matrix  
  MAX( matrix1<, matrix2,..., matrix15>) 
*****************************************************; 
 
START TC_CUTOFF(Y,elta_min,elta_max); 
  **get rid of missing values**; 
  Y1=Y[(LOC((Y^=.)=1))]; 
  **standardized Residual by normalized MAD **; 
  Y1_std=Y1/MADCALC0(Y1,'N'); 
  **abs(r)**; 
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  ra=abs(Y1_std); 
  **Order the Vector (ra) in ascending order**; 
  B=ra; 
  ra[RANK(ra)]=B; 
  **re-shape it into Row Vector**; 
  ra=Shape(ra,1); 
  **find then i0=max(i s.t. ra(i)<elta_min)**; 
  ra1=ra[(LOC((ra<elta_min)=1))]; 
  ra1=Shape(ra1,1); 
  i0=NCOL(ra1); 
 
  N=NCOL(ra); 
  **emperical CDF od ra **; 
  CDF_e=DO( 0,N-1,1)/N; 
  **theoritial CDF of Standardized Half Normal **; 
  CDF_h=2*PROBNORM(ra)-1;  
   
  DIF_he=CDF_h-CDF_e; 
   
  If i0<N then do; 
    dif_he_i0=dif_he[i0+1:N]; 
    **this is possible bug**; 
    if max(dif_he_i0)<=0 then dif_he_i0_plus=0; 
 else dif_he_i0_plus=dif_he_i0[(LOC((dif_he_i0>0)=1))]; 
 
 Dn=max(dif_he_i0_plus); 
 in=N-floor(N*Dn); 
 tn=ra[in]; 
 tc_a=tn; 
 **TO AVOID THE POSSIBLE FLOATING ERROR IN FLOOR**; 
    If tc_a<elta_min then do; 
     If in=N then tc_a=min(elta_max, elta_min +0.75*(ra[in] -elta_min)); 
     else tc_a=min(elta_max, elta_min +0.75*(ra[in+1] -elta_min)); 
    end; 
  end; 
  else do; 
    tc_a=elta_max; 
  end; 
   
******ADJUST THE TC_A for different estimators by linear 
interpolation************ 
( Eff ) 0.75 0.8     0.85 0.9  0.95 0.99 
Tukey 2.898 3.137 3.443 3.882 4.685 7.04 
Huber 0.337 0.54 0.732 0.984 1.345 1.96 
Andrews 0.837 0.901 0.988 1.111 1.339 2.015 
 
   TC=(3, 11) for ARE=(.77, .998) for Tukey 
   TC=(.8, 3.0) for ARE=(.72, .998) for Andrew 
   TC=(.4, 2.5) for ARE=(.76, .998) for Huber 
  For more details, refer to the data Ds_are_cn_cp00ck10_m generated by 
program QUAD_EFF_CN_M.SAS 
************************************************************; 
 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
    tc_a1=tc_a; 
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  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
 if tc_a < 2.898 then do; 
      tc_a1=tc_a*(0.337/2.898); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=2.898 & tc_a<3.137  then do; 
      tc_a1=0.337+(tc_a-2.898)*((.54-0.337)/(3.137-2.898)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=3.137  & tc_a<3.443 then do; 
      tc_a1=0.54+(tc_a-3.137)*((.732-.54)/(3.443-3.137)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=3.443  & tc_a<3.882 then do; 
      tc_a1=0.732+(tc_a-3.443)*((.984-.732)/(3.882-3.443)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=3.882  & tc_a<4.685 then do; 
      tc_a1=0.984+(tc_a-3.882)*((1.345-.984)/(4.685-3.882)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=4.685  & tc_a<7.04 then do; 
      tc_a1=1.345+(tc_a-4.685)*((1.96-1.345)/(7.04-4.685)); 
 end; 
 else do; 
      tc_a1=tc_a*1.96/7.04; 
 end; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
    tc_a1=tc_a*1.339/4.685; 
  %END; 
  return(tc_a1); 
FINISH TC_CUTOFF; 
 
 
***************************************************** 
Module (8) TC_CUTOFFa 
  Improved CUTOFF algorithm 
   CDF_alpha used to calculation CDF in formula: 
     P(r(i))=(i-CDF_alpha)/(N+1-2*CDF_alpha) 
     CDF_alpha   Common Choices: 0,1/3,3/8,4/8, 
                 3/8 is prefered 
 
 *****************************************************; 
 
START TC_CUTOFFa(Y,elta_min,elta_max,CDF_alpha); 
  **get rid of missing values**; 
  Y1=Y[(LOC((Y^=.)=1))]; 
  **standardized Residual by normalized MAD **; 
  Y1_std=Y1/MADCALC0(Y1,'N'); 
  **abs(r)**; 
  ra=abs(Y1_std); 
  **Order the Vector (ra) in ascending order**; 
  B=ra; 
  ra[RANK(ra)]=B; 
  **re-shape it into Row Vector**; 
  ra=Shape(ra,1); 
  **find then i0=max(i s.t. ra(i)<elta_min)**; 
  ra1=ra[(LOC((ra<elta_min)=1))]; 
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  ra1=Shape(ra1,1); 
  i0=NCOL(ra1); 
 
  N=NCOL(ra); 
  **emperical CDF od ra as P(r(i))=(i-CDF_alpha)/(N+1-2*CDF_alpha) **; 
  CDF_e=( DO(1,N,1)-CDF_alpha )/(N+1-2*CDF_alpha); 
 
  **theoritial CDF of Standardized Half Normal **; 
  CDF_h=2*PROBNORM(ra)-1;  
   
  DIF_he=CDF_h-CDF_e; 
   
  If i0<N then do; 
    dif_he_i0=dif_he[i0+1:N]; 
    **this is possible bug**; 
    if max(dif_he_i0)<=0 then dif_he_i0_plus=0; 
 else dif_he_i0_plus=dif_he_i0[(LOC((dif_he_i0>0)=1))]; 
 
 Dn=max(dif_he_i0_plus); 
 in=N-N*Dn; 
 in_tail=1-Dn; 
 ***USing interpolation instead of using simple approximation 
tn=rn[N-floor(N*Dn)]; 
 tn=Quantile(ra,in_tail,CDF_alpha); 
 
 ***to avoid extreme large tc***; 
 tc_a=MIN(tn,elta_max); 
 
 **TO AVOID THE POSSIBLE FLOATING ERROR IN FLOOR**; 
    If tc_a<elta_min then do; 
     If in=N then tc_a=min(elta_max, elta_min +0.75*(ra[in] -elta_min)); 
     else tc_a=min(elta_max, elta_min +0.75*(ra[in+1] -elta_min)); 
    end; 
  end; 
  else do; 
    tc_a=elta_max; 
  end; 
   
******ADJUST THE TC_A for different estimators by linear 
interpolation************ 
( Eff ) 0.75 0.8     0.85 0.9  0.95 0.99 
Tukey 2.898 3.137 3.443 3.882 4.685 7.04 
Huber 0.337 0.54 0.732 0.984 1.345 1.96 
Andrews 0.837 0.901 0.988 1.111 1.339 2.015 
************************************************************; 
 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
    tc_a1=tc_a; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
 if tc_a < 2.898 then do; 
      tc_a1=tc_a*(0.337/2.898); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=2.898 & tc_a<3.137  then do; 
      tc_a1=0.337+(tc_a-2.898)*((.54-0.337)/(3.137-2.898)); 
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 end; 
 else if tc_a>=3.137  & tc_a<3.443 then do; 
      tc_a1=0.54+(tc_a-3.137)*((.732-.54)/(3.443-3.137)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=3.443  & tc_a<3.882 then do; 
      tc_a1=0.732+(tc_a-3.443)*((.984-.732)/(3.882-3.443)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=3.882  & tc_a<4.685 then do; 
      tc_a1=0.984+(tc_a-3.882)*((1.345-.984)/(4.685-3.882)); 
 end; 
 else if tc_a>=4.685  & tc_a<7.04 then do; 
      tc_a1=1.345+(tc_a-4.685)*((1.96-1.345)/(7.04-4.685)); 
 end; 
 else do; 
      tc_a1=tc_a*1.96/7.04; 
 end; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
    tc_a1=tc_a*1.339/4.685; 
  %END; 
  /*  been confirmed and blocked 
  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
    PRINT  "Cross-Check the tuning c by ADAPT=TW approach: " tc_a1,Y ; 
  %END; 
  */ 
  return(tc_a1); 
FINISH TC_CUTOFFa; 
 
 
/***************************************************** 
Module (9) TC_CUTOFF_AV(ab) 
Adaptive tuning constant cutoff (ab) by MINMIZING THE AV 
based on the INPUT as follows: 
(RESID_O--the residuals,  
 pp--# of beta parameters including intercept, 
 nn --# of rows of data X) 
 
*****************************************************/; 
START TC_CUTOFF_AV(ab,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
 
  %***Using Normalized MAD with OPT=N***; 
  cmad=ab*MADCALC0(RESID_O , 'N' ); 
  u2=(RESID_O/cmad)##2; 
  u= (RESID_O/cmad); 
  PI=3.1415926; 
 
  %***********IF TUKEYS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED (Refer to P.417 in 
Robust and EDA)***; 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
    s1=sum(u2#((1-u2)##4)#(u2<1)); 
    s2=abs( sum((1-u2)#(1-5#u2)#(u2<1)) ); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp); 
 Dphi=(1-u2)#(1-5#u2)#(u2<1); 
  %END; 
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  %***********IF ANDREWS WAVE M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED*********; 
  %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
    s1=sum(sin(u) # sin(u) # (abs(u)<PI) ); 
    s2=abs( sum(  cos(u)#(abs(u)<PI)  )  ); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp); 
 Dphi= cos(u)#(abs(u)<PI); 
  %END;  
 
  %***********IF HUBERS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED***; 
  %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
    s1=sum(u2#(u2<1)) + sum((u2>=1)) ; 
    s2=sum((u2<1)); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp); 
 Dphi=(u2<1); 
  %END; 
 
 /**(1,2)*From Huber's R.S p172-173  Dphi=Derivative of Phi 
function ***/; 
    kk=1+(pp/nn)*VAR(Dphi,'B')/( MEAN(Dphi)*MEAN(Dphi) ); 
  
 **For DENOMSLT=CV1; 
 SIGMA_CV1=( kk*cmad*nn/sqrt(nn-pp) )*sqrt(s1)/s2; 
 **For DENOMSLT=CV2; 
    SIGMA_CV2= cmad*sqrt( kk*(nn/(nn-pp))*(s1/s2) ); 
 **For DENOMSLT=CV3; 
    SIGMA_CV3= cmad*sqrt(nn*s1/(s2*s3)); 
     
 %**Minimize Sigma_CV3 as default**; 
    Return (SIGMA_CV3); 
FINISH TC_CUTOFF_AV; 
 
 
 
 
/***************************************************** 
Module (9.m) TC_CUTOFF_AV_m(ab) 
Adaptive tuning constant cutoff (ab) by MINMIZING THE AV 
based on the INPUT as follows: 
(RESID_O--the residuals,  
 pp--# of beta parameters including intercept, 
 nn --# of rows of data X) 
 
The Only difference is treating (RESID_O,NN,PP) as Global IML variables 
in IML 
Note: rr_D,nn_D,pp_D are not changed or updated in the module  
  
*****************************************************/; 
START TC_CUTOFF_AV_m(ab) GLOBAL (rr_D,nn_D,pp_D); 
  %***Using Normalized MAD with OPT=N***   i.e.   
*cmad=ab*1.4826*Median(abs(rr_D)); 
  cmad=ab*MADCALC0(rr_D , 'N' ); 
  u2=(rr_D/cmad)##2; 
  u= (rr_D/cmad); 
  PI=3.1415926; 
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  /***********IF TUKEYS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED (Refer to P.417 in 
Robust and EDA)***/ 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
    s1=sum(u2#((1-u2)##4)#(u2<1)); 
    s2=abs( sum((1-u2)#(1-5#u2)#(u2<1)) ); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp_D); 
 Dphi=(1-u2)#(1-5#u2)#(u2<1); 
  %END; 
 
   /***********IF ANDREWS WAVE M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED*********/ 
  %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
    s1=sum(sin(u) # sin(u) # (abs(u)<PI) ); 
    s2=abs( sum(  cos(u)#(abs(u)<PI)  )  ); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp_D); 
 Dphi= cos(u)#(abs(u)<PI); 
  %END;  
 
  /***********IF HUBERS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED***/ 
  %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
    s1=sum(u2#(u2<1)) + sum((u2>=1)) ; 
    s2=sum((u2<1)); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp_D); 
 Dphi=(u2<1); 
  %END; 
 
 /**(1,2)*From Huber's R.S p172-173  Dphi=Derivative of Phi 
function ***/ 
    kk=1+(pp_D/nn_D)*VAR(Dphi,'B')/( MEAN(Dphi)*MEAN(Dphi) ); 
  
 **For DENOMSLT=CV1; 
 SIGMA_CV1=( kk*cmad*nn_D/sqrt(nn_D-pp_D) )*sqrt(s1)/s2; 
 **For DENOMSLT=CV2; 
    SIGMA_CV2= cmad*sqrt( kk*(nn_D/(nn_D-pp_D))*(s1/s2) ); 
 **For DENOMSLT=CV3; 
    SIGMA_CV3= cmad*sqrt(nn_D*s1/(s2*s3)); 
  
  Return (SIGMA_CV3); 
FINISH TC_CUTOFF_AV_m; 
 
 
/**************************************************** 
Module (10)   
ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE OF TWI ( i.e. of sqrt(n)*TWI ) 
input  : TWIFUNC 
            TWI calculation method options:( TWI_HN TWI_R1 TWI_D2 ) 
         AlphaVal  
            the Tail part (0,0.5) 
 
output : RETURN ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE OF TWI ( i.e. of sqrt(n)*TWI ) 
         Refer to QUAD_TWI_IF_V1A.SAS 
****************************************************/ 
START AV_TWI_BY_IF(TWIFUNC,AlphaVal) GLOBAL (Alpha); 
    %let pi=3.1415926; 
 
    *** Define the integrand ***FOR TWI_R1; 
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    start TWI_R1(t) global (alpha); 
   s1=1-alpha; 
   q1=probit(s1); 
   fq1=exp(-q1**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
   s2=.75; 
   q2=probit(s2); 
   fq2=exp(-q2**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
   s3=.5; 
   q3=probit(s3); 
   fq3=exp(-q3**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
      ****s=1-alpha; 
      if t<q1 then do; 
        d1=(s1-1)/fq1;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d1=s1/fq1;  
   end; 
 
      ****s=.75; 
      if t<q2 then do; 
        d2=(s2-1)/fq2;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d2=s2/fq2;  
   end; 
 
      ****s=.5; 
      if t<q3 then do; 
        d3=(s3-1)/fq3;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d3=s3/fq3;  
   end; 
 
     v1=d1*( probit(.75)-probit(.5) ); 
   v2=d2*( probit(1-alpha)-probit(.5) ); 
      v3=d3*( probit(1-alpha)-probit(.75) ); 
 
   k1=( probit(1-alpha)-probit(.5) )*( probit(.75)-probit(.5) ); 
   IFV=(v1-v2+v3)/k1; 
 
   v=IFV*IFV*exp(-t**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
      return(v); 
    finish TWI_R1; 
 
    *** Define the integrand ***FOR TWI_D2; 
    start TWI_D2(t) global (alpha); 
   s1=1-alpha; 
   q1=probit(s1); 
   fq1=exp(-q1**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
   s2=.75; 
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   q2=probit(s2); 
   fq2=exp(-q2**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
   s3=.25; 
   q3=probit(s3); 
   fq3=exp(-q3**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
   s4=alpha; 
   q4=probit(s4); 
   fq4=exp(-q4**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
      ****s=1-alpha; 
      if t<q1 then do; 
        d1=(s1-1)/fq1;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d1=s1/fq1;  
   end; 
 
      ****s=.75; 
      if t<q2 then do; 
        d2=(s2-1)/fq2;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d2=s2/fq2;  
   end; 
 
      ****s=.25; 
      if t<q3 then do; 
        d3=(s3-1)/fq3;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d3=s3/fq3;  
   end; 
 
      ****s=alpha; 
      if t<q4 then do; 
        d4=(s4-1)/fq4;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d4=s4/fq4;  
   end; 
 
   v1=d1*( probit(.75)-probit(.25) ); 
      v4=d4*( probit(.75)-probit(.25) ); 
   v2=d2*( probit(1-alpha)-probit(alpha) ); 
      v3=d3*( probit(1-alpha)-probit(alpha) ); 
 
   k2=( probit(1-alpha)-probit(alpha) )*( probit(.75)-
probit(.25) ); 
   IFV=(v1-v2+v3-v4)/k2; 
 
   v=IFV*IFV*exp(-t**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
      return(v); 
    finish TWI_D2; 
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    *** Define the integrand ***FOR TWI_HN; 
    start TWI_HN(t) global (alpha); 
   s1=1-alpha; 
   q1=probit( (s1+1)/2); 
   fq1=2*exp(-q1**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
   s2=.5; 
   q2=probit( 1-.5/2 ); 
   fq2=2*exp(-q2**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
 
      ****s=1-alpha; 
      if t<q1 then do; 
        d1=(s1-1)/fq1;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d1=s1/fq1;  
   end; 
 
      ****s=.5; 
      if t<q2 then do; 
        d2=(s2-1)/fq2;  
   end; 
   else do; 
     d2=s2/fq2;  
   end; 
 
     v1=d1*probit(1-.5/2 ); 
   v2=d2*probit(1-alpha/2); 
 
   k3=probit(1-alpha/2)*probit(1-.5/2 ); 
   IFV=(v1-v2)/k3; 
 
   v=IFV*IFV*2*exp(-t**2/2)/sqrt(2*&pi); 
      return(v); 
    finish TWI_HN; 
 
    *** Call QUAD *; 
 
 alpha=AlphaVal; 
    IF UPCASE(TWIFUNC)="TWI_HN" THEN DO;  
   b   = {0  .P}; 
      call quad(AV_TWI_HN,TWIFUNC,b) eps=1E-5 peak=0.001 scale=0.01  ; 
      RETURN ( AV_TWI_HN); 
 END; 
 
    IF UPCASE(TWIFUNC)="TWI_D2" THEN DO;  
   a   = { .M  .P}; 
      call quad(AV_TWI_D2,TWIFUNC,a) eps=1E-5 peak=0.001 scale=0.01  ; 
      RETURN ( AV_TWI_D2); 
 END; 
 
 IF UPCASE(TWIFUNC)="TWI_R1" THEN DO;  
   a   = { .M  .P}; 
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      call quad(AV_TWI_R1,TWIFUNC,a) eps=1E-5 peak=0.001 scale=0.01  ; 
      RETURN ( AV_TWI_R1); 
 END; 
 
FINISH AV_TWI_BY_IF; 
 
 
 
 
 
/**************************************************** 
Description of Parameters of WTCALC 
OUTPUT VARIABLES: 
VAR_CV1_O,(From Huber's used for asympotic Covariance )  
VAR_CV2_O,(From Huber's used for asympotic Covariance )   
VAR_CV3_O,(Generalization from recommendation by Kafadar)  
 
SIGMA_CV1_O,   
SIGMA_CV2_O,  
SIGMA_CV3_O,  
SIGMA_MAD_O (MAD as a scale estimator )  
 
C_O 
WT_O 
SUM_OF_O 
RESID_O 
SRESID_0=STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL BY SCALE ESTIMATE 
TWI_O 
AD_ADJ_O 
AD_PVAL_O 
 
INPUT VARIABLES: 
Y_I 
X_I 
Beta_I 
 
INVOLVED GLOBAL VARIABLES(_tail _alpha) 
*****************************************************/; 
 
Start wtcalc(VAR_CV1_O, VAR_CV2_O, VAR_CV3_O, 
             SIGMA_CV1_O, SIGMA_CV2_O, SIGMA_CV3_O, SIGMA_MAD_O, 
             C_O,WT_O,SUM_OF_O,RESID_O,SRESID_O, TWI_O, 
AD_ADJ_O,AD_PVAL_O, 
             Y_I,X_I,Beta_I) GLOBAL(_tail ,_alpha,rr_D,nn_D,pp_D); 
  
  NN=NROW(Y_I); 
  PP=NCOL(X_I); 
  RESID_O=Y_I-X_I*Beta_I;    
 
  ***TWI Calculation by standard formula **; 
  TWI_O=TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(RESID_O,_tail,_alpha,'HN' ); 
  TWIFUNC="TWI_HN"; 
  TailVal=_tail; 
  AV_TWI_HN=AV_TWI_BY_IF(TWIFUNC,TailVal); 
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  UP99_TWI_HN=1+SQRT(AV_TWI_HN/NN)*PROBIT(0.99); 
  UP95_TWI_HN=1+SQRT(AV_TWI_HN/NN)*PROBIT(0.95); 
  UP90_TWI_HN=1+SQRT(AV_TWI_HN/NN)*PROBIT(0.90); 
 
  ***THE normalized residual threshold**; 
  threshold_99=UP99_TWI_HN*probit(1-_tail/2); 
 
  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
    PRINT ," TWI with its 90%, 95%, 99% upper bound,threshold_99: " 
TWI_O UP90_TWI_HN UP95_TWI_HN UP99_TWI_HN threshold_99 ; 
  %END; 
 
  ******************************************************* 
  *Anderson-Darling Test*  
  INPUT: RESID_O 
  OUTPUT: AD_O,AD_ADJ_O,AD_PVAL_O 
  *******************************************************; 
  RUN AD_NORM_TEST(AD_O,AD_ADJ_O,AD_PVAL_O,RESID_O); 
 
  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
    PRINT ," Anderson-Darling Test(AD Value, AD Pval) :( " AD_O "," 
AD_PVAL_O ")"; 
  %END; 
 
  If AD_PVAL_O>=0.1 then AD_test_H1=0; 
  else AD_test_H1=1; 
 
  %IF &ADAPT=AV_D %THEN %DO;   
   **Initial value**; 
   ab0 = &tc_init0; 
   **Optimalization options (Minimization without output) **; 
    %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
     optn0 = {0 2}; 
    %END; 
 %Else %Do; 
     optn0 = {0 0}; 
    %End;  
   **The blc argument specifies a constraint matrix that defines lower 
and upper bounds for the n parameters**;  
   **as well as general linear equality and inequality constraints. For 
details, see "Parameter Constraints" **; 
   con0={&lbound0,  &ubound0}; 
   **based on global variables (rr0 nn0 and pp0) **; 
   call NLPNRR(rc,abres,"TC_CUTOFF_AV_m",ab0,optn0,con0,,,,); 
   C_O=abres; 
   %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
     print "By Optimization procedure NLPNRR: abres=" abres C_O; 
   %END; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &ADAPT=AV_D_BI %THEN %DO;   
    %**AS DEFAULT LATER**; 
    %* Iteratively find minimum using Bi-section algorithm based on 
input (RESID_O NN and PP) as Global parameters; 
    %* in TC_CUTOFF_AV() ; 
    lbound=&lbound0; 
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    ubound=&ubound0; 
    do k=1 to 7; 
      mid=(lbound+ubound)/2; 
      dis=(ubound-lbound)/2; 
      lowvalue=TC_CUTOFF_AV(lbound,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      midvalue=TC_CUTOFF_AV(mid,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      uppvalue=TC_CUTOFF_AV(ubound,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
 
      if midvalue < min(lowvalue,uppvalue) then do; 
        **with mid unchanged**;  
        lbound=mid - dis/2;  
        ubound=mid + dis/2;  
      end;     
      else if lowvalue < uppvalue then do; 
        **with lbound unchanged**;  
        ubound=lbound + dis;   
      end;  
      else if lowvalue >= uppvalue then do; 
        **with ubound unchanged**;  
        lbound=ubound - dis;   
      end;  
    end;   
    **The adaptive tuning constant by Minimixation of AV**; 
    C_O=(lbound+ubound)/2; 
  %END;  
  %ELSE %IF &ADAPT=AV_D_BI2 %THEN %DO;   
    %**Actually devide it into two sections and Do the same as above 
for the purpose of avoiding missing the minimization point**; 
    %* Iteratively find minimum using Bi-section algorithm based on 
input (RESID_O NN and PP) as Global parameters; 
    %* in TC_CUTOFF_AV() ; 
    lbound1=&lbound0; 
    ubound1=(&lbound0 + &ubound0)/2; 
    lbound2=(&lbound0 + &ubound0)/2; 
    ubound2=&ubound0; 
    do k=1 to 6; 
      mid1=(lbound1+ubound1)/2; 
      dis1=(ubound1-lbound1)/2; 
      lowvalue1=TC_CUTOFF_AV(lbound1,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      midvalue1=TC_CUTOFF_AV(mid1,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      uppvalue1=TC_CUTOFF_AV(ubound1,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      if midvalue1 < min(lowvalue1,uppvalue1) then do; 
        **with mid unchanged**;  
        lbound1=mid1 - dis1/2;  
        ubound1=mid1 + dis1/2;  
      end;     
      else if lowvalue1 < uppvalue1 then do; 
        **with lbound unchanged**;  
        ubound1=lbound1 + dis1;   
      end;  
      else if lowvalue1 >= uppvalue1 then do; 
        **with ubound unchanged**;  
        lbound1=ubound1 - dis1;   
      end;  
    end;   
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    do k=1 to 6; 
      mid2=(lbound2+ubound2)/2; 
      dis2=(ubound2-lbound2)/2; 
      lowvalue2=TC_CUTOFF_AV(lbound2,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      midvalue2=TC_CUTOFF_AV(mid2,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      uppvalue2=TC_CUTOFF_AV(ubound2,RESID_O,NN,PP); 
      if midvalue2 < min(lowvalue2,uppvalue2) then do; 
        **with mid unchanged**;  
        lbound2=mid2 - dis2/2;  
        ubound2=mid2 + dis2/2;  
      end;     
      else if lowvalue2 < uppvalue2 then do; 
        **with lbound unchanged**;  
        ubound2=lbound2 + dis2;   
      end;  
      else if lowvalue2 >= uppvalue2 then do; 
        **with ubound unchanged**;  
        lbound2=ubound2 - dis2;   
      end;  
    end;   
 
    **The adaptive tuning constant by Minimixation of AV**; 
    If midvalue1<=midvalue2 then C_O=(lbound1+ubound1)/2;   
 else C_O=(lbound2+ubound2)/2; 
  %END;  
  %Else %IF (&ADAPT=Y) OR (&ADAPT=TW) %THEN %DO;   
    If AD_PVAL_O>=0.10 | TWI_O<=UP90_TWI_HN THEN DO; 
      C_O=TC_CUTOFFa(RESID_O,7.0, 11.0,_alpha);    
 End; 
 Else If AD_PVAL_O>=0.05 | TWI_O<=UP95_TWI_HN THEN DO; 
      C_O=TC_CUTOFFa(RESID_O,3.88, 11.0,_alpha);    
 End; 
    ELSE DO; 
   STARTPT=threshold_99;  
      C_O=TC_CUTOFFa(RESID_O,STARTPT,11.0,_alpha);  
   End; 
    %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
   PRINT ,"Cross-check for ADAPT=&ADAPT, METHOD=&Method: " C_O  
threshold_99 _alpha /*,RESID_O*/ ; 
    %END; 
  %END;  
  %ELSE %IF &ADAPT=HN %THEN %DO; 
     If AD_PVAL_O>=0.1 THEN C_O=TC_CUTOFFa(RESID_O,4.5,11.0,_alpha);                             
  ELSE C_O=TC_CUTOFFa(RESID_O,3.5,11.0,_alpha); 
  %END;  
  %ELSE %IF &ADAPT=N %THEN %DO; 
     C_O=&INITC; 
  %END;  
  %ELSE %DO; 
    C_O=&INITC; 
  %END; 
 
  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;  
 PRINT ," Adaptive Tuning Constant(in progress) by ADAPT=&ADAPT, 
METHOD=&Method: " C_O ; 
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  %END; 
 
  /***********IF TUKEYS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED (Refer to P.417 in 
Robust and EDA)***/ 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
    /***Using Normalized MAD with OPT=N***/ 
    cmad=c_O*MADCALC0(RESID_O , 'N' ); 
    u2=(RESID_O/cmad)##2; 
    s1=sum(u2#((1-u2)##4)#(u2<1)); 
    s2=abs( sum((1-u2)#(1-5#u2)#(u2<1)) ); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp); 
 
 Dphi=(1-u2)#(1-5#u2)#(u2<1); 
 
 /**(1,2)*From Huber's R.S p172-173  Dphi=Derivative of Phi 
function ***/ 
    kk=1+(pp/nn)*VAR(Dphi,'B')/( MEAN(Dphi)*MEAN(Dphi) ); 
 
    Var_CV1_O=((kk*cmad*nn)**2)*s1/((nn-pp)*s2*s2)#ginv( t(X_I)*X_I ); 
 /***one cmad is induced by Dphi()**/ 
 Var_CV2_O=kk*cmad*cmad*(nn/(nn-
pp))*(s1/s2)#ginv( t(X_I)*diag(Dphi)*X_I ); 
 
    /**(3)*Generalization from recommendation by Kafadar in 1979 */ 
 Var_CV3_O=cmad*cmad*nn*s1/(s2*s3) #ginv( t(X_I)*X_I ); 
 
 SIGMA_CV1_O=( kk*cmad*nn/sqrt(nn-pp) )*sqrt(s1)/s2; 
    SIGMA_CV2_O= cmad*sqrt( kk*(nn/(nn-pp))*(s1/s2) ); 
    SIGMA_CV3_O= cmad*sqrt(nn*s1/(s2*s3)); 
 
 /**(4)***********Scale estimated by MAD************/ 
 SIGMA_MAD_O=MADCALC0(RESID_O,'N'); 
 
    %IF &DENOMSLT=CV1 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV1_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV1_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV2 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV2_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV2_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV3 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV3_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV3_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_MAD_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_MAD_O);  
    %END;  
 
    /***Construct Weight of Tukeys Estimator****/ 
    wtvec=((1-stdresid##2)##2)#(abs(stdresid)<1);  
    wt_O=diag(wtvec); 
 
  %END;  
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  /***********IF ANDREWS WAVE M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED*********/ 
  %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
    PI=3.1415926; 
    /***Using Normalized MAD with OPT=N****/ 
    cmad=c_O*MADCALC0(RESID_O,'N'); 
    u=(RESID_O/cmad); 
    s1=sum(sin(u) # sin(u) # (abs(u)<PI) ); 
    s2=abs( sum(  cos(u)#(abs(u)<PI)  )  ); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp); 
 
 Dphi= cos(u)#(abs(u)<PI); 
 
 /**(1,2)*From Huber's R.S p172-173  Dphi=Derivative of Phi 
function ***/ 
    kk=1+(pp/nn)*VAR(Dphi,'B')/( MEAN(Dphi)*MEAN(Dphi) ); 
 
    Var_CV1_O=((kk*cmad*nn)**2)*s1/((nn-pp)*s2*s2)#ginv( t(X_I)*X_I ); 
 /***one cmad is induced by Dphi()**/ 
 Var_CV2_O=kk*cmad*cmad*(nn/(nn-
pp))*(s1/s2)#ginv( t(X_I)*diag(Dphi)*X_I ); 
 
    /**(3)*Generalization from recommendation by Kafadar in 1979 */ 
 Var_CV3_O=cmad*cmad*nn*s1/(s2*s3) #ginv( t(X_I)*X_I ); 
 
 SIGMA_CV1_O=( kk*cmad*nn/sqrt(nn-pp) )*sqrt(s1)/s2; 
    SIGMA_CV2_O= cmad*sqrt( kk*(nn/(nn-pp))*(s1/s2) ); 
    SIGMA_CV3_O= cmad*sqrt(nn*s1/(s2*s3)); 
 
 /**(4)***********Scale estimated by MAD************/ 
 SIGMA_MAD_O=MADCALC0(RESID_O,'N'); 
 
    %IF &DENOMSLT=CV1 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV1_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV1_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV2 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV2_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV2_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV3 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV3_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV3_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_MAD_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_MAD_O);  
    %END;  
 /***Construct Weight of Andrews Estimator; 
 Operators (/ and #) is element-wise where * is matrix-wise  
 (DEBUG)to avoid divison by zero: 
    calculate the wt vector element-wise 
 w/o using the simple but problematic code as foloows: 
    wtvec=( sin(stdresid)/(stdresid) )#(abs(stdresid)<PI) 
 **********************************************************/ 
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 wtvec=Shape(1,NN,1); 
    Do I=1 To NN; 
      IF abs(stdresid[I])=0 then wtvec[I]=1;  
   Else If abs(stdresid[I])<PI then 
wtvec[I]=sin(stdresid[I])/(stdresid[I]);  
   Else wtvec[I]=0; 
    End;  
    wt_O=diag(wtvec); 
  %END;  
 
  /***********IF HUBERS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED***/ 
  %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
    /***Using Normalized MAD with OPT=N***/ 
    cmad=c_O*MADCALC0(RESID_O,'N'); 
    u2=(RESID_O/cmad)##2; 
    s1=sum(u2#(u2<1)) + sum((u2>=1)) ; 
    s2=sum((u2<1)); 
    s3=abs(s2-pp); 
 
 Dphi=(u2<1); 
 
 /**(1,2)*From Huber's R.S p172-173  Dphi=Derivative of Phi 
function ***/ 
    kk=1+(pp/nn)*VAR(Dphi,'B')/( MEAN(Dphi)*MEAN(Dphi) ); 
 
    Var_CV1_O=((kk*cmad*nn)**2)*s1/((nn-pp)*s2*s2)#ginv( t(X_I)*X_I ); 
 /***one cmad is induced by Dphi()**/ 
 Var_CV2_O=kk*cmad*cmad*(nn/(nn-
pp))*(s1/s2)#ginv( t(X_I)*diag(Dphi)*X_I ); 
 
    /**(3)*Generalization from recommendation by Kafadar in 1979 */ 
 Var_CV3_O=cmad*cmad*nn*s1/(s2*s3) #ginv( t(X_I)*X_I ); 
 
 SIGMA_CV1_O=( kk*cmad*nn/sqrt(nn-pp) )*sqrt(s1)/s2; 
    SIGMA_CV2_O= cmad*sqrt( kk*(nn/(nn-pp))*(s1/s2) ); 
    SIGMA_CV3_O= cmad*sqrt(nn*s1/(s2*s3)); 
 
 /**(4)***********Scale estimated by MAD************/ 
 SIGMA_MAD_O=MADCALC0(RESID_O,'N'); 
 
    %IF &DENOMSLT=CV1 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV1_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV1_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV2 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV2_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV2_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV3 %THEN %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_CV3_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_CV3_O);  
    %END; 
    %ELSE %DO; 
      stdresid=RESID_O/(c_O*SIGMA_MAD_O);  
   SRESID_O=RESID_O/(SIGMA_MAD_O);  
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    %END;  
 
 /***Construct Weight of Hubers Estimator: 
  w/o using simple statement 
    wtvec=(abs(stdresid)>1)#(1/ abs(stdresid) ) + 
(abs(stdresid)<=1) 
    due to the chances of residual=0;  
 *****************************************************/ 
 wtvec=Shape(1,NN,1); 
    Do I=1 To NN; 
      IF abs(stdresid[I])>1 then wtvec[I]=1/abs(stdresid[I]);  
    End;  
    wt_O=diag(wtvec); 
 
  %END; 
 
finish wtcalc; 
 
 
 
 
  /**Read Data from Dependent Variable into Vector Y**/ 
  USE &DSET_IN ; 
  READ ALL VAR{&YVAR} INTO Y; 
  N=NROW(Y); 
  %IF %LENGTH(&XVAR) %THEN %DO; 
    %***Read Data from Independent Variables into Matrix XVar**; 
    READ ALL VAR{&XVAR} INTO XVAR ; 
 
    %**Put the intercept into the first column for calculation 
convenience**; 
    X=SHAPE(1,N,1)||XVAR; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %DO; 
    X=SHAPE(1,N,1); 
  %END; 
 
  P=NCOL(X);    
 
 
  /**********Initial Regression*****/ 
  XX =X;  
  YY =Y;  
  optn = j(8,1,.);  
  /**block the automatic addition of intercept into the regression**/ 
  optn[1]= 1; 
  /**Compute LS regression in addition to LTS or LMS Regression**/ 
  optn[3]= 2;      
 
  /***************************************************************** 
  calculate and select the initail estimates of beta as beta0 
  3 options LTS , LMS and LS estimate  
  ******************************************************************/ 
  %If &INITREG=LTS %then %do; 
    CALL LTS(sc,coef,wgt,optn,YY,XX);  
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 beta0=coef[1,]; 
    beta_ls =coef[2,]; 
 
    RS_&INITREG=sc[8]; 
    S_&INITREG=sc[7]; 
 
  %end; 
  %Else %If &INITREG=LMS %then %do;  
    CALL LMS(sc,coef,wgt,optn,YY,XX);  
 beta0=coef[1,]; 
    beta_ls =coef[3,]; 
 
    RS_&INITREG=sc[8]; 
    S_&INITREG=sc[7]; 
  %end; 
  %else %If &INITREG=LS %then %do; 
    CALL LTS(sc,coef,wgt,optn,YY,XX);  
    beta0=coef[2,]; 
    beta_ls =coef[2,]; 
 
    Rs_&INITREG=sc[13]; 
    S_&INITREG=sqrt(sc[12]/(N-P));  
  %end; 
 
  ********************************** 
   Something wrong with the estimators of S and R2 for LS 
   in LTS and LMS modules  
   which can be checked from   
 
    S_LS=sqrt(sc[12]/(N-P))  
    Rs_ls=sc[13] 
  **********************************; 
 
 
 
  ******************************************************* 
  computer the index of tail weight approximately  in order to choose a 
optimal C in Biweight method. 
  *******************************************************; 
  Beta=Shape(beta0,P,1); 
 
 
  **set the adjustment value in calculation of quantiles used as 
default in SAS**;  
  _alpha=3/8; 
 
  %IF %LENGTH(&TAILPART)=0 %THEN %DO; 
    _tail=(1.5-_alpha)/(N+1-2*_alpha); 
 
 /************************************************************* 
   By dafault,if the tail part is smaller than 0.01 ,  
   set it to 0.01 to avoid extreme small tail as N is is very 
large,  
   some paper (O'Gorman, 2001) use 0.02 as the smallest tail for 
the TWI 
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 *****************************************************************
*****/; 
 
 if _tail<0.01 then _tail=0.01; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %DO; 
    **but you can set any value as you want if you want**; 
    _tail=&TAILPART; 
  %END; 
 
  /**Only for Anderson-Darling Test,TWI and MM Ration Simulation**/ 
  %IF  &TWIMM=Y %THEN %DO; 
    /**************************** 
    INPUT: Y 
    OUTPUT: AD,AD_ADJ,AD_PVAL 
    *****************************/ 
    RUN AD_NORM_TEST(AD,AD_ADJ,AD_PVAL,Y); 
 
    /**************************** 
    *Clustering 2*  
    INPUT: Y 
    OUTPUT: C2_ND2,C2_NrMin,C2_NrMax 
    *****************************/ 
    RUN Cluster2(C2_ND2,C2_NrMin,C2_NrMax,Y); 
 
 /************************************ 
    Normalized MAD (MAR in this case) 
 *************************************/ 
    NMAD=MADCALC0(Y,'N'); 
 
    if AD_PVAL >0.1 then AD_test_H1=0; else AD_test_H1=1; 
 
 _Roption1='M1';   /*one sided(max) standard version */ 
 _Roption2='D2';   /*two sided standard version */ 
 _Roption3='R1';   /*Right One-sided standard version */ 
 _Roption4='Y';   /*robust version */ 
 _Roption5='HN';   /*Using Half Normal */ 
 
 TWI_M1=TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,_tail,_alpha,_Roption1); 
 TWI_D2=TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,_tail,_alpha,_Roption2); 
 TWI_R1=TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,_tail,_alpha,_Roption3); 
 TWI_Y= TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,_tail,_alpha,_Roption4); 
 TWI_HN=TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,_tail,_alpha,_Roption5); 
 /*********5-point weighted 
TWI************************************ 
 DO( start, stop, increment); 
    SUM( matrix1<, matrix2,..., matrix15>); 
    performs elementwise multiplication : matrix1#matrix2 matrix#scalar 
matrix#vector 
 ************************************************/ 
 If _tail<0.25 then do; 
      step=(.25-_tail)/4; 
      tail_5pt=DO( _tail,.25, step); 
   TWI_wgt=1-tail_5pt; 
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   TWI_5pt=shape(1,1,5); 
   do i=1 to 5; 
     tp=tail_5pt[i]; 
        TWI_5pt[i]=TAIL_WEIGHT_INDEX(Y,tp,_alpha,_Roption5); 
   end; 
   TWI_W= sum(TWI_5pt#TWI_wgt)/sum(TWI_wgt); 
   TWI_W0=sum(TWI_5pt)/5; 
    end; 
 else do; 
      TWI_W=TWI_HN;   
      TWI_W0=TWI_HN; 
 end; 
 
 ***Get the AV and Upper bound of TWI_HN for test****; 
    TWIFUNC="TWI_HN"; 
    TailVal=_tail; 
    AV_TWI_HN=AV_TWI_BY_IF(TWIFUNC,TailVal); 
    UP90_TWI_HN=1+SQRT(AV_TWI_HN/N)*PROBIT(0.90); 
    UP95_TWI_HN=1+SQRT(AV_TWI_HN/N)*PROBIT(0.95); 
    UP99_TWI_HN=1+SQRT(AV_TWI_HN/N)*PROBIT(0.99); 
 ***to calculate the threshold (agaist normalized MAD) based on 
the UP90 and _tail**; 
 nratio=(probit(1-_tail/2)/probit(1-0.5/2)); 
    threshold_90=UP90_TWI_HN*nratio*probit(1-0.5/2); 
    threshold_95=UP95_TWI_HN*nratio*probit(1-0.5/2); 
    threshold_99=UP99_TWI_HN*nratio*probit(1-0.5/2); 
 
 
   If AD_PVAL>=0.1 | TWI_HN<=UP90_TWI_HN THEN DO; 
     TC_A1=TC_CUTOFFa(Y,7, 11.0,_alpha); 
     case_ck=1; 
 End; 
    ELSE If AD_PVAL>=0.05 | TWI_HN<=UP95_TWI_HN THEN DO; 
      TC_A1=TC_CUTOFFa(Y,3.88, 11.0,_alpha); 
      case_ck=2; 
    end;      
    ELSE do;  
   STARTPT=threshold_99;  
      TC_A1=TC_CUTOFFa(Y,STARTPT,11.0,_alpha); 
      case_ck=3; 
    end;    
 
    mm_ratio=MADMAX_RATIO(Y,'N'); 
 SIZE_N=N; 
 
    create &DSET_OUT 
      var { SIZE_N TC_a1 AD AD_adj AD_PVAL AD_test_H1 C2_ND2 C2_NrMin 
C2_NrMax MM_Ratio NMAD TWI_M1 Twi_D2 TWI_R1 TWI_Y TWI_HN TWI_W  TWI_W0 
AV_TWI_HN UP90_TWI_HN _Tail threshold_90 threshold_95 threshold_99 
nratio _ALPHA case_ck}; 
    Append; 
    CLOSE &DSET_OUT; 
    quit;    
    %GOTO END_TWIMM; 
  %END; 
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  /******************************************************** 
  For DIM(r)=N, 
  the TWI(eps) is estimatable , 
  If eps in [(1-3/8)/(N+1/4), (N-3/8)/(N+1/4)]. 
  To avoid using two extreme order statistics r(1) and r(N) to  
  estimate the TWI, 
  by formaula: d=(N+1-2*delta)eps + delta,  
  set d=1.5 to get the default (eps) used in TWI(eps) 
  The default eps=(d-delta)/(N+1-2*delta)=(1.5-3/8)/(N+1/4) 
  ********************************************************/; 
 
 
   /****Full Model Robust Regression******************** 
  Purpose: 
  (1) To get Final coefficient Beta 
  (2) To get  
  Output: 
    VAR_CV1_O=VAR_CV1_F, 
    VAR_CV2_O=VAR_CV2_F, 
    VAR_CV3_O=VAR_CV3_F, 
 
    SIGMA_CV1_O=SIGMA_CV1_F,  
    SIGMA_CV2_O=SIGMA_CV2_F,  
    SIGMA_CV3_O=SIGMA_CV3_F, 
    SIGMA_MAD_O=SIGMA_MAD_F 
 
    C_O=C_F 
    WT_O=WT_F 
    SUM_OF_O=SUM_OF_F 
    RESID_O =RESID_F 
    SRESID_O =SRESID_F 
    TWI_O   =TWI_F 
    AD_ADJ_O=AD_ADJ_F 
  Input: 
    Y_I=Y 
    X_I=X 
    Beta_I=Beta 
  Notes: 
    In this Module, Y_I and X_I are not changed,  
    the rest parameter variables are updated as needed! 
  ****************************************************/ 
 
  **initialization of global variables used for ADAPT=AV_D only**; 
  rr_D=Y-X*Beta;  nn_D=n; pp_D=p;  
 
  sumdiff=1; 
  Run wtcalc(VAR_CV1_F, VAR_CV2_F, VAR_CV3_F, 
             SIGMA_CV1_F, SIGMA_CV2_F, SIGMA_CV3_F, SIGMA_MAD_F, 
             
C_F,WT_F,SUM_OF_F,RESID_F,SRESID_F,TWI_F,AD_ADJ_F,AD_PVAL_F, 
             Y,X,Beta); 
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  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;   
    PRINT ," Adaptive Robust Regression Iteration Details for Full 
Model: at initial step (L=0)" ,  SUMDIFF BETA; 
  %END;   
  do L=1 to 100 while (sumdiff > 0.00001*P); 
    betaold=beta; 
    beta=inv(t(x)*wt_F*x)*(t(x)*wt_F*y);  
    sumdiff=sum(abs(beta-betaold)); 
 
    **updates on global variables used for ADAPT=AV_D only**; 
    rr_D=Y-X*Beta;  nn_D=n;pp_D=p;   
 
    Run wtcalc(VAR_CV1_F, VAR_CV2_F, VAR_CV3_F, 
               SIGMA_CV1_F, SIGMA_CV2_F, SIGMA_CV3_F, SIGMA_MAD_F, 
               
C_F,WT_F,SUM_OF_F,RESID_F,SRESID_F,TWI_F,AD_ADJ_F,AD_PVAL_F, 
               Y,X,Beta); 
 
 %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;   
   PRINT ," Adaptive Robust Regression Iteration Details for Full 
Model:" ,L SUMDIFF BETA; 
    %END; 
  end; 
 
  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;   
    WT_VEC_F=VECDIAG(WT_F); 
    PRINT ," Adaptive Robust Regression(Final step) for Full Model:" ,L, 
BETA,WT_VEC_F SRESID_F; 
  %END; 
 
 
/**** Reduced Model Robust Regression  with Intercept 
only******************** 
  Purpose: 
  (1) To get Reduced Model regression . 
  (2) To get RESID_R used for calculation of R2 
  Output: 
    VAR_CV1_O=VAR_CV1_R, 
    VAR_CV2_O=VAR_CV2_R, 
    VAR_CV3_O=VAR_CV3_R, 
 
    SIGMA_CV1_O=SIGMA_CV1_R,  
    SIGMA_CV2_O=SIGMA_CV2_R,  
    SIGMA_CV3_O=SIGMA_CV3_R, 
    SIGMA_MAD_O=SIGMA_MAD_R 
 
    C_O=C_R 
    WT_O=WT_R 
    SUM_OF_O=SUM_OF_R 
    RESID_O =RESID_R 
    SRESID_O =SRESID_R 
    TWI_O   =TWI_R 
    AD_ADJ_O=AD_ADJ_R 
  Input: 
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    Y_I=Y 
    X_I= X_R= SHAPE(1,N,1) 
    Beta_I=BETA_R 
  Notes: 
    In this Module, Y_I and X_I are not changed,  
    the rest parameter variables are updated as needed! 
  ****************************************************/ 
  Beta_R=MEDIAN(Y); 
  X_R=SHAPE(1,N,1); 
 
  sumdiff=1; 
  **initialization of global variables used for ADAPT=AV_D only**; 
  rr_D=Y-X_R*Beta_R;  nn_D=n; pp_D=p;  
 
  Run wtcalc(VAR_CV1_R, VAR_CV2_R, VAR_CV3_R, 
             SIGMA_CV1_R, SIGMA_CV2_R, SIGMA_CV3_R, SIGMA_MAD_R, 
             
C_R,WT_R,SUM_OF_R,RESID_R,SRESID_R,TWI_R,AD_ADJ_R,AD_PVAL_R, 
             Y,X_R,Beta_R); 
      
  do L=1 to 100 while (sumdiff > 0.00001*1); 
    betaold=beta_R; 
    beta_R=inv(t(x_R)*wt_R*x_R)*(t(x_R)*wt_R*y); 
 
    sumdiff=sum(abs(beta_R-betaold)); 
 **Updates on global variables used for ADAPT=AV_D only**; 
    rr_D=Y-X_R*Beta_R;  nn_D=n; pp_D=p;  
 
    Run wtcalc(VAR_CV1_R, VAR_CV2_R, VAR_CV3_R, 
               SIGMA_CV1_R, SIGMA_CV2_R, SIGMA_CV3_R, SIGMA_MAD_R, 
               
C_R,WT_R,SUM_OF_R,RESID_R,SRESID_R,TWI_R,AD_ADJ_R,AD_PVAL_R, 
               Y,X_R,Beta_R); 
 %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;   
   PRINT ," Adaptive Robust Regression Iteration Details for 
Reduced-Model:" ,L SUMDIFF  BETA_R; 
    %END; 
  end; 
 
  %IF &ITDETAIL=Y %THEN %DO;   
    WT_VEC_R=VECDIAG(WT_R); 
    PRINT ," Adaptive Robust Regression(Final step) for Reduced-
Model:" ,L, BETA_R,WT_VEC_R SRESID_R; 
  %END; 
 /********************************************************* 
  Calculate Robust R2 based on two Models 
    Use SIGMA_MAD_F or SIGMAHAT_F 
  *********************************************************/ 
  %IF &DENOMSLT=CV1 %THEN %DO; 
    uc_F=RESID_F/(c_F*sigma_CV1_F); 
    uc_R=RESID_R/(c_F*sigma_CV1_F); 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV2 %THEN %DO; 
    uc_F=RESID_F/(c_F*sigma_CV2_F); 
    uc_R=RESID_R/(c_F*sigma_CV2_F); 
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  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &DENOMSLT=CV3 %THEN %DO; 
    uc_F=RESID_F/(c_F*sigma_CV3_F); 
    uc_R=RESID_R/(c_F*sigma_CV3_F); 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %DO; 
    uc_F=RESID_F/(c_F*SIGMA_MAD_F); 
    uc_R=RESID_R/(c_F*SIGMA_MAD_F); 
  %END;  
 
 
  /***Calculate the object function for computation of Robust R-square 
later**/ 
  %IF &METHOD=TUKEY %THEN %DO; 
 OF_F=( ( 1-(1-uc_F##2)##3 )#(abs(uc_F)<1) + (abs(uc_F)>=1) )/6; 
 OF_R=( ( 1-(1-uc_R##2)##3 )#(abs(uc_R)<1) + (abs(uc_R)>=1) )/6; 
  %END;  
 
  /***********IF ANDREWS WAVE M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED **/ 
  %IF &METHOD=ANDREWS %THEN %DO; 
    PI=3.1415926; 
 OF_F=( 1-cos(uc_F) )#(abs(uc_F)<PI) + 2 #( abs(uc_F)>=PI ); 
 OF_R=( 1-cos(uc_R) )#(abs(uc_R)<PI) + 2 #( abs(uc_R)>=PI ); 
  %END;  
 
  /***********IF HUBERS M-ESTIMATOR IS PERFORMED*****/ 
  %IF &METHOD=HUBER %THEN %DO; 
 OF_F=0.5#(uc_F##2)#(abs(uc_F)<1) + ( abs(uc_F)-
0.5 )#( abs(uc_F)>=1 ); 
 OF_R=0.5#(uc_R##2)#(abs(uc_R)<1) + ( abs(uc_R)-
0.5 )#( abs(uc_R)>=1 ); 
  %END;  
 
  SOF_F=sum(OF_F)/6; 
  SOF_R=sum(OF_R)/6; 
  rs_R= 1-SOF_F/SOF_R; 
  rs_Ra=1-((n-1)/(n-p))*(1-rs_R); 
 
 
 
  /******************Hypothesis Test H0 ***** 
  Comparison of LS and Robust linear Regression: 
  R,R_a:  
  refer to p231-in Applied Linear Statistical Models 
 
  Beta(b) in Linear Models: 
  Refer to P74,95,99, 
 
  CI : 
  Refer to 107 for t-test of individual cofficient, 
 
  General linear hypothesis about Beta: 
  test of Beta=Beta_a P101-P112 FQ_H is F(p,n-p) under H0 
  ***********************************/ 
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start Rob_test;       
  
  xpx =t(X)*X;                /*  X'X          */ 
  xpxi=ginv(xpx);               /* inverse of X'X          */ 
  beta_LS0=xpxi*(t(X)*Y);         /* parameter estimate by LS */ 
  yhat=X*beta_ls0;                 /* predicted values of LS  */ 
  resid=Y-yhat;                 /* residuals           */ 
  sse=ssq(resid);               /* SSE                 */ 
  n=nrow(X);                    /* sample size         */ 
  p=ncol(X); 
  dfe=N-P;                        /* error DF            */ 
  mse=sse/dfe;                  /* MSE                 */ 
  cssy=ssq(Y-sum(Y)/n);         /* corrected total SS  */ 
   
  ssr=cssy-sse; 
  rs_LS0=(cssy-sse)/cssy;      /* RSQUARE             */ 
  rs_LS0_adj=1-((n-1)/(n-p))*(1-rs_LS0);   /* refer to p231-in Applied 
LSM */ 
  S_LS0=sqrt(mse); 
  Beta_a=BETA;                              /*from adaptive regression 
*/ 
 
 
  **Given the Weight from the adaptive, By Weight LS Approach ; 
  vec_wt=VECDIAG(WT_F); 
  vec_wt1=vec_wt[LOC((vec_wt^=0)=1) ]; 
 
  wt_F1=Diag(vec_wt1); 
  Y_w=Y[LOC((VECDIAG(WT_F)^=0)=1)]; 
  X_w=X[LOC((VECDIAG(WT_F)^=0)=1),]; 
 
  xpx_w =t(X_w)*WT_F1*X_w;                      /*  X'WX          */ 
  xpxi_w=ginv(xpx_w);                          /* inverse of X'WX          
*/ 
  beta_WLS=xpxi_w*(t(X_w)*WT_F1*Y_w);          /* parameter estimate by 
WLS*/ 
  yhat_w=X_w*beta_wls;                           /* predicted values of 
WLS */ 
  resid_w=Y_w-yhat_w;                            /* residuals           
*/ 
  sse_w=ssq( (vec_wt1##0.5) # resid_w);  /* Weighted SSE          */ 
 
  n_w=nrow(X_w);                     
  dfe_w=N_w-P; 
  mse_w=sse_w/dfe_w;                                  /* MSE by WLS    
*/ 
  cssy_w=ssq( (vec_wt1##0.5) # (Y_w-sum(Y_w)/n_w ) );   /* corrected 
total SS by WLS  */ 
 
  rs_WLS    =(cssy_w-sse_w)/cssy_w;       
  rs_WLS_adj=1-((n_w-1)/(n_w-p))*(1-rs_WLS);  
  
 
 
  /**check the formaula of WLS linear hypothesis (Confirmed correctness) 
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  W=WT_F; 
  sse_w_chk=t(y)*( W-W*X*ginv(X`*W*X)*X`*W  )*y; 
  print " check the Weighted SSE",,sse_w_chk,sse_w; 
  **check only end***/ 
 
 
  KK1=I(P); 
  KK2=I(P)[2:P,]; 
 
  /* Under H0=LS,  test H: beta_LS0=Beta_a  */ 
  F_ALL_LS=( T(KK1*beta_LS0-
Beta_a)*GINV(KK1*XPXI*T(KK1))*(KK1*beta_LS0-Beta_a) )/(p*MSE); 
  P_ALL_LS=1-probf(F_ALL_LS,p,dfe);  
   
  /* Under H0=LS, test H: beta_LS0=Beta_a except intercept */ 
  F_SLP_LS =( T(KK2*beta_LS0-
KK2*Beta_a)*GINV(KK2*XPXI*T(KK2))*(KK2*beta_LS0-KK2*Beta_a) )/((p-
1)*MSE); 
  P_SLP_LS=1-probf(F_SLP_LS,p-1,dfe);  
   
  /* Under H0=LS, test H: beta_LS0=0 except intercept as in REG or GLM 
as a check */ 
  F_GLM=( T(KK2*beta_LS0-0)*GINV(KK2*XPXI*T(KK2))*(KK2*beta_LS0-
0) )/((P-1)*MSE); 
  P_GLM=1-probf(F_GLM,p-1,dfe);  
 
 
 
  /** Under H0=WLS **/ 
  /** test H: beta_WLS=Beta_LS0 **/ 
  F_ALL_WLS=( T(KK1*beta_WLS-
Beta_LS0)*GINV(KK1*XPXI_W*T(KK1))*(KK1*beta_WLS-Beta_LS0) )/(p*MSE_W); 
  P_ALL_WLS=1-probf(F_ALL_WLS,p,dfe_w);    
  /**test H: beta_WLS=Beta_LS0 except intercept */ 
  F_SLP_WLS=( T(KK2*beta_WLS-
KK2*Beta_LS0)*GINV(KK2*XPXI_W*T(KK2))*(KK2*beta_WLS-
KK2*Beta_LS0) )/((p-1)*MSE_W); 
  P_SLP_WLS=1-probf(F_SLP_WLS,p-1,dfe_w);  
 
 
 
  /* Under H0=Adpaptive IRWLS */  
  /*test H: Beta_a=beta_LS0  using Wald Test*/ 
  %IF &COVSLT=CV1 %THEN %DO; 
    cov_A=VAR_CV1_F; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &COVSLT=CV2 %THEN %DO; 
    cov_A=VAR_CV2_F; 
  %END; 
  %ELSE %IF &COVSLT=CV3 %THEN %DO; 
    cov_A=VAR_CV3_F; 
  %END; 
 
  WD_ALL_ADP=( T(KK1*beta_a-
Beta_LS0)*GINV(KK1*cov_A*T(KK1))*(KK1*beta_a-Beta_LS0) ); 
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  P_ALL_ADP=1-probchi(WD_ALL_ADP,nrow(KK1));    
  /*test H: Beta_a=beta_LS0 except intercept using Wald Test*/ 
  WD_SLP_ADP=( T(KK2*beta_a-
KK2*Beta_LS0)*GINV(KK2*cov_A*T(KK2))*(KK2*beta_a-KK2*Beta_LS0) ); 
  P_SLP_ADP=1-probchi(WD_SLP_ADP,nrow(KK2));  
 
 
 
  /****H0=LS  H1=ADP***/ 
  If P_ALL_LS<=&SIGLEVEL then  
    DIF_ALL_LS=1; 
  else 
    DIF_ALL_LS=0; 
 
  If P_SLP_LS<=&SIGLEVEL then  
    DIF_SLP_LS=1; 
  else 
    DIF_SLP_LS=0; 
 
  /****H0=WLS  H1=LS***/ 
  If P_ALL_WLS<=&SIGLEVEL then  
    DIF_ALL_WLS=1; 
  else 
    DIF_ALL_WLS=0; 
 
  If P_SLP_WLS<=&SIGLEVEL then  
    DIF_SLP_WLS=1; 
  else 
    DIF_SLP_WLS=0; 
 
  /****H0=ADP  H1=LS***/ 
  If P_ALL_ADP<=&SIGLEVEL then  
    DIF_ALL_ADP=1; 
  else 
    DIF_ALL_ADP=0; 
 
  If P_SLP_ADP<=&SIGLEVEL then  
    DIF_SLP_ADP=1; 
  else 
    DIF_SLP_ADP=0; 
 
 
 
  %If &HypoTest=Y %then %do; 
    stdb=sqrt(vecdiag(xpxi)*mse);  
    t=beta_LS0/stdb;                   
    prob=1-probf(t#t,1,dfe);    
    print,"----------------------------------------------", 
          " LS Regression Results",, 
  Beta_LS0 Stdb t Prob rs_LS0 rs_LS0_adj; 
    print,"Test of General Hypothesis( H0: Beta(LS), H1(Adaptive) )",, 
      mse F_ALL_LS P_ALL_LS  F_SLP_LS P_SLP_LS   F_GLM   P_glm,,; 
 
    stdb_W=sqrt(vecdiag(xpxi_w)*mse_w);  
    t_w=beta_WLS/stdb_w;                   
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    prob_w=1-probf(t_w#t_w,1,dfe_w);    
    print,"----------------------------------------------", 
       " Weighted LS Regression Results (Weight is derived from 
Adaptive Regression",, 
  Beta_WLS Stdb_w t_w Prob_w rs_WLS rs_WLS_adj ; 
    print,"Test of General Hypothesis( H0: Beta(WLS), H1(LS) )",, 
      mse_W F_ALL_WLS P_ALL_WLS  F_SLP_WLS P_SLP_WLS,,; 
 
  stdb_A=sqrt(vecdiag(COV_A)); 
    t_A=   beta_A/stdb_A;                   
    prob_A=1-probchi(t_A#t_A,1);   
     print,"----------------------------------------------", 
       " Adaptive Robust Regression Results",cov_A, 
     Beta_A Stdb_A t_A Prob_A rs_R rs_Ra; 
    print,"Test of General Hypothesis( H0: Beta(Adaptive), H1(LS) )",, 
      WD_ALL_ADP P_ALL_ADP  WD_SLP_ADP P_SLP_ADP,,; 
 
  %end; 
finish Rob_test;                     
 
RUN Rob_test; 
 
 
 
 
/******************************************************************** 
 Create Data set to export regression results and related information 
 (1) Regression Coefficient by LS, LTS/LMS, Method(Tukey,Huber,etc) 
 (2) Corresponding Scale estimator 
 (3) Tuning constant used,TWI calculated 
*********************************************************************/ 
  
  *****M-estimator Method used**; 
 Method="&METHOD"; 
 Adapt="&Adapt"; 
 
  /*****Tuning Constant TWI and AD_adj AD_PVAL finally used**/; 
 TConstant=C_F; 
 TWI=TWI_F; 
 AD_ADJ=AD_adj_F; 
 AD_PVAL=AD_PVAL_F; 
 
 /****Solution by LTS or LMS or LS as initial estimates*****/ 
 Intercept_&INITREG=beta0[1]; 
 %DO K=1 %TO &N_XVAR; 
   %cmpres(&&VNAME&K.._&INITREG)=Beta0[1+&K]; 
 %END;  
  
 
 /****Solution by LS from Module Rob_test ,noted by suffix _ls0 ***/ 
 Intercept_LS0=beta_ls0[1]; 
 %DO K=1 %TO &N_XVAR; 
   %cmpres(&&VNAME&K.._LS0)=Beta_ls0[1+&K]; 
 %END;  
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 /****Solution by using specified Method***/ 
 Intercept_&Method=beta[1]; 
 %DO K=1 %TO &N_XVAR; 
   %cmpres(&&VNAME&K.._&Method)=Beta[1+&K]; 
 %END;  
 S_CV1_&Method=Sigma_CV1_F; 
 S_CV2_&Method=Sigma_CV2_F; 
 S_CV3_&Method=Sigma_CV3_F; 
 S_MAD_&Method=SIGMA_MAD_F; 
 
  create &DSET_OUT 
    var { 
    Method Adapt TConstant  TWI AD_adj AD_PVAL _Tail 
    Intercept_&INITREG 
    %DO K=1 %TO &N_XVAR; 
      %cmpres(&&VNAME&K.._&INITREG) 
    %END; 
 S_&INITREG 
 RS_&INITREG 
 
 Intercept_LS0 
    %DO K=1 %TO &N_XVAR; 
      %cmpres(&&VNAME&K.._LS0) 
    %END; 
 S_LS0 
 RS_LS0 RS_LS0_adj 
 
    Intercept_&Method 
    %DO K=1 %TO &N_XVAR; 
      %cmpres(&&VNAME&K.._&Method) 
    %END; 
 
    S_CV1_&Method 
    S_CV2_&Method 
    S_CV3_&Method 
    S_MAD_&Method 
 
 RS_R RS_Ra 
    RS_WLS RS_WLS_adj 
 
    /*The P-values of testing parameters of LS WLS and ADP given 
different Assumptions*/  
    P_ALL_LS   
    P_SLP_LS 
    P_ALL_WLS   
    P_SLP_WLS 
    P_ALL_ADP   
    P_SLP_ADP 
 
 /*Significance 1/0 (under sig. level) of testing parameters of LS 
WLS and ADP above*/  
    DIF_ALL_LS   
    DIF_SLP_LS 
    DIF_ALL_WLS   
    DIF_SLP_WLS 
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    DIF_ALL_ADP   
    DIF_SLP_ADP 
 
 }; 
    Append; 
  CLOSE &DSET_OUT; 
 
 
   ***FOR THE PURPOSE OF CHECK ONLY**; 
  TEMP_CK=XVAR ||Y ||WT_VEC_F|| SRESID_F; 
  colnames={&XVAR &YVAR WT SR};  
    create &DSET_OUT._CK 
      FROM TEMP_CK[ colname=colnameS]; 
   Append FROM TEMP_CK; 
   close &dset_out._ck; 
 
 
  quit;    
 
  /*** SET LENGTH OF VARIABLE=METHOD TO AVOID TRUNCATION IN LATER DATA 
MANIPULATION**/ 
  DATA &DSET_OUT; 
    LENGTH METHOD $12 Adapt $8; 
    SET &DSET_OUT; 
  RUN; 
 
  DATA &DSET_OUT._CK; 
    LENGTH METHOD $12 Adapt $8; 
    SET &DSET_OUT._CK; 
 Method="&METHOD(&Adapt)"; 
    Adapt="&Adapt"; 
  RUN; 
 
 
  /***USed only for TWI and MM ratio Simulation**/ 
  %END_TWIMM: 
%mend BIWREG; 
 
 
 
                         
 
( I ): Data used in the dissertation  
 
Hawkins, Bradu, Kass (1984) Data: 
 
             1  10.1  19.6  28.3   9.7 
             2   9.5  20.5  28.9  10.1 
             3  10.7  20.2  31.0  10.3 
             4   9.9  21.5  31.7   9.5 
             5  10.3  21.1  31.1  10.0 
             6  10.8  20.4  29.2  10.0 
             7  10.5  20.9  29.1  10.8 
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             8   9.9  19.6  28.8  10.3 
             9   9.7  20.7  31.0   9.6 
            10   9.3  19.7  30.3   9.9 
            11  11.0  24.0  35.0  -0.2 
            12  12.0  23.0  37.0  -0.4 
            13  12.0  26.0  34.0   0.7 
            14  11.0  34.0  34.0   0.1 
            15   3.4   2.9   2.1  -0.4 
            16   3.1   2.2   0.3   0.6 
            17   0.0   1.6   0.2  -0.2 
            18   2.3   1.6   2.0   0.0 
            19   0.8   2.9   1.6   0.1 
            20   3.1   3.4   2.2   0.4 
            21   2.6   2.2   1.9   0.9 
            22   0.4   3.2   1.9   0.3 
            23   2.0   2.3   0.8  -0.8 
            24   1.3   2.3   0.5   0.7 
            25   1.0   0.0   0.4  -0.3 
            26   0.9   3.3   2.5  -0.8 
            27   3.3   2.5   2.9  -0.7 
            28   1.8   0.8   2.0   0.3 
            29   1.2   0.9   0.8   0.3 
            30   1.2   0.7   3.4  -0.3 
            31   3.1   1.4   1.0   0.0 
            32   0.5   2.4   0.3  -0.4 
            33   1.5   3.1   1.5  -0.6 
            34   0.4   0.0   0.7  -0.7 
            35   3.1   2.4   3.0   0.3 
            36   1.1   2.2   2.7  -1.0 
            37   0.1   3.0   2.6  -0.6 
            38   1.5   1.2   0.2   0.9 
            39   2.1   0.0   1.2  -0.7 
            40   0.5   2.0   1.2  -0.5 
            41   3.4   1.6   2.9  -0.1 
            42   0.3   1.0   2.7  -0.7 
            43   0.1   3.3   0.9   0.6 
            44   1.8   0.5   3.2  -0.7 
            45   1.9   0.1   0.6  -0.5 
            46   1.8   0.5   3.0  -0.4 
            47   3.0   0.1   0.8  -0.9 
            48   3.1   1.6   3.0   0.1 
            49   3.1   2.5   1.9   0.9 
            50   2.1   2.8   2.9  -0.4 
            51   2.3   1.5   0.4   0.7 
            52   3.3   0.6   1.2  -0.5 
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            53   0.3   0.4   3.3   0.7 
            54   1.1   3.0   0.3   0.7 
            55   0.5   2.4   0.9   0.0 
            56   1.8   3.2   0.9   0.1 
            57   1.8   0.7   0.7   0.7 
            58   2.4   3.4   1.5  -0.1 
            59   1.6   2.1   3.0  -0.3 
            60   0.3   1.5   3.3  -0.9 
            61   0.4   3.4   3.0  -0.3 
            62   0.9   0.1   0.3   0.6 
            63   1.1   2.7   0.2  -0.3 
            64   2.8   3.0   2.9  -0.5 
            65   2.0   0.7   2.7   0.6 
            66   0.2   1.8   0.8  -0.9 
            67   1.6   2.0   1.2  -0.7 
            68   0.1   0.0   1.1   0.6 
            69   2.0   0.6   0.3   0.2 
            70   1.0   2.2   2.9   0.7 
            71   2.2   2.5   2.3   0.2 
            72   0.6   2.0   1.5  -0.2 
            73   0.3   1.7   2.2   0.4 
            74   0.0   2.2   1.6  -0.9 
            75   0.3   0.4   2.6   0.2  
 
 
The number of international phone calls from Belgium in years 1950-1973 
(Index   Year    Calls)  
1.0 50.0 0.44 
2.0 51.0 0.47 
3.0 52.0 0.47 
4.0 53.0 0.59 
5.0 54.0 0.66 
6.0 55.0 0.73 
7.0 56.0 0.81 
8.0 57.0 0.88 
9.0 58.0 1.06 
10.0 59.0 1.20 
11.0 60.0 1.35 
12.0 61.0 1.49 
13.0 62.0 1.61 
14.0 63.0 2.12 
15.0 64.0 11.90 
16.0 65.0 12.40 
17.0 66.0 14.20 
18.0 67.0 15.90 
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19.0 68.0 18.20 
20.0 69.0 21.20 
21.0 70.0 4.30 
22.0 71.0 2.40 
23.0 72.0 2.70 
24.0 73.0 2.90 
 
 
Growth Data from 1960 to 1985 (De Long and Summers (1991)):  
   data growth;  
      input country$ GDP LFG EQP NEQ GAP @@;  
      datalines;  
   Argentin  0.0089 0.0118 0.0214 0.2286 0.6079  
   Austria   0.0332 0.0014 0.0991 0.1349 0.5809  
   Belgium   0.0256 0.0061 0.0684 0.1653 0.4109  
   Bolivia   0.0124 0.0209 0.0167 0.1133 0.8634  
   Botswana  0.0676 0.0239 0.1310 0.1490 0.9474  
   Brazil    0.0437 0.0306 0.0646 0.1588 0.8498  
   Cameroon  0.0458 0.0169 0.0415 0.0885 0.9333  
   Canada    0.0169 0.0261 0.0771 0.1529 0.1783  
   Chile     0.0021 0.0216 0.0154 0.2846 0.5402  
   Colombia  0.0239 0.0266 0.0229 0.1553 0.7695  
   CostaRic  0.0121 0.0354 0.0433 0.1067 0.7043  
   Denmark   0.0187 0.0115 0.0688 0.1834 0.4079  
   Dominica  0.0199 0.0280 0.0321 0.1379 0.8293  
   Ecuador   0.0283 0.0274 0.0303 0.2097 0.8205  
   ElSalvad  0.0046 0.0316 0.0223 0.0577 0.8414  
   Ethiopia  0.0094 0.0206 0.0212 0.0288 0.9805  
   Finland   0.0301 0.0083 0.1206 0.2494 0.5589  
   France    0.0292 0.0089 0.0879 0.1767 0.4708  
   Germany   0.0259 0.0047 0.0890 0.1885 0.4585  
   Greece    0.0446 0.0044 0.0655 0.2245 0.7924  
   Guatemal  0.0149 0.0242 0.0384 0.0516 0.7885  
   Honduras  0.0148 0.0303 0.0446 0.0954 0.8850  
   HongKong  0.0484 0.0359 0.0767 0.1233 0.7471  
   India     0.0115 0.0170 0.0278 0.1448 0.9356  
   Indonesi  0.0345 0.0213 0.0221 0.1179 0.9243  
   Ireland   0.0288 0.0081 0.0814 0.1879 0.6457  
   Israel    0.0452 0.0305 0.1112 0.1788 0.6816  
   Italy     0.0362 0.0038 0.0683 0.1790 0.5441  
   IvoryCoa  0.0278 0.0274 0.0243 0.0957 0.9207  
   Jamaica   0.0055 0.0201 0.0609 0.1455 0.8229  
   Japan     0.0535 0.0117 0.1223 0.2464 0.7484  
   Kenya     0.0146 0.0346 0.0462 0.1268 0.9415  
   Korea     0.0479 0.0282 0.0557 0.1842 0.8807  
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   Luxembou  0.0236 0.0064 0.0711 0.1944 0.2863  
   Madagasc -0.0102 0.0203 0.0219 0.0481 0.9217  
   Malawi    0.0153 0.0226 0.0361 0.0935 0.9628  
   Malaysia  0.0332 0.0316 0.0446 0.1878 0.7853  
   Mali      0.0044 0.0184 0.0433 0.0267 0.9478  
   Mexico    0.0198 0.0349 0.0273 0.1687 0.5921  
   Morocco   0.0243 0.0281 0.0260 0.0540 0.8405  
   Netherla  0.0231 0.0146 0.0778 0.1781 0.3605  
   Nigeria  -0.0047 0.0283 0.0358 0.0842 0.8579  
   Norway    0.0260 0.0150 0.0701 0.2199 0.3755  
   Pakistan  0.0295 0.0258 0.0263 0.0880 0.9180  
   Panama    0.0295 0.0279 0.0388 0.2212 0.8015  
   Paraguay  0.0261 0.0299 0.0189 0.1011 0.8458  
   Peru      0.0107 0.0271 0.0267 0.0933 0.7406  
   Philippi  0.0179 0.0253 0.0445 0.0974 0.8747  
   Portugal  0.0318 0.0118 0.0729 0.1571 0.8033  
   Senegal  -0.0011 0.0274 0.0193 0.0807 0.8884  
   Spain     0.0373 0.0069 0.0397 0.1305 0.6613  
   SriLanka  0.0137 0.0207 0.0138 0.1352 0.8555  
   Tanzania  0.0184 0.0276 0.0860 0.0940 0.9762  
   Thailand  0.0341 0.0278 0.0395 0.1412 0.9174  
   Tunisia   0.0279 0.0256 0.0428 0.0972 0.7838  
   U.K.      0.0189 0.0048 0.0694 0.1132 0.4307  
   U.S.      0.0133 0.0189 0.0762 0.1356 0.0000  
   Uruguay   0.0041 0.0052 0.0155 0.1154 0.5782  
   Venezuel  0.0120 0.0378 0.0340 0.0760 0.4974  
   Zambia   -0.0110 0.0275 0.0702 0.2012 0.8695  
   Zimbabwe  0.0110 0.0309 0.0843 0.1257 0.8875  
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